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FOREWORD

Jadvapur Univarsity, sat up by an Act of West Bengal State Assembly in 1955, has its roots
in the Indian struggle for freedom. It emerged out of the College of Engineering and Technology
(GET) which in turn descended from Bengal Technical Institute that was established by the
National Council of Education, Bengal, in 1906. Since its estabishment the University has striven
hard to keep up to the aspirations of the intellectual horizon of the country. On this historic
occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of independence I feel happy to announce the publication of
the convocation addresses delivered in this University.

Convocation in an important event in the lifte of a university. For more than four decades
distinguished personalities who excelled in different areas of national life were present at the
annual convocations as special guests and shared their ideas and thoughts with the university
academia. Whie the priorities of University are reflected in the choice of dignitaries invited to
initiate the outgoing students to their new phase of lifSi texts of the address often highlight the
contemporary issues political, social, economic and intellectual that engaged the minds of the
intellectuals as well as policy-formers, indeed, in more ways than one convocation addresses are
useful archival material and I feel proud to have all the addresses so far delivered in his University
published in the collection. I hope this will be of use of the scholars and general readers alike.

7 December, 1997

The Vice-chancellor

Jadavpur Universiry
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE

Jadavpur University takes legitimate pride in the fact that of the many institutions that emerged
out of the nationaiist upsurge of 1905-06, it is the only one of its kind to have stood the test of
time and have now acquired a status unequalled by most other organisations.which had received
government patronage during the foreign rule. We firmly believe that our association in the early
days with the stalwarts of the Bengal Renaissance has informed our institution with a spirit of a

different kind which is the secret of its rapid success. The then College of Engineering & Technology

was formalised as a regular university on 24th December, 1955. To commemorate the event,
each year the Annual Convocation is held on the Foundation Day, that, the 24th Day of December,
when we invite scholars and men of letters to come and deliver the Convocation Address as

Chief Guest. They come with their beliefs, thoughts and convictions and disseminate them from
the Convocation podium. Since the process of sharing of ideas is a continuous one and should be
given as wide a scope as possible, a need was felt In the academic circles to publish a collection
of such speeches, it has now become my privilege to publish the collection which f gladly take.

I  acknowledge with gratitude the encouragement and assistance received from the
Vice-Chanceiior, Prof. Dr. B.C. Som and other faculty members. I am particularly indebted to Dr.

Anuradha Chanda and Dr. Kunal Chattopadhyay of History Department without whose unsparing
efforts this publication would not have been possible.

I am sure the publication will meet with your approval.

BHASKAR BANERJEA

Registrar
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EDITORIAL NOTE

Historically speaking Jadavpur University is a progeny of two institutions which emerged out
of the Swadeshi movement—the Bengal Technical Institute set up on July 25, 1906 by the
Society for the Promotion of Technical Education in Bengal and the Bengal National College
founded on August 14,1906 by. the National Council of Education. In 1910, the Society merged
with the National Council and with the amalgamation the scientific and technical departments of
the Bengal National College were transferred to the Bengal Technical Institute. The combined
institution was renamed as the Central National Institution in which the literary and scientific side
was looked after by the Bengal National College and the technical and applied science side by
the Bengal Technical Institute. There were two committees for the two sections which advised the
Executive Committee regarding their respective concerns.

Over the years internal problems within the National Council, as well as rise In demand for
technical education during the war years accompanied by a sharp fall in the admission to the
Bengal National College, led to its closure in 1917. In 1928 the Bengal Technical Institute was
renamed as the Ccliege of Engineering and Technology, it was directly from this coiieqe that
Jadavpur University was born through legislative action-the Jadavpur University Act 1955
(West Bengal Act XXXIIl of 1955). ersiiy Act, 1955

One^o, the sth^ng features of the educational policy embodied by the National Council was
Its principle Of combining literary with scientific and technical education, indeed the conte enL
convened by Sir Ashutcsh Chaudhury on November 16, 1905 which mooted the NaZai
Ccuncii of Education resolved that the task of the Council would be to 'organise a systerof

National Council of Bengal, p,3, published by Jadavpur Univerah^i gsr Tl h
.  .. ^ ^ uMiversity, 1956). This idea was further

ippointed a

it is significant that one of the recommendations of this Committee'ran aTroibwT"

^  - - . . . , uouavjjul university, 1956). This Ide?developed when, due to the closure of the Bengal National College L Counci an ■ . a
Reconstruction Committee in order to make recommendations on the'basis of past ^
If ic elnniflnonf i .. -

Technical education, removed from humanising and liberalising
Influences, is sure to degenerate into a mainly bread and butter question,
and thoughtful men agree in looking upon it as a doubtful good, particularly
when they keep in view the best ideals of Indian Civilisation. To liberalise
technical education the Committee suggest that the student should be
induced to attend regularly such of the proposed lectures as are of
general humane and enduring interest. {Golden Jubilee Volume of
National CouncI of Bengal, p.29. published by Jadavpur University, 1956).

It was this ideal of a more holi«;tir' anH hi _j

university when it was set up as a unitary teachingirtTn
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EnginGsring and TGchnology undGr thG sanriG asgis and within thG sams campus, in this sansG
Jadavpur UnivGrsity is thG most important survior of thG goal of national Gducation as sGt by our
nationalist loadars.

SincG its incGption in 1955 thG UnivGrsity has navar lookad back. To tha sprawling campus at
Jadvapur, another at Salt Laka has baan addad. Tha two campuses together house thirty one
departments^ A new approach began to take off from 1980s with tha promotion of multi/ inter
disciplinary schools and various research centres. At present the University has eleven such
schools where the artificial barriers of particular disciplines are dissolved and different disciplines

interact to produce new ideas and promote new research.

Convocations form an important annual event of the University and they are organised with
great care. Consequently Convocation Addresses occupy a special position. Delivered by the
Guest-in-Chief at the annual gathering of the court, the highest governing body of the University,
these often reflect the changing social conditions, political goals and cultural fashions as well as
the ideologies at work. They bring out the changing concerns of leading personalities, many of
whom play a prominent role in the national life and often are parts of history themselves. As such
we hope that this volume will provide material for thought, for reasoned debate and will give an
idea of a cross section of Indian minds at work during the last four decades. It will enable us to

see how perceptions and goals have evolved during this important phase of Indian history.

This volume contains the addresses delivered by the Guests-in-Chief at the annual convocations

held between 1956 and 1996. The University foundation day, December 24, was taken as the

formal date of Convocation. The first convocation marked the foundation of the University when

Dr. Rajendra Prasad, the President of India, presented the Univesity with its seal or logo. The first
speech in this volume was delivered during the second Convocation.Later, on a number of
occasions Convocations could not be held on the due date either because of political unrest or

due to administrative difficulties. Thus convocations were not held in the years 1960, 1963 and

1968. Often convocations were delayed by a year or two. For the Convocation of 1977, there are
three speeches delivered on three consecutive days. This was probably because the convocations
of three faculties were held separately. The Convocation Address of 1993 is not available becuase
the Guest-in-chief, Mr. M.A. Khan, Member of Public Service Commission delivered an extempore
speech which was not recorded. On the whole between 1970 and 1988, the dates of the addresses
and the years of the Convocation often do not tally. We have, therefore, mentioned in the Content
the dates on which the addresses were actually delivered ; this does not always coincide with the
year of the Convocation.

1Arts Faculty-11 departments

Science Faculty-5 departments
Engineering and Technology-15 departments
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This volume also contains a list of names of dignitaries to whom Doctorates (Honoris Causa)
have been conferred by the University. The need to bring out the volume within a certain period,
as well as considerations of space caused us to regretfully abandon the plan to include the lists of
Doctorates and University Medal awardees of different faculties.

Working on this project, small as it was, gave us considerable statisfaction. We would like to
thank all those who have helped us in the work. The proposal was initially mooted by Sri Bhaskar
Banerjea, Registrar of the University and he remained the driving force. Prof. Subodh Chandra
Som, Vice-chancellor of the University, not only wrote the foreword, but kindly took time to go
through the scheme and make valuable sugestions. To the Chief Librarian and the staff of the
Central Library we will remain grateful for tracking down some of the more elusive addresses.
The office of the Controller of Examination was equally helpful in producing the list of Honoris
Causa. We would also like to record our gratitude to Ms. Deepanwita Das and Sri Abhijit Sen of
the School of Women's Studies, Jadavpur University, for their help in the production of this
volume.

Jadavpur University, Calcutta Anuradha Chanda

October, 1997 Kunal Chattopadhyay
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CONVOCATION SPEECHES



ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Shrl C. D. Deshmukh

24th December, 1956

Mr. President, Graduates of the University, Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am happy to be in the midst of fresh graduates of Jadavpur University on the occasion of
this Convocation, which marks a landmark in the history of the germinal institution, the Bengal

College of Engineering and Technology. I recall to my mind the noble origin of this institution and
feel proud and privileged that I should have been given the opportunity of participating in this

function. There was a fine efflorescence of virile nationalism in our country 50 years ago and

nowhere was it more resplendent than in Bengal. The Bengal College of Engineering and

Technology was a symbol of this spirit together with some financial institutions and industrial
concerns.

During these 50 years the Engineer has, one may justly say, come into his own. The
administrator and the politician has to rely more and more heavily on the engineer and the
technologist for both formulation of plans and their implementation.

The acquisition of a degree is an achievement worth felicitations, and I congratulate the
young men (and women) who have received their degrees today. At the same time let me remind

them that the acquisition of a degree or a skill is not a good thing in itself. All skills are good or
bad according to the use they are put to. Technological skills can be used without a due sense of
social responsibility and even exploited for manufacturing the means of mass destruction, or they
can be harnessed for socially productive purposes and thus subserving the happiness of man. I
am confident that the energies of Indian engineers will always be directed into constructive and

socially meaningful channels.

It is naturally expected that the engineers and technologists of tomorrow have a good
acquaintance with India's Five-Year Plans. Even a casual perusal of the Second Plan will convince
them that they need not have any worry regarding gainful employment. I should like to go into
some detail in regard to the problem of the demand and supply of engineering and technical
personnel in India, before referring to other matters of interest to engineers.

Expenditure by the Central and State Governments on activities which demand engineering
personnel has grown from Rs. 32.24 crores in 1938-39 to Rs. 518.29 crores in 1955-56. Even
after making adjustments for the rise in price level as indicated by the Index Number of wholesale
prices, the expenditure in 1955-56 would still remain as high as Rs. 137.84 crores as compared
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to Rs 32 24 crores in 1938-39. The demand In the public sector has thus grown four times during
the last fifteen years. In the private sector also, a study of the growth in the total paid-up capital of
relevant industries would indicate a three-fold increase in the demand for engineering personnel
durinq the last fifteen years. Experiments have already been initiated in India on the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy, if these experiments make rapid progress, then there is no knowing as to
how many highly qualified engineers will be in demand for installing and looking after atomic
reactors.ylUIO.

The shortages of engineering personnel at the end of the First Five-Year Plan had been
calculated as some 1 200 graduates and 3,300 diploma-holders in the Civil branch in addition to
some 950 graduates and diploma-holders in Mechanical branch, on the Electrical side, in Tele
communication and in other branches, it has been calculated that during the Second Five-Year

.  ̂ 11 .=n,iire a little over 11,000 graduates and about 26,000 diploma-holders inPlan period India will require a c ann

Civil Enqineering 5 000 graduates and 12,000 diploma-holders in Mechanical Engineering, 5,500
graduates and 10,500 graduates and diploma-holders in Tele-Communication, Mining, Metallurgy
and Chemical Engineering.

During the First Five-Year Plan, facilities for the training of personnel required in engineering
occupations were systematically expanded by the Government. The institute of Technology at
Kharaqpur as well as four new Engineering Colleges and 19 Polytechnics were established
durinq the period in addition, the Indian institute of Bangalore as well as 20 existing Engineering
Colieoes and 30 existing Engineering Schools were further developed during the period. Ail these
measures resulted in doubling the output of degree-holders and increasing the output of diploma-
holders from 1850 to 4900 during the period of the First Plan. During the Second Plan it is

crores should be devoted to the expansion of faculties for technicalproposed that a sum o s. supervisors, overseers and other categories of personnel,
education for development of various technical courses relating to printing
Among the programmes inc u architecture, strengthening of existing technical institutions,
technology, town institutions, expansion of Indian School of Mines and Applied
establishment of hig er e engineers and so on. The result will be that
Geology, organisation o re -^gg^ing personnel both for degree and diploma courses will
institutions imparting training Targets for increasing the outturn of engineering
increase from 128 in Second Five-Year Plan. It has been planned that in the year
personnel have been fixe m diploma-holders on the Mechanical side as
1960 India should turn addition to some 1,400 graduates and diploma-holders in Tele-
well as on the Electrical si ® " Metallurgy, Chemical Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering,
Communication, Electronics, ivi y.

Architecture and Automobile Engineering.



Some Indian students get their engineering training abroad and return to India after acquiring

the 'know-how'. Foreign experts who are sent out to India under various aid programmes and the

consultants and technicians who come to India to erect plant and machinery purchased by India,

constitute another source of supply for India's requirements of engineering personnel.

In spite of the best effort of the Government and Universities to accelerate the outturn of

engineering personnel, it is anticipated that in 1960-61, there will be a deficit of about 900

graduates and 5,000 diploma-holders in Civil Engineering and of 6,500 graduates and diploma-

holders in the other branches mentioned just now. The Engineering Personnel Committee set up

by the Planning Commission submitted its report on May 16, 1956 and recommended that steps
should be taken to increase the capacity of existing institutions and to establish 18 more Engineering
Colleges and 62 more Engineering Schools in different parts of the country. These suggestions,
which will involve a total outlay of about Rs. 10 crores are under consideration by the government.

The Central Government has been aiming at co-ordinating the research carried on in India's

33 Universities, 14 national laboratories, 88 research institutes and 54 associations in the field of

technology, with important problems in different fields of national development. Over 500 research

scholarships of Rs. 200 per mensem have been instituted for students who wish to undertake

research in science, engineering and technology. A scheme for research fellowships for encouraging
advanced scientific research has also been introduced.

The purpose behind this profuse quotation of facts and figures before this gathering of fresh
degree-holders is to inspire in them a sense of hopeful expectancy accompanied by a sense of
grave responsibility. While addressing graduates in theoretical sciences or humanities, one has to
caution them against false hopes or expectations. The spectre of unemployment is always haunting
their mental horizons. That phantom does not face fresh graduates in engineering and technology.
They are in great demand for the development and industrialisation of the country. But a sense of
responsibility is also essential in view of the huge investments which the State is making in
providing training facilities for engineering personnel. The engineering student must never forget"
that these huge funds have come largely from the tattered pockets of the Indian peasant who has
to be repaid by making the most of these training opportunities.

The Engineering Personnel Committee has noticed some falling off in the standards and
deterioration of quality of new recruits to the engineering profession. They have traced the causes
and recommended field experience in industrial enterprises and engineering projects for teachers
as well as students as one of the remedies against the deterioration. They also hold that the
methods of examination are ineffective and recommended that more attention needs to be given
to professional attainments than to bookish memorisation. This is a field in which industrial
houses can come fon/vard to serve the needs of the nation by accepting apprentices for training in
their establishments. This will also give some opportunity to the students to earn while learning.



If the falling of standards is a fact, the would-be engineer has to be alerted about the
consequent risk. The engineer is, as it were, the foundation of the edifice of India's prosperity. If
the foundation is defective, the whole super-structure becomes weak. It is no use putting the

whole blame on external factors. Only a bad workman quarrels with his tools. The materials

available in India offer enough scope to a competent engineer to exercise his creative genius. An
engineer who has imbibed the spirit- of the dignity of labour and who looks upon his employment
as work and not merely as JOB, would enjoy the co-operation of his work-mates. And if his work-
ppjQ-j0g QfQ prone to shirk their responsibilities, he should learn to command their co-operation. But

unless the Civil Engineer can give practical guidance to masons, brick-layers, plumbers or
QgcpQf-j-jQi'gj unless the Mechanical engineer can show a better way to lathe operators, moulders,
turners, furnacemen or boiler-attendantsj unless the Electrical Engineer can help wiremen, fitters
or linesmenj unless the Agricultural Engineer can operate farm machinery and the Mining Engineer
can do some drilling, he will neither enjoy nor command co-operation.

With the advent of Independence in India, the days of high-brow bureaucracy are over. It is
no more possible to drive the people any more than it is possible to ignore them. If the people are
to be inspired into making the necessary gigantic efforts of construction, they will have to be led,
and not driven, by engineers who know their jobs and who are willing to put their shoulders to the
wheel. The engineer should look upon himself as the captain of a team and not as the driver of an
unwilling herd. Then alone will he be able to make those he leads play the game. This game has
to be played fairly. All malpractices and corruption prevalent in the works of development and
construction have to be eradicated. Only a conscientious captain of a vigilant team can eradicate
this evil from the soil of India. If this evil is not eradicated, all schemes of economic progress will
be seriously retarded. It is a patriotic task which only an engineer, and not the administrator or the
politician can fulfil. An engineer is only he who can construct a bridge for, say, ten lakhs, which
any fool or knave can construct for one crore of rupees.

Before dwelling further on the pitfalls of the engineering profession, I should like to refer to
the noble tradition to which the graduates of the Jadavpur University are heirs. That conference of

leading citizens of Bengal held in Calcutta on November 16, 1905, which appointed a Committee
to take immediate steps to establish a National Council of Education and to organise a system of
literary, scientific and technical education on National lines and under National control showed
rare courage and vision in an age the horizon of which was darkened by imperial bureaucracy at
the height of its arrogant power. This Committee included men like Dr. Rash Behari Ghose,
Sriyuts Surendra Nath Banerjee, Gooroodas Banerjee, Rabindranath Tagore, Arabindo Ghose,
C. R. Das and Bepin Chandra Pal. The National Council of Education had only an endowment
fund of Rs. 8.5 lakhs when it launched on the ambitious venture of establishing a National
University for imparting a more comprehensive system of education. The Bengal Technical Institute
was amalgamated with the National Council of Education and the devoted batch of workers
passed through many vicissitudes.



Again with singular clear-sightedness, the Reconstruction Committee appointed by the National
Education Committee in 1918 anticipated many of the problems of Independent IrxJia and
recommended that the Bengal Technical Institute be developed with a view to enabling young
men to organise simple home industries on national lines and with improved technique. The
Committee desired that the Institute should serve the cause of the industrial evolution of the
country not merely by turning out 'hands' but also by producing men who could organise and
conduct simple industries with a small capital, and thereby maintain the independence and dignity
of labour. The Committee was also aware of the harmful potentialities of excessive specialisation,
which the modern educationists are seeking to mitigate through General Education. On this issue,'
the Committee observed that technical education, removed from humanising and liberalising
influences, was sure to degenerate into a mainly bread and butter question and it should,
therefore, be supplemented by lectures on subjects of general, humane and enduring interest!
The Committee had also thought of the problem of the medium of instruction and recommended
that as far as practicable, instructions.should be given in Bengali.

The recommendations of this Committee were accepted and given effect to. The National
Council of Education devoted almost the whole of its resources to technical education through the
Bengal Technical Institute which came to be renamed the College of Englneerihg and Technoloov
Bengal, from the year 1928. National independence brought state help as well as recognition of
degrees by Public Service Commissions and certain other authorities. For a long time the College
had been virtually functioning like a University. The crowning success of this chequered endeavour
came w en the Government of Bengal gave statutory recognition to the historical individuarol
this institution by the Jadavpur University Act, 1955, enabling them to provide for the teaching of
and for training and instruction in, all branches of englneerihg, technology, humanities and sciences

With the creation of the Jadavpur University, the Universitv Grants Pnm • •
happen to be the iChairman, has not lagged behind in extendira ptsSe r'"' f '
healthy growth. The Commission has agreed to a ceilinn rer, ,rr co-operatioh for its
Uhiversit, in addition to this the CommisSn "as agl trshar: m'T ̂
3,47,730/-for providing additional accommodation and Rs 9 68 532/Engineehng Degree Courses. Proposals in respect oi the Co^ege 0 A^'h stem
and books for library and wiping out of old debts have beeh put forward? hp
behalf of the Jadavpur Uhiversity. These proposals involve en e ? Commission on
and all I can say today is that the proposals are Uhdergoiho a sv
the hands of the Commission. undergoing a sympathetic and careful scrutiny at

With this brief retrospect of the past tradition and achievements of the 1 .
let us again turn to the general problems facing its alumni Since the Co 1 f"""'
Technology is the reservoir of inspiration to the Jadavpur Universitv it is 1

M universtty, it is natural to expect that the
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obj6ctiv0 or th© ©nginGGring outlook will orlGntatG thG attitudG of its graduatGS. Tha GnginGGr, it is
oftGP said but SGldom provad, suffars from a paralysis of parsonality on account of tha axtrame
spacialisation of his subjact. It is trua that thara is a good daal of specialisation in tha Engineering
line. Wa have specialists in buildings, town planning, highways, irrigation and hydraulics. There
are specialists in mechanics and electricity. Sanitation and Public Health constitute a special
branch of learning. Soil and Water conservation as well as farm machinery constitute the branch
of Agricultural Engineering. Sound, Tele-communication and Combustion are subjects of specialised
study. Mining of coal, metal and petroleum calls for the concentrated attention of a specialist.
Textiles, sugar, cement, iron and steel may demand the services of specialised experts in India.
Aeronautical, marine, locomotive and automobile Engineering have branched off into separate
trainings. The need to reduce frictions between the various parts of complicated mechanisms has
given birth to a set of specialists known as lubrication engineers. Lastly on the threshold of this
age of atomic energy and nuclear power, India will be needing the Nuclear Engineer for her
reactors.

The tree of knowledge naturally branches off as it grows. The sciences get more and more
specialised. This specialisation is a boon in so far as it leads to greater skill, but when it results in
narrowing the vision of the specialist, its harmful aspect is termed as compartmentalisation.
Specialisation is unavoidable in the development of sciences and the only remedy to guard
against narrow compartmentalisation of human personality is to supplement the training of the
student with a liberal dose of General Education whereby he will know something of everything
while knowing everything of something.

It is also usual to make a distinction between intellectual sciences and manual arts. Systematic
knowledge is regarded to be the function of sciences and skilful action is regarded to be the
function of manual arts. There used to be a great gulf between intellectual sciences and manual
arts in India All learning, which consisted of grammar, logic, metaphysics and similar other
genteel disciplines, was ttie monopoly of a handful of Brahmins. And the large number of artisans
and craftsmen developed their manual arts empirically, without any attempt at systematising.
analysing and generalising their experience. These manual arts were perpetuated from generation
to generation by word of mouth and, therefore, were confined to particular castes.

With the arrival of engines, ships and machines in India as a corollary to the advent of
industrial revolution in Europe, the social stratification in India began to lose its rigidity. The old
learning was insufficient to cope with new problems and the Inherited skills and arts were unable
to provide bread In an industrialised world. The caste system is breaking up fast because the
choice of profession Is no more determined by birth. It is not uncommon to find a Brahmin boy
chiselling a piece of leather and a so-called Harljan young man delivering a lecture on philosophy.
The old polarisation Is vanishing and intellectual sciences and manual arts are getting mixed up.

n



In this emergence of the synthesis of intellectual sciences and manual arts, the engineer and the
technician has to play a very responsible role. To use the analogy of a logical syllogism, the
engineer is the middle term between intellectual sciences and manual arts. He has to establish a
liaison between the two by making theoretical sciences more useful and the manual arts more
enlightened. He has to induce the theoretical interpreter of natural phenomena to think of practical
utility and he has to help the artisan and the craftsman in doing the practical work of the
community more intelligently. -

The engineer, in this new era of a Welfare State, need not look upon himself as merely a
skilled agent of an amateur master. In this age of collective nation-building, the engineer is in a
better position to advise and guide the enterprise of national reconstruction. He heed not feel
himself inferior to the political or administrative officers who usually have the authority to take final
decisions on matters they are not technically competent to deal with. Indeed some engineers may
happen to have a talent for administration. That must have been the reason which prompted the
Engineering Personnel Committee to recommend that technical and scientific personnel should
be introduced at suitable levels in the general administrative machinery, especially to hold posts
where their experience was of value. If the engineer has to play a leading role in the building of a
Welfare State, it will be necessary that in addition to his specialised knowledge, he should also be
able to understand and handle problems of industrial finance, business administration and labour
relations. As the University Education Commission has observed, the success of engineering
projects very often depends as much on the knowledge of these problems as on the knowledge
of engineering technology.

The tunction of applied sciences is to adapt .the universe to the needs ot man through an
application ot pure sciences. But while applying or discovering the devices tor surveying driiiino
or mouiding the universe, the engineer has to remember that from times immemorial man has
also undertaken the great enterprise ot adapting himseit to the needs ot the universe, partiouiariy
to the needs of the human society. Religion, Philosophy, Art, Literature, Poiitics Economics and
other endeavours of the human mind are the outcome ot this complimentary attempt ot adapting
man to the universe or of adapting human motives and emotions to the requirements ot social lite
if the engineer has to make his contribution to the laying down ot State policy he must develop a
broad interest in human affairs and feel impelled towards the perennial ideals'of Truth Goodness
and Beauty that have been beckoning the saints, scientists, partriots and poets through the
generations.

This is one reason why many educationists insist that an engineering college should be
situated in the campus ot a University. That perhaps is the reason why the Jadavpur University
which is evolving round the nucleus ot the College ot Engineering and Technology, is planning to
deveiop faculties-ot theoretical sciences and humanities within its jurisdiction, A look at the
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de'v9'opment map of Jadavpur University, which clusters engineering departments, workshops,
laboratories, library. College of Arts and Science, Gymnasium, Pavilion, Polytechnic, hostels,

hospital and- staff quarters together, holds out the hope that this University will send out sound

youths—intellectually, physically and morally sound youths—to undertake the great tasks of

national re-construction and to set an example for other citizens to emulate.

The young graduates who have received their degrees and certificates today and-who, I wish

and pray, will enter into a long and creative span of life, bringing happiness to themselves and

prosperity to the community, should never forget that, in the words of the late Surendranath

Banerjee, they are the alumni of 'the first great constructive effort of the Swadeshi Movement',

namely, the Jadavpur University.

I  thank you, friends, and wish you the best of fortunes.
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Dr. Zakir Husain

December 24, 1957

Mr. Rector, Members of the Jadavpur University, Graduates of the year, Ladies and
Gentlemen :

At the very outset 1 share with you the disappointment at the absence due to indisposition, of
the President of the University Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy and I hope you join with me in wishing
him a very speedy recovery and long long years of healthy and fruitful life. He is a tower of
strength not only to this University but to the State and to the Country. I had looked forward to
share with him the joy of being here and I am sorry I cannot do it ; but I share it with you,
Mr. Rector, and the rest of the University, because I cannot adequately express my sense of
happiness at being with you here to-day.

I am always happy when I am at a School or a College or a University. Having been a student
or a teacher—which is, indeed, being a student with, if possible, a greater measure of
responsibility—most of my life, I feel happiest among students and teachers. This instinctive
reaction is reinforced by the conviction that it is this group of our country's citizens that has a very
significant role to play in the shaping of the future pattern of our thinking and of our life. The more
wide-awake this group is, more aware of its responsibility, the more vigilant in regard to the traps
and snares in the way of constructive thinking and critical appraisal, the better equipped to think
straightly, the more anxious to share its ideas with its own members and with the rest of our
countrymen, the better for our people in these the formative years of its new life

But there is something more than this instinctive attachment to educational communities
which I mark in my happiness today. Aparently a stranger to your great institution, my feeling is
yet one of home-coming. For one may belong to a centre of light and learning', to a seat of
significant national endeavour even from a distance. The work that has gone on at this centre and
the names of many who, in the face of great odds, have helped to ensure its growth and
development, have been a great source of inspiration to the generation to which I belong. When
in the twenties I and-a host of others like me, under the transforming and transmuting spell of
Gandhiji's leadership, decided to dedicate the best years of our life to the cause of national
education, the 15 years of the hard and uphill work of the National Council of Education and the
courage and vision it enshrined were before us and beckoned to us to surrender ourselves gladly
to, and to put forth our best for, the accomplishment of a task which, we were convinced, was one
of the basic requirements of the national renaissance. Bengal, the pioneer in other fields of
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national awakening—social, religious, political and economic was also the leader in this field of

national education. For that we attempted and might have achieved we owe a great debt of

gratitude to you of the National Council of Education who showed the way and set the style. It
was due mainly to your vision that throughtout the period of our national struggle for freedom,
education held a central place in all programmes of action. It was due to your infectious example

that some of the best of India's youth were found willing to devote themselves, with a sense of
mission, to the rather unspectacular work of education, to its deliberate and purposive sustained

and patient toil, thankless and tiring at times, poor in immediate harvest. How one would wish that
in the changed circumstances of today, with the resources of a people determined to fashion a
good life at the disposal of the devoted worker, some of the traditions of those harder times might
well be maintained and education might continue to attract some of the best talent in the country
and some of the single-minded spirit of dedication that it succeeded in calling forth in those
difficult days. The great enterprise of building up a New India is essentially an educational
enterprise.

Mr. Rector:

The National Council of Education, 'the first great constructive effort of the Swadeshi Movement',
was, as you know, established "to organise a system of education—literary, scientific and
technical—on national lines and under national control." Owing to the exigencies of a difficult
situation, the extremely limited resources, the utter neglect, in those days, of technical education,
all seem to have led the Council to concentrate its efforts on technical education. The educational
corhplex it established had to wait for long years to grow into the full-fledged University of
Jadavpur. It was, perhaps, good so. For in most other cases Universities have grown out of
institutions of arts and sciences. But, as every one knows, all art and all science have grown out
of handwork and out of the attempt to direct the materials and sources of power in nature for the
use and convenience of men. It is this sequence of development in human history, recapitulated
also in individual growth, I might allow myself to point out, that has, among other things, actuated
the sponsors of Gandhiji's scheme of Basic National Education to rely on intelligently organised
hand-work as the main educative activity in the years between seven and fourteen. But that is, let
us remember in the beginning. As life advances and human knowledge grows a constant process
of cross-fertilisation goes on between the various aspects of human endeavour. It is, therefore, in
the fitness of things that you have grown from a College of Engineering and Technology into a
University The Engineer that grew out of the artisan and the craftsman's tradition-as he once
did-could have been trained in isolated institutions, but the engineer who has to base his
professional activity on scientific knowledge and on habits of disciplined and organised thinking
has to be closely associated with scientific and, yes, humanistic learning. Even engineering.
Which has been over the years the centre of your interest and effort, if it has to play its rightful role
in man's march to progress, if it has to lead man to victory in the fight against a niggardly nature
Which gives us only a very limited span of life and provides us only with very scarce means to
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satisfy our endless wants, will have to depend for the sharpening of its tools and the chiselling of

its techniques on fundamental scientific discovery. Minds wedded to routine tend to lose the

elasticity which an ever-changing and ever-growing fund of scientific knowledge demands for its
proper utilisation for the needs of man. A close relationship between engineering and scientific
study and research is clearly indicated. And not only scientific, but also humanistic studies and
research. With the ever-widening possibilities of work of great social utility opening up before the
engineer in our country, it is essential that he should understand and appreciate the manifold
forces operative in that society. With the ever-growing scale of engineering projects, the engineer
has to deal not only with a growing mass of material and machines but also with larger and larger
numbers of human beings. He should understand and appreciate the urges and aspirations and
limitations of these human beings. To understand labour relations—and understand them he
must—he should understand human relations and have some insight into the complicated workings
of the numan mind. The growing size of an engineer's usual project involves larger and larger
finance and more and more effective business administration. It will soon not be enough to have
the technical ability to execute what others plan. The Indian engineer of the future will have to

plan and be able to determine policies and to take a broad view of men and affairs. And what is
by no means less important, we may not forget the man in appreciate what life has to offer. It he
can make machines, need he agree to having his mind turned into a machine, incapable of
appreciating good poetry, good music, good pictures, good books and good human relationship ?
It is good that he is not at an engineering college only but at a University. But then, the University
will also have to grow into an institution which can give him all that. A University comprising
sovereign faculties and all but soverign departments of studies, agreeing at best to co-exist, may
not be able to do so. This University is in its formative years and may well give a lead to others
who may find it difficult to pull themselves out of ruts cut laboriously over the years. There is a
great deal of discussion these days in Indian University circles about general education. The
question of specialised vs. general education is, perhaps, not a properly posed question ; and the
way of question is posed is very important, not only in law but also in academic practice. The
growing complexity of human social existence and the rapid expansion of human knowledge
make some kind of specialisation inevitable, in order properly and profitably to use the knowledge
that is available and, even more so, to extend that body of knowledge. Specialisation, yes, but at
what stage in education. May it not be that is should come after and not before a general
appreciation of the main aspects of knowledge has been attained ? May it not be, I throw it out as
3 suggestion, that the connected totality of knowledge is allowed to have its initial impact before
it is broken up into separate, smaller and smaller compatments by specialists and before knowledge
becomes subjects of which the specialist prescribes the details ? And the specialist, by the
constant practise of his self-denying narrowness, is usually average to the proper appreciation of
any other angle of vision but his own. He prescribes with a view to multiply himself, not the
destiny of all educated men and women. Could it not be that the material of instruction is so
selected as to make it functional for guidance towards a more satisfactory adjustment of the
individual to the society of which he is a part ? Is it not possible to provide for a guided
confrontation with problems which face all educated members of a society alike—problems of
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living a good and graceful life, problems of effective citizenship and worth-while human relationships,
with the possibility of learning to appreciate and enjoy the products of man's creative effort and
Gvolving the capacity for reflective thought about the physical universe and the world of men in
which we are placed ? Is it not possible to so fashion our first degree courses as to aim at giving
some measure of the essential scientific, aesthetic and moral culture by having represented in it

the broad fields of the humanities, the physical sciences and the social sciences ?

I have thrown out these ideas as I feel you are now poised to realise in full meausre your

initial resolve of organising a system of literary, scientific and technical education on national lines
and under national control. You cannot easily organise it on national lines if you don't seriously
consider the questions I have posed and get to your own answers about them. It needs no
argument to establish that, in the changed circumstances of today, it is essential to stop effectively
the recruitment, to the ranks of our educated, of young men who are blind to...the beauty of their
own art, deaf to the harmonies of their own music, ashamed, almost, of their cultural heritage, or,
what is about the same, ignorantly and arrogantly parading about it, incapq^le of using their
tongue with any degree of competence or effectiveness, woefully unaware of their own literature,
indifferent to the social scene around them and out of touch with the aspirations of their people.

As to 'national control', we have happily got it in the sense the words signified when they

were used We are a free people and can hold our head high , no outsider can control any aspect
of our life But there is in my view, more to that expression than this. It is an indication of the wise
insight of the founders that education, specially higher education, by the nature of its obligation to
learning and to the community, should not subserve the exigencies of any university. Coming at a
time when, under foreign rule, we were handmaids of the ruler's interests, this was a revolutionary
declaration. In our own day, when the disabilities arising out of a foreign rule are happily gone, it
is a statement of the wisdom of a people anxious to see its universities grow into vigorous centres
of the nation's intellectual and moral life. For freedom is the life-breath of intellectual and moral
life. On the preservation of academic freedom depends the strength and vitality of the universities
as transmitters of culture, as critical appraisers of culture, as places of extending the boundaries
of knowledge as the headquarters of the nation's general-staff of forces assigned for the advance
across the frontiers of ignorance and prejudice and superstition, and as places for the formation
of character and the building up of free moral personalities from generation to generation. Of
course this freedom, like all freedom, can not be absolute. But the only limitations and restraints
on its should be those of decency and decorum and those of social responsibility, and these it is
the duty and the privilege of all connected with a university-students, teachers and administrators
alike-to cherish and develop. Freedom is never given, it is earned, and kept only by those who
continue to earn it every minute of their active life. While I am sure this University will do everyting
'Scrupulously to guard its autonomy, 1 fervently hope that it will leave nothing undone most amply
to deserve it. For only thus can she keep it.

Now a word to you, young friends, who are receiving your degrees today and stepping out, as
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it is said, into life. Life, friends, is composed of stemer stuff than words, it is more than the mere

glamour of the phrase. The axis on which worth-while life rotates is not the axis of pleasure and

pain but one of progress and retrogression ; not the axis of profit and loss, but one of

self-realisation and self-abasement; not the axis of self-seeking and self-aggrandisement but one
of service and sacrifice. It rotates round the axis of the noble and the ignoble, of the worthy and
the unworthy. Life is striving for ever higher ends, life is a mission, life is service, life is worship.
To be worthy worshippers at the Shrine of life you have to work hand and you have to work
incessantly to develop to their fullest extent the capacities with which nature has endowed you.

You have above all (1) to strengthen your will and train it to express itself not only

spasmodically in torrential impetuosity, but in a steady flow of sustained effort capable of realising
ends which take time to get realised ;

(2) You have to train your judgment to be able to come to independent decisions on issues

on which decisions are inescapable ;

(3) You have to broaden your vision to be able to see also the other man's point of view, to

understand and appreciate it before accepting or rejecting it ;

(4) You have to learn to be true to yourself, to try to be yourself, an original and not just a
copy. You have to develop, that is, the capacity for independent judgment, and sustained action,

a love of freedom, and tolerance, a preference for methods of persuation rather than force. You

have to develop a breadth of sympathy, a sense of social responsibility and a readiness to sink

personal and group interest in the common good of a bigger whole. You have to develop a
genuine interest in the life that surrounds you and a keen desire to contribute to its imporvement.
You have, in short, to work on yourself, to build on the foundations of your peculiar individual
endowment a harmonious, stable and sensitive character. This character you will harness to
some of the higher values of life. That will give your life a meaning and a purpose, a more than
mere transient'significance. It will transform you into a moral personality. From individuality
through character to personality is the destiny of worth-whole human life. It is a programme of
life-long endeavour, of work on yourself, the work of self-discipline and self-perfection and work in
the willing and cheerful service of larger and higher aims than the mere personal. It is time to start
on that adventure if you have not done so already. For though you are young and have a whole
life before you to fill with effort and achievement, yet time flies fast, and time lost can never be
regained. Remember that youth is not an attainment, it is an opportunity—don't let that opportunity
go by. Jai Hind.
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS
By

Dr. K. S. Krishnan

24th December, 1958

Mr, President, Rector, Fellows and Graduates of the Jadavpur University

It is a great honour indeed to be invited to address the Convocation of any University. But to
an old student of Calcutta, like me, who is very much aware of the romantic background in which

the National Council of Education was inaugurated, and who has watched it grow .over the years

to its present stature, the invitation from Jadavpur evokes more than mere appreciation of the

honour. It makes me look back with a certain nostalgia to the robust idealism of those days which,

among other things, made such great institutions possible, and which, alas, even in Bengal, is

becoming rare to-day.

The National Council of Education typifies in many ways our idealistic outlook on problems of

education. I find that the Upanishads figure prominently among the subjects taught under the

auspices of the Council in the early days and Hirendra Nath Datta had been conducting these
classes. So I may be pardoned if I quote from the Upanishads. We listened to the noble Exhortation

by the Rector to the outgoing graduates. It is taken from the Taittariya Upanishad. Immediately
preceding these exhortation verses there is report of a small conference between three rishis

which is academically extremely significant as illustrating our old ideals. They pose the question,
"What is Tapas ?" They have already decided that tapas is the highest ideal in life.

The first rishi 'Satyabacas' WtMt TTste: Rathitara is the name of the first rishi and
he says, "Tapas is Satyam". The word 'satyam' does not merely connote what in English we call

'truth'. fecTTWEnq;. jhe contents of it should be the best of one's personal knowledge
but the wording of it should be such as to serve the good of humanity. It is a very noble ideal,

indeed. Even the Upanishad is not satisfied with it.

The Upanishad says, with a certain delicate humour, "Remember, Rathitara is a Satyabacah,
that is, remember he is a specialist." It is like going to a dentist. Whether you have irritation in
your eyes or pain in your throat he will examine your teeth first. It is the same thing with
Satyabacah, who is a specialist. If you ask him what is tapas, he will say satyam'. If you had
asked him 'what is dharma', he would still have said satyam. That is the specialist, rfq"

Pourasisti is the name of the second rishi who is even a more narrow specialist.
It is like asking me, "What is electricity ?" Probably I will give you a long lecture for about ten
minutes and then finally end with saying, "You understand what I mean electricity is electricity".
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He is a taponitya. He does not quite understand significance of the question. After all, by
what more appropriate word you can describe tapas. He says, 'Tapas is tapas". ^
Ml-brvife: I "0^ 3TT^ I

The next rishi to express his views is Naka—Mudgalya's son. So he is Maudgalya and he
affirms and -they and they alone consitute the tapas. By WWq- we mean study by
any one of the numerous methods that we know—it may be by research, it may be by listening to
discourses, it may be by contemplation, it may be by meditation—any one of the numerous
methods by which we acquire knowledge. WEFT, again, is imparting knowledge to others by any
of the numerous methods. and WW, they and they alone constitute tapas according to
Naka. The Upanishad is very careful to refrain from saying that he is a specialist. The Upanishad
could have added W it does noTsay any of these things. It just lets
him affirm. But, lest there be in the audience someone who has no sense of humour and could
not even take such a broad hint, the Upanishad does not want to take any risk and so it shouts
out by raising the hands, "rffe TO rfe TO:"—"that certainly is tapas, that verily is tapas." That is
the affirmation. It is one of the noblest ideals for a University— and WTO, they and they
alone constitute tapas which is the highest ideal in life. In fact, in the exhortation that follows—
WTOTOT W: I MWTWTOTOT ̂  wfeTOR;—and finally it uses all the numerous nuances of
the language to beseech the students and to impress on them the nobility of the ideal—W
3TI^:-W TÔ : and so on. It uses the different ways of exhortation.

The Upanishad also prescribes a certain discontent which is sometimes described as divine
as an essential prerequisite for enlightenment, i.e. for a proper understanding of things of permanent
value. That discontent was there in a large measure, during the formative years of the Council. I
started with the thesis that the National Council of Education typified in itself our idealistic
approach to problems of education, namely, that the type of education that was being imparted in
those days was not in consonance with the great academic traditions of the country. Judoed bv
the best academic standards these traditions of ours are today as modern as they were nearlv
three thousand years ago when they were getting established.

Strong adjectives like Satanic" came to be applied to the old tvnoc nf qh
« „„ 0, «„!«„ J L '

".as slarted, TSis ad|eclive was applied al a much later date. Educaticn
The National Council of Education was the nonni^'o

very distinguished teachers li.e Rabindranath SLo ^
Others volunteered to do service of the Council. Itr ma^ToWecte^s"
several times from this platform but is worth repeating was (i am quoting) «,o impart edtcaS.^
literary and scientific, as well as technical and professional-on national lines, and exclusivelv
under national control, not in opposition to, but standing apart from the existing system of primary
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SGCondary and collegiatG Gducation, attaching spGcial importancG to a knowladga of thG Country,
its litGraturG, history and philosophy, and dosignod to incorporatG with thG bGst OriGntal idGals of
lifG and thought, thG bGSt assimilabiG idGals of thG WGSt, and inspira studants with tha ganuina
lovG for, and dasira to sarva, tha country." A nobia idaal indaad, and vary much in kaaping with
tha spirit of tha timas.

Tha movamant had its so-callad "raalist" too who pinnad thair faith on tachnological prograss
as the remedy for most of tha ills of tha day. Tha facilities that ware than availabia for technical
education ware vary poor, much poorer than tha facilities availabia for gaharal education, and
that, in tha opinion of this "raalist" group, naadad immediate rectification. Tha Society for tha
Promotion of Technical Education in Bengal, and tha Bengal Technical Institute, organised under
its auspices, ware tha obvious answers from this school to tha challenge.

I wish to draw your special attention hare to a vary significant third group, which, judging from
the scant references made to it in tha currant histories of this movamant, is not as wall known as
it should be. I am thinking of the group represented by tha great Mahandralal Sircar, who had
devoted considerable time and thought to problems concerning tha cultivation of tha sciences. Ha
had tha correct scientific outlook, rather rare in his days, and rare even today, and his annual
addresses to tha Indian Association for tha Cultivation of Science, of which ha was tha Founder
President, were models of clear thinking and exposition, and show how far ahead of his many
distinguished contemporaries he was.

Though the major ambition of Mahandralal in founding the Indian Association for the Cultivation
of Science, namely, that it should be an active centre of original scientific research, had not yet
been fulfilled—indeed it had to wait to a later generation of scientific workers who have since
made great history in the laboratories of this Association. Even so, 210, Bowbazar had already
established great tradition as the premier institution for the dissemination of scientific knowledge.
The well-known Friday evening lectures, organised on the model of the evening lectures at the
Royal Institution in London, and delivered mainly by himself and by Father Laffont, over several
decades had become very popular and were attended regularly by some of the elite in Calcutta.
Mahandralal Sircar generously offered the resources of this great institution to the new movement.
This generous offer was not accepted and it was not even properly appreciated at the time. The
reason given was very significant, namely, that what was needed to serve the cause of the new
movement was an institution for technology and for the applied sciences, and not an institution for
the pure sciences, as the Indian Association for the Cuitivation was.

The distinction between the pure and the appiied sciences was at that time neariy as
pronounced as the distinction between Gentiemen and Players at the Lords, or between amateurs
and professionals in tennis today. This was so, not only in India, but in other countries too which
fiad much wider background of scientific experience. Mahendralal was one of the notable
exceptions. That was why I referred to him as having been far ahead of his contemporaries in the
scientific outlook.
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The well known toast for Mathematics, namely, "May it be of no use to anybody at any time"
is typical- of this outlook. The great mathematician Gauss, who will rank with Archimedes and
Newton as one. of the greatest the world had ever produced, is reported to have claimed that

mathematic were entitled to be called the Queen of the Sciences, then Arithmetic, by which he
meant the theory of numbers, should be regarded "as the Queen of Mathematics" and he went on
to add very significantly, "because it is the least useful".

One of his very distinguished successors in Gottingen Professor Klein, realised the value of
close contacts between the pure and the applied sciences and he periodically arranged for visits
by the pure mathematicians to technical colleges, in order to establish such contacts. Klein was
due to lead the group of pure mathematicians on one such visit, when he fell ill and his place was
taken by the very distinguished mathematician Professor Hilbert and he had been specially
requested to emphasise the main purpose of the visit, namely, the value of close contacts
between the pure and the applied sciences.

In the course of the visit Professor Hilbert took occasion to assure the technical people
somewhat like this : "Many people talk loosely of the antagonism between the pure and the
applied sciences. 1 want to assure you of this that there can be no such antagonism between the

two. How can there be any antagonism when there is nothing in common between the two, when

the one has nothing to do with the other ?" I must add, immediately, that it took several new visits

before this damage done inadvertently by Hilbert could be rectified.

There is some point in the pure Mathematician who resents the intrusion from outside and

wishes to be left alone, expressing some such exclusive sentiments. But the same sentiments

would obviously be quite inappropriate as statement of an educational policy.

1 should mention in passing that there is hardly any branch even of the purest mathematics,
that does not ultimately find application. At a gathering of mathematicians in the United States,
many years ago, this question was posed and the theorem of partitioning of numbers was
mentioned as a typical example of a branch of Mathematics that is extremely unlikely to find

application. To the surprise of many in the audience a physicist from the Bell Telephone Laboratory
announced that he had been applying it, applying the theorem, to the splicing of cables. 1 have
since looked up the Boll System Technical Journal and there are two papers by this author which
describe in detail the application of the theorem of partitioning of numbers to the splicing of cable.

To the Pharaoh this was a live problem to know the volume over the truncated pyramid which
was growing, which was yet to be built, to be able to estimate how long it would take to complete,
and in particular to know whether it could be completed in time to receive him on his death.

The mathematician must have watched the pyramid go up layer after layer, each of same
thickness, but whose base areas were progressively smaller. The volume of each layer is easy to
calculate, and hence the total volume of all the layers. To extrapolate from thence the total
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volume to the limiting case where the layers are infinitesimally thin there is a major step in
mathematics. The clue to the solution must obviously have come from observation.

This is merely to illustrate how the development of even pure mathematics is greatly influenced
by its applications. The Fourier series which plays an important part in many branches of
Gngineering was discovered in the process of trying to understand some problems on the conduction
of fieat. So was sptierical harmonies. So was the theory ot groups.

It mathematics, which is the purest ot the sciences, is so influenced by the applications, the
influence on the other sciences would obviously be even more pronounced. Thus the pure and
the applied sciences go hand in hand, and help each other to grow.

In attempting to develop technology without developing adequately the background ot the
pure sciences, we would be very much in the position ot my favourite philosopher Prutkov.
Prutkov Is a pseudonym under which many Russian authors like Alexis Tolstoy have expressed
some bright sentiments. Prutkov poses the question : "Which Is the more useful, the Sun or the
Moon ?" and himself supplies the answer: "Ot course the Ivloon, because It gives us light during
the night when we most need It.'

That was where Mahendralal scored, and later events at the National Council of Education
have amply justified the stand which he took.

Nearly twenty years ago I had the honour ot giving the foundation day address at Jadavpur.
It was then an Engineering College. Today it has grown into a University, with a Faculty ot pure

tprhnoloav—and a Faculty of Arts too, for their cultural value
sciences—which ultimately sustains tecnnoioyy p / . w ^

.A/hirh the technologist greatly needs; and in due course, I amand for their humanizing influence whicn me leo.. y a /
aure, you will have other Faculties too.

.  . . ore nf thp movement, more than fifty years ago, we spoke loosely of andeed, in the ear y ye implications. We are realising that ideal today. It the
'National Universitv w thout realising us lun i> h j'di universiiy, ^ ^^e resources of the Indian
offer made bv Dr Mahendralal bircar ^.  ̂ . f cripnce for this movement had been accepted the realisation
Association for the Cultivation of Science to
might have come much earlier.

•  • r, influence of the arts and their cultural value. The sciences haveI spoke about the humanizin ^ famous essay by the great Huxley, and
a cultural value too. Science ̂  f.^g5 greatly confirmed the sentiments expressed
our experience during the m have tended in some measure to cloud their cultural
fherein. The utilitarian value o reminded of a touching episode in Valmiki's Ramayana. In
value. As I mentioned elsew e question : "What is the secret of your being such an ideal
fbe Atri Asram, Anasuya as ̂  5he says ; "My husband happens to possess all the
^ife ?" Sita feels genuine y e demonstrate that I would
Virtues in the world. I wish he hao no
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behave towards him exactly the same way as I do now." I sometimes feel the same way about
the Sciences. I wish we could forget for a moment the utilitarian value of Science, in order to be
able to appreciate better its cultural value, which is very real, and is comparable to the cultural
value of the best music, or the best literature. Since you in Jadavpur grew from an Engineering
College and you know exactly why you added a Faculty of Arts, I would like you to remember that
the Science Faculty has its cultural side too besides being so helpful to technology.

There seems to be a vague feeling even among some of the engineers that the pure
sciences are high-brow and for some reason the Engineering Sciences are not. Professionally, of
course, the engineers are much better off. I am told that the alumni of Jadavpur College have
been able to collect a lakh and a half for the College fund. A distinguished visitor to Mount Wilson
Observatory, after seeing its large quadrangle, is reported to have remarked that was spacious
enough to accommodate the automobiles of all the mechanics and the walking sticks of all the
astronomers. The non-highbrow feeling of the Engineer might be result of the old Puritanic dictum
that what is comfortable, convenient or profitable is suspect. It may also be part of our heritate
from a slave-owning past world, namely that knowledge for its own sake is superior to any human
activity which involves physical labour.

Many of you must be familiar with the name of Professor Alfred North Whitehead. He was a
great mathematician, and collaborated with Bertrand Russel in writing the well known treatise of
the foundations of mathematics entitled Mathematical Principia which has since become a classic.
He is even greater as a philosopher and better known as such. But it is not so well known that he
was deeply interested in problem of education and wrote several essays, which have been
collected and published under the title Aims of Education. Speaking about the purely educational
or cultural value of technology—I am speaking of technology and not of the pure sciences,—he
considers it superior to the pure sciences and superior even to the humanities, and the arts; and
for the following reason. Technology manages to combine on one side the Platonic ideal of
knowledge for its own sake with what Whitehead calls the Benedictine ideal of joy, of useful work.
echnology is a marriage of the two ideals, of thought and action, a coordination between which

.s regarded as an essential requirement of a truly integrated education. This is what technology
manages to achieve It not only enables a man to know something, but enables him also to do
something. Coming from one of Whitehead's eminence and his background, which completely
rules out any unconscious leanings towards technology, I would accept this flattering compliment
to technology without questioning. If even as a means of acquiring a liberal educationLhnoloqy-^
not as it is usually thought but as it should be-is superior to the other disciplines and in addition
so useful to humanity that it is double blessedness; and we have no right to ask for more from
technology, except of course, that it shall not hold up its nose.

Technology has a great future, praticularly in the service of our country. Allow me to felicitate
you, the young grarfuates. on your entering such a useful career in the service of the countrv JAi
HIND !
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Dr. Rajendra Prasad

December 27, 1959

President of the University, Grsduetes of the yeer, Ledies end Gentlemen ;

It gives me great pleasure to have come here in response to your kind invitation to deliver the
Convocation address to this young University. It is young only in the sense that it was formally

chartered only a few years ago, though actually as an educational and technological institution it
has been in existence for over half a century and has been serving the community all these

years. The National Council of Education, the parent body from which this University has sprung,
was founded as long back as 1906. As one who had he privilege and good fortune of being a

student in Calcutta in those days, I was not only a witness to that great national awakening which

roused Bengal and many other and distant parts of the country, but could not fail to be affected by
its idealism and inspired by its great leaders.

A mere thought of the names of the founders, to mention a few—Rash Bihari Ghosh, Surendra
Nath Bannerjee, Aravind Ghosh, Chittaranjan Das, Bipin Chandra Pal, and last though not the
least, Rabindranath Tagore—is enough to conjure up a picture of Bengal that is, of the India of
those days. If those great names laid the foundation among the bricks without which no foundation
can be laid, I may mention a few more who have already joined the majority—Satish Chandra
Mukherjee, whose saintly life and dedicated but silent service inspired many among the rising
generation, Rabindra Narain Ghosh, a distinguished scholar with a much coveted first class, who
later became the Principal of the Ripon College ; and Vinaya Kumar Sarkar, who attained
international reputation as a scholar and writer; and among the living Dr. Radha Kumud Mukherjee,
a well-known historian—all of whom I have known rather intimately.

l ean therefore recall from personal experience the great enthusiasm which the Swadeshi
movement created for education on national lines uncontrolled by govemment in any way and for
development of industries to supply our daily requirements. The foundation of the National Council
of Education was a product, national and lasting. The ideal of national education and the dream
to impart integrated instructions on national lines to Indian youth prompted the public leaders of
Bengal to launch this educational venture. In spite of innumerable difficulties and handicaps, the
National Council of Education continued to carry on its functions with determination and provides
an outstanding example of creative achievements of the Swadeshi Movement. Though national
educational institutions were set up in several other parts of the country in the early twenties, I do
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not think public efforts anywhere else could bear the fruit which the National Educational Council

of Bengal was destined to have. From the very beginning the Council, blessed by public opinion
and embodying the national and idealistic urge of Bengal's leadership, forged ahead with the task

of imparting not only literary and general education but also scientific and technical knowledge.
The Jadavpur University represents the consummation of those efforts. May I on this occasion
congratulate you all and offer my humble tribute to the memory of those great sons of Bengal
whose unflinching efforts and patriotic fervour have gone into the making of this great institution.

When I think of the great hopes and the lofty ideals which prompted public-spirited men more
than 50 years ago to start the first institution which became the nucleus of the present-day
Jadavpur University, I cannot help asking myself and others how far our hopes have been
fulfilled. So far as tfiis institution goes, there is no doubt that its history and progress have filled us
with satisfaction. It has turned out a large number of alumni who have been well put on their feet

and some of whom have made a mark in the various spheres of public service and activity. Again,
it has to be admitted that the course of study, particularly scientific and technical studies, offered

by this institution have been attracting a large number of boys and girls and equipping them with
qualifications for various professions and useful trades.

Some disturbing trends in education in India today almost compel attention. I think it will be

wise to probe them and try to see what is wrong and where. Now and then we come across some
criticism of the progress in the field of education, particularly at the lower levels, since Independence.
It is said that is smaller countries the percentage of literacy has shown much greater improvement
in the last ten or twelve years than in our country. I know this fact and have in fact seen a few of
these countries in the South East Asian region myself. Nearly all of these are too small to be
compared with a vast country like India. Our large numbers and the multiplicity of languages and
scripts pose problems with whicfi these smaller countries never had to reckon.

Be that as it. may, the progress that we have made in the spread of literacy and in the
provision of higher education, particularly technical education, can be described only as stupendous
though seeing the great leeway we have yet to make, we modestly choose to put it as inadequate
For example, we have today more universities than the total number of engineering colleges
before the Partition of 1947. Such colleges and technical institutes have been provided and are
being provided in all the States in order to meet the requirement of trained engineers and
technicians for implementing our big and small projects. As for primary and secondary education,
the progress has been equally encouraging, though I know our resources have not yet permitted
us to introduce free and compulsory education up to the primary stage as we intended to do and
which we still hope to accomplish.

Let it not be forgotten that in the spread of education it is not material resources alone which
count. There are other factors involved, for example, need for re-orientation of the present system
of education ; the language question, past traditions, immediate requirements, the problem of
employment, etc. No advance in education which does not keep in view all these questions is
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worth having or planning for. We have therefore necessarily to go slow. I do not therefore think

that the critics have a good case if general advance in education is their target.

There are however matters which cause some concern and where it is not possible to join
issue with the critics. So far as higher education in arts and humanities is concerned, the problem
of unemployment stares us in the face. It has been suggested that only a limited number of boys

and girls should be sent up for higher education. The suggestion is good so far as it goes, but

who can guarantee profitable employment even for these limited numbers ? As for technical
education, the scope for employment is much wider. Whether this wide scope is a temporary
phase of the period of reconstruction or represents normal opportunities remains to be seen.
Often one gets disturbed to hear of unemployment even among technically trained personnel. I

read in papers a few days ago that about 40 per cent of the Indian young men who have returned

during the last twelve months after obtaining technological training abroad are still awaiting their
turn to get suitable employment. If that is the state of affairs at this time when all the technical

institutions which we intend to set up have not been opened and when the tempo of reconstruction

work in the country is so high, one wonders how we shall be able to cope with the question of

profitable employment of all of our technically trained personnel when all the institutions have
come into and when all the major projects now in hand have been implemented. Let me confess

I am speaking as a layman with limited knowledge of facts. I can only hope that there are gaps in
my information. However, what I mean to say is that there is need to be careful and vigilant about

this aspect of the qustion when we think of extending facilities for technical education. I cannot
imagine that with the rising tempo of advance in agriculture and industrialisation in all aspects,
there need necessarily be lack of opportunities for employment and indeed, I believe, there are
places which are not filled up as quickly as they should be. It seems to me that there is lack of
coordination which causes the co-existence of employment and the unemployed. The problem is
undoubtedly receiving attention and I need only emphasize its present existence and growing
complexities to rivet attention on its urgency.

A most disconcerting feature however of the present-day education is the wave of discontent
amng the students. Of late it has been manifesting itself in the form of strikes, agitations and
demonstrations. There may be som willing to ascribe it to the feeling of general consciousness in
the country and the awakening particularly in the student community. There are others who seek
to condone it as a sign of the times or as an inalienable feature of the period of transition through
which our country is passing. They hold that with the passage of time as conditions get settled,
things will automatically improve and meanwhile we must suffer a strike here and a demonstration
there as mere signs of the time.

I wish it were possible for me to agree with these views. I am afraid the student malaise calls
for a deeper probe. The Indian youth is conscious of the changes that have taken place around
him. He is mentally alert and has a sense of self-esteem and partriotism. But for some reason he
seems to be suffering from a sense of insecurity leading to social maladjustment. Unless we do
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something to remove this sense of insecurity so as to bring about proper adjustment between the

youth and their environments, it would be idle to expect improvement in the present situation. In

the context of the great changes that are taking place in the community deserves to be helped in

its search for harmony between their aims and ideals on the one hand and their capacities and

attainments on the other.

Youth is proverbially sensitive. If little things upset him, he is also easily amenable to straight
sympathetic talk. I would therefore urge that greater attention is paid by educational institutions,
particularly the teching profession, to the susceptibilities and the present-day problems of the
youth. Sympathy and a little partience, I am sure, will not fail to bring about the desired result.

A word to the student community also. Let them realise that India is on the threshold of new
opportunities, new openings of development and achievements. They are a very important element
in the country's population. Unless therefore they do their duty well and instead of putting spokes
in the wheel, push the cart in a spirit of service and helpful cooperation, the great work of
nationbuilding is bound to suffer a set-back. Surely that is not what they could be amiming at in
the country's and in their own interest. It is therefore their bounden duty to listen to the advice of

their elders and try to make the best of this opportunity by devoting themselves to the pursuit of
knowledge and cultivating the sense of responsibility and discipline.

I need hardly say to the students of this University and the graduates who have just obtained
the degree and diplomas—that they should not in their life forget that they are the students of an
Institution which had its birth in a period of exceptional awakening in the country. They can hardly
forget and could hardly escape the influences and inspirations of a great era of reconstruction

and rebuilding of the nation which dawned with the birth of freedom. They are the inheritors of a

great tradition and the progeny of a greater present and they should prove themselves worthy of
both their past and the present, and be fully equpped to face the bright but arduous future.
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Sir John Philip Sargent

December 24, 1961

Mr. President, Mr. Rector, Members—may I now say 'Fellow-Members'—of the University,

Ladles and Gentlemen :

1  should like first of all to express my sincere thanks for the double honour which the
University has done me, firstly by conferring on me an Honorary Doctorate and secondly by
inviting me to deliver the Convocation Address. When the Registrar sent me copies of the last five
Convocation Addresses and I saw the names of the distinguished people who had given them,

my appreciation of the honour done me and of the heavy responsibility laid upon me was greatly
enhanced. It has not hitherto been my good fortune or phrhaps I should be wiser to say

misfortune—to find myself in direct succession to the President of a great Republic, two
distinguished Governors, an emnent Scientist and a notable Administrator. After reading what
they had to say to you I realise that I cannot rival either their authority or their eloquence.

It is a real pleasure to me to revisit Jadavpur after about twenty years and to find that the
Technical College I then saw has grown into a University. On that occasion I had an experience
which has and still is unique in my experience as an educational administrator. I soon realised
that the College was doing good work but it was also clear that it might do even better, if more
money were available for general development and in particular for the purchase of equipment. I
could not have been fully aware at the time of the circumstances in which the College was
founded and so I asked the Principal whether he would like a Govemment grant and to my
surprise he refused it. This is the only occasion on which I have known any educational institution
to refuse money. I hasten to say with regret that I am not in a position to repeat the effer to-day.

Having briefly sketched in my background in relation to Jadavpur, may I now offer my very
sincere congratulations to all the new graduates ? I trust that prosperous careers and what is
even more important, happy lives lie in front of them and that when twenty five or thirty years
hence they come back here to see their sons or daughters take their degrees, they will feel that
the foundations of the success they have enjoyed were laid in this place, in fact that Jadavpur
University has been a Kind Mother to them in a literal as well as a metaphorical sense.

I regret that by a long-established custom deliverers of Convocation Addresses are expected
to utter words of wosdom likely to be of service to young men and women about to embark upon
the sea of workaday life. I am afraid that all my days I have been allergic to sermons and I have
a suspicion that my feelings in this matter may be shared by quite a large number of those
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present. Apart from that, I find that my predecessors on this platform have dealt more ably than I
possibly can with such subjects of topical importance as the relation between the sciences and
the hum'anities, the function of higher technical education in an industrial age and the contribution

which a place like this can and should make towards the stability and prosperity of a great new

nation facing the vast problems of growth and adjustment. For better or for worse 1 have decided
to invite you to join me this afternoon in a brief exploration of a matter, in which, even if it is not

strictly topical, all Universities in India and elswhere must have an abiding interest. I will do my

best to indicate both its content and its relevance to the obligations laid upon a modern University
and all those who work in it and to illustrate it by taking you back through time and space to my
own country.

A little more than a hundred years ago a strange but, as I think, a rather great man was
invited to give a course of lectures in connection with the establishment of a new University in
Ireland. The lectures were subsequently published in book form under the title of The Idea of a

University. The lecturer's name was John Henry Newman and he afterwards became a Cardinal

in the Roman Catholic Church. He also happens to have been a member of my own college at

Oxford. He lived in an age which is like our own to the extent that accepted ideas were under the

microscope. The Industrial Revolution was approaching its peak and its evil by-products like
slums and the almost complete absence of any organised provision for public health or education,
were causing anxiety and indignation among the humaner sections of society. On the social and

aesthetic sides Morris and Ruskin and on the literary side Dickens and Thackeray were among
the chief critics of things as they were. In the religious field the movement that started at the end
of the previous century, when Wesley and other young clergymen of the Church of England left
their comfortable livings to try to keep religion alive amid the brutalising conditions of the new
industrial areas, was still very much in evidence. It had indeed penetrated the conservative
cloisters of Oxford and caused a searching of hearts among younger members of the University,
of whom Newman was one, which led to what was called the Oxford Movement. But the greatest
stirring of the waters took place in the realm of Science. In a few years Darwin, Huxley, Spencer
and their followers blew sky high the foundations upon which not only much scientific theory but
also much religious belief had hitherto been based. If you would care to know more about the
tragic turmoil which this changing age created in the mind and heart of a man torn between his
religious convictions and the urgings of his reason, I commend you to a little book called Fathef
and Son by Edmund Gosse, who was a well-known author and critic in the early years of this
century. His father was a teacher of science and an admirer of Darwin but he also belonged to a
very strict sect of Non-conformists called Plymouth Brethren, who believed in the literal inspiration
of the Bible, including the creation of the world by God in six days in 4004 B.C. When the Origii^
of Species appeared, his reason told him that Darwin was right, his faith told him that he must be
wrong. After a bitter struggle faith won and he wrote a book which tried to refute Darwin's
conclusions. It failed, his fellow scientists laughed him to scorn and he died of a broken heart.
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Newman was another man of the age who strove desperately to find peace of mind and

security amid the welter of conflicting ideas. As he was not a scientist, his dilemma was not quite
so formidable as Gossb's. In the end he also sought escape by taking shelter under the wing of

authority and became a convert to Roman Catholicism. People who read his later works may feel
that he still had doubts from time to time about the omniscience of the authority, to which he had

surrendered his reason.

My excuse for spending so long over a rather obscure Englishman, whose life-story has little
obvious connection with India or its problems today, is because I want to give you some idea of

the background against which the lectures from which I am going to quote were delivered as well
as a profile, as we now say, of the man who delivered them. I shall only attempt to bring before
you this afternoon a few of Newman's ideas, which seem to me to be still relevant to the issues
which are engaging or ought to be engaging the minds of people concerned with the future of
Universities in this country.

Having said this, I realise that the first question he raises may strike you as one which was

finally disposed of a long time ago. It is whether a University should be a place for the diffusion or

for the increase of knowledge or in other words whether its function should be teaching or

research. Newman held that if a University undertook any considerable amount of research as its

primary object viz. to provide instruction in the widest variety of subjects for students who were
mainly undergraduates. He advocated that research should be left to 'Academies' ; the National
Research Laboratories in this country would be modern examples of the sort of institution, which

he had in mind. I suppose that most people today would agree that therd should be room in a

University for both teaching and research and that just as advcnced work in Class XI should
stimulate the academic atomosphere of a High School, so the presence of people pursuing
studies beyond the normal degree stage should have an equally beneficial efect in a University,
quite apart from the intrinsic results that may accrue therefrom. The reasons Newman gives in
support of his opinion are neither very impressive nor very interesting ; what, however, does
interest me in why so clever a man should have reached it at all. I suspect—but I may well be
^f-QPig fgit that the discipline of the faith which he had accepted could be more easily
imposed where the probing into accepted beliefs, which is an essential part of research, was not
encouraged or even allowed. In another lecture he is opposed to theology being treated as a
separate faculty on the ground that religion should inspire all teaching and guarantee what he
calls the 'integrity' of the subject matter.

If there is nothing very relevant in Newman's argument against research in Universities, the
age-old struggle between faith and reason is one in which we are still very much involved.
Authority disguised as faith or faith disguised as authority in many various forms dominates the
outlook of the world today in more ways than we sometimes realise. One keeps on coming across
what I collect in a talk I gave in Calcutta a short time ago the 'caged' mind. Sometimes the cage
is of the individual's own construction but more often it has been imposed by some external
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authority, in some cases, as in old-fashioned zoos, the bars are only too obvious. This is the case

in most police states. In others, as in modern zoos, where animals roam at large in what appears
to be open country, the barriers to mental freedom are less obtrusive. Some dogmatic religions
exemplify this. But sooner or later the animal or the mind comes up against some form of fence or

ditch, which means 'So far and no further.'

It one asks what answer can be given to the protagonists of authority in either the religious or
political field, it seems to me that there is a simple one and it is this. What makes us different
from—or, if you like, superior to—the other members of the animal world is the power of sustained
reasoning. If God created the animal world, this power is His gift and the plain inference is that He
means us to make the utmost use of it. The only restrictions, therefore, that should be put on
reason are those which reason itself approves. This to my mind is the basis of true democracy. It
is true that the Goddess of Reason, as in the French Revolution, may be worshipped by people
ignorant of the essence of her divinity but for all that, I conceive it to be the duty of all Universities
to keep candles burning continuously before her shrine.

When he moves from the academic to the social aspect of Universities, Newman becomes
more convincing as well as more relevant to our present purpose. As my time is growing short,
may I give you a few extracts from a much-quoted passage ? 'If then' he says, 'a practical end
must be assigned to a University course, it is that of training good members of society. Its art is
the art of social life and its end is fitness for the world.' And then again a little further on 'A
University training aims at raising the intellectual tone of society, at supplying true principles
to popular enthusiasm and fixed aims to popular aspiration, at giving enlargement and sobrietye
to the ideas of the age, at facilitating the exercise of political power and refining the intercours of
private life.' You may perhaps feel that these aims, though clearly desirable as ideals, are beyond
the reach of modern Universities with their hand-to-mouth or pencil to notebook existence. But it
should be noted that those aims are not academic in the narrow sense ; there is nothing here
about passing examinations or getting first-class degrees. They are essentially social aims, if you
will allow social to include political in this context. I am optimistic enough to believe that they are
attainable, given certain conditions. Of those conditions the two most important are that a University
should be reasonably small and mainly residential. It is only in a residential university that those
personal contacts can be established out of which may grow that unity in diversity, which is the
best hope for peace and goodwill among men.

After all, a University should not be simply a place that offers its alumni a wide choice of
subjects, it should also offer them a wide choice of personalities among whom to find friends. It is
in my opinion a strong point about most Indian Universities that they house not only a variety of
individuals but also a variety of races. I intend no disrespect to the staff of this or any other
University when I say that the social aims of a University and especially those defined by
Newman, are most likely to be attained not in the lecture room or the laboratory but through the
polishing which keen young minds receive, when they are constantly rubbing up against one
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another. The debt I owe to Oxford lies not so much in the teaching it gave me, though some of

that was very good, but in the opportunity it afforded for picking the brains of my contemporaries.
I  remember that we often sat up all night arguing about religion or politics or sometimes more

frivolous topics.

This is why I like the system at Oxford and Cambridge, where the individual colleges contain
people studying all manner of subjects, because the variety of contacts and interests does help to
promote the right attitude to the outside world, upon which Newman lays so much emphasis. I
know that some other countries prefer to have separate colleges for the different faculties and I

have met young University teachers at home, who believe that the best way to attain and
maintain a high standard in a given subject is to collect its students together under one roof. I

should think, however, that the zest or pleasure which one could derive from arguing with no-one

but, say, economists, or satisticians might wane before long. You will see that I am still sticking to
my heresy that given the right environment and the right atmosphere. University students can
learn at least as much from one another as they can from their professors.

With regard to this idea of University as a pjace where social training in the widest sense is at
least as important as purely academic objectives, may I venture a final word ? Those who read
contemporary British books, periodicals and newspapers may sometimes get the impression that,
two world wars, the relaxing of traditional sanctions and the political and other tensions of the
world in which we live have combined to produce a new generation of angry young men and fast

young women. I feel sure that there are very few if any fast young women in India but I am told
that there are a number of young men, particularly in Universities, who, if not angry, have a sense
of insecurity and uncertainty, and not about the future of their country, but about their own futures
in its rapid evolution. This may find its outward expression in that indiscipline, which I have heard
about but have not so far come across. Whether it presents a serious problem or not, it would be
improper, if not impertinent, on my part to attempt to suggest a solution. It does, however, link up
with a wider issue, which I know to be much in the minds of those concerned with the future of
University education in this country. It is how to temper youthful aspirations, enthusiasms" and
occasional indiscretions by friendly and quite informal contacts with maturer minds. More residential
accommodation will do much in this connection, provided that it is accompanied by a vast
extension of the tutorial system, which will make possible not merely more seminars but closer
personal relations between teachers and students outside the lecture room. Youth, high-spirited
or low-spirited, does not take kindly to edicts issued by authority but it is usually generous enough
to listen to advice from a senior for whom it has respect and may be affection. I know that this will
cost money but so do most good things now-a-days, especially in education.

Well ladies and gentlemen. I have at last come to the end of this rambling discourse. I must
admit that I did not find it at all easy to prepare. If. however, I have managed to say anything
Which any of you think worthwhile. I am more than repaid for my labour. But if I have failed to do
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that, I must take such comfort as 1 may from an old provert>—Spanish i believe in origin—which
says ft'bw tDeautiful' it'i^^^^ and then to rest.' It is not, I fear, one of the maxims by
whibh bur orderb his iife.' i think you again for the honour which you have done me.
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Sir Jehangir Ghandy

December 29, 1962

SOME THOUGHTS ON

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN INDIA

Madam President, Mr. Rector, Graduates of the Year, Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am happy to be here first because you have done me the honour of inviting me to address

this Convocation, and secondly because I have always held Jadavpur in great esteem for its
proud past in channelising our national aspirations in a scientific and technological direction.

As many of your may know, Tisco's relations with the National Council of Education, from
which the Jadavpur Campus of today has grown, were very cordial from the start. Both were

virtually born together. The National Council of Education was inspired by the 1905 movement,
whil© Tata Steel was born a couple of years later on the crest of the Swadeshi wave that was

then sweeping through the country. I may add that it was the late Mr. P. N. Bose, Rector of the
National Council, who was responsible for the discovery of the iron ore bodies of Keonjhar and
Msyurbhanj which led to the location of the steel plant at Jamshedpur.

I recalll that it was in 1945 that I had the privilege of visiting Jadavpur, I believe, as a member
of the Industrial Research Planning Committee which had been set up by the Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research to investigate into the industrial research and scientific education in India.
The same year we started offering training facilities to its sutdents in the Tisco Works. Dr. Benoy
Kumar Sarkar in his characteristic way called this the factorification of young Jadavpur. Apart
from the many who received short-term vacation training in the steel works, many Jadavpur
students have worked at Jamshedpur over the past 40 years enriching the reputation of their
3lma mater by substantial contributions towards the growth and development of the country's first
heavy engineering enterprise. While it will be invidious to single out any of them for mention by
lame, I should like to pay here a tribute to these colleagues and to express the hope that their
example will serve to illumine the path of Jadavpur students of today.
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Closer Liaison

In our country, industry and the academic world have lived at some considerable distance

from each other to the grave disadvantage of both. We in Tata Steel have recently introduced a
scheme which, we hope, will serve in a small way to bridge the gulf. A team of three professors

from the Bihar Institiute of Technology, Sindri, was invited to Jamshedpur in 1960—one each

from the faculties of electrical, mechanical and metallurgical engineering. The aim was to familiarise

the professors with the working industrial environment which would assist them to apply fundamental
knowledge to, say, actual machine or equipment design, and to identify the basic principles

applicable in a variety of seemingly different situations in industry. It was hoped that, after six

weeks at Jamshedpur, they would be in a better position to correlate theory with practice and
improve the quality of their teaching work. We hope to welcome similar teams from other institutions

in the future, and to send to them our operating and research personnel. While it would be

premature to attempt an evaluation on the basis of this limited experiment, I think a correct start

has been made. Further progress in this direction should help in the development of teachers as
consultants to industry.

This, however, is only one aspect of a much larger problem. There must be closer liaison

between industry and the academic world over a broader front. It is a need made more urgent by

the military challenge that we as a nation must learn to live with. The.essential point to remember

is that we can now never go back to the halcyon days of the pre-invasion era. We will have to

spend substantially more on defence, as anyone can see, but that, by itself, will not take us far.

Even after allocating such resources as defence requires, we still have to accomplish the basic

economic objectives of our Plans because military strength depends, in the final analysis, upon

the nation's material progress. Essentially, there is no conflict between defence and economic
progress ; both can and must contribute to each other.

Independent Research

The simultaneous pursuit of the two objectives is bound to throw upon us an immense strain,

a strain that may well become intolerable unless we can create additional wealth through the
greater endeavours of all of us. These efforts, called forth by the national will to maintain our

Independence, can provide the country with the extra wealth that will make it possible to combine

military preparedness with orderly progress towards a stronger and more viable econmy. In other
words, our answer to the Chinese challenge must be higher efficiency and greater productivity in
every field of activity, oid or new.

This is, of course, a broad generalisation which, although parhaps worth reiterating, is something
that we all instinctively understand. Starting from this, I wish to take the opportunity you have
given me this afternoon of discussing the role of scientific research in the larger national endeavour.

I am not thinking only of the tasks of research vis-a-vis pressing defence requirements but of the'
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part it should play in accelerating the modernisation of Indian society to augment its innate

strength over a longer term. Admittedly, there are immediate operational problems like the one of

reducing the weight of the soldier's kit from the present 78 lb to something more manageable.

While work on these must take priority over things in which the scientists are in a position to help,

others must continue along present lines of activity with greater purposefulness and urgency than

in the past.

At this point, it may be pertinent to define the aims that scientific research in India should
pursue. Unlike in some other countries, these aims are embodied in an official statement of policy
adopted in March 1958, which declared that the nation would rely upon science and technology to
close the wide gap separating India from the more advanced countries of the world. National

prosperity, the scientific policy resolution said, depended upon the effective combination of three
factors—capital, natural resources and technology. But technology was the most important of the

three because appropriate scientific techniques could overcome the handicap of poor physical

resources, as evidenced by the examples of Britain and Japan. Similarly, the requirements of
capital could be cut down by scientific and technological ingenuity.

It is true that countries like India, late-comers to industrialisation, have to experience of the
whole developed world to draw upon. India, for instance, is relying upon five different countries for-
steel technology the U.S.A., Germany, Austria, U.S.S.R. and Britain. Some may argue, therefore,
that it is unnecessary for us in India to undertake independent research, either basic or applied.

Any such assumption would, in my judgement, be a great mistake. Even in an industry like
steel where technology all over the world tends to become more and more uniform, each country
has its special problems to overcome. In our case, our fabulous wealth of iron ore is marred by
certain characteristics of the ore which introduce great complexities in the production of pig iron.
The solution lies in intensive efforts at the plant level to evolve operating practices which help to
maximise production. This, by itself, will not suffice. It will have to be supplemented by applied
research in laboratories directed towards finding a suitable technological remedy to the problem.
This is indeed, what is being done by the National Metallurgical Laboratory at Jamshedpur, and
the efforts haJe resulted in some benefits to the iron and steel industry. Work in the same
direction is being done at the laboratories of the Jamshedpur steel works. Workers in this field
may posibly find themselves in need of some guidance from basic research on the fundamental
nature of the metallurgical problem posed by the peculiar characteristics of our ore. If so, that too
will need to be undertaken right here in India, since no one else will do it forus for the soimple
reason that they do not face the same problem as we do.

Differing Problems

Another reason for independent research by newly-developing countries may now be cited.
The advanced nations have a resource endowment veiy different from ours. They have, relatively
speaking, an abundance of capital, combined with a shortage of labour. Their preoccupation is,
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therefore, with technological improvements which have the eventuai aim of replacing iabour with
capifai. In our circumstances, we shouid be seeking improvements in efficiency and productivity
at the minimum capitai cost and with the ieast dispiacement of iabour. Again manv of the
advanced nations have aiready very iarge domestic markets and their technoiogy is geared,
herefore, to large-scaie, production. In countries iike ours where the relativeiy smali market of
today IS spread over a vast area, these iarge production units may be uneconomic in some
industries, not only now but for many years to come. Our technology shouid, therefore neither a

St: mrrralT -iivity in the
A False Antithesis

Even when it is accepted that independent respamh in n
be decided. Should we devote ourselves excusiveiv tn '^'^a^cter will remain to
resources do not permit any diversion tn aPPlied research because our limited
should we take the view that applied research benefit ? Or
imported technoiogy ? ' since we are relying anyhow upon

,, ~rr r -r - -
rrr,;~rorrrrir'"-"'^^^
over a ande field in tenth basic and applied reselr^TnTn "^fibtttta to range
some scientific workers whose interpc^td h • ^ event, there are in every laboratory
cannot be pushed in a drecTn co n , 1' --a-h. They
Traditionally, the univer i es have h! I ^ '-s of effecfiveness.
course, continue. Apadtm a! T"'"
methodology of research, a not inconsiderablT ̂  young scientists into the
therefore, co-exist and grow together althouah ^ scientific endevour shouid,
a nation shouid be on quick-yieiding,' applied rese'^rch °cr emphasis as

Organisation of Research

The vast research apparatus that exists in the counfrv tmritp
profesionai scientific workers in 27 national labor f ^'^P'ov'ng some 6,000 to 8,000
insfifutions-let us face it—is not the result of slow naturaTorawth"!!'!'^^"'®^
by national policy which ordains progress at a rate taster than the, T
comparable circumstances. There is, of course, something of the hnVr^''
this, but we cannot wholly avoid this it we are to compress into a few v« "!!
others over decades in the more leisurely atmosphere of the 19th cent
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I do not share the view of those who look askance at Government's massive and growing

involvement in scientific research. Before Independence, the scope for research of any kind was

exceedingly limited as there were a very few institutions deveoted wholly to scientific activities.

The research activity of Government departments, such as agriculture, had a narrow utilitarian

aspect. This lack did not pass without comment ; as far back as 1918, the Industrial Research

Commission had remarked that "the position of research was quite unsatisfactory". In 1935 an

Industrial Research and Itelligence Bureau was established with the utterly inadequate annual

budget of Rs. 2 lakhs. It was the Second World War that quickened the pace, and the Board of
Industrial and Scientific Research was formed to advise the Government in organising Indian

industry in the best interests of the war effort, and to undertake industrial research with limited

objectives. In 1942, an industrial research fund was established and the Council of Scientific and

Industrial Research set up.

In 1944, the Council set up an industrial Research and Planning Committee, headed by Sir

Shanmukham Chetty, of which I happened to be a Member, to survey the research facilities,

existing in Government and semi-Government institutions. Universities and industry in India. It

recommended a scheme for the planning and co-ordination of industrial reseach, which included,

among other things, the setting up of national laboratories. The report, a landmark in the

development of research, forms largely the basis on which the present research apparatus has
grown.

But the Council did not fully come into its own until after Independence. The importance the

national government attached to science was made amply evident when a separate Department
of Scientific Affairs was constituted at the Centre in 1948, with the Prime Minister himself taking

charge of the protfolio. Later, the Department grew into an independent Ministry, while another
sutonomous Department of Atomic Energy continues to be a part of the Prime Ministers Secretariat.
At this point, it is only fair to add that the rapid development of the country's scientific establishment
owes a good deal to the personal convictions and interest of Jawaharlal Nehru, 73-year old but
much more youthful in spirit and outlook than many younger men.

Today, there are, as I said, 27 laboratories with a staff of well over 2,000 professional
scientists. Of these 50 are of the rank of Directors and Deputy Directors, 150 Assistant Directors,
500 Senior Scientific Officers, 1000 Junior Scientists, and some 600 Research Fellows. These
laboratories offer openings for 200-300 entrants every year which make it entirely possible for
qualified persons wishing to engage in research to find the opportunity to do so—somethings
which was certainly not available 15 years ago. Expenditure on national laboratories is steadily
rising and and there are few research schemes which have to be abandoned for want of funds.

Admittedly, Government's involvement on the present scale raises the problem of reconciling
the freedom of the scientist with financial support from the State which must of necessity entail
some direction or control. The fact must be faced that if the national exchequer is to pay for a
laboratory or research scheme, it can only be persuaded to do so on the basis of an objective
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am all In favour of improving the professional scientist's lot, it is necessary, however, to preserve
a sense of proportion. The average annual salary of the scientist in Japan, i learn, is only $1200
(about Rs, 475 per month) and even a full professor in the Tokyo University earns no more than
$1800 (about Rs 720 per month). Despite this, Japan has developed a vigorous scientific tradition.

I Should acknowledge here the efforts made by CSIR to Improve matters for the scientist.
Merit promotions have been Introduced cutting across the strict time-honoured principle of seniority,
advance Increments up to a maximum of three granted to research workers who have shown

mon are as a matter of principle, being included in scienticexceptional originality. Younger men are, as d n . . ^ ^
H i .. onnnrtunities for advanced training have multiplied under variousdelegations sent abroad, while opportu . ̂  ̂  r-oio omh

D^ncinn benefits have been extended to CSIR employees and theinternational aid programmes. Pension oeneiiib ndvc
sge of retirement for research scientists raised to 60.

Utilisation of Research Results

I I. . if .far ehout creating the necessary pre-conditions for purposeful scientificave been talking s minutes to discuss problems connected with utilisation of
UK. » «. . » p..,I, wn, >P. .cie™,ic .nd

research rpsiiits Indian industry, it is y a u .rj r *•'  'esuiis. muidi i and nther institutons. As a broad generalisation
'echnoiogical work being done in our a o research and utiiisation have been married
'h-e are exceptionai cases, in undoubtediy depends upon iarger
'ogsther with success. The , m, ,3,^ py estabiishing cioser reiationship between

oratories and factories, susp laboratory with which I am connected, such initiative
themselves. In the case of one na i laboratory today has its working facilities fully
yielded very good results, so muc problems brought up by the industries concerned.

booked for the next three years on impo P ^ m • l,.
imnatience. Scientific endeavours do not yield overnight

I should also like to caution agains research in many fields has been started from
""^sults particularly in our circumstances w ̂  several years for it to
^^ratch in the past few years. From the tirne before we begin to
settle down to really fruitful work. too critically,
eppraise the performance of our young

Specialist Laboratories ^gcessary to establish in course of
It we wish to see research more of basic or applied research for facilitating their

brne specialist laboratories to translate t established on a co-operative
P''^ctical implementation. Such specia is several such institutions already, as for
basis by industrial units working in a gf Ahmedabad, the Jute Mills Association
®^ample, the Textile Industry Researc Research Centre of the Indian Tea Association,
aboratory right here in Calcutta or illustrated by reference to the example of
be contributions of co-operative rese
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Tocklai whose work has helped to Increse the yield of tea from 567 kg per hectare in 1938 to over
957 kg today. The Tocklai Institute has also been responsible for a remarkably successful innovation
in tea-manufactunng equipment which has enabled one machine to replace five of the older

'^®®'"l"ess of jute goodsso that this major Indian industry is assured of an expanding world market even though Its role as
a packaging material progressively diminishes with the chanae-over to hmv h
bags. The importance of this research is obvious not oniv for th! ? ®
jute or in the mills but also for the counrs .giri ^
concerned v.ith raw jute has successfully pioneered the usVof jute slickTa was^mrTfor

substantial benefits to the paper industry as well as tlTjute-
>

Basic Research—the Driving Force
We shall, as time goes on, undoubtedly need more ei mh

pace with the country's growing needs. There are also the '' '"'^"stries are to keep
consider. In countries like Britain and the U S A mirt ®P®ciai requirements of defence to
expenditure on scientific research. While I do not'thinMhat^nr accounts for 90 per cent of ail
0  I'esearch effort to defence on this scale I feel that ih a- '■epuire diversion
a given time-span may do some good by stimulating effL h ®our laboratories. But applied research, Ihethe 121
laboratories, cannot be sustained without the stimulus and'",
There can never by any question of ruling out the ller jlV research,
w'th the former. excessive preoccupation

Long-term Perspective
in conclusion, I should like to enter a plea here forth. ,time spans than the five-year period into which we have enr"'"® in longerinevitably takes a long time to bear results. We Ive befoTe T""' -'-title actlil

crirgltlllle^rrllenu 'needs which research should 2p°irl2"' sociarald
objectives of research to allow science 2 e' defining too closely thl""" t""Japan is spending $80 million a year today o"n mylTtS which it best flourisher
technology. This total, the planners concede, may go e " °t foreign
industries abreast of the best in the world, but at the same ti^'/®"^" endeavours to keep heron research fivefold by 1971 so that some of her industll'"" expenditure
competition. The plan provides a model which we need to k. ®^9® over world
longterm strategy. eP view in determining our own
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I should like to offer my hearty congratualtlons to all of you who have received degrees in
Engineering, the Sciences and in the Arts this year. Although the Jadavpur University lays
particular accent on science and engineering, the humanities, I am happy to say, also receive
their share of attention. The Jadavpur University, I understand, was the first Institution in India to
introduce a two-year course in the humanities for engineering students. This practice has since
been adopted in many engineering institutions in the country. The University has kept itself true to
fhe ideals of the National Council of Education for providing a comprehensive education, well-
balanced as between scientific and technical knowledge on the one hand and the liberal arts on
the other. And, this is as it should be. Our society, in order to function, needs a continuing flow of
sbministrators and lawyers, economists and social scientists, teachers and historians. But apart
bom the purely utilitarian aspects, the study of the humanities is necessary for all of us—whether
scientists or engineers, doctors or specialists. It serves to combat the danger of the specialist
'"'CP from being imprisoned within the narrow groove of the chosen discipline, and to impart a
sense of human values and a broader view of life.

Students' Role
One final word to the students assembled here today. Research and experimentation cannot

"°ucsh in a tradition-ridden society, because a willingness to change and accept the risks of
'""ovation runs counter to traditional values. In this sense, therefore, the utilisation of researh is

up with the inculcation of a scientific spirit in the nation as a whole. The Prime Ivlinisler
not so iono aqo for creating among the Indian people a temper of science to pull people

Of the rut of sluggish habit, in creating this temper of science, the educated strata of society,
"""icularly the youth have a very important role to play. They have to make hemselves responsible

Pisseminatina the scientific spirit by becoming its true votaries themselves. By spreading the
^°'P and bv seLd a personal example, they can create a climate within the country in which
""'Posefui scientific research can flourish. This Is the contribution that the present generation of

■  has to make for completing the country's modernisation and for giving this ancient land a^outh

face.
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

AT

JADAVPUR UNIVERSITY

By

Sri M. C. Chagia
January 12, 1964

Mr. President, Rector, Fellows and Graduates of the Jadavpur University

I deem it a great privilege to liave been asl<ed to deliver the Convocation Address of the
Jadavpur University. This University is the result of a great nationalistic upsurge which took place
as a result of the partition of Bengal. It is the child of the National Council of Education which was
founded in 1906 and the University has retained the characteristic which made the National
Council of Education so justly famous. It has done a great deal for national integration; is has a
modern and advanced outlook: and under the able guidance of its Rector, Dr. Sen, it has
achieved a very high position among the Universities of our country.

We are living in an age when there is a great intellectual ferment in the world of education.
Old ideas are being revised and new ideas are being tested and put into practice. I witnessed this
intellectual ferment both in the United States and the United Kingdom. Both are highly developed
countries. The former is perhaps the most affluent society today and the latter is trying to hold on
in a highly competitive world to a position which it once occupied. In both the countries it is now
accepted that the best investment a country can make is in education-in man, in his development,
in imparting knowledge to him, in providing him with the skills which a highly scientific and
technological world today requires. If this is true of highly developed countries like ours I am
afraid there is a tendency in some quarters to minimise the importance which must be given to
education. It is true that we have lagged behind in technological and scientific development It is
also true that the only way to assure prosperity to our country is by industrialisation on a massive
scale. But notwithstanding that no country can be great unless its human material is fully and
properly utilised. We will need men to run our factories and plants and hydro-electric schemes'
we will need able administrators to run our country and to help it changeover from an age of
laissez-faire to an age where social justice is the primary consideration

A Convocation Address more often than not is a combination of a sermon and platitudes.
With regard to the first, one needs a sense of self-righteousness in order to deliver a good
sermon. I am afraid I completely lack that quality. I am too painfully conscious of my fallibiiity and
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the tremendous capacity i possess of making mistakes. With regard to the second, when one is in
politics one cannot avoid giving utterance to platitudes. But there are certain platitudes which can
never be too often repeated. And if you find that i am going to say things which you have heard
often and which do not have an air of novelty, please forgive me. i will do so because i often feei
that even platitudes are apt to be forgotten, and propositions are being put forward which make
one think that one was wrong in accepting certain principles as axiomatic.

Our education in India today is suffering from a serious disease and before we can prescribe
a remedy it is necessary to diagnose the malady from which the patient is suffering. In the first
place there has been too much politics in education. There are so many spheres where the
politicians can have a field day and it is a thousand pities that they will not leave education alone.
T- niavina with the destinies of a whole generation. If you make aThey do not realise that they are piayiny ̂

Mistake in constructing a plant, or a factory or a dam, you can correct it within a short time
although it mav entail serious financial consequences; but a mistake ,n educational policy is veryg  may en particular generation of students which has
ohen irrevocable Nothing can be oone lu . ♦ ^ -r.i it;vuLdui«. d oios to be experimented upon. They are not raw materia
'^een affected bv it They are not guinea pigs ^ ^ .\  iphoratorv of politics. Therefore, I beg every educationist in this

eing worked upon in problems that face us today and help Government to come to a
ountry to apply his mm o endure and which can be justified on the sole
®cision taken after carefu . ̂ education and of the students notwithstanding what the

abound that it is the best in the interest ot
Politicians might have to say about it. . x , -ru •

gg^jon is the question of language. The primary purpose of^  The first and most importan^ communication. But I admit that it is much more than that. It is
^Oguage is to act as a means o traditions of the people who speak it. It is something
® repository of the culture, the people. It is, therefore, not surprising that the

closest to the most cherished violent passions in our country and educational standards
P^estion of language has roused sue political views prevailing about the

been sacrificed in order to uphol^one
^Pture of Indian languages in our ^g pave a large number of languages, all rich in

The problem is very difficult ec growth. Our Constitution Itself recognises fourteen
''^®rature and with great P°^®"^'^''^'^JgPsideration our long association with the United Kingdom
'^Pguages. We have then to take into omissions and commission, did spread the
^hich, while it may have commits ^ educated classes, and made it the means of
'^howledge of English, at ^'india and another and one section of the people and another,
^"^rnmunication between one part ^ English did have a great unifying influence in our
^ould be contrary to history to leamt not only the principles of responsible government

Country, it was the language from freedom and human dignity which we used on many
democracy but the ringioQ
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platforms to fight our British rulers. I need not say more about English in West Bengal because I
like to recall that the first English college was founded here and it was the great leaders of Benga'
who, realising the value and importance of English, felt that its knowledge will help India to
become modern and progressive. But with all that there was the inevitable infirmity in the use ot
English as the sole mediurn of instruction. It was not the mother-tongue of the people and the
knowledge of the language did not permeate down to the masses. It created an intellectual elite
but It did not solve the problem of illiteracy or the spread of education among the masses.

Let me now first state certain propositions which are universally accepted and which I thinl^ |
would be beyond controversy. A child must be taught in the early stages through his mother-
tongue, and, therefore, in our primary schools we must have instruction being given through the
regional language. In the second place, all our Indian languages must be developed. As I said
before, they are languages rich in literature and each can compare favourably with any of the
modern European languages. Take for instance Bengali. Any Bengali can and should be proud of
a language in which men like Gurudev Tagore have written. The next proposition is that we must
have an all-India language as a means of communication between States and as a language in
which scholars and academicians can exchange their ideas and through which scientific research
can be carried out. The Constitution has accepted Hindi as this language. It is not because Hindi
IS a richer language than Bengali or some other Indian language but because it happens to be
spoken by the largest number of the people of our country. Having stated these positions I will
now pose the real problem that we have to solve. Hindi is not spoken by or even known to
millions of our people. Apart from ttieir own regional languages, tfiey are more familiar with
English than Hindi. The development of regional languages is going on apace and I am glad that

111'we 'f an ""denying danger and a very serious danger that
rndia ll r'T! T "eed for an all-India language which should act as a link and a bond to tie our people together

todallnTarihemsnrr'f'7 " Universities
to the regional languages a^lhe oThl- have switched over
favour of making the regional language Thrm71m'o7°?^
regional language is confined, as the medium of instructiol '7',7 el
these languages will, not have the development which thn^e h elementary schools, then
English has been the medium of instruction of Universities in 817^'^ naturally desire. But
other cases for although not so long a time still for a considerable pTrll
the necessary text books in the regional languages. The difficulty with regard to Science""'
greater. This is a scientific and technological age and the horizon of knowledge is elldirTt
an incredible pace. One can at least translate text books in the Humanities but in Science apart
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from the text books, the student has to keep pace with new discoveries, and this he can only do

if he is familiar with the large number of scientific journals which are at present only published in

English or other European languages. Therefore as far as Science is concerned, even the

translation of text books will not solve the problem. A large body of scientific scholars in regional

languages must grow up who will be publishing their researches in journals and magazines which
will be available to the Universities. This is a long and laborious process and must take a very

long time. Therefore a sudden changeover from English to the regional language must result in
precipitous lowering of standards, more particularly in the field of science where, if we wish to
industrialise our country and transform its economy, we need the work and co-operation of our
best scientists and our best research scholars.

But the change to regional languages must have another equally disastrous consequence.

The history of India points to one lesson : that our country has fallen a victim to foreign invasion,

has been subjected to a cruel Partition, all because we lacked unity and national solidarity.
Therefore, in the field of education, we must not do anything which will undermine our national

structure and the foundation of unity on which the edifice of our Consitution has been raised.

What other consequence is possible if in the 55 Universities in this country graduates in Arts and

Science are turned out who really know their own regional language and would not be able to

communicate with graduates of other universities. Today we speak the same language even

though it is a foreign language at a high-powered conference held in Delhi. We do not want a day
to come when we will need interpreters to interpret one Indian to another.

It follows from this that we must have a common language at the University level. The
Constitution envisages that Hindi should be this language. But as I am not a politican I can afford

to be frank and let us admit that this possibility cannot be contemplated in the near future.
Therefore, English must continue for some time to come but we cannot and perhaps should not
prevent universities gradually adopting the regional languages as media of instruction but while
they are doing it and I hope they will be doing it slowly and carefully, they must constantly bear in
mind the need for this common language and the only way to do it is to make a study of Hindi
compulsory through all stages of university education. But I would go further. We should also
make the study of English equally-compulsory because even when Hindi has become, in the true
sense of the term, the official language of India, the usefulness of English will always remain. It
constitutes a window through which we can look upon the world outside. It will be the window
through which all the winds of new ideas, new thoughts can blow into out own country. It will
always remain a language of international relations and a language of science. It is a great
cultural asset we possess today and it will be a shame and a tragedy it as a gesture to political
chauvinism we throw it away.
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But if we are going to retain Englisti as a medium of instruction for some time to come and
even aftemrards to make it a compulso^ ianguage. it is necessa^ tftat Englisft should be
properly taught ,n schools from which the students will go to the universities. The most terrible
thing that has happened ,n India today is that our standards in English have fallen everywhere
and ,n lowering these standards we have overlooked the obvious fact that the.o
would not know sufficient English, will have to attend lectures in collenl n
be talking to them in English, How many professors hl^to d me 7
their lectures they feel they are addressing a dead audience ThT ! T
anything and all that they can do is to study cram books in order tn
let us call a halt against this foolish and futile vendetta against EngL'h

o-'-ucatlona, system, the
Olympian heights of Delhi and fail or refusp tn • i ^ resolutions in the
the conference in Delhi has evaporated If enthusiasm generated in
languages let us teach them well. If a thing is wortr^t h"'"®
time I used to be worried by the thought that Th " '® properly. At one
unconscionable burden upon the child but modem ̂  languages would be an
the aptitude to learn languages provided he is taughtT'°" " P°'"' ® ®hild has
he is to launch upon the study of a new language at lrteT't' ® «hen
Hindi and English should be started at an eady stagf | m f' ' '®®' ®'®dy of
Government for starting English in the 111 standard. ®°®gratulate the West Bengal

The next question I would like to turn to is thp
know what that means, it means the lowering of I'T of universities I
relationship between the teacher and pupil it m " means that there is nn i
nothing more than th^ • rneans that to manv nr,- • close
elementary duty of the ®''®minations and obtaining of den sduoation signifies
woman Zo wi h t ' P^°^ide opportunity to smn f®®®' it is the
acguired a status valu '"rfher. Unfortunatelv
the Governmenf, ill',^ ®-P'°Vers, Z T'" '
nature of employment ma h qualification before they emni ^ sometimes
The pressure upon, ' ' ' '®"ed to provide 2 . ' the

has not the l®-ened 721:^
available in other institutions Tt!""' ® ""'^ersity and" tilt"''''®
large "umber of junior technical s i®'®'®' "'® Sreatest imoort "'°'®
stage 0, his educationrca;;; tr!!''®" ®Pold bl olo" ^
secondary schools. In India todav over to thP at an earl

' ^'9hly educated tthntian^ 7'fucians and engineerengineer
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but we also need a large number of people who possess the necessary skill for a job. I was told

the other day that in India there is a terrible waste of top class technicians and engineers being

used for work which in the United States or in the United Kingdom would be done by ordinary
craftsmen who have never been to a university, I am myself a humanities man and I realise the

importance of the study of the humanities but even in these junior technical schools there will be
taught to these students English and some humanities subjects like Civics. But this is only one
part of the programme. The other part is setting up of polytechnics which students can join at the
end of their term of higher secondary education and instead of going to universities, can join

these institutions. We must invest these polytechnics with the same status that we now give to

our science colleges.

We must also carefully consider the question of imparting higher education otherwise than
through regular courses in colleges. There is a growing feeling both in the United States and the
United Kingdom that the State should provide adequate alternative facilities to students who
either do not get admission into colleges or cannot afford the fee for the college. These alternative
facilities are provided through correspondence courses and part-time evening classes. Radio and
television have also been requisitioned for the purpose. Only the other day. Mr. Harold Wilson,
Leader of the Opposition and the prospective Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, spoke of a
University of the Air, an ambitious project by which students can be trained and educated without
having to go to the colleges at all. We have no television yet but I do not see why the radio cannot
serve the purpose of education. I agree that these alternative methods cannot be a proper
substitute for a regular education in a university. The university education is much more than
merely acquiring knowledge and passing examinations. A student in a university participates in
the various extra-curricular activities and meets other students and comes in personal contact
With the teacher But when in India we are dealing with such a gigantic problem, we cannot
concentrate all our attention merely on regular university education. As I said before, it is the duty
ct the State to provide facilities for education for all those who demand it and we have thousands
and tens of thousands of young men and women who find the doors of the colleges barred to
them either because of poverty or because for want of accommodation.

The third part of the programme must be to lower the pupil-teacher ratio in colleges. This
^  tpachers. One of the most acute problems today is the shortagemeans more colleges and more tea u • i.,*

Of teachers It is an unfortunate situation that very few of our bnght young men want to enter the
.  , reasons are obvious. They are badly paid, the terms of service are

teachino orofsssion and the reasong profess reverence which the "Guru" in ancient times
not sat sfactorv thev do not even g , . u . -sractory, triey heen poor. And, therefore, we have to improve the terms of
received even though he might have oeei I H .

service of oL teachers We have done a great deal in this respect but it is not enough. It is being6 of our teacher . educational problem is not to have merely
realised in England today that the reai way lereiy
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buildings and curriculum and equipment but the crux of the educational problem is the improvement
in the standard of teaching. It is, therefore, essential that we must have more and more institutions

in which we can produce first class teachers and also institutions where teachers from time to

time can go for a refresher course. In this fast moving world, a teacher cannot afford to rest on his
laurels or on the knowledge which he acquired when he was himseif in a school or college.

1 cannot end my address without saying a word about student indiscipline. We have been
hearing a great deal about it and we feei appalled at the new trends which are manifesting
themselves in the students' world. 1 think, in the first piace, students' indiscipline has been
exaggerated and we are apt to concentrate on isolated instances forgetting the large body
students who carry on their work quietly and conscientiously. In the second place, students'
indiscipline is a symptom and not a disease. We cannot remove the symptom unless we cure the
disease. The disease is a sense of frustration among the students, i know the young peopie well
and I always find in them both patriotism and idealism in the highest degree. But patriotism and
idealism must find an outlet and it is our duty to provide means to the students which would
eanble them both to serve their country and to make the most use of the talent which they
possess. There is also a sense of dissatisfaction and discontent arising out of the surroundings in
which the students have to prosecute their studies. Schoois and coileges are overcrowded. There
is hardly any personal contact possible between the teacher and the pupil. The teachers themselves
often do not possess the qualifications which one would like them to have. The laboratories are
badly equipped and, most important of ail, at the end of a long and expensive educational career,
the students may have nothing to look forward to except the dreary prospect of unending
unemployment.

It is customary to wish well to the young graduates who are leaving this University today. 1 do
so with all my heart. 1 wish them to remember that they are living in a very exciting age, one of the
most exciting that the long history of our country has known. It is not a small thing to fight poverty,
ignorance, illiteracy and disease among 440 million people. It is a noble ideal to keep before
oneself tfiat we will transform tfie wfiole Indian society from a poor and under-developed one Into
a prosperous and tiighly developed society. And It Is In ttie actilevement of ttils Ideal that i call
upon you to make your contribution. Education does not merely mean the acquisition of knowledge:
It must also mean the learning of a way of life and discovering of a purpose in existence. I am
sure that your way of life and the purpose that you have discovered will help our country forward
to the goal for which we have dreamt and prayed and which Is at last coming nearer to fulfilment.
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Professor D. S. Kotharl

January 4, 1965

Mr. President, Rector, Fellows and Graduates of the Jadavpur University

I  am happy to be here and I consider it an honour and a privilege to participate in this
function. I am grateful to the Vice-Chancellor and members of the University for inviting me to
address the Convocation. I am conscious of my limitations to present a> worthwhile Address
befitting this distinguished gathering: and this feeling is sharpened when I think of the eminent
men who in the past have addressed Convocations of this historic University.

The University has made a most notable contribution to engineering education in our country
It is the good fortune of the University to have a Vice-Chancellor like Dr. Sen who combines great
professional ability, wide experience, vision and, above all, a spirit of dedication. May I express
the confident hope that with devoted efforts of its students and teachers, and under the inspiring
guidance of the Vice-Chancellor, this University, which already occupies a leading place amongst
our universities, will attain to a still higher level of education and research.

University Stands for the Search of Truth

Faith in the future of a University such as this one is an expression of our faith in the future of

our country, and our determination to achieve a high level of prosperity and to pursue with zest
the varied tasks and goals of national endeavour and life. In the contemporary world progressive
universities are in a sense the pace-makers of a Nation's progress. The stirring words of our
beloved and revered leader Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru come of our mind :

A University stands for humanism, for tolerance, for reason, for the adventure of ideas and for
the search of truth. It stands for the onward march of the human race towards even higher
objectives. If the universities discharge their duty adequately, then it is well with the nation and
the people.

To the young men and women who have received their degrees and distinctions today, I offer
my warm felicitations. I wish them a happy and purposeful life. And I trust that by their life, work
and example, they will prove worthy of this Institution, worthy of our great heritage and the
challenging future we face. Albert Einstein in his message on the opening of a University Laboratory
in our country said : "Keep good comradeship and work with love and without preconceived ideas
and you will be happy and successful in your work".
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And the Taittiriyopanishad in its exhoration to the youth declares ; "Speak the truth; Cease

not to study and teach; Do only irreproachable acts, not others; Follow only right courses of
conduct, not others; If you should still have doubt concerning your course of action or concerning
your conduct in a given situation, deport yourself in the same manner as men who are competent
to judge, devoted, gentle and prone to righteousness would do in such situation : This is the

precept, This Is the advice. This is the pith and substance of all scriptural teaching; This is the
commandment; Follow it; Follow it."

University and the Community

We may recall that this Institution was established by the National Council of Education in
1906 to impart education 'on national lines and exclusively under national control, not in opposition
to, but standing apart from, the existing system of primary, secondary and collegiate education,
attaching special importance to knowledge of the country, its literature, history and philosophy,
and designed to incorporate with the best oriental ideals of life and thought, the best assimilable
ideals of the west, and inspire students with the genuine love for and desire to serve the country'.
These words underscore the importance of education in bringing about a social and economic
transformation in the country, but they say something more. Knowledge is vitally important; but if
it is to transform society from a state of relative stagnation to one of dynamism and progress
there must be a general willingness and determination to make use of it in the service of the
community. In a developing country it Is most important to strengthen the universities. We need
Strong and progressive universities. But, if the universities are to fulfil their role, as envisaged in
the original charter of this University, these must be close to the people and close to their needs
and their life. In this context, what Sir Eric Ashby says with regard to the new African Universities
is also much more than of passing interest in relation to our own situation. He says {African
Universities and Western Tradition, Harvard University Press, 1964) : "Even in England we have
witnessed the social dilemma of the "first generation student"; Richard Hoggert's Uses of Literacy
gives a vivid example of how a university education may drive a wedge between a young man
and his working-class family. In England the side-effects of social mobility are negligible compared
with their effects in Africa. For an African the impact of a university education is something
inconceivable to a European. It separates him from his family and his village (though he will, with
intense feeling and loyalty, return regularly to his home and accept what are often crushing family
responsibilities). It obliges him to live in a Western way, whether he likes to or not. It stretches his
nerve between two spiritual worlds, two systems of ettiios, two horizons of thought In his hands
he holds the terrifying instrument of Western civilisation : the Instrument which created Jefferson's
speeches, the philosophy of Marx, the mathematics and chemistry of atomic destruction His
problem is how to apply this Instrument to the welfare of his own people. But he has no opportunity
to reflect on this problem. For one thing, the gap between himself and his people Is very great "In
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our time", Dr. Nkrumah once said, "the universities are looked upon almost as if they were the

heart of the nation, essential to its life and progress". Yet, although they are "the heart of the

nation", the universities and their graduates are isolated from the life of the common people in a

way which has had no parallel in England since the middle ages. This is the peculiar dilemma of

the African university". And in our country are we giving enough time and attention to this vital

task of bringing universities closer to the people ? Are we in the universities giving to Indian
philosophy, Ethics and thought the place and status that these deserve ? And are we doing all we
can so that science secures its roots in our soil.

It is important to recognise that in an age of science and technology, universities, in 'advanced'

as also in 'developing' countries, have acquired a new role and a new significance. Through the
invigorating and symbiotic combination of teaching and research, knowledge and discovery
youth and age, universities make a contribution to fundamental science as no other organisation
or agency can or does. In fact, the state of science in the universities provides a reasonably good
barometer to the standard and health of science and technology in a country generally. The
experience of more than a century, beginning with the great German universities, has clearly
demonstrated that teaching and research flourish best in combination. In isolation they both
wither. The best of either is achieved in an atmosphere where both are cultivated; and in this
combination of teaching and research, learning and discovery, lies the real strength of the
universities.

Science and technology is perhaps the most powerful instrument we have to transfrom
society. And it is the universities which provide the focal points for importing science and technology
from where it is in abundance and transmitting it to the local community. They alone, or at any
rate much more than any other agancy, function as the 'ports of commerce' in the great ocean of
international science. They act as powerful 'pumps' drawing science and technology from 'advanced'
countries, and creating some more in the process; and spreading it wide to irrigate the native soil.
But if the universities in a developing country are to fulfil this vital and challenging role, they must
be close to the native soil, close to the poor and the needy. They must be close to the people and
to their aspirations and close to the government. This often implies that the stfucture of university
organisation in developing countries would need to be very different from the traditional pattern.
The New Thing in the Modern World Is Science

It is common place to say .that the new thing in the modern world is science and technology,
rather its cultivation on an intense scale, and its permeation into almost every aspect of our

•'ves. The characteristic of a science-based world is that it is no longer a place of slow and
9radual change. On the contrary, the pace of change and innovation is almost terrific and these
changes affect not only our material environment but also our cultural and social and, in the end
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spiritual values as well. The doubling period of science and technology is some 10 years or even
less.

Science is a powerful dispeller of fear and superstition, of fatalism and passive resignation.
By debunking magic and sorcery, which aimed to control Nature by cheating or cajoling hor,
science which controls Nature through understanding and reason, has given a new insight into
the relationship between Man and Nature, and in a deep sense has made that relationship mor^
spiritual. By providing a framework of objective knowledge of natural laws, expanding and deepeninQ
as each generation, and in all lands, contributes to it, science has given man a new outlook and
a new dimension. The world s horizon is new to the degree of offering a wholly new perspective.
The eyes which look at it are new. The old Walpurgis night is over; its company is disbanded; its
votaries are fled, its dance will never be resumed; its festival has lapsed, because deserted. The
half-gods are not only vanished, they are by nigh forgotten; matter for labels and a museum-
shelf." Science is no magic, no fairy wand, no royal road; and it is a characteristic of science that
the output is proportional to the input. Science is hard work; and in a profound sense one could
even say that science is another name for hard and dedicated work. It is a relentless and a
passionate search for truth. And by bringing an uplifting experience, which comes from such
pursuit, within reach of a large mass of people everywhere, science has contributed immeasurably-
far more than may appear at first sight—to strengthening the commitment of man to free enquiry
and to the quest of truth as his highest duty and obligation. By loosening the bonds of dogmatism,
by prviding a common and rapidly expanding stock of knowledge and by fostering an attitude of
objectivity and true humility, by encouraging honest doubt and vigorous but dispassionate thinking,
science is becoming a major force in reducing ideological tensions and coflicts. Science is the
new humanism.

Science Must Think in Terms of the Millions

The vital role of science in India is to fight ianoranpp ^ .. .
^  '.ynorance, poverty and disease, and function as apowerful instrument to bnng about a social transformation, so that millions could live longer and

happier lives. The expectation of lite at birth in India is only about halt of that in the advanced
countries. In India the bottom-tenth of the population, which In numbers equals the population of
U.K, has as its total yearly income no more than what the people of U.K. spend on cigarettes and
tobacco. In the modern world rich countries are those which are rich in science and poor are
those which are poor in science.

In stirring words Jawaharlalji declared at the 1947 Science Congress : "For a hungry man or
a hungry woman. Truth has little meaning. He wants food. And India is a hungry starving country,
and to talk of Truth and God, and even of many of the fine things of life, to the millions who are
starving is a mockery. We have to find food for them, clothing, housing, education, health and so

on, all the absolute necessaries of life that every man should possess. When we have done that
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we can philosophise and think of God. So, science must think in terms of the few hundred million

persons in India. Obviously, you can only think in those terms and work along those lines on the

wider scale of co-ordinated planning."

In the past there have been great and flourishing civilisations, but the lot of the common man

was almost invariably one of miserable existence. For instance, at the height of the Athenian

civilisation, it was said that to abolish slavery would be to abolish Athens itself; and Aristotle

asserted that slave labour would remain the foundation of culture so long as human ingenuity
could not devise machines for doing manual work. It has taken more than two thousand years to

achieve this end; and now man has the means to build a civilisation where all can live in peace,

plenty and happiness.

The key to an improvement of the standard of living in a country is, no doubt, science and

technology and industrialization. However, it is important to recognise that in this matter there can

be no half-way house. Once we start moving along the road of science and industrialization, we

disturb the old equilibrium reached and maintained over many centuries. Disturbance of the old

equilibrium brings about a host of new problems, of which the most important is a rapid rise in
population as a consequence largely of improved sanitation and control of epidemics. We must

move towards a new equilibrium, based on a full utilisation of science and technology; and it
should be achieved as quickly as possible. But if we march with faltering steps and if our
commitments and convictions are half-hearted and lack faith, then, the new situation may turn out
to be worse than the earlier one. Tinkering with science and technology can often make things
worse than what they were before.

For the growth of science material resources are necessary. But what is still more imperative
is the 'climate' which makes possible serious and sustained cultivation of science. Science needs
above all, dedication and it is, therefore, vitally important that everything possible is done which
would call for and sustain the spirit of dedication. That it is by no means easy to establish a
proper scientific climate in a developing country has been well brought out by Polanyi. He said :
"Those who have visited the parts of the world where scientific life is just beginning, know the
back-breaking struggle that the lack of scientific tradition imposes on the pioneers. Here research

work stagnates for lack of stimulus; there it runs wild in the absence of any proper directive
influence. Unsound reputations grow like mushrooms : based on nothing but commonplace
achievements, or even in mere empty boasts. Politics and business play havoc with appointments
and the granting of subsidies for research. However rich the fund of local genius may be, such
environments will fail to bring it to fruition."

Education and National Productivity

The direct link between education, specially scientific and technological education, and nationa
development and prosperity underscores the importance of the proper planning of educationa!
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development in the country. It seems that more than 50 per cent of the increase in GNP of the

advanced countries has been generated because of improved education of the population. In

general, increased capital outlay accounts for less than 50 per cent of the rise in GNP. The role
of improved technology, as distinct from higher capital outlay, is specially important in agricultural

production. For example, according to P.M. Solow {Review of Economics and Statistics, August

1957) during the period 1909-49 technological improvements contributed to 7/8th of the increase

in output per man-hour in the USA as against only 1/8th due to increased capital. Education, both

in terms of quality and quantity, must be related broadly to national needs and requirements. It is

important to observe that in our system of education, agriculture has not received the importance

that ought to be given to it.

In our pattern of education though there has been considerable expansion in engineering and

technology, yet they still have not attained, either in numbers and more so in quality, the level that

they should reach if we are to meet properly the national needs. If we take a group of 10 students

selected at random, six out of them would be in arts and commerce, three in science and only

one would account for engineering, medicine and agriculture as against in the U.K. where out of

10 students, four would be in arts and commerce and two each in science, technology and

medicine. Inspite of the fact that our demands for development in agriculture are extremely

pressing, the proportion of students doing agriculture in India is not more than what it is so in the

U.K.

It is important to recognise that in countries where agriculture has been modernised, the

output has increased rapidly and is many times more than what it was before the industrialization

of agriculture. Where agriculture has not been linked to science, the ouput has remained practically
stationary. For example, take the production of rice. The yield per acre in Italy is 3,240 lbs., in
Japan 2,800 lbs., in China 1,600 lbs., but in India it is 900 lbs. In the case of wheat, the yield per
acre in Japan is 2,740 lbs., in the USA 1,610 lbs., in Denmark it is as high as 4,130 lbs., whereas
in India it is about 850 lbs. It is generally recognised that through improvement and modernisation

of agriculture, it should be possible to double or even triple agricultural production in many parts
of Asia, Africa and South America where the yields at present are below about 1,000 lbs. per

acre. (Raymond Evell : Address to American Chemical Society, Chicago, September 1964.)

The Revelle Report

In this context, and as a striking example of inter-nation cooperation, I may mention of a
report of unusual interest and value for the Indian subcontinent which has recently appeared. The
report is by a multidisciplinary panel of experts appointed by the U.S. President at the request of
the Pakistan Government, to study the waterlogging and salinity problem in West Pakistan. Dr.
Roger Revelle (Dean of Research at California University and now at Harvard School of Public

Health) was Chairman of the Panel. In India and Pakistan the agricultural yields are one of the
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lowest of all countries, and ttiis despite the fact that about 80 per cent of the population lives on
land and half of the national income is derived directly or indirectly from agricultural produce.
Added to this, it is most disconcerting that due to waterlogging and accumulation of salt in the
soil, about 0.2 to 0.4 per cent of the irrigated area is being rendered waste every year in West
Pakistan. Says the Report—"We have the wasteful paradox of a great and modern irrigation
system pouring its water into lands cultuvated as they were in the Middle Ages. Ploughing is done
by a wooden plough of ancient design, pulled by a pair of bullocks-enfeebled by undernourishment.
Unselected seeds are sown broadcast. Chemical fertilizers and pesticides are comparatively little
known Egypt uses 100 times more fertilizer per acre than does Pakistan; Japan more than 200
times as much and yields per acre in both countries average about three times those of Pakistan."
The most encouraging aspect of the Report is the conviction of the Panel that "within a few
decades agriculture in the sub-continent can undergo a revolution of the kind already occuring in
the agriculture of Japan, the United States, and other advanced countries. A rate of increase can
be established and maintained which will far outrun the growth of population, and will so improve

.. . , ^ farmprs as to form of a base of farm purchasing power for industrialine economic condition of the tarmerb ua I , ^ x
.  , fnr this development is estimated to be of the order of $ 100 per
development." The capital cost for tnis ^ ,4 u, •

. xuo rpnort as also the entire study, are of considerable importanceacre. The recommendations of the repon, db p ^ .
I  , . , irtHipn aoriculture. The Report has also stressed the importance of'n relation to the problems of Indian agricuuu x- , x h ^ •

.  pHiJcation as an essential foundation to ensure continuing
i^esearch and development and educauui y
'diprovement in agricultural production.
Research and Development

t hpc; now become a major national activity in advanced countries,Research and Developmen countries. In the USA the total national expenditure
^dd IS gaming rapid momentum 1 ^^^^ling every 4 to 5 years in recent years and now totals
dn research and develpment a ^ crores). This represents 3 per cent of the GNP—
d^ore than $ 16 billion a year (a 0 important to observe that increasing R&D effort is
was 1.4 percent twenty scientific and technical manpower. The manpower in science

closely linked to an increase in 15 per cent of the labout force in 1940 to 3.2 per
dnd technology in the USA has mc ^ ̂ r & D expenditure in India is
dent in i960, and is expected to ri engineers constitute about 0.05 per cent of the
^bout 0.3 per cent of the GNP: and sciem
population.

^ National Goal research at all levels has to be conceived as a national
The strengthening of is specially true at the level of postgraduate studies and

9oal and a national responsi 1 1 - improvement of quality of postgraduate courses
•■esearch.One of our most ^^ese matters, the words of the famous Seaborg
^dd also their expansion. Id c
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Report come to our mind. This was a Report made to the U.S. President by the President's

Scicence Advisory Committee. The Report says, "Both basic research and graduate education
must be supported in terms of the welfare of society as a whole. It is in this large sense that the
role of the Federal Govemment Is inevitably central. The truth is as simple as it is important :
whether the quantity and quality of basic research and graduate education in the United States
will be "adequate or inadequate depends primarily upon the Government of the United States.
From this responsibility the Federal Government has no escape. Either it will find the policies and
the resources—Which permit our Universities to flourish and their duties to be adequately
discharged—or no one will." These are wise and powerful words and they apply to us no less.

It is important to recognise that one of the characteristics of science is that things of quality
need not necessarily be expensive. If enough thought is devoted it should be possible to have
education of quality and yet 'cheap' enough to be within our means. Science brings today within
the reach of the common man things which at one time were not available except to the very rich.
The same can apply to education, but to bring this about would need hard work and much serious

thinking and research into the process of education. The new techniques and instruments of

education, such as Correspondence Courses, Programme Learning, Audio-Visual Aids can be of

great value to us; but much of the new techniques required will have to be discovered and

developed by ourselves.Lord Rutherford, the great pioneer of nuclear physics said in the robust
way of his, when he was told that America was going ahead in nuclear physics because they had
a lot of money. "Americans have money. We do not have it, and so we have got to think". There
is no substitute for hard and serious thinking; and with sustained and serious effort we should be
able to go a long way even with our meagre resources and capital.

The contribution that the universities and colleges will or can make to meet the great challenge
of our times will be in direct proportion to their being and becoming, in pursuit of their true ideals,
places where there is freedom to enquire boidiy and readiness to doubt courageously, where
knowledge and understanding and true humility go together and grow more and more, and where
the highest standards of scholarship, integrity and couduct are expected, respected and
cultivated.
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Appendix

I. Relation between Research and National Prosperity

(Tables from 'Underdeveloped Science in Underdeveloped Countries' by Stevan Dedijer, Minerva,
Autuman 1963).

Country Expenditures on rese
arch and develop

ment (1960)
Per cent Dollars

Consumption of commercially
produced energy per capita (1960)

(tons equivalent coal)

GNP

Dollars

per capita

of GNP per capita

U.S.A. 2.8 78.4 8.0 2308.0

U.S.S.R. 2.3 36.4 2.9 —

U.K. (1961) 2.7 35.4 4.9 1146.0

France 2.1 27.0 2.5 1026.0

Sweden 1.6 27.0 3.5 —

Canada 1.2 21.9 5.6 14.08.0

W. Germany 1.6 20.0 3.6 1115.0

Switzerland 1.3 20.0 1.9 1463.0

Netherlands 1.4 13.5 2.8 859.0

Norway 0.7 10.0 2.7 —

Luxembourg 0.7 9.3 — —

New Zealand 0.6 8.9 2.0 1317.0

Belgium 0.6 7.5 4.1 1030.0

Japan 1.6 6.2 1.3 404.0

Hungary 1.2 — 2.5 —

Poland 0.9? 5.3? 3.2 —

Australia 0.6 5.3 2.2 1239.0

Italy 0.3? 1.8 1.2 623.0

Yugoslavia 0.7 1.4 0.9 223.0

China — 0.6 0.6 —

Ghana 0.2 0.4 0.1 198.0

Lebanon 0.1 0.3 0.7 —

Egypt — 0.3 0.3 138.0

Philippines 0.1 0.3 0.2 200.0

India 0.1 0.1 0.1 69.0

Pakistan 0.1 0.1 0.1 54.0
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11 Investment in research pays far more than investment in anything else. The experience of
the advanced countries has shown that for the economy as a whole the net yearly return on
research and development expenditure is of the order of a few hundred per cent. "It is a spectacular
rate as far as rates of return on investment go." (F. Machlum ; The Production and Distribution of
Knowledge in the United States, Princeton University Press, 1962).
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS
By

Sri Asoka Mehta

Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission
December 31, 1965

I feel honoured to address your convocation this year, it has been my privilege to mingle with the
youth in different parts of our country as they leave the portals of their universities to enter the
broad current of iife Thus have i been able to share in some measure their joys and cares, their
sense of accomplishment born of their academic distinction and their hesitations about an uncertain
future. For me a convocation is a ceremony of renewal, a calling together to re-affirm one's faith
in what one believes to be of essence and what one holds dear to one's heart, i am therefore
grateful to you for providing me with another such opportunity this year.

The present occasion is however all the more sighificant for it has brought me to the fount of
much that is profound and abiding in the life of Bengal, i cannot forget that you earn, the legacy
nf r. . t,- h A nioneering role at the turn of the century in the life of this city

With ̂  Society w ic ^^ter intellectual life, selfless service to one's fellow beings,-  ns four-foid P-9--7 medication in the cause of the motherland. Nor can ,
Uiiding up one's personal ef learning to that great beginning, the
rget that you owe your e nartition of Bengal which brought in its wake the universal
atriotic upheaval following '^^f^'rtais like Shri Aurobindo and Rabindranath Tagore
emand for a truly nationa e u Mukherjee, P.O. Ray, Bipin Pal, and Benoy Sarkar

^ast your seed while great savan development independently of the help of
ave nurtured your growth. By ̂ country. Your maturity into a virile institution
oreign rulers, you led the way e g^jop is proud of you because you represent in some
^'^ay is a matter of justifiable pri e. j^s seers and builders.

the indomitable courage and the bouny tne indomitable courag unceasingly upon this fund of courage and hope if
In the difficult time ahead we a Qg, path, in the economic field, our first and

7 afe to survive as a nation. Many ' self-sufficiency in food. The prospect ot our
oremost difficulty is our continue m ^^^gigp^ent faces new challenges today. Some of the
'mmediateiy crossing the hump o pa attitude of others who have so far lent us
°bstacies are of an external "^'"''^eniy to have been struck by a paralysis of will, i specifically
® helping hand but who seem su economic aid programme ot the Western
'■efer to the note of hesitancy tha neighbours will also continue to draw away resources
^"^bntries. The physical threat from u



from peace time consumption or investment. In the social field, the countryside presents the
spectacle of a house divided. The great multitude of poor farmers who are also generally socially
backward shows signs of alienation. In towns and cities hovels and slums continue to swallow in
their cavernous maws hundreds of thousands of human beings who are condemned to lead a

maimed existence, making the islets of affluence all the more diabolical in their splendour.

Politically united more than ever before, the nation is deeply divided economically and socially.

All this however is part of the game of life and it would be idle to expect that our path of
development would be smooth and easy, free from pressures, tensions and racking anxieties. It
has never been so with any nation that has come up in the world. It is for this reason that courage

and hope and a spirit of cheerfulness are of the greatest importance today. And it is in the

universities and institutes of higher learning in our country that these noble elements have the

greatest chance of being hammered into a resilient social psychology and philosophy which can

help us ride over the storms and stresses of development.

The university is our ultimate defence against frustration. This might sound paradoxical. It

might be said that by questioning every facet of our existence a university acts as a supreme

critic and that it would therefore be illogical to expect it to become a focal point for faith. While I

firmly believe that it has to be the greatest critic of life, I am sure all constructive criticism is

capable of generating a conviction in the contours of the good life which the university misses in

society today. Instead of degenerating into a bundle of schisms, a good university always acts as

the cradle for such a wholesome and constructive philosophy. It is true that it is in the university

that the conflict of generations unfolds creatively. What the father is doing in the City, the son
repudiates in the debating forums in his campus. What is regarded as the good and useful life by

men in power tpday is thought to be indifferent, stale and even derelict by the young and
impetuous generation at the university. This also is something as it should be. There is little

development and progress in an atmosphere of conformism.

What is, however, important to see is that the cynicism of the City does not seep into the
precincts of the academy and that the smugness and opportunism and scepticism of the man

about town do not corrode and eat into the vitals of the young rebel. The university is the last
stronghold of the innocence of youth, its overmastering anger at the baseness of life, its
uncompromising rejection of all that is false.

In order to safeguard this basic buoyancy of youth it is necessary to find out from time to time
what they are thinking. It is only by learning more about the current student psychology that the
university authorities and the guardians of society can discharge their true obligations to the rising
generation. I am sure that if you conducted a survey or a poll among your student population you
would find all kinds of interesting notions and views about political, economic and social matters.

Some of these would inevitably show the contamination of their sources, the cynicism and
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sc6pticism which ar© rampant in tha lit© outsid©. But th© gr©at majority of stud©nts will b© found to
b© of on© mind in th©ir total r©j©ction of th© many ©vils that surround us today.

Th©r© ar© many things in our mili©u of which th© young g©n©ration cannot approv©. Tak© th©
cas© of this vast city. Nearly 9 lakh p©opl© liv© in its overcrowded and unhygienic slums in an
area of approximately 3.5 square miles, resulting in on© of th© highest densities of population per
square mil© in th© world. Most of these slums do not have basic amenities such as an adequate
supply of drinking water and sewerage. In fact the entire Calcutta Metropolitan District covering
an area of about 460 square miles threatens to become a vast slum in another 20 years unless

the rot is stopped. From about 67 lakhs in 1961 its population is now nearly 76 lakhs and is likely
to become 86 lakhs in 1971, 97 lakhs in 1976, 110 lakhs in 1981 and 123 lakhs in 1986. If the

rising demand of this vast population for water supply, sewerage, drainage and sanitation, transport
facilities, housing and education are not met satisfactorily, very soon life is going to be utterly
impossible here. Simultaneously with the pressure of population and their needs the prices of
urban sites soar and enrich a few. I am certain that much of the restlessness and rebelliousness

of the student community in this city is ultimately traceable to the dire conditions of human
existence here. Youth everywhere is scandalised and horrified by social injustice, but unless it is
given a concrete programme of work, its energy is likely to flow into devious channels. It is here
that the university has to provide a leadership which is sadly lacking today.

While government in the State and at the Centre will have to play a key part in making
metropolitan planning and channelling of unearned gains to social purposes a reality, I have no
doubt in my mind that the task of saving the life of this city is so stupendous that it cannot be
completed without the help of its industrial interests and its educational institutions. There are a
variety of ways in which industry and university can join hands in saving this city. I shall consider
only one such area of cooperation today, namely, urban community development. Urban community
development in metropolitan Calcutta can have a programme of five distinct objectives : health
education, family planning, adult education, recreational and cultural activities and consumer
cooperatives. Such a programme, however, has two important conditions for its success : voluntary
participation by the people themselves in their upliftment and an organisation which can mobilise
and direct this voluntary effort behind the programme. Only if industry and business and the
universities in this area come together, will it be possible to build up an organisation required to
canalise the efforts of the people for their own improvement.

I am told that Calcutta Metropolitan District can be divided into 50 traditionally distinct localities
each having a population of about 150,000. Each such locality can have a community service
centre, a citizens' development council and a small trained staff of full-time specialists in various
fields of urban community development. The centre can be advised by the citizens' council on the
one hand and serviced by the community development staff on the other. On the citizens' council
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the elected councillors of the wards concerned, representatives of local voluntary organisations

like health and welfare societies, educational and cultural associations, recreation and sports

clubs, trade unions, employers' associations and cooperatives as well as citizens' clubs and

charities can be represented. Similarly, representatives of the State departments, corporation or

municipal authorities, universities and colleges, major voluntary agencies like the Red Cross and

such other special agencies as the Calcutta Improvement Trust can be associated with it.

It is not necessary to build new buildings for housing these projects. In my brief yet varied

sojourns in this city I often see many old mansions belonging to the landed aristocracy of a by

gone age now in a state of disrepair. Can we not get them repaired and use them as the

headquarters of these projects : After all the great zemindary.families of Bengal have been noted
for their spirit of public service in the cause of education and social development. Even this
university owes its existence in no small measure to the generosity of many illustrious houses of
Bengal. I do not know what the recurring cost of running a project like this might be, but assuming
that it is roughly between one and one and a half lakhs of rupees a year, it would be the easiest
thing for a hundred big industries to share the cost of operations of these projects. With a little
effort they can be persuaded to shoulder this burden, for their debt to this city is not negligible.
Finally, it is the university students who can supply the organisational input in this entire movement.

It is important to realise that great cities like Calcutta cannot be resuscitated merely through
governmental effort. In the giant cities of the world authority of government is least felt and that of
corporations, industry and voluntary organisations is of the greatest importance. It is unfortunate
that the voluntary organisations of the people have not yet been linked together in a coordinated
effort to change the life of this city. There is no dearth of such organisations. In fact, the whole of
its sports and non-commercial recreation as well as a good part of its primary education is still
organised on a voluntary basis. A very large number of charitable societies and clubs is carrying
on regular activities. The Corporation is also in its own way doing not a little although there is
much scope for improvement in its activities. But ali these piecemeai efforts have to be brougM
together into a focus. The community projects which I have in mind can perhaps provide this
focus and a rallying point for the youth in this sick city.

I am sure you can make a small beginning in this direction in your own neighbourhood You
can enlist the support and help of industries and voluntary organisations in the locality in running
a community service centre. In fact you can do much more. You can adopt a few high schools
and a number of primary schools in the area also and bring up their teaching standards. You can
fan out in all possible directions in your neighbourhood in a crusade of improving the condition of
the community.

In the last analysis it is the universities which can really tranform our town and country life
For they are the repositories of the accumulated wisdom of the ages and the best that human
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imagination can conceive of. Unless they bring their knowledge and vision to bear on the day-to

day life of the community, the latter cannot find the wide angle of growth and universality. I do not
say that the government has no part to play in this process of universalisation of the people, in
enabling them to overcome their parochial interests and to participate in the main stream of life as
a nation; but the responsibility of the universities remains distinctive.

In this great city of Calcutta you literally have hundreds of isolated villages. The Gujaratis, the
Marathis, the Tamils, the Oriya, the Punjabis and the Bengalis are living their own lives in
isolation fram one another. This is not as it should be. it is the task of urban community development
to build bridges between one community and another, to bring aii of them into a common fold, to
make them take interest in one another's doings, to make it possible for them to understand one
another better This is what city life means as distinct from life in a village, it is the transcendence
of a parochial insular custom-bound existence which gives meaning to life in a city. And universities
by being an instrument of change and the handle of urban community development can make city
I,, ^ ̂_pot university towns which have played a seminal role in thepossible. We are aware of the greai uriive.oiiy

itf , . ^..,0 ̂ nimtrv also there have been many such great universities in'ite of different nations. In our own country aisu III ^
.  ̂ ._pprtant for our universities to assume their civilising role in thethe past. It has again become important lor uu ^ u . u •

y  - .p the vears to come, our greatest need will be to bring about asurrounding community. For in tne y . ^ .u # ^ * 1
^  \ ̂ Pt our people so that they can come forward, take advantage

ange in the psycho-socia ni reorient themselves to the demands of a new
Of t 6 economic Changes ^ ® .diversifies wiil prove ,o be our sharpest
ivi cation, in bringing abou i infiuence over the rising generations

'ostruments, not oniy in a generai man^r y ^ eniightened
° aien and women, but in the sp ^^^ght to outline only one such task before you today. I
young soldiers of social change, a imagination and the initiative to discover many such
have every confidence that you will have the «
^^sks of social transformation in your own surrounding .social transTom gratitude to you for giving me an opportunity of sharing

'n the end I once again express ^^gry worthwhile success and every conceivable
^y ideas with you, I wish the young gra ̂ become worthy bearers of the great tradition of
happiness in the long life before them. May
fb's university and partisans of change
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Dr. P. B. Gajendragadkar,

M.A., LL.B., LL.D.,

December 31, 1966

"POLITICS OF VIOLENCE : A GRAVE CHALLENGE

TO INDIAN DEMOCRACY"

INTRODUCTORY

As I rise before you to deliver my Convocation Address this evening, I really do not know how
I should express my feelings. I am not an educationist and though it was my plan to be a teacher,
Chance decided otherwise and I spent forty years of my life in the service of Law. Having worked
in the Temple of Justice for this long period, after my retirement as Chief Justice of India, I went
back to the Bombay University because I wanted to serve in the Temple of Learning. The
Governor of Maharashtra had invited me to be the Vice-Chancellor of the Bombay University and
I accepted his invitation without any hesitation. All the time that I was serving Law, I had a feeling
in my mind that I should have served Saraswati, and I had been casting a longing lingering look
behind throughout the period of my asociation with law. Having joined the Bombay University, '
feel a sense of fulfilment and it gives me very great pleasure to participate actively in all the
activities of the Bombay University. Thus, a would-be teacher whose steps were directed to a
court of law by chance, now finds himself in the Vice-Chancellor's chamber at the Bombay
University.

Even whilst I was working as a Judge in the High Court of Bombay and later in the Supreme
Court, I did not miss any reasonable opportunity to meet the students, understand their point of
view and speak to them. I have delivered several convocation addresses in many universities in
India and it has always given me a sense of exhilaration to meet the young graduates of oO(
universities and talk to them in a friendly way. After I accepted the invitation of your Chancellor to
deliver the Convocation Address of the Jadavpur University, I was looking forward to meet and
address you with unmixed feelings of happiness and exhilaration ; but, to be honest, my feelings
to-day are very mixed. Whilst I feel happy to have been given an opportunity to meet this
distinguished gathering of young, vigorous graduates of the Jadavpur University, I cannot disguise
from myself or from you a feeling of distress which has overtaken me since I came to Calcutta.
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I know that the origin of the Jadavpur University is very inspiring : A research and cultural

institution, which was devoted to national reconstruction and national education and which was

sponsored by patriotic, selfless and cultured workers of Bengal, gave birth to this University. In a

sense, this University is a young university ; but the progress this University has made during the

short span of its existence holds a promise for a very bright future indeed ! The traditions of this

University, the high standards of its teaching, the academic qualifications of its students and

reputation which it enjoys in the academic world of India have already given this University a
place of honour amongst the universities in this country. I, therefore, thought that if I expressed

my hopes and aspirations and my fears and apprehensions to the graduates of this University,
they would not fail to reciprocate my sentiments.

Think of Calcutta in the pre-independence days. Its glory was literally glittering. Calcutta gave
to the country so many enlightened, progressive intellectuals that it is impossible to name them

all. May I, however, refer to some of the outstanding names which inspired India in pre-freedom
days and which continue to inspire her even now ? Raja Ram Mohan Roy, the wisest Indian of his

times, the father of India's renaissance, who had a broad, comprehensive and integrated vision of
India's future, a fearless advocate of the freedom of the press, a rationalist, modernist and

secularist, fair and free from fear. Shri Ramkrishna, the prophet of modern India, full of compassion,
wisdom and love,'gave the inspiring message of Hinduism in a radically new form. Vivekananda,
who conquered the world by his eloquent and passionate message of the dynamics of Hindu
philosophy. Was It not Vivekananda who was never tired of telling his countrymen that true
religion consists in wiping the tears from the eyes of a hapless widow and bringing food to the
hungry lips of an orphan ? The philosophy which Vivekananda preached was dynamic in every
sense and represented the very essence of Hindu culture. In Shri Ramkrishna and Vivekananda,
Hinduism had discovered the most illuminating and progressive exponents. Jagdishchandra Bose
who by his matchless scientific research virtually proved the truthfulness of the Hindu philosophical
concept that there is life everywhere : and Ray, the austere and simple, scientist, showed by his
example that the pursuit of science can well be matched by a passionate and buring desire to
serve society. Bankim Chandra gave us all the immortal national anthem. At 6-00 A.M. every
morning the All India Radio in Bombay wakes up all the citizens and invites them to salute the
mother in the words of Bankimchandra. And last but not the least, Tagore, the great sentinel of
modern India. His voice always was the voice of reason and wfsdom. The poet, the philosopher,
the litterateur, the visionary whose burning nationalism was wise and enlightened and whose
dream took within its sweep the concept of one world. Bengal gave to the country a galaxy of
brilliant men and the glory these men brought to India made Calcutta a place of pilgrimage in
those days. My first reaction in standing before you this evening is that I am visiting a place of
pilgrimage.

AND CALCUTTA TO-DAY

To-day however, Calcutta seems to be in trouble and turmoil. The soul of Calcutta seems to
be in distress and the voice of reason and the voice of wisdom which once sounded as a beacon
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call to the whole of the country, somehow appears to be hushed into silence. The troubles of

Calcutta and, indeed, of Bengal, began with the partition of India. The question as to whether the

partition of India was inevitable may have to be considered dispassionately after some time.

Some more years must elaspse before historians will be able to assess the strength of different

pulls and pressures which brought about the partition and pronounce their verdict about its

wisdom or otherwise. But one thing is certain that the grievous injury caused to Bengal by the

partition, has not yet been healed. The problem of refugees has been haunting Bengal in general

and Calcutta in particular, in dimensions the extent of which is unfortunately not fully appreciated

by the rest of the country. The presence of a large number of Bengalis uprooted from their

hearths and homes which had been in Eastern Bengal has naturally helped to inject into the
general atmosphere of Calcutta a distorted sense of values. All these years Calcutta has been ill

at ease. But 1966 has probably witnessed the glory of Calcutta at its lowest ebb. Newspapers
announced some time ago that the Calcutta University had been closed indefinitely, and even the

Presidency College, which was the pride and glory of the whole of India, has received the
shattering blow of closure. The lamp of learning which lit Calcutta and indeed helped to guide
other universities m India in old days appears to have been put out. When the light of learning is
put out, what else would happen but that confusion and chaos may descend upon the social
consience ? That is the unfortunate story of Calcutta in 1966 ; an so when I rise to address this

convocation gathering, my mind is overwhelmed with mixed feelings : happiness at being able to
meet the students of Jadavpur, who are the inheritors of the proud traditions of Calcutta, sorrow

at meeting stdents whose brethren in a sister university were on the streets protesting against the
university officials and virtually bringing to a close its smooth and effective functioning. That is
why I began by saying, I find it somewhat difficult to express adequately with what feelings I am
addressing this gathering this evening.

GENESIS OF THE EXPLOSION OF VIOLENCE

On March 16, 1966, it was reported in newspapers that the police had to open fire in Madhya
Pradesh on a violent mob which consisted mainly of students who were determined to protest
against the suspension of the Higher Secondary Examination, ordered owing to the leakage of
some question papers. Ever since then we have witnessed almost uninterrupted explosion of
violence in different places and unfortunately in some of these violent explosions students have
participated in a large measure. Along with the students' unrest, unrest prevailing in the general
community has also erupted into violent precessions and movements. "Ghera Dalo" and "Bandh"
appear to indicate a new pattern of agitational movement and they In turn have on some occasions

led to violence. Let us remember that when India became politically free, the country was looking
forward to the speedy solution of all its economic and social problems. Political freedom always
generates in the minds of ordinary citizens fond hopes of enjoying the blessings of life, liberty and
happiness within a short time. Promises made by politicians in power have not been redeemed
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and the hope deferred has naturally made the heart of the public sick. We must also remember

that the behaviour of the student world wherever unrest overtakes them is no more than a replica

of the adult behaviour, which the country has witnessed for several days. The proceddings in the
legislative chambers of the different States and even in the Parliament in New Delhi have taken
such a unparliamentary turn that the very institution of parliamentary government is falling into
disrepute. Members have been hurling charges against one another, sometimes justifiably,
sometimes unjustifiably : exchange of words which no parliamentary chamber should hear takes
place frequently ; character assassination seems to be the order of the day ; and the whole
political life is far from being spiritual or noble and is being vulgarised. If that is the pattern which
adults set up, it is not surprising that the restless, discontented student community should imitate
that pattern and go no the streets and indulge in rowdy processions and sometimes violent acts.
The eruption of mass violence from which Indian democracy has received severe blows in the
last few months must be considered as a total picture and it is this total picture which is so
distressing, almost frightening, in its potential mischief to the democratic way of life itself.

The economic situation in the country is also very depressing. Notwithstanding the fact that

our three Five-year Plans have been substantially worked out, the common man's lot is still not as
well as it should have been nearly twenty years after political freedom was won. In recent times
prices have ben going up and common men are finding it difficult to make a decent living. This
factor cannot be ignored.

The fact that the Congress Party has continued in power throughout this period has also

added to the frustration and anger of the opposition parties. It is true that the failure of the
opposition parties to get majorities in the general elections cannot be legitiamately put against the
Congress Party. Our elections, on the whole, have been free and fair and if the Congress Party
enjoys the confidence of the public at large and is returned to power every time general elections
are held, the Congress Party cannot be blamed. Nevertheless, the frustration and anger in the
minds of the opposition parties can also be well understood. In a parliamentary democracy all
political parties subscribe to the basic tenents of democracy and behave in a dignified and decent
manner, because there is always a reasonable chance that the party in power will be out of power
and the party in oppositon may take power in its hands. Where, as in India, this chance does not
appear to be even remotely possible, it naturally tends to make the parties in opposition less
responsible and more angry.

In the public mind a feeling has been growing for years past that some rnembers of the party
in power have become complacent, unresponsive to public feelings and even overbearing and
insolent. Charges of coruption and nepotism have been so frequently made against so many
persons in power that though the charges may not be well-founded, a feeling has inevitably taken
root in the minds of the public that every thing is not fair in administration. The public feeling that
the administration suffers from the vice of corruption or nepotism may be wholly unjustified ; but
the existence of the feeling destroys respect for political power and that is a very serious danger
to democracy and explains the explosion of anger from time to time.
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The unrest amongst the students and the explosion of violence to which it led can be

regarded as a part of the general unrest from which the community at. farge is suffering to-day. In
regard to the students of our universities, besides the factors to which I have just referred, there

are certain other factors special to the university life which may have played their part in aggravating

the situation. Where-students live in large numbers in the campus of the university, the corporate

life may lead to the development of healthy tendencies or may result in restlessness amongst the

students. Our methods of education need to be revised ; our system of examinations suffers from

some infirmities ; our administration of universities is often charged with irregularities ; and there

appears to be lack of understanding and imagination on he part of teachers and university

administrators in some cases. Lack of communication between the student community and the
teachers can also be said to be the general fetures of university life where violence has erupted.

Besides, the economic instability from which the whole society suffers to-day has also its
impact on the students' minds. Students are unable to look forward to any profitable avenues of
employment after they complete their education. Most of them have to struggle agianst adverse
financial circumstances and sufer from several wants. In addition they know that even after
completing their education, there may not be good prospects of employment or any other fruitful
occupation. A sense of social and economic insecurity naturally acts as a sword of Damocles

hanging over the heads of large number of our students. The impact of this consideration on the

general student behaviour cannot be ignored.

There is still another factor which explains the explosions of violence on the students' campuses.
Political parties sometimes take part in encouraging, if not instigating, troubles in the university
campuses. The presence of professional students who are more interested in propagating thieir
political ideology and the pplicy and philosophy of the political party to which they belong, is also
a contributory factor. I feel that it would be worthwhile for sociologists to make a thorough inquiry
into the recent cases of students' violence. If an inquiry is properly made, it would be possible for
us to find out the reasons which led to the explosion of students' anger in the last four months.
The places where the violence erupted, the sequence in which it spread, and the pattern which it
followed, pose a problem which cannot be solved unless a proper inquiry is made on the spot by
educationists and sociologists working in a detached, objective manner.

"Ghera Dalo" and "Bandh" which now threaten to take their place in the recognised pattern of
mass agitations are full of potential danger to the democratic way of life. The very concept of
Ghera Dalo' or "Bandh" is aggressive. To-day the participants in these movements show their
anger by destroying public buses, sometimes even private property and causing sabotage in
trains. This is bad enough. Destruction of public property is no doubt intended by the agitators to
register their protest against the party in power; but in their anger the violent agitators forget that
the destruction of such property causes loss to national economy and in that sense they suffer by
this destruction as much as the rest of the community. But let it be remembered that if this trend
of violence is not checked in due time, the violence against private property and ultimately lead to
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violGncG agsinst thG pGrsons of citizGns thGmsGlvGS. Such a dGVGlopmGnt will tGnd to croatG
chaos in our social lifG, terror in the minds of individual citizens and would paralyse democracy
altogether.

It appears that these incidents of mass violence result from the belief that unless public
dissatisfaction speaks the language of violence, it does not receive the attention of the party in
power. Explosion of violence is in a sense dramatic and it immediately attracts the attention of the
party in power and the public at large. It is, therefore, absolutely essential that Government must
not by its action or inaction encourage the belief in the mind of the public that it continues to be
unresponsive to public grievances unless they are attempted to be ventilated by violence.
Unimaginative, unresponsive, unsympathetic approach on the part of Government cannot escape
blame for some of the explosions of violence. If the cause for which the violent agitators purport
to fight is a good cause, it should receive the attention of Government even before dissatisfied
public takes recourse to violence. If the cause for which violence erupts is illegitimate or
unreasonable. Government msut make it clear that the basic postulate of democratic life, as
indeed of any civilized Government, is that law and order must be maintained. It may sound
platitudinous to say, but it is profoundly true, that if law and order tend to become frequent
casualties in the public life of a country, it is as certain as night follows the day, that democracy
will inevitably be the next casualty.

explosion of violence totally inconsistent with the
DEMOCRATIC WAY OF LIFE

When I say that the explosion of the politics of violence poses a grave danger to the Indian
democracy, I am not basing my opposition to violence on any doctrinnaire or philosophical
considerations. It is well known that even Gandhiji, who was a great apostle of non-violence,
often emphasised the fact that his non-violence was the non-violence of the brave and not of the
timid or the weak. On several ocasions Gandhiji took the precaution of emphasising the fact that
in the modern world as it is situated to-day, it would be difficult to preach non-violence as a
dogma or as a proposition which is absolutely and always true without any exception. This is what
Gandhiji said on this point :

"When two nations are fighting, the duty of a votary of Ahimsa is to stop the war. He who is
not equal to that duty he who has no power of resisting war, he who is not qualified to resist
war, may tafre part in war and yet wholeheartedly try to free himself, his nation, and the world
from war."

1^^ ooiH that "if there was a National Government, whilst I should not take anyGandhiji has also saio inai t. u w + * ^ x .
or I nan rnnceive occasions when it would be my duty to vote for the militarydirect part in any war, I can conceive u u .q
rhn ,A/iah to take it. For I know that all its members do not believe intraining of those who wisn lo -u, . ,

X  tx^vtanf I do It is not possible to make a person or a society non-violent bynon-violence to the lexiem i vj . u

compulsion" On one occasion Gandhiji took a typical illustration to show how violence may be
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necessary. "Even man-slaughter may be necessary in certain cases. Suppose a man runs amuck
and goes furiously about sword in hand, and killing any one that comes in his way, and no one
dares to capture him alive. Anyone who despatches this lunatic, wlli earn the gratitude of the
community and be regarded as a benevolent man", it is thus plain that even according to
Gandhiji's philosophy of non-violence, if a nation Is attacked. It has to stand up to the challenge
and repel the attack by violent means, it has to stand up to the challenge and repel the attack by
violent means, if necessary. And so, when I say that the explosion of mass violence is a grave
danger to democracy, I am not stating may case on any dogmatic consideration about the

I  aosolute character of non-violence.

Politics of violence is subversive of the democratic way of life, because It is plainly and
obviously inconsistent with the rule of law. The basic postulate of democracy and indeed the
oundation o, the whole of the Indian Constitution is that Indian democracy wi seek to estab h
o^oeconomic .ustice by the rule of law. in a democracy such as In India we have genial

Glecf TT' ^ 'be elections, the party that wins the
be,o;e:ey%rt::rai::;i:?rerd:;"^^^^^^^^

lo I T. . validity of these laws is then examined by our courts andIt IS only after it is found that they do not mntrpvon^^ f ^ . couns ana

Iho^ ^ democracy it is essential that the legislaturesThTuld^rwis^^Should be incorruptible and efficient and the judiciary should be fair, fearless and independerll
The Indian Constitution has guaranteed certain basic human riahts tn all tho

are described as the fundamental rights of the citizens The Cons itu on h
»... .W. ... „„ ,K., j;™™! ™ ̂

10,001.1.10. ,,0,. „ 00™ ;!oT 0'

individual liberty and public good or so ' I barmonizing the conflicting claims of
law, it cannot avoid to 1!'"is rob^
solution to the poblem lies in makino an ^ difficult, delicate problem ; but the
the two competing claims. This process cTT ® '"^'ional synthesis between

A democratic way 0, life Is i a sens -e o' 'aw.
doubt can make laws ; but the majoTy mlstlr."' "0
strength of its brute voting numberical superioritv • it minority merely on theof the minority and must aiways act with wisdom and foreslahT°n^'r 'ag'timate grievances
also cannot purport to tyrannize over the majority and they mustlrv '^'■"°bties
basic concepts of the philosophy which the majority follows. In this pmcLs I'tTs'
that the minority of to-day may be the majority of tomorrow. Where as to Ind'" m
does not materialise, difficulties no doubt arise and frustration and anger overtake e
parties. ^ overtaKe the opposition
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Nevertheless, if all parties subscribe to the democratic way of life and genuinely believe in the
rule of law, there should be no difficulty in a general consensus being reached on the issue as to
the subversive character of the politics of violence. The politics of violence negatives the rule of
law and proceeds on the strength of brute force of violence. That is my main basic objection
against the politics of violence. It is therefore absolutely essential to arrest the growth of the
politics of violence in our country.

950 has

to the task of

since we

was adopted ; and

as

all

is to be

THE CREATION OF A NEW SOCIAL ORDER :
the objective of INDIAN DEMOCRACY.

Let us all remember that the Constitution which we adopted on the 26th Januao' idemocracy is dedicated to thi
promised all the ,|e of law. Nineteen years have passed by
establishing socio-econo elapsed after the Constitution was adopt=u , .
became politicaily free an constitution on the 26th January 1950 stiil appears to be
yet the dream proclaime y- democracy and in meeting this, challenge
distant as ever. That is a c a socio-economic justice in this country. And this is to
Indians must participate in bringing
done In a democratic way be means of the rule

what does the new social order indicate ?
tes there will be complete equality amongst all the citizens. ThisThe new social order pos u ^^Pen Indian democracy is able to annihilate castes and

postulate would become a reality Castes and sub-castes create narrow loyalties and
sub-castes that divide the Hindu co smaller groups of the community. This has to be
construct exclusive walls of py the intellectuals than by political power,
bought and it can be fought more sense of inferiority as between different

-j tc inconsistThe new social order is loidi y ^,Qpnrnunlties. Let us realise that the social inequality from
citizens belonging to different castes eradicated merely by the force of law ; public
Which the Indian community suffers ̂  another challenge to the intellectuals of this
conscience must assist the process o of secularism. Secularism is a progressive,
country. The new social order that citizenship, its rights and its obligations are
revolutionary, dynamic doctrine. It emp relevance. Indian seculrism is not anti-religion or
entirely secular matters in which and assumes that all religions are entitled to equal
anti-God ; it recognizes the need for confine themselves to their normal functions as
respect. It, however, demands that re igi Is purely religious, secularism
religions. So long as they are trespass into secular matters and attempts to distinguish
<^oes not interfere. But if religion see s religion, secularism intervenes and ̂sks religion
■  5tween citizens and citizens on 1]® is a comprehensive doctrine and it takes within its

tit to interfere in secular . |p mdia.
'Veep all religions that are
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The new social order also postulates that economic justice must be established in this
country. Disparities in wealth which create stresses and strains in social life must be corrected by
introducing a rational balance in the economic structure of the community. Unless political
democracy can legitimately claim to have become an economic democracy, it is idle to suggest
that economic justice has been established.

These than are the broad postulates of the new social order. Indian democracy is committed
to establish this new social order in a democratic way by the rule of law. This is the basic and the
fundamental concept of the Indian Constitution.

THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES IN INDIA

it is in the light of this national commitment to the glorious ideal of creating a new social order in
a democratic way that the role if Indian Universities to-day must be determined. The indian
Universities have to play a dynamic roie in the evolution of to-morrow's India. First and foremost
their primary duty is to engage themselves in the search of Truth. The campus of the university
must enjoy the solemn, quiet and peaceful atmosphere so esential for the search of Truth. The
teachers and the students must alike be dedicated to their task of teaching and learning. With the
expansion of knoiedge and its diversification, the search of Truth also becomes diverse and
manifold. The universities of to-day have to supply to the country to-morrow's philosophers
econ,omists. politicians, scientists and technocrats. The progress of modern india will no ionqer
be determined by slogan-shouting ; it wiii be determined by intellectuals' efforts which meet the
socio-economic chalienges from time to time. The experts who will meet the challenoes in
to-morrow's India have to be supplied by the Indian universities of to-day Sustained hard
dedicated work must, therefore, be the first essential characteristic of the life in the university
campus to-day.,.. The teachers and the students alike must always remember the eternal doctrine
Which India has always cherished ; i.e. "Work is Worship".

The other aspect of the University life to-day must be in relation to extra-curricular activities
e ween the students and the teachers there must be free communication ; whether in class or in
utside extra-curricular activities, there must be a continuous dialogue between the students and

the teachers. These extra-curricular activities should be so directed as to Ive, p! e student
personality : emotionally, culturally and physically. Let the students and the teachers discuss 11
socio-economic problems freely and fearlessly. Such discussion vigourously carried on irthe
debating societies on the university campus will prepare the students to face their task to-morrow

univrres"toI'"°'T T" to-day. Theuniversities to-day must participate in some kind of social work in whinh . u
students Will be involved and which will bring the student community into human comact wkh IS
arger community around the university campus. This activity has no doubt to be undertaken
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which matters ; it is the fact of such activity which is significant. If the teachers and the students
become conscious that the intellectual community is a part of the larger community in this country

and that the university education ultimately must serve the purpose of this larger community, that

will create in the minds of the students a constructive creative, positive approach to life. At this
hour in the history of India, education, like other professions, must regard itself as a branch of
social service. We must evolve a kind of ethos, a sense of dedication, a sense of social purpose,

to inspire our work from day to day on the campus of the university. That is the nature of the role
which the universities have to play in the context of to-day.

CHALLENGE TO THE INTELLECTUALS

The explosion of violence in the general life of the community in India to-day as well as the
explosion on the campus by the students, constitute a challenge to the teachers of the universities
and the intellectuals of the country. I wish to emphasise with all the earnestness at my command
that wherever explosion occurs, it constitutes a law and order problem and no government should
tolerate the breach of law and order. Any problem created by the explosion of violence by the
students must be dealt with as a law and order problem and law and order must be firmly
established.

Even so, it is necessary to remember that explosion of violence is more often than not the

result of anger, frustration and fury. Angry men become blind and oblivious to reason and it is the

duty of the intellectuals to attempt to remove the sources of anger and the causes of frustration.
It is in such a situation that the voice of reason and the voice of wisdom must become articulate,
vigorously and uninterruptedly articulate. We must develop a proper sense of values by incessant
debate and create an atmosphere and climate in which explosion of violence will not be suffered
or tolerated by the public itself. I think it is absolutely true that for the sucess of democracy and
the efficient practice of democratic principles, law must inevitably receive the active co-operation
of vigorous public opinion. Let us not feel that without political power intellectuals cannot achieve
any effective results. I believe that ideas—healthy, dynamic, progressive ideas—constitute a
mighty weapon and the intellectuals must learn to use that weapon in the service of good cause.
Dynamic ideas have long legs and they travel fast. Their journey from place to place cannot be
obstructed by Customs barriers or any artificial obstructions. Let the intellectuals, therefore, start
a cursade of propagating and popularising progressive, dynamic, constructive secular ideas
which believe in democracy and in the rule of law and I feel confident that sooner rather than later
this country will witness the emergence of a strong public conscience which will safeguard
democratic values in this country. Unless the atmosphere is changed and the climate rendered
wholly uncongenial and positively hostile to undemocratic methods and undemocratic tendencies,
political power by itself may not be able to cope with the problem. It is really a problem for the
intellectuals to tackle because basically the explosion of violence has its roots in angry minds and
minds can be conquered and corrected by reason ; and that is where the intellectuals have to
play a part.
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INDIA OF TOMORROW

Whilst we are discussing this problem of the politics of violence which has overtaken many

urban places, let us try to remember that our India lives not in big cities or even in smaller urban
towns, but in numberless villages scattered all over the land. In these villages live humble,
modest, poor people who have been waiting since the 15th August 1947 to enjoy the practical

benefits of political freedom. On these villages are scattered people who are ignorant, who have

no houses to live, no clothes to wear, no food to eat and not even good water to drink ; and they

ask you and me. What does political freedom mean for us ? They have patiently borne all these
years ; but even their patience may come to an. end. If their patience comes to an end, the

frustration of these small, humble people will raise a grim question-mark against the future of

democracy. It is the duty of the universities and the intellectuals at this critical hour in the history

of India to guide public opinion and create a climate where the promise made by the Constitution

will be realised and the rule of law will help the speedy attainment of the ideal of socio-economic

justice. If the rule of law does not succeed and the subversive philosophy of the politics of
violence takes hold of our public life, confusion will descend and chaos will follow. That is the

danger singal which the intellectuals must notice to-day. I would, therefore, appeal to the teachers
and graduates of the Jadavpur University and through them to the whole university community in
Bengal to play their legitimate role at this critical hour in India's history and help Indian democracy
in its onward march to the Temple of Socio-Economic Justice.

THE DREAM OF TAGORE

What is the Temple of Socio-Economic Justice to which the Indian democracy is marching ?
All of us do not realise, but it is nevertheles true that ever since 1947 India has been marching
towards the Temple of Socio-Economic Justice. Her steps have faltered sometimes, sometimes a
wrong direction is taken ; but, on the whole the nation has been marching in a Yatra (pilgrimage)
towards this temple. Let us, therefore, join this great adventure and march in step with the rest of
our countrymen. What is ultimately the goal of the Indian democracy ? The answer to this
question has been given by Gurudev Tagore. Tagore's words are poetic, prophetic, sublime • and
their grandeur, rhythm and beauty are absolutely unequalled. In my opinion, they constitute the
progressive intellectuals' Bhagvad-Geeta of to-day. Listen to Tagore :

"Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high :

Where knowledge is free

Where the world has not been broken

Up into fragments by narrow domestic walls :

Where words come out from the depth of truth :

Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection ;
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Wh6r6 thiG ciGar strGam of rGason has not lost its way into thG droary dGSGrt sand of habit

WhGfG thG mind is iGd forward by thGG into GVGr widaning thought and action :

Into that haavGn of frGGdom, my fathar,

Lat my country awaka".
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Dr. S.C. Bhattacharyya

December 24, 1967

Much Esteemed, Erudites ladies and Gentlemen, My Student Friends and the graduates that are
going to cross the thereshold of their student carrer today;

It is my great privelige to welcome you all and I thank you for making the occasion a success
by yur presence and encouraging graduates that have just ended their student career

At the outset, i pay my humble homage to those great departed who conceived the idea ot
National Council ot Education, Bengal, those who by their munificence made the creation ot the
national Council possible and those scholars and workers who by their selteess and devoted
work kept the activity ot the Council going on through all the crises and hard times lyiy homaae is
also to those students who in the face ot great odds and sometimes even in the face ot personal

» r. rrrrorrrr.: rr: r "* - «
pl.n o, ,h. Co..,. Z c°" ™ "
course been made to those buildings and also nL h„ iH f extensions have of
date to serve the purpose ot Jadavpur University whidh isihe ot7®
Lastly, I remember with gratitude. Pandit Jawaharial Nehru whj usTatter t
came here to deliver his Convocation address He was oreatK '
National Council and gave his words thrrat anvTme n
Institution in all possible ways. Opportunity presented itself shortr"h''^'^®'
first Prime Ivlinister ot tree India l7snJ7r ^ afterwards, he becoming the
Prime Minister ot a rhT
and kept his word. It was mainly through his instrumentaiity and help 77
was created out ot the National Council ot Education Benn=.i ti,- i, Jadavpur University
>0.0... , p.. „«

Convocation marks the successful culmination ot a student's career it is a h a . me
student as well as tor his teachers. I am happy to be called upon to convey my best'wishes 7 the
fresh graduates at this year's Convocation. My connection to this Institution goes back to the year
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1921, when I joined it as a student. I became one of its teachers in 1923 and when I retired in
1957, the University was kind enough to nominate me Professor Emeritus. All my active life has
been spent in the service of this Institution and it has pleased Providence to entrust me with the
functions of the Chancellor of the University for a few months in the advanced days of my life.

Graduates know that the Convocation marks both a termination as well as a beginning. They
have successfully finished all the examinations of the school and the University and they are now
going to enter the sterner school of life. Here they will have to give an account of what they have
learnt in the protected atmosphere of the school and college and their real examination will take
place here. The Vice-Chancellor, while giving his blessings, had administered to them a few of
the noble directives taken from the Upanishads, according to which a citizen should regulate his
life. I pray, that in their day to day work, they may ever be guided by these noble ideals. This is

.  ̂ . I ir^iworcih/ in trvinn to follow Strictly the rules of otherreally a very difficult task. Even Jadavpur University ry g
institutions cannot abide by the noble ideals laid down in the Upanis

Life is a hard reality. To achieve success in life, one needs «
also Wisdom and discernment. It is the endeavour of
student a rich foundation of knowledge and character on which '
He has to go on adding to this «

r-TeCttuI use JWh. they have learnt and thereby make themselves
and their motherland happy. ^

As they enter the readies of li ^g knowledge and to
powers of self-reliance. To hem, y a

remember always their ^ developing country and it is now
proper work, but I believe, this is ony P ^paaiaiiy to
Passsing through a transition peno ̂  P II ^^abt a fact that we
countries which are trying to switch over o ^ |,
are not satisfied with the rate of o"r P''°9 ^ ,^3 33Pn,ry. All students of engineering
open up more opporfunifies of work to tn y y 3, ,,^33 you
know that however good a contrivance is, you administration of the
pat into it. Actually the output is oniy a fraction 0 ,,| e_s. The result of the administration
'nPian Union is a contrivance to better the con 1 10 ^ I, ,^3 ,„hole country put more
in improving the condition of the country, can on y 3 333 quickly enough, shows only
energy into the contrivance. ^3„.3i3q, qpergy into it. This may be due to our
°Lir own drawbacks, we have not bee ^ improvement. This has to be
ignorance or to our want of training. The contrivance^ knowledge has however to be
carried out and indeed by experts who know t factors contribute to the slow rate of
acquired by us and this again requires time. All these
progress for which we citizens of India alone are responsib .
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I would now like to make some observation on two problems concerning education today, in
all its phases. One is the question of finance. I believe that if growth is be to maintained in our
country, it is very necessary that the Government and the society support liberally all educational
institutions starting from the primary education. Whenever there is a financial crisis, there is a
tendency on the part of the Government to curtail expenditure on education. Everybody knows
that this is not a sound policy to follow, specially in a developing country like ours, and I urge
upon the Central and State Governments not to make reduction in their education budgets on the
plea of inadequate finance. We tiave not been able to carry out the directives of our Constitution
regarding even primary education in these twenty years after attaining independence.

The other problem is the choice of the medium of instruction tor higher education and this is
a raging problem of the day. Nobody wants that the standard of education in educational institutions
is lowered in any way by the choice of the medium of instruction. Our medium of instruction was
English in days before we were tree and it is continuing to be the same after we attained our
freedom. As an independent country with a number of highly developed languages of its own it is
highly desirable and quite natural that the medium of instruction at the topmost level of university
education should be an Indian language and not an imported one. This language naturally will be
the link language of the countnt. it will be the medium of communication between the States and
between the States and the Centre, it will also be the language used in High Courts and Suoreme
Court, it must have to possess a strong unifying force to hold the county together as one unit in
one word, it must be able to foster National integration. An Indian language pssessing this value
IS yet to be developed. Language does not obey politician's command, it carves out its own line of
growth. There is no denying the tact that the link language will be dominant lanquaae of the
country. I understand the zeal of the Hindi speaking politicians in supporting the ca f w
the link language. Patriotism towards their language urges them to it and there " °
for them to do it; I would, however, just like to remind them that there are other ̂  wrong
who from the same partiotic motive may like to get their languages recognised a^'iintT
Patriotic feeling of everybody has to be respected. No one can force a certain Ian
group of unwilling people. Constitution of India is quoted in support of Hindi Does
exist tor the people or the people tor the Constitution ? Constitution can be amendL°T"!'!!°"
been amended often to suit the changed conditions. Constitution is not a static but a dv
entity. Our patriotic feeling regarding languages, i note, however, with regret, is rather h^z^We
.do not ourselves pay due respect to our languages. We sliii allow, even in the highest iTnT' ,
learning, the use of the epithet "vernacular to our own languages and this is happen
after more than twenty years of independence. We should have possessed more s^rerpecMn
this connection I would like to draw your attention to a newspaper report, according to whlh p "
Prime Minister Sm. Indira Gandhi is said to have told Loksabha on 18th instant, that it wirno, he
possible in near future to arrange tor communicating in Hindi with foreign countries for ,
reasons, firstly we have not the persons who are capable of properly expressing in" Hindi the
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subject we want to communicate and secondly, the recipient country has not the persons who are

capable of properly expressing in Hindi the subject we want to communicate and secondly, the

recipient country has not the proper facility to translate the Hindi letters in the languages of its
country. We need not trouble ourselves about the second reason, but the first reason is very
significant. It shows that the Hindi language is not yet developed to that extent. It is, therefore,
necessary to use extreme caution and patience in deciding for a link language.

Before closing, I would like to impress upon the fresh graduates of the University, that the

cost of imparting education on University level, is many times the amount spent by the individual
student on it. They should never forget that University graduates are a privileged minority. Even

now, more than three fourths of our countrymen are illiterate. A very small number of our people
gets the chance to receive college education. The cost incurred by the society to give a person
higher education is very high compared to the average per capita income of our country. So the
educated people owe a debt to the society and this they can discharge only by rendering
appropriate service to the country. I hope and trust that our graduates will not fail in this sacred
duty. And 1 pray to Providence that they be given adequate strength to render good account of
themselves in every sphere of activity. I wish them Godspeed.

BANDE MATARAM

S.C. BHATTACHARYYA

December 24, 1967



SPECIAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Mahamahopadhyaya Vidyavachaspati

Dr. Datto Vaman Potdar

29th January 1969

Mr. Chancellor, Mr. Vice-Chancellor,

Venerable guests, Members, Distinguished Officers, Teachers, Students, and Staff of the Jadavpur
University,

Jadavpur University is a name to conjure with and I feel elated to receive an invitation from
this unique modern Temple of Learning for its Special Convocation. I had been here before but
an invitation to address the Convocation at which some very renowned votaries of learning are to
be honoured has a significance and distinction of its own. I highly value such a signal opportunity
and hence I have to bow to your call.

But soon rumours reached me about some trouble in the Jadavpur University which dampened
my hopes and made me restless. But dauntless as your leaders are, telegrams,from them revived
my spirits and here I am—your dutiful comrade..

When I throw back my memory to the days of the First Partition of Bengal the Swadeshi and
Boycott agitation and the National Council of Education, the clarion call of the late Babu Surendra
Nath Banerjee begins to ring in my ears ;

Agitate, Educate and Organise.

We from Maharashtra soon joined hands with Bengal, under the astute leadershlo of Bal
Gangadhar Tilak. I was then a student and read with avidity the Dawn Magazine and the Bande
Mataram, the daily of Auroblndo Ghosh. The Jadavpur University is a development of the Dawn

Sonarcontrll!"''"
founl'°L7sarrarrT' »a.her,founded the Samartha Vidyalaya as a National School in 1905, which was closed down by th®
Government as an Unlawful Assembly In the year 1910. Later In the days of Gandhlan Non-co-
operation. was founded the Tilak Maharashfa Vidyapeeth as a National University of which I ant
the Kulguru for these several years. I therefore, feel a special fraternal feeling In being amongs'
you this day and to bring to your University the best wishes and fraternal affection of TilaK
Vidyapeeth.
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Friends, I have a feeling that these Convocation addresses have become a formality, a ritual.

They are forgotten soon after they are delivered. This saddens me. Oftentimes they contain a
rich food for thought and guide-lines to the young graduates, throbbing with enthusiasm and
drenched in dreams as they are, for shaping their future.

Before, hov/ever, I proceed further, let me congratulate the Jadavpur University for honouring
some most distinguished personalities who have by their contribution in their respective fields
carried forward the torch of knowledge and added to the existing fund thereof. I am particularly
delighted to welcome, among these, my old friend and colleague Dr. Ramesh Chandra Majumdar,
famous historian who has devoted his whole life to the worship of the IVluse of History. His books
and researohes have oreated a name for him both in India and outside. Space forbids me to
enumerate here his varied aohievements. Other savants are no less known for their outstanding
work and they all riohly deserve the honour we are conferring on them. In fact in honouring them
the Jadavpur University is honouring itself.

As a nation we are one of the oldest ; but as a modern nation we are yet young. We gave to
ourselves a Constitution as a Sovereign Democratic Republic. We declared Adult Franchise and
have carried out pretty satisfactorily the biggest democratic elections, involving crores of voters,
though the malority of them still remains unlettered I We have raised n.any new instruments to
help us to become a real Welfare State. Please remember we are not a United States
Union of States The responsibilities taken by us upon our shoulders are really tremendous y

.  A .initod a oeople and help ourselves all round could we hope tota,. on,, .n.n .. s,.n<, «
attain ni.r nnala. The task needs supreme sdon ,attain our goals. The tas
burning patriotism, irue ^ awareness of the NEW AGE unfolding
adjustment, quick acquisition o . constant urge to go forward, a stubbornness of
before us in the World, abounding enthusiasm,

3 genuine fellow-feeling, an everpresent spirit of
burning patriotism, true broadmindedness, y ^

acquis

ttorld, auuuHun.a ^ fgadiness to give and take, a real understanding of the
mind which never yields to temp a i ^ ^ equipped we have to go forward
pride in our past and an inexhaustible Faitn
•■Still achieving Still pursuing."

This surely is not an easy tas . performing experiments does not make a
acquisition of knowledge, studying o necessary. The

i_ o thiQ pducation neip^ y^uPerfect Man, though even tnis ^
establishment of modern required by our British masters to help them in their
outcome of the need of trained person between University Degrees and Services.
Administration. This situation is creating knowing Indians-Indians trained as Teachers,
In those old days when the ° ^^^11 ^^^1 the requirements were very large, every
Lawyers, Engineers or Doctors of getting a Government appointment.
degree-holder, nay, ^ ^^Pg assured even before the results were declared. But
Why, in those days appointments ^^.gjp^g^ pggplg ^PjPP^g^ gPiP^^j^Hy
educational institutions began to spre



was much more than required by the Government or even private enterprise of which there was

but little in evidence then. Besides, the policy of the foreign British Government was not what

could be naturally expected of a national Government. However, the knowledge of British History,

Laws, Freedom and Science gradually awakened a new spirit of Nationalism in the younger
generation of the day. This resulted in the foundation of the Indian National Congress which
ultimately enabled us to get our freedom. But the old antiquated equation of education and

services still persists and cries are heard at Convocations :

'We want Service and not Degrees'.

Though it is not in the hands of the Universities to give services to their young graduates,
they must be helped to establish themselves in life. Non-employment is a stark reality today and
ways and means have to be found to enable our young men stand on their own legs. The cries of
our young men can no longer be ignored. This is the lession all of us have to take seriously to our
heart.

But, friends, here I have to say a few words for the consideration of our young friends. If there
is a genuine desire in their hearts to play their role in the development of the New Indian nation
then the world of work is wide open before them. A little adjustment, a readiness to cast off the
white-collared ways would easily enable them to make their own bread. The Government may or
may not do their part well and properly, the elders may or may not truly fulfil their own duties as
they should, the leaders may be engaged in their own way, but in spite of all this I appeal to the
young not to follow the destructive agitational approach and help chaos—destruction and chaos
which in the long run-are bound to fall on their own shoulders, but to bear up for a while face
hardships and help the establishment of a New Order in a determined but peaceful manner.
Please take an overall view of the situation and make your decisions. I have great faith in the
goodwill and nobility of feeling in the hearts of 'angry' young men who all the world over are
showing signs of mounting restlessness, so that they will be shown the Right Path by the youth of
this Great Land of Dharma. Let Bharat endure. Let Dharma—the one great universal Dharma-
endure I

Says the Great Lord Shri Krishna in the Bhagavatgita—

'Swa/pa mapyasya Dharmasya Trayate Mahatobhayat,'

'A little of this Dharma saves you from great dangers.' Great seers like Dnyaneswar, Tulsidas,
and Ramkrishna Paramhans have vouchsafed to us this truth by their own experience I

At present I find that the country is engulfed into the meshes of Power-Lust. Laws Rules,
Forms and Formalities are eating into the vitals of our poor economy ! The old zest for work and
service seems to have disappeared. We have on our tables big piles of reports followed by
reports so that man is being crushed under the weight ! The sound conclusions reached after
carefully collecting and sifting the data collected are bottled away and fresh commissions are
appointed to produce reports. But this interminable report-making only helps postponement of the
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implementation of some of the sound conclusions already reached but bottled away I This gives

a decent-looking cover to the administration of further delay the implementation. Ultimately this

process results in frustration. Decisions are quickly and hurriedly taken on the eve of elections.

This is my view as a layman and a citizen. These tactics must be abandoned for they result in
frustration, disappointment and agitation and supply a good handle to mischiefmongers. Power-
lust is a very sarious disaase and laads to disaster. I wish the youth of the country turns its
sarious attantion to annihilation of this disaase in our body politic. The democratic process is by
its very nature a time-consuming and halting process. But it has the great advantage of taking the
people with the Government and involving the whole country in the process of governing. The
people begin to feel that they govern themselves and they are the real masters.

Time is one of the most precious free gifts of nature. Since it is free it is wasted in the most
reckless manner This is specially to be borne in mind by the youth, because the days of youth
never return. This is the time of life to be devoted by the youth equipping themselves in eveqr
possible way to be ready to face fairly and squarely the hard realities
are at the Universities make the best use of fhe facilities offered to you, for
be had elsewhere. Even when others may some times fail in their
authorities will pardon me if I do not make a total exception ,n their case-do your duty
yourselves to the utmost. nomihiir is

, ,n hiilld UD a strong and united Sovereign Democratic Republic isThe most potent instrument to J a,, ,hat Knowledge is Power.
Language. Language makes you to pp33P33io, every one of its
his Knowledge in a Democracy mus

constituents. No artificiai barriers need obstruct tneir p
'hemselves. Let good understanding prevaN.^^^

India IS a country of many ianguag ' communication of modern knowledge.
*^611 developed so as to become worthy i unrivalled power-house. But fifteen or so
®Pnskrit Is our richest heritage and serves u ■ ^jiyyuality of their own. These modern Indian
Todern Indian languages also have developed a" ' communication in their respective
languages are at present the main vehicles o instruments for all the people of the
^®9ions. If democracy is to function in the proper way
fegions are the Regional Languages so calle . If not a leading member in the

Our ambition and goal is to be an equal an re ̂  Languages by
•"entity of Nations in the world. The obvious nee jp ̂ 3.3^ ,^3^^ ,p
9'fing them their natural and proper place but a ^ ^pg, pp equipped to serve as the

level required. In other words, the regior^^^ pigpgg,
ntedia of Instruction and expression in every le through

True there are most than one regional .|_nindustanl appears to be the best. 'Use
common language also. The present choree of



Hindostani' was the advice given to newcomers to India for propagating the Christian Faith by

their earlier and more experienced brothers in the days of Akbar ! This is recorded by the
Catholics as The Iridostan Language !' So this is not a new fad. It has the backing of old
experienced foreigners. Even the word Rashtrabhasha is not quite so new as some believe. We
have a book published in Marathi as far back as 1894 by the late Shri Keshav Vaman Pethe who
has discussed this question of a common language for India under the title 'Rashtra-bhasha'! The
Hindi will be our basis but the course of its development and use for our National Purposes will
have to be under the representatives of the Regional languages from all over India. There should
be no room for fear if we carry our own work courageously and not allow any unnecessary
domination or interference of any group of emotionalist.

As regards English, it is our main source of modern knowledge—the Window of the World as
it is fittingly known. In the Universities or places where we have to do with ever increasihg
knowledge we must keep English. Remember, however I advocate the study ot English not as
literature but as a library language. To me English Is only a Receiving Station—a station trorn
which I receive knowledge not available In our languages. Where I can at present easily do in
either a regional language or Hindl-Hidustani, I should not Indulge in English tor the same. Such
misuse ot the English language is rampant in this country. It must be cut to its real proportions but
on no account should the window ot the world be closed. The window will be opened only tor
bringing light and on no other account whatsoever. The need tor English may remain tor a long
ime to come, tor the relative rate ot production ot knowledge is bound to vary considerably. I

whTr! wl wT ^ temporary stop-gap arrangement. The real consummation will be
and etticlent Tr^'^i 'n Knowledge through our Regional languages. A very powerful
and from that trthp'°"tif"^^^" translate original works from one regional language to another
Language arour unl v"'
present supposed to exis! r. ^tie difference and the difficulties at
most Southern Languaaes a many ot the regional languages-except in the case ot the

Friends Vak i= irnaginary than real. Experience will dispel all such doubts.menus, vaK is a power whose f

you will experience Power and Ener Potency have to be fully understood and then only
speak with full force. I appeal to the^ ou^ Creation. This Nation has yet to
building The New India of the Age ! ^ perform this Tapas. They will succeed io

— Datto Vaman Potdar
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

SHRI D. P. DHAR

Minister of Planning

12th January 1974

Mr. Chancellor, Mr. VIce-Chancellor and Friends

I  fell deeply honourGd and rnovod that I should hav© boon askBd to addrsss th© Annual
Convocation of this famous UnivGrsity. Th© history th© Jadavpur Univ©rsity is th© microcosm of
India's struggi© to fac© th© chall©ng© of th© mod©rn age. Th© gr©at patriots lik© Raja Subodh
Mullick who foundGd th© National Council of Education and great scholars lik© Hira Lai Ray who
served it with such selfless devotion did not think of organising courses of instruction in various
branches of knowledge, particularly scientific and technical knowledge, as simply a method for
providing more of what was being provided by the then existing educational system. They had
another and larger purpose in view.

Their grand design was to assimilate science and technology, the gifts of the eighteenth
century revolution in the consciousness of the Western man, to the genius of our society. The
educational svstem established by the British in india was producing a rather strange type of
~n. .airfn ..,s, » «.» y

The problem was not that we had to borrow modern techniques of production. The give and
lake of ideas knowledge tools and products of human labour have been part of history since
man's Odyssey began The problem was how to make the new knowledge a part of our being,
how to relate it to all that we had been, ail that we had thought and felt and dreamed through the
ages. The great renaissance in Bengal was. in one sense, concerned with this fundamental
question. Nationalism, a rediscovery of our past, a revaluation of our symbols, myths, re g,ous
^  o x/icinn of an IndGDendent Indian society were all partsand philosophical ideas and the quest for a vision ot an inuept. . , .
nf th" •_! _i ^ i ir It a revolt as much against the present as against the past.0^ this manysided endeavour, it was a revun m , x
Th" . h^iH tn Qav was born out of that revolutionary ferment of mindThis university, if I may make bold to say, was uum uu
spirit.

But has the task to which men like Shri Aurobindo. Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore, Swami
Vivekananda, Acharya Jagdishchandra Bose and Acharya Pratuliachandra Ray, devoted their
energy, been accomplished ?

The task it i may remind the distinguished alumni ot Jadavpur, was nothing less than the
reconstruction ot Indian society. Achievement ot political independence was a pre-condition ot
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that reconstruction. So we had to throw ourselves Into the fight for freedom from the alien rule.
The passion for freedom surged through out lives which were lifted above the petty concerns of
day to day existence. The struggle gave us dignity, because even before the final act of freedom
came, we had been set free from fear. A man had walked among us who had banished fear—fear
of the might of the weapons of death, fear of losing what one has, fear of consequences of what
one does to uphold what one believes to be right. Under GandhijTs leadership, revolt acquired a
new historical dimension. The supreme moral issues of ends and means were woven into the
fabric of rebellion.

The act of rebellion became thus not only an act of negation, it was also an act of affirmation
In fact the affirmation of new values of social and political life in an independent India constituted
the essence of the revolutionary vision. Therefore, when the curtain came down on the Rai the
stage was set for the struggle to give social and economic content to political independence
here was no time to pause because the march of history had left us far behind in man's aoe old

endeavour to create a just social order. Other societies had forged ahead Witr.he T ,
science and technology, they had vastly improved their means to end the povedy ̂  t e ma' ses
It was not quite clear whether improvement of material conditions of iivL had b olh, m.m
nearer to the realisation Of a good life for their memhprQ R..t ♦ brought them
forward and were pushing further ahead. ^

We stood on the edge of a new era in our lona historv in the. ♦ x t_
India dared to hope a new and to look forward to a future wh' h ' ̂  ih destruction,
also the fulfilment that goes with striving. What was she going'to sU^e forT

The answer to this question does not lie in any fullv rounrioH r.h i
so, partly, because the answer is furnished by the processes of ' ^
defy dogma. Also, as social life changes, and as what we set out ''f© which
problems arise and old answers are re-tested in the light of whl ^
answers were formulated. happened since the

This does not mean that we were anchorless, or that we did not see rioaru u
headed. The direction of our striving had been set by the mass movlrms
e powerful urges of self-reliance and social justice had found expression in the

common people. Economic independence was a vital element in the conceot of
economic strenoth of *• concept of nationalism ButI'engtn of the nation was to be built for the qood of all sprtinno •
benefit of the poor It wao ^ • sections, particularly for the
nf oil n\ f undertaking which required the cooperation indepH thof ail Classes. For before a society of plenty could materialise, the who e Id'i '
economy had to be transformed, and transformed quickly.

to proceed ? Adult suffraglaTd^threstallisr process of social transformation
the political matrix of deyelopment Democrr^"- parliamentary institutions providedP  elopment. Democracy is incompatible with the classical capitalist route
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of development. But equally it is a system ttiat rules out ttie use of force to sfiorten tfie time
oseded for constructing modern industry and agriculture. We were accordingly led to evolve our

path Which has been variously described, but which in substance reflects the diversity of our
life and Its different stages of development _

fie path we chose is an exceedingly di icu o . history of the developed
odel of development. There are not many lessons i"® I;®" demonstrate the correctness of our
a ions. Again, we do not have an unlimited amount ° ' science and technology is no

We live in a time of unprecedented change. 3, p,,Lethean man has
""a®! a process which allows gradual adjustment o inextricably

®®d stolen the fire from the gods, but has litt e no advances in knowledge. At the
JfPhf in this web of change. We have to keep pace wi ,33,, a, modernising our

'inne we have to complete on the basis of existing knowie
system of production. H pig decisions to move the

Even as we are involved in the making 0' ^aans in terms of the kind of society
in a particular direction, we have to think of wha' k
to create. Socialism is the goal process of reconstruction. Social s

c  Plan to emerge fully formed at the end of 3^3,3. , ,h,s w
C::r "sCceror:^^^^^ a -dysmlc even, in the his.o.Dart ® motivations repia charina ■ ^'he rial, business of i.ing, :;^^::3 ,! oompulsions of ^
" ̂®s generation in °°^3,|ess men and women to forsa ,^3 p3i3

vision that insp resurgent
H thp building of new ones.

that a exultation of the battle o patterns of life an . p techniques of,  ,„e «.«««; °J„.„ --2—: ...».0
f^rodp rifPbuted to the advance ^e foref 3, 3 self-reliant

sol, '"ill deep commitment to tfie 1^^^^^^ „ ̂33 questionedana p ®Pri economic injustice. p|s,orical thrust pehaviour. It is intensely
h.. "2 »«. .t "«» "

"^'^listio to take on trus rebellious. f^g^ents of the vision of a
We p is constantly wholeness and authenticity of

,>®dciet' "?d°institriti°®= with referent ^ 3qqiety without the
®t vi.- ^ ®Pri judging men and m ^ Pave cause pgj.3^|,g pQ

'«ba|,^ '®ri- We have no cause for es ^ (q,ai an expression of such silence,
b^'pgue ® ®°pi®'y futrif®- 'mVove tfi® ^between the present and effort to imp ^g^^rs because they are
> Pre! "^^bibits with defimtwa f naW ^^ist withoutdie!"'^® society, on the other hand,

°3>^® makers. 89



But the concept of rebellion has to be related to our specific historical situation. Rebellion
against what ? And how ? These questions have echoed down the ages. Each generation has
sought to answer them in its own way. You have to answer them too, because not to answer
them means that you deny your own specific quality. But before you do, you have to understand
the context in which the questions arise. It is your context and mine. It is the context of yo^^
neighbour next door who is laid off because somebody has decided not to move coal on the
railways. It is the context of an old civilisation which is struggling to be born anew. We are not
writing on a clean slate. Nobody ever does. We have to contend with the past. And we have to
contend with the present which is full of preplexities. We made a good start. We have done 3
good deal mainly by relying on ourselves and by introducing into our social set up forces ot
scientfic and technological change. But we have to do a great deal more, and that too at a much
faster pace than in the past to develop our capabilities to solve the urgent social and economic
problems of our people.

Nonetheless, the problems remain and impinge on our consciousness. Where does onc

begin in one's effort to understand the nature of one's personal choice in this collecti^^

situation ? What does one deny ? More importantly, what does one affirm ? Rebellion, to

meaningful, has to go beyond the logic of denial. It has to create. The two processes go

simultaneously. Or else there is something unreal about the rebel. Mere denunciation or destructich
is poor imitation of the authentic act of rebellion, for the simple reason that it does not create
values in the light of which the act of destruction acquires historical meaning.

No doubt there is a good deal in our situation to be angry about. There is much to pull
and much to build. The youth, more than any other section of society, is moved by the prevalence
of social injustice. It wishes to act to end the injustice. But ̂ ction, to be successful, has to
grounded in mass consciousness. Kabir and Nanak dealt blows to the caste system by making
the people understand the falsehood of the whole structure of its relationships. Their rebelli^'^
lives even today as an everpresent reproach to the tyranny of birth.

Too often some people tend to think that nothing can change until the whole system
brought down in an upheaval. This is really a method of abdicating responsibility because
refuses to identify the forces that work for social transformation, and consequently refuses to
such forces. There may be obstacles in the way of such forces. There may be imperfections
policies, in institutions and in men who are concerned with the direction of the process of chan^^^
The task is to remove the obstacles ; it is to correct the distortions of the process of developr^^^
;  it is to set up standards of conduct and belief against which the failings of institutions and
can be evaluated and exposed and it is to educate the public mind regarding the nature of
which obstruct progress towards the objective of socialism. These are basically the obligation^
the rebel because he, in cooperation with his fellowmen, seeks to expand in a given histo^^^
context the area of human freedom and justice. This is not an arbitrary definition. To ignore
historical context of democracy in India is to deprive rebellion of its fundamental content.
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This is where the Importance of the method one chooses is of such ̂ ec'S.ve s.grrihcance. n
choosing one method rather than another, one signifies ' ̂ 1"
our Situation, the possibilities of peaceful action align ^

fn nprctiiade DeoDle to rebel peacefully , the rebellion is not onchange, it is no doubt more ^ P O, ,^,3 3,her hand violence
that account less heroic or less effect, transformation, for
and terror put the rebel squarely in opposi i status quo to use their own kind of
they arouse the still strongly because the masses do not use the gun
violence. Political power does not gro destroys a great deal of what the masses have
.„d d, no, ..n, „ us. .. WU.n ,h. o,
laboured to build. In thie selling, an m ' howeuer, violence causes a
personal courage without any socia revolutionary change, for it brings into play the
serious setback to the whole proces Rebellion is reduced to simple denial; its life
combined might of economic an gociany unrelated to the causes
affirming quality atrophies under _ unredeemed by
.0, .bid, tna rebel ligbls. « »"7'" ™ ...olulinn recedes,
a large, purpos. or nope. As vici.noa -

In the ultimate analysis, then, on ^ question m this universi y,
enough to transform oneself, t is a produced underwent this inner transformation,
because here some of the ^pjch shaped the destiny of our people.
In so doing they released m.g Y unbreakable links with a valuable

The graduates who receive conduct. The country looks to you with hope becau
tradition of free inquiry and complexities of social reality and because your
your youthful minds are equippe o gg^se of justice. I wish you well in your future efforts
capacity for action is guided by a pr
to help the country move forward.

Thank you,
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<Pp1<^>lval ̂ R»tj|ei<J

iJ?) C*t few,

^sn^r^bR, ^ f»tw^«^,

w? ̂̂ gT:^*f(?R c^rt i
^srfj^ (R ^ RR wRr-^51^ R'5>f^ ̂  ̂5t ̂

^ cot^ ̂  £f^<^ ^ ^£5^ R^R^TjMtii<i c^ i

(Rfyfirn^R Iro^t c^iu^ ̂  ^5nf^ i 1%^ to R^^froro^ ̂sr^jr

f*rTOR ̂  wjw ̂5[t^i Rf^»TO^ ̂ $pi<5 C7|^ 1^ ̂  ̂£j^ R'^Rwr ̂
cTO TO ̂  RI ^sn^cf (;9f^ RfTOTO "sr:^ ̂ £]TOR^

^Qff ̂ sniTR R^?^ ̂TO w I l%R Rfro Rh^^^Iii ̂ ^rto i ^'5iR?rf vSft(?Ri
1%R ̂5ff% Rte wf^ Rf^ R^r<i<i ''iTOs 2j^<^ ̂ rofei^T ̂£i^° ^<\m Rtrow ̂
vsrnH' ̂ fi^ TOfwR 1 Rpto R^to ̂snR ■jt'R to^to R^Rwo (RI^ fer%TR,

^ ̂5rtR*RtTO ^ -^iR^ cTTo TO?f ^f^1<1 "^GIR^ I ^stTsHTO "srs to<to?[ t%R ^
fesR—TO c'?!^ Rf, TOf to:^ i ^ ?f^

(?TO ^ I ^sRvsrc^ fer Rr:^ fvs^mRc^g 2i<^ wrR i
^srfsrm sr:^ Rtto^ to 'sr?? -si^to Rfroro to to w=tim tof i

^ <i]^ TO^ (71 ^®rfR fesTO Rrtoto to ^ I 8^ ^rr:5=t
TOTOt R^fiwjlcicu TO^ -SHOT TO RfTOTO TO ^ I Sfm (7f® CTOft #R^

^  ̂ CTO i^a^brTO'^RlWstTORl RfTO^Rw^ TO "Rto
^Trm (Rl^^ TOi^ ̂ c?r:^cto^ tor:^ Rrwst, R^^RRitro Rto,

wR Rptoto Rrofe, ^sirro wiro to
C3£f% ft^sKm "^ma, ^ ^ ^ cto ̂
(71 ipi TOfSf ^ R'^Rwrtt^ wtto^ ^ ^ TOm i ^ufro^
^5Ric<n<i R^Rra ^•i>jW to:^ (To "TO (71 TO Wf"?!
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I  ̂ <jjq<l5l\sl<j <PCG1C^ "51^5^ ̂ 5]tPf f^^30^o
c<j>i<i<M^ <^cgic^ ^srTsrt^ I fer ̂  c^Rwift <^^cqc^7 ^snw
<^(,ci{!.^7^ ^^VS <j5(,i|<l5vSTr| ■f^'SiM ^ >1<lvb7»^RRvs f^ 1

s

(7f <tJci<M\o11^Rwj1<^C?J "^Rt '?1c<i<i®fl?[
^  1 ^ ̂  ^sjtvSfc^ <J^cqc^7 c^ C2t%

:^Tspf ^ ̂ "51 <M^ ^ C^c^R. ^ICGilt>«sf
<t5<l(.^ 1 ^srrf^ ^sitsTR ^(^vjavsf ^ ^ >ic^lc&5i WRtfe I

C^ ̂ SB^sR (TT^TIt BI

ct=14^\ CT ^PFS im W»tW9 (7r5'91^?^l 'r\^
WiSlW C5FI '^■^N ^ofra ®wroT 'oT?!^ ■5l3W?t ^ ̂  c^ I -'"'^'''1^^

eri%te c^ c^ ̂  ^ ̂  ̂  ^
^ 't-rc^ ^-Hf-fSi l^-^lwm ^x ^r^r- S'r?^
^ I -rilTO ̂  Pi^ c^ fm w, ̂ -1if-ft ^ ̂  fei^

^^f?t CT TO c^fe^ ^ ̂  ^^ ̂
^ 4^'x CT ^SRi^siifsl^'^fea csiCTl^l^sfl^^' ^^sfw^^x'mt^ ^ra>ii^xarai^fw
^scTsmi'snjw ^ I W! ,=x , , , , , ' ,

^  1%^ c^fei mRwiii -a <pw(.'aa

1ii™ (3^ et^ a% ̂ ^ ^ ̂  ̂
^ ̂ 8^ ^
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I W Wt W ^ ̂  (71!^

<t-«C^ 1 CW CW^'slU^^£l CT

W5f.H5i-m^i ̂  wi Pw ^ c^ c^Ti*m

I  ̂SlTSf Pf^ -5^^ (T[^ ^£^r^ ̂  -5p#B ^5rftT*f Pf^ ^ ̂
^  if)^ R^ijfD ̂  ̂ c^ ^^^1

^snwii^f^xBi^oR'sit'sTOteo c^ fei #!^=tw^
W^ (T[^l

?FtU >|\SJC<15 ^ I TTSnW ̂  ^ (71, f*rw^ ̂5rf% ^
f*iwra ̂  ^ ̂ to firo i§x^ I c^ ̂̂rtoi c^ ^

^ ̂ w^cHii 'sjt^rotos ^ i fern ̂  too ps^n

(TISPSj (71, Pw^ (71 ̂ fecvs toto^^t^ c^ (Tf^TH^ (7(5
^ cTCi^ c^ £im^ ̂  "2^ ̂  ? skt™ tô  "to tof^ ^

^ ̂ ̂rf c^ ? ̂  <m^ Pf^wrt%^ fwR i p5^ (ti ̂ srfiT*f
CWCo SHTIt^ ^-5^ pi ̂sn^HP ^5# to-s^TTra ̂  'it'^ ̂  ̂ ? Pr^KRTi?

to-si^ to c^ to ̂ HjP(.4 tof^ fe (71^ toisi^"<}3^n tooH'n
mm ̂ ̂  tof^ (71 to ^ ̂ C<)^CH<1 to feRTI ̂

totoRs to"?n too i ?fTto;^ to wi*?! to to*fto Pr^ to?^ tô  ^5#
1^to ̂  1 p5^ to w?i to*f i5pi2i PrsFc^ (71 ̂  (to 1%i ̂  ̂ 1^to (to
71^ ̂  1 to!^ (71 ^ ̂ toiH to I c^sH] to! pTto^
tofuo to to! too ̂£1 ̂  2j^<^ to C7 to I ^ toto
c^ l^twra cto ̂sRjto to to (71^1 (Titoi c^ to (7ft ^feo (y0
ctoto^ to ̂ 51^ m\^ to Pi^ to i . c^ tosf ̂  ̂  ̂ Pi:^^ ̂ n tor^ ^
^sprmgpij cto tô i (torn ̂  tô  P^^PtoOT ^tlto ctoft Prw to
^ I to Pmi ̂  toTTf Pr^Wf ̂  ̂ 1 to Pm^ tot^ to ̂

CtoRtom toopf^FW^feo^Sit^^ to l tog ̂  PuC^iSTfRt^'
P^ 4pfD<i i£i1; too (to Porc^ 1 P^^ <^c?^<^fD totô
sR^cf ^ ̂ ̂vsrj>i<i<|jH ^wtP (to R(.^c^

to ̂ iT<%f^ to tô  ̂ SRTffif ^ CbC^C^ ^
^€te cto^^toip^ WbiflM c^to^^^fe^^irP*!tor:^'

^"t ̂ "^"ftP^t^Pi to P <ioijiw<i <^^1?i^cw<i to c^ ^-51^ c^ ̂  v£i^ Pro ̂
(-<iocH<i to%f^ to toc^? P\^ "5^^ -j^^iitot^^-P-PP^PtoBi

Pmto to (71 ̂  Wow^ ̂  P^ to Pc^pWH (7f to?I sfpp Pfto^ pFm ̂
p  V5T(7^ ̂  C^ (7to toPpf? to ̂ snw P^^wm Pm^TTl
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1%!^ ̂  c^? CTlfewf c^ ̂  ̂FwSto
<^<ic^ vs1ch5^ 'sr;^ ^ Rc^ c<i^h

<)j<)'^i ww I c^ f*f^ ^ '-^"1; fw <p^cci'^
£t?[^ C^ I CT ̂  7fSR3j ^ ^ 1 (71

^R)(.<}i ̂ 5rrot ^srt^ ̂  ^ ̂  (TfC*!^ 1*t^5RR^ "sn^T ̂  ̂ ^Tl ̂
vSRj ^ft&5 fes ̂  I Rr^ c^ ^ ^q Pn;^

(Tpf ^ ̂c<pf^ 7f^ I ^5nw 4t^ ̂i-^vstR^r:^ ̂  <pc<i'S,
1% (71, %n <^1; R?H Rfej R^finjlqcfj Plf^? ?R;^<^^fR:^ ̂

?lc^7<i ̂ r:^<^ 1 Pf^ ̂r;^*^ *2^

^  ̂ fR Pr:^ <rR:^ i Pt^ p^^fpRira c?r;^i
^ Pr:^ ^ ^ c^ Pi^, ̂

<|5C<rj^^ P^RlTjMfJ (?(l*Bf Wra fificill^ 1 ^-"Srfl; (.^CqC^ICflCI^

Pf^ (Tf^in^ ̂  ̂ wi'R "fte ̂^r:?r i cwRirora PrwFf^

^ SRTTWt?! WI'R ^ I "SfTpI 2lC^j<^R (71, ^
t£l'^ £R;<^ ̂ G <M<H^51 ̂ IRR 1 (71 ̂ ^TSRW Pf^RRiR^ C2R^ R^fpRi CW1 ?n'^

OT ̂ sRI (7ft: >i^R^7<l TTR^ pR PtT# ^»RRR

ft̂ -fe-Pl (R mm Pf^RRTR (RR^ ̂  ^
<j5(^<j(^^ 7f^ 1 \|Rf pRJRRT^ <|>\s<j >i^(.^^ &R*i 1 ^WR ii)R\ <P^C<R^ 'SR;^ (71 ̂ ^ItFTI
^SRi^Tij ^SfR;^ (7T Pt^RRT^ pPR^ C^C<1 C^'^m I Pp^RRTR ̂5nF?f<RpP £R^ ̂
■5p\D piJR i£i ^s(,<^fi "5r;«r tr Prti i£i'^ RIR CR, (R Pf^ ̂  Pf^R^^, R^RTSr ^
'jRRRRft (R ^^RRR '^RJ RR^, RjRt ^sRRRl CRR R^RR^ ^CR Rt Rft I ^sR^Rf^ SRvsiRR "^RI
^(7ii*R<3 I ^stlRR ^5fpRR°*| 'H^'^iRt, ^ R^RR RTR RR^ ^ 1
Pf^^ R ^ RRRR (7f PR(R (RRR TRTt^ (i^ • feR ^
(RR Rt I CRWU ^srRRR^ RRRI R pW^ TTRtRJ Wt R^ ' R^<^WR
^ Pm^ (R R^RIIr CRRtR^ RRt^ Rtfte ^Rn ^
(RRR^CRRlRRim^l
cTftRft ^ (TRdDtte RR^ RmRtR® wsilw Rt^
RRR (TR^ftpRRt WnRRi:RR CRMR^I ^ - p," '
^R^R<^Rt^R^^5T(7f^^ (TfvQ^^R-^^ CRR^RtlR Rli^RRlR
mmR rtr rtr r# ri i riri Pt^r^ R^ ̂  ̂  ̂  ^ CRI^ crzrf ^ rrr rr^

cifeafte Rt RTtte R^^RI R^RC^, (TW^f^
^ (TT^ P^ CR^ R^ RRRR ^ ^ ^
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<r:?r ? (71 "<picGii ot" ̂5fT^Pi'^<pw<i ^ wc^i Wra

^  (WTTf C^ ̂ I C^CcTC^O?!!
Pfw^ ^sfp^, -pmw

^fe '^'<m #1^ CTO 'snWfei? <1^(5(D<i Tf^iW ficiic^ i (ti c^
%n #ff% OT <i»^c<ij<i fes ̂  sCTsfws ?[R^
^ I fes 1%| C^ ## OT ̂  %ft ̂  ^ vslc>i<l v£5^^ 'sr^ff ̂  C^

(Tit 1 ^ I ^ c^ ^ 'SRri \o^

^c<p<iic<it, ^ht:^ ̂  I i ^sn^ i*i^<t5<ii Tfsrn:^
C2Siii^%5ftft I ^51t5I?n (71 1*1^^ ^srf^RiT^ ̂ ilft —q5\£<^j Tf^^vQ I (71 ̂
^ ̂ ^w<p I fi<jc^ -51^2111*1% 1 t*f^
^Qi2f^ ̂  ^ 1%!^ WTI wsrtra (TtP^ (Trt^

(7Sfl<I (Tf^ 7f5I^ I <1=11^1 (71 ^5R5Wf ̂<rK2/C<l <W^ WtSt
^iZ<T <pm ̂ TTlft I W?7IB fw^t ̂<iC5.Pl^s ^CiJC^I C^ (7r*(t
fel ̂  ^ I ^51t^ "SR <l1^ Rf Relics <1>1C^ I ^^50

"sit^ 4f^t (Tft <pRc^ (Ti^ I ^5TDT^ ^£1^° 'srRR;^ (r^
RciJC^ ̂  <qj<l<^| Sl^c| <P<1(.^ VS^ W^'^IMTR R<li]R fe*lwt^ v5t^U5 | v£]"t
TfsiTSr ̂  '^st^sR-vSR^TTR 'sr;5JJvq ^lcn<l ̂ itR <PC<1C^ Rt;^ (71 ̂ S|t5R|
<P^ ̂"#1^ ^ (TtR;^ (TRI SfUsK^ (7H fesf^ vq
W<K^ ̂R)j<Plc<i<i Rf^ ̂  (7n'nm ̂ s^vSR 1 ^£)'^ ̂  WWr?! ̂  (7R<H
^rm<n (7R ̂  TO ft#7i fes 1

^  ̂ >ii^°x ̂ SRTt? tkll^ ^ CTvain ̂ >8 i^'yf^PijMTl^l^
^wut^i ̂Btrsm^raaM)i>(.<p^wt a7?sra^%i^^i

smi^ SRI ̂  ̂ CT in'l^ ̂  ̂t^IWfl ̂ «tt (OT^ra ̂ ncsf
ft? wiw ̂  ftyfttrmora stmt (^ ̂  csj^rcsiram cir^ m ct -sfnc® vsrom

^^«rra^¥t^?l^'5TO(35R^nrsmCTBimmw5?riCT;n^^°xft«ftm^

ft̂  ̂mStm (.<,<Pif,(.^fl 'sfj?! ft̂ R^t)M(,n<i ̂  ? "Bimt c^ iji% ̂  in I

^  taft ̂  c^ ^brti^ c#t ̂m:$ra ̂  ̂ c?!^ ̂
^5(f%ftii?.TO*tl^^^c^;ni ̂  ^5n»tCT-qw ft̂ ft?ji5Tcra stm'n ̂

cqtBim^nt—cw^smra=ti%®5in5^^p,^^ ̂
'Sfia^Jlt^i ^ iMftlw ft̂ fiijiqcMa FlWl^tlW ii ^ 8 ft:i
^^TO?f TOiWte f*W<[RW ^ TO%T (71 b b ^ C^
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I  <T^cq^7 #^fWFR3i WfC^

'm\ ̂  ^5jft (TH^ij I CT '^tltsm:®!
5i&vo 1%^ ̂  ti*t^ Ci^ ̂  1 <4^ "^T*!!^ 2|^ <i*sjl'^ HJl^ "^ci c^cvb <pc<^vsr <i)^°
t^RwjMCH c^ (TTt I ^'t'W

<tiC<^vSf C'^fMf 1 C^ ̂o)^o ̂ lc<n<1 "5^

WT ^CiJCS?, ̂  *N? 1 1%^ I^RulqiJ^fef (71

^ciic^ ̂  R"to c^ "5TC^ (?t5 I ^ ̂ ^ o + :?; + v©

fWRT<r^ £(?[^ ̂ 5^ I C^H ^ ^

W<J^ (TfJlTT# ̂  c#f I (Tit ̂  1%?^ ̂  SiOTSR ̂
^^hR)<P ̂siR)<q ^R<P?1H1 I tWto <lj<l^lf5 ■fS<P^\S ^ "?fR 5" 1^*=^l<lJ<l"^f^

-TO ^ I C<l<MW^ wr?I R^RhJH^^Rt (TTSR ^ 1
^wc4t ^iwm=iMm ^ ̂ ^5rr5Frsit7TiT^ ^ Trot

R^RHjl=1C^<l (71 2}^ c^ fes to ^ (7ft ferf^
^t ^ (Tr:^ I 1%^ ^ ̂  ̂  I R^^wtch
^^>i^icciibHt?i R^"?! ^ ̂ Rt— 1 '®rr5TrcR?f '^R<i\sh
^  ̂ sitfl I ^$1^ R'^RWRiM ^ Rto ^ ̂ sitmt wRt
^sfiR 1 R^^Rw™ Ri^i<ij<i^i si<iv6(.H<j c^ I ^srwiw
^c| v5iR^^*f (TTOit ^^#»K I R^ R^#wow ̂  croft Rto^ ^

<P<]C^5 I tC?Ri^ CT RTO ^ ^ (71 Pr^,
(7fC*l^ <pR, Pt^ T^TW^J^ <i1^^^hR)<p <?lilc^l 2|v^ RtoI ^WIJT Rui ^•j>j^H

<P^L^— cfe <P^C^ I ^ Pttor^rti^ WUt^ft, WR^"^ c^ ^

R^Rijl«iij^Ri^ ̂ ^?pf°<^^(j}<i t^^rRR^ 1 Pw^ ̂  2iR)fi»«it c^CH &c«ic^—^Rc*7r
^ R^ sRjfeRtfjt^ R^'Jt'QRfco 1 ^trR^ wsrR^ R^^Rr:^ ^^fRsn^^
^1^1

^ir^^Rh <\\Li\<\ R^^Riiji^tsRf '5>f^'?ff^ <pR(.ij fi c^s ^cc^ 1 Pi^'^itc^
^ PfTO ^ ̂  ̂  ̂  >ifi^r( ^ ̂  R^ ^ <}^R-it: ^

Pt^ ^ 1 Mfc®
Pt^ (71 (7f^ ^ 1 (TTlt PfTO ^

pRTO^^^i ^^[^^fRPtcm^2i^^^^^5fciPt^"=^^t^roi^
^siR)<j ^ ^ (71 ^ wm ^ ̂ sRirat rtjRt ^r.<^imi roft i
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>i<cbc^ ̂ 5if^ ^sn^ -n^ Rnciii^ i ^ c^sM
'm era fific^i^ (7ft 1 ct f%t^ ̂  ̂̂1^° Pr^w^
Ctfm^ ̂OTt«7T ̂  1 1%^ ̂  <^<ltVo C^ (TT^ (71 Ptw^^ <IJCii<l '^ift^It'^t

c^ "2^ ̂  I "71^ -sn^ Tf^— (7ft i
Rr^ ̂  (Tre*!^ >i<i<pi<q "=#^5^ *5#7Pi ̂ ft Wfe^ 1 Pf^

^ Pra (7J siwR £f^<^ <pwc^ ̂  (7fe*i^ >iR)j<Mw<i ft̂ si^(g#t >i<^eci<ift ^ 1
^teo (71, Pf^^?ne^ (ttP ̂  -^ip ̂  ^ ^ Pr^ ̂  ̂

^<ran?tj pRt c^ (Tf*^ ̂  1 ^oft^ ̂-s^ipjxjjvwiw sff^^iPR^ Pf^ (tPi 1
^  'sn^ufei Pw?i ̂  ?[r<i ^ Pm
wiwf ̂str:^ I sfid^ Pt^ P*5?ft (tPi Pra:^ feo 1 ^

l£)^ 771 (71, ̂  PfTO ̂  1 *tfp^ ̂SRpcRTi -STf^g: -s^ tr 1
P^ 7l%^ ^<r'C'=i ^c=i "fPi *fStera P (p^ 7[c=R qff^ *tfp ^ire^?
7f|<]\b7M<P' ^ Ppp^ Pr^^ 2i<lVS7 ̂  ^\SJ<S qvsBjl^ R<|^ t£|-^° (TfC*!^ ^5R?^
wP^ I Pf^ 7ic7<i ̂  Pr^ "?ra i PP( i P^ Pi^
I'Pi ^ Pw "3^ ^ Pr^<ij<ip<j "sr;^ ^"sh
^smfi (71 p% ̂  ^SRJp^ (P^f p7^ 7|#ft 7R | TTT^ R^JjfD
P:^! ̂  ̂ft C2£f% p!^Nj<i'^t^ WCM Ptsn^ ^ i "571^ c^t^ (71,
P™ Rw?r ̂  ̂ <p^ft ̂ 5[R:^Pe*7r ̂  Pt^ (Tife ̂ rti^ Pw ̂  "2^

PdPiTf=ra^ ̂ ww "sr:^ ̂ m^i^ci<i <^1^ ̂  ̂̂*11
^ ̂TOTI ^ 1 Pt^^Pt P?F^"3Tf^ XslCWfl (TTF

cR^^i "Tin Fi 1 ^ '=iTra <p45l*i ^Ti<i7 ̂ tth P^ WFf ^171 era 1
-^P^Tf^vQ c^jCcTCSRTi ^fra ^snwe^Pe^

"PfflSf^TFf^ \Q pf^5<[5^ v£) vqp) ̂5(RR7R?[ VQ -JR;^ P^ 1 PrWK^ Sff'^t ^ I
"srtwe^ ̂ JTSR^ ^£,^0,5J^ ^ ^ I ^ (Trwm ^

7i^r#piTiiHt^wra<P^^ I

(T^ PS vQ wHft I
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS
By

PROF. AMLAN DATTA
JANUARY 21, 1978

Mr. Rector. Members of the Jadavpur University. Graduates of the year. Ladies and
Gentlemen :

d Chancellor, Dr. Bose and other friends, ladies and gentlemen, it is a privilege to
.  , . . tn he able to share with you a few thoughts on education. There are
be with you this morning and to o ^ u- u ♦ . * x

... toarhinn research and administration which take up most of our time
certain routine problems of teacn y, . ^ + * i xu

lA/nrkina dav in a university, when we try to solve them or sometimes3nd enerqy on an ordinary worK g y u-. x • x x j .j ..
^  But once in a while it is necessary to stop and ponder on the

^0 bv-nsss thsm dgst wg
^ ̂  to stand back and consider outstanding issues in a larger

more heqir Questions of education, lure oasic que devising
persoective This is important noi umy 'M  ibpeciive. i iii^ K ^ solution of our problems. There are some very pressing
Ways and means universities and Jadavpur, child of a great educational movement,
problems at this moment for all universii ,
Offers a particularly appropriate forum for discussion them,

and significance at two different levels. On the one hand, it is aEducation has meaning a gjjventure of ideas and it is that adventure itself. On the other
preparation for participating in an^^ practical needs of life and society. Of these practical
had, it is an aid to the fulfilmen o^^^ before I do that, it is good to remind ourselves for a
"^aeds, I will speak more a little a^ does not lie in and cannot be measured by its
■foment that the ultimate value needs of life are, indeed, pressing; but let us honestly
'remediate and practical utility. rnoment, make only a marginal contribution to
tace the fact that the teacher can, something valuable to the life around him. He can
satisfying those needs. He can yet co g [gve of knowledge, a certain capacity to take
•^aep alive in himself and communi ^pderstanding of the world including and around himself,
helight in a deeper and more sys society some people who had this capacity

would be a sad day for us if w® institution among all other institutions in society, where^nd valued it. A university is that ^"^^^g^^pgdence of the old can blend together in a common
^he enthusiasm of the young and © knowledge. Other institutions in society have other
Adventure of ideas and a common pur gpce for that one purpose from which it derives
r> have son IKPurposes; but a univeristy musi ud ^^pjdiy loses devotion to his vocation and he

special value. A teacher who intellectual gloom all around.
only to spread a kind of Although the adventure of ideas is distinct from the

Having stated this, I have to be c ends of life, yet the two are not unrelated. It is as
Pursuit of the merely material and pra



much of an error to ignore that relatedness as it is to overlook the distinction. In the growth and
development of a branch of knowledge, there are two factors which are simultaneously at work.
On the one hand, there is a continuous striving for building up a coherent and internally consistent
body of ideas, capable of encompassing new facts as well as those already known in that branch
of knowledge; and logical challenges arise at every step pointing up inconsistencies and these
have to be faced and overcome. On the other hand, there is also a pressure that arises from

man's struggle for existence and his practical endeavour to develop his potentialities in and
through society. This too has a vital influence on the direction of man's pursuit of knowledge.
When, for some reason or other, the link between the two is weakened or lost, there is a

devitalization that sets in the totality of life, and knowledge itself tends to be fancy or imitative.

There can be little doubt that something of the kind has happened time and again in our own

society.

The National Council of Education, which spearheaded one of the most remarkable educational

movements in Bengal at the beginning of this century was fully aware of this problem. Furthermore,

the question of the proper relationship between technical education and the humanities received
the most serious attention of the leaders of the movement and in fact, they were divided into two

groups on that question. It is clear, however, that the movement as a whole believed in a certain

blend of technical education and the humanities. The Council appointed a Reconstruction

Committee in 1918, when it became clear that, under the circumstances prevailing then, the

limited resources of the movement must be devoted chiefly to the development of technical

education. Even then the Reconstruction Committee stated with great clarity that "technical

education removed from humanising and liberalising influences" would be "a doubtful good."

These were not empty words. We should try to understand the deeper meaning of the
remarkably varied activities of the Council in the first quarter of this century. Thus, for instance,
the same movement which gave such a high priority to technical education also organised
extension lectures by Ananda Coomaraswami on Art, Rabindranath Tagore on Literature, Ramendra
Sundar Trivedi on Physical Science and Hirendranath Datta on the Upanishads. We have to

catch something of that spirit, and Jadavpur University may continue to play a pioneering role in
giving expression to it through a carefully considered programme. For academic purposes, it is
convenient to break up knowledge into several compartments; but the walls between them should

not be so high and air-tight as to preclude inter-communication. A course on the history of
science and technology may be of interest not only to the student of engineering, but it is likely to
do a lot of good to students of history, literature and the social sciences as well. Joint seminars

for the Departments of Science and Philosophy may be useful to both. Extension lectures on

comparative religion, art and literature may have an appeal which cuts across separately constituted
faculties. These and other programmes of a similar nature help to keep the frontiers of knowledge

for each discipline just sufficiently fluid. This is desirable for a number of reasons. Ours is an age
of specialization; but it is also an age of rapid change, when the boundaries of knowledge are
changing in unexpected directions. f\/loreover, the proper use of science in an age like ours calls

too



for a moral and aesthetic sensibility which goes beyond the strict limits of science.

Recently vocational education has come to receive much attention at least on paper. In fact,
we are in the process of restructuring our educational system and the new system is designed
particularly in classes Xi and XII, to allow general and vocational education to run along parallel
lines. There is also provision for a link or a bridge course by which a person may, if he so desires

subsequently return from the vocational to the general line. Interestingly, the National Council of
Education also gave thought to what is basically a similar problem and this is evident from a
scheme which it discussed and adopted some seven decades ago. Its ideas were in certain
respects, both more radical and more realistic than ours. While we propose to let our students
leave the general stream and join the technical or vocational stream at the end of class X, they
proposed to allow this at three different points in course of the school years, viz, at the end of
class III, end of class VIII and termination of class X. This shows a surer grasp of our social
reality. Even now a fairly large number of students, particularly from the poorer families in our
towns, drop out around class Vlll and In ttie villages, around class III. I think that there is a strong
case tor giving our students an option to Join a course of vocational training at the end of class
Vlll.

Indeed, It may serve a useful purpose if we set up gradually over the next few years, a new
type of Institution, with a status Intermediate between a secondary school and an undergraduate
college of today. It should provide four years of general education corresponding to classes to
XIII and also courses of vocational training of varying length for students who might join it either
after class Vlll or at the end of class X, which should be the two entry points in the new institution
Secondaiy schools of the conventional kind should continue to teach up to class X as at presen
and conexisf with the new type of multi-purpose higher secondary ^ ^
There are some practical advantages to be derived from this arrangement, which may briefly

lained.

The case for the proposal outlined above may be presented ®®^"
•  I i^otinn ^y1anv Liniv6rsiti6S ID India, including uaini, bomoay'Vlll I 3 fow words on a controvorsial quGStion. y r^'nooi«w worub oil d U ^ u^nniirq course and some fiave even a three-years pass

Madras have adopted a three-year Ho _ . . ^ unnmirq
.  ■ tho n?irt of West Bengal universities to have an Honoursbourse I think that it wil be wise on the pan ot vvebi dc y . . , ̂

course Of the same length. With a two-year course, as proposed by some educationists here^ our
Honours degree would not be considered as equivalent to the corresponding degree of other
leading universities In India. Similarly a Master's degree coming In the wake of a two-year
BacheL's course would not be regarded as the equivalent of a Master's obtained after a longer
preparation The services of our pass students have mostly a local market. But It is Important that
°er students with an Honours or a Master's degree should not be placed at a disadvantage in he
highly competitive market for their services at the national level. A three year course is also
desirable If we want to raise the level of our university education, particularly for Honours students,
did make It comparable with standards In leading universities abroad. Our scholars should not be

explained,

with
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imitative; but a university cannot justify its existence in society if it is scornful of scholarly standards.
India has to keep abreast of world knowledge. One of the aims of higher education is to make this

possible. The Honours course is a preparation for that high standard of scholarly equipment
without which we cannot maintain our teaching and research activities at the appropriate level,

.  that is the level of world knowledge. Much has changed over the last quarter of a century. The
fact that the Honours course was of two years duration once upon a time is no longer a sufficient
basis for the conclusion that the same should be good enough today. I believe that, on purely
academic grounds, there is a strong case for a three-year Honours course after ten plus two
years of higher secondary education.

But this at once leads to a problem to which we have not been able to find a simple answer.
The last two years of higher secondary education are being taught currently in the colleges and in
some schools too. Most schools do not have an adequate complement of competent teachers for
the higher secondary course and cannot, in fact, expect to attract such teachers with any thinQ
like the present pay-scales for school teachers. But if, on those grounds, we decide to make tho
higher secondary course effectively a part of college education, we are again bound to come up
against a very serious difficulty : a college which intends to provide facilities for the "plus two"
course, including the general as well as the vocational stream, and in addition teach a three-year
Honours course, will need not only more physical facilities but also a substantially larger total of
teachers than most colleges have today. Since we cannot have two categories of teachers in the
same institution without creating very difficult psychological and administrative problems, all these
teachers in the undergraduate colleges will have to be appointed on the same footing as other
lecturers. The pay-scale and minimum qualification for lecturers have been determined by the
University Grants Commission and these are practically the same for colleges and the universities-
Now, this is where lies the crux of the problem. It is just not possible to attract to the majority of
our colleges outside the big cities the requisite number of teacher-scholars fulfilling the minimum
qualifications laid down by the U.G.G. One step leads to another, and after we have decided to
rely upon our colleges to impart five years of teaching, including the "plus two" course, we will be
forced to allow these colleges to appoint teachers with substantially lower qualifications. And then
the rot will spread. We cannot permit notably lower qualifications for college teachers and keep
this permissiveness confined there, while the pay-scale for lecturers remains uniform everywhere-

What then is the solution to the problem ? The question remains, whether or not one accepts
my answer to it. Oters are welcome to suggest alternative answers. I see not other way out of the
impasse than the one I have indicated above viz., to set up a kind of multi-purpose highe^
secondary schools or intermediate colleges or call them by whatever name you please, which wi"
stand somewher between the existing secondary schools and colleges, in respect of both paV
scales and required qualifications for teachers. Such teachers need not have, for instance, ̂
Doctor's degree or published work of high merit to their credit. In order to make these institution^
at a\\ viable, they should be allowed to provide a four-year course, including the last two years
secondary education. In this way it should be possible to combine a full work load for a wholetim®
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teacher in these institutions with the possibility of a minimum of specialization in the major

branches of a subject. The last two years of secondary education should contine to be taught in
the existing schools, but those students who wish should have the possibility of entering these

intermediate institutions at the end of class Vlll. These new institutions would, thus, form a very
useful link between schools, on the one hand, and colleges, on the other.

No work of destruction will be necessary and no hasty steps will have to be taken before we

start gradually to build these link institutions. All that will be needed is a clear decision and some
purposeful planning. The main trouble with our educational policy and performance has been the
absence of a healthy and constructive blend of academic and administrative considerations.
Educationists and administrators have lived in unwholesome and uncomprehending contempt of
one another, and each has been content to lay on the other the blame for every major failure.
There is, to be sure, too much administration and too little education in this country: but surely the
remedy for this state of affairs is not to be found in a hidden hostility between the two professions.

The National Council proposed to introduced some kind of technical education, or what we
prefer to call work education, already at the end of class III. This, I think, will be a good idea,
provided we interpret it correctly. Work education is useful particularly at an early stage, although
some students with a bent for abstract thinking may withdraw themselves subsequently for
intenstive work of a theoretical nature. Work education, it should be clear, is not synonymous with
vocational training. It is education for a particular attitude of the mind. There is a cetain sympathy
between the mind and the body, and certain faculties of the mind are properly developed when
there is opportunity for finely coordinated use of the limbs and the senses and the intellect.
Moreover the integration of intellectual work with the physical represents, even for the beginner,
an essential link between theory and practice. It also conveys to the learner an idea of the worth
and dignity of physical labour. If these essentials of education are not introduced at an early
stage, they cannot be made part of education at a later stage except very artificially.

The system of education which we have developed in India has had certain consequences
worth noting at this point. It has created a middle class which is overwhelmingly dependent on
salaried jobs in a bureaucracy centred in the city and on a limited range of supporting professions.
The middle class is passively dependent upon but not actively and productively engaged in
agriculture. This, together with caste, has produced a concept of social respectability based on a
separation* between intellectual and manual labour carried to excessive lengths. It has also
created a rift between the town and the village. It lies at the root of our economic crisis and the
special form that the problem of unemployment has assumed in our country. Finally, the totality of
this social and cultural situation has deeply influenced the character of Indian politics.

It is in this context that the idea of "total revolution", which has been widely talked of recently,
needs to be understood. A revolution which is primarily political is not a total revolution. The
social cultural and economic aspects of life are, at least, as important as the political. If sufficient
attention is not given to these other aspects, it will not be possible to bring about the desired
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reconstruction of India society. Power may be seized on behalf of a party, heads may roll and
some seemingly sweeping changes may be made; but if the "revolution" is not "total", there will
emerge out of these convulsions under whatever name a society, unfree and unjust, hierarchical
and ruled over by a bureaucracy, which will not answer to the deeper aspirations of our age.
From the point of view its deeper meaning and purpose, a "revolution" may be called "total" only
when it is not exclusively or even mainly political, but it is also cultural, social and economic. In
other words, what is needed is a broad and may-sided movement. Breaking down the rigidities of
the old society, overcoming the barriers between caste and caste, repairing the rift between the
city and the country, it will help build up a new society in which the creativity of man can find
expression in an atmosphere of greater freedom and equality.

Precisely because this movement will have to go beyond politics, respect the multiformity of
life and avoid monolithic centraiism, it will be a mistake and a misforture if politicians arrogate to
themselves controlling power and authority over the cultural, intellectual and educational life of
society^ That is what was attempted during the Emergency and what ought to be carefully
avoided now. But this also throws on all those who are associated with the profession of education
a corresponding and special responsibility. As a teacher and an educationist myself. I know that
It does not by any means depend on nci ainn^
.  • • . ., 'deal society. But the known evils
abounding in society at larae cannot con/o ^

practices in the univer^itte. i, persistence of patently undersirable
TerercaraTrmi:: rroTrbit.^^""^^
enemy^u;ro\rete« T'V ^or else it cannot hope licTersrnZnirr
university. In a number of universities in West Bengal the^lcted bodies h
the Syndicate and the Academic Council, have been supreseded by an Orri'
fortunately, escaped that fate. But no educationist can afford to • dinance. Jadavpur has
would be a pity if this generation of teachers were to allow an . ® 'ime. H
tradition of autonomy and academic freedom which earlier oene ^ subverting of that

we stand today at a turning point in the hfel! "
hope and trust that Jadavpur University, with the feadition"T,r T independence. 1
behind it, will play Its role honourably and with some sn ^ National Council of Education
who have qualified for various degrees and awards thi ^'"dents

granted to them to use their knowledge of their own iml ^ay it be
of oooiety. • improvement and equally for the advancement

In conclusion, permit me to express onn^ ancira
be With you today and let me wish the University of Jadav'pur all the test'
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS
By

Annada Sankar Ray
December 29, 1978

Mr. Chancellor, Mr. Vice-Chancellor, Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a memorable day in tfie life of a man wtien he has the honour to receive a degree at a
Convocation presided over by the Governor of the State as Chancellor of his University. My
memory goes back to 1925 as I remember such an occasion. Dr. Ziauddin Ahmed. Vice Chancellor
of the Aligarh University, delivered the Convocation Address. I have forgotten his wise counsel,
but what Sir Henry Wheeler said still rings in my ears. Gentlemen , he mearit us graduates
seated before him, "aloow me to congratulate you upon your distinction. I myself never had a

and qprure a deqree." We were astounded,chance to go to a college and secure a ucy.

In His Excellency's tone there was a note of regret. His was a success story as a member of
the Indian Civil Service. Yet he never had the chance which every one of us had. Fortunately for
him there was in his youth no insistence on an academic career as a prelude to an open

.  I j- ^/lo:oct\/'q civil services. By the time I went in for it in India it was a sine quacompetition for His Majesty s civil serv y ^ . u . .
v/or\/ useful to me when I was in desperate need of a job.. In 1921 I was

non. So my degree came very . • • i i
a would be non-co-operator who though it was wrong to |oin a golamkhana and acquire slave

f  i. trr^ tn hp enrolled as an apprentice in the Calcutta newspapers I had nomentality. After my failure to oe eiM ^ wu w • ^
I^oo I pnrped to be a stenographer, but to respect the advice of my uncle andother alternative, unless I agreeu lu ^ ♦ i. -ru ^

friends had started doing. Instead of marching to jail we marched to coHege. That was
fmostTnglorious decision and i could not show my face to the comrades I had Incited to defy the
British Government.

I had been brought up to value independence in an individual as much as in a nation.
Journalism was the career which I had myself set before my eyes. I Intended ̂ o return to Calcutta
two vears later to try my luck again at a newspaper desk but unforeseen success coupled with a
handsome scholarship led me from Cuttack to Patna in the footsteps of Sir Jadunath Sarkar, the
great historian For a time he was at Cuttack. At Patna I came in closer contact with him, though
Changed my mind and opted for English as my Honours subiect. We travelled together in North

ind aTwas one of my good fortunes in life that I was taught by indrans frorn different parts of thewas oit y and Scotsmen. If college-going had no other lustification it was
country as we,, as 3 citizen of the world of literature. Both at Cuttack

IS good fortune of • ,^|g^3 g,
nd Patna I found P P ^ ,3,00 there were some of the finest flowers of India. My friend
climes. Among my fellow stuoe



Bhabani Bhattacharya is now world famous. Where else could I make so many Oriya, Bihar! and

Bengali friends, both Hindus and Muslims ? There were some Christians and Jains too and a few

Brahmos. College is the temple where all worship a common deity, the Goddess of Learning. In

my case she was also the Muse of Literature.

The colleges of India reflect the liberal democratic traditions of the Western countries. It has

been so since the days of Derozio and Young Bengal. The lamps that were lit during the Italian

Renaissance lighted the minds of England and France and Germanay and their Enlightenment
illumined the modern minds of India across time and space. It would have happened in any case,
even if there had been no British conquest. Knowledge and learning are like light and air. They
are never confined to space or time. Think of the spread of Buddhism from India to Sri Lanka,

Burma, Thailand, Malay, Indonesia, Indo-China, China, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, Tibet, Central.
Asia and Afghanistan. It is a wrong habit to attach geographical labels to education. What was

there Western about Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, History, Economics, Logic, Philosophy or
Philology ? If English was there so were Sanskrit and Persian and Hindi and Urdu and Bengali
and Oriya.

I  found no trace of 'slave mentality' anywhere. The Europeans who taught us were liberal
democrats, not Tory Die-hards. Loyalty to the King Emperor was all they expected of us, but even
this they did not inculcate. Only those of us who cared for Government service were scared of
police reports. There were scores of others who had no such ambition or aspiration. They thought
of independent careers. The real complaint against the system was that it shirked physical labour.
It was a system fit for Bramhins or Mandarins or Clerks in the sense of Clergymen. In Western
Europe where it originated it was meant initially for monks and priests of the Christian faith. H
became gradually secularised. Until the nineteenth century it had an upper class basis. Then the
class barriers gave way and after that the sex barrier too. At last the only barrier that was left was
that the college-educated people could boast of higher education whereas the school educated
populace could not claim that distinction, not even when one of them rose to be the Governor of
Bihar and Orissa, Sir Henry Wheeler. He was neither an Oxonian nor a Cantabrigian nor e
London University man. In his youth the 'Redbrick' Universities were just coming up. Like JadavpU^
they had an Engineering and Technology base. Since they involved a certain amount of physical
labour they were half in and half out of the academic tradition. By now Engineering and Technology
have become more paying subjects, their degrees carrying an assurance of employment. 1^
Oxford and Cambridge are still ascendant it is because their products have a polish, an accent, ̂
self-confidence, a commanding presence which are valued in certain spheres. These are extra-
academic qualifications. The Foreign Service used to be their monopoly. At this moment the
Labour Government is trying to alter this.

The original meaning of 'School' and 'College' and 'University' has changed over the course
of centuries. A 'School of Law' might have four 'Universitates' or guilds of students, two of them
foreign students. They were in need of residential accommodation. This was provided in ^
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'College', they still have the old meaning in an institution like the London School of Economics
which teaches up to the M.A. standard and admits research scholars for the Ph.D. I should have

said 'M.Sc.' for Economics is a Science subject in London whereas it an Arts subject at Cambridge.
Colleges are still residences of students and teachers at Oxford and Cambridge. Universities are
now the highest bodies in the educational system everywhere. The system is no longer confined

to Western Europe. The Socialist East has some of the oldest universities in Czecho-Slovakia,
Poland and East Germany. Whatever the ideological differences the standards are of the highest

known to man. Therefore the degrees are of the greatest value. The gap between those who

have a university degree and those who have not is still there in the Socialist countries. China is
probably the only exception where they have tried to remove this gap by either closing the
universities or by admitting workers' and peasants' nominees without sufficient qualifications.

They call it a 'cultural revolution'. Standards are bound to fall to suit the least meritorious. This will
work havoc in medicine and engineering.

There has been an age-old link between higher education and higher posts in the state. The
have-nots of every country now consider it an abiding injustice. The question is how far it is
practicable to delink the two without impairing efficiency in civil and military services as also in the
public sector enterprises. To relax the standards either in the matter of degrees or in that of
appointments is sure to lead to public discontent when there is a deterioration in administration in
every department. On the other hand the have-nots are not likely to accept their inferiority without
a protest which may take the form of a 'cultural revolution' of some sort. The question does not
seem to have a readymade answer. I have none to offer except voluntary renunciation of higher
incomes and higher standards of comfort on the part of those occupying the higher ranks.

A student is something more than a student. He is also a young conservative or a young
liberal or a young radical or a young socialist. This was what I found in London where I was an
I C S probationer attending four different institutions : University College, King's College, London
School of Economics and London School for Oriental Studies. I arrived after the failure of the
General Strike. Out of this failure came the success of the Labour Party at the next General
Elections Naturally the great debate of the times was between Capitalism and Socialism. Most of
the Liberal votes went to the Conservatives and some to Labour. The Liberal Party which had
been ruling Britain by rotation with the Conservative Party for two centuries became a poor third
in Parliament. It backed Labour then as it is doing now to keep it in power. Nobody was prepared
to fiqht another war, so war was no longer or not yet a subject of general debate. Fascism had
already made its appearance but nobody took it seriously. Hitler had not yet burst on the scene.
No one believed that the Germans were capbale of rising again. Red Russia looked like a far
grlater peril because It threatened the propertied classes.

in India the great debate of the times was between Violence and Non-violence. If Indians won
their Swaraj by non-violent means it would make history for the whole of humanity. It would be a
world event of the same dimension as the Russian Revolution. I had come under the spell of
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Tolstoy and Gandhi while still at school. I believed with all the fervour of a novice that the

Kingdom of God was at hand. With Swaraj achieved the next step should be the gradual abolition

of the coercive apparatus of the State consisting of the Army, the Police, the Law Courts and the

Jails. Indians did not want the British type of Swaraj. Therefore they had not need for a Parliament

nor even for a party system. Here I had my differences with the orthodox Gandhians, I had a

preference for parliamentary democracy, like the earlier French Revolutionists. Panchayats were

certainly good for the villages but we had to think of the country as a whole and also of the

provinces some of which were as big as, if not bigger than, England and France. Historical

evolution was in the direction of parliamentary democracy in spite of variations and setbacks here

and there.

Another aspect of the great debate was that Non-violence was interwined with Non-exploitation.

Gandhi believed that economic independence could not be secured without a non-exploitative

economy and this could not be ensured by mills and factories run with capital supplied by the
richer classes, both Indian and foreign. It was obvious that industrialisation of India could not be

carried out with Indian capital alone. Dependence on foreign capital was inherent in such a policy.
His alternative was a self-sustaining national economy centred on Khadi locally produced by the
village people with indigenous materials and locally consumed. City people were expected to
patronse Khadi and allied products of the villages and. identify themselves with the village people
by spinning. Rabindranath Tagore saw no sense in it and young rpen like me who adored both of

them were torn between the two. I could not bring myself to reject industrialisation in toto. Nor

could I accept it wholesale. The country named India must make use of her mineral wealth and
her power resources such as steam and electricity. On the other had the people dwelling in its six
hundred thousand villages must produce something besides food. Otherwise their food would be
taken away in exchange for clothing manufactured in the cities and they would be left to starve.

This was the position before I went to England for my probation. 1 studied how England had
industrialised herself. It was by large-scale migration of her rural population from the villages to
the cities and from the cities to the colonies, retaining only an industrial proletariat. To feed it she
had to import cheap food from her colonies and dependencies. This was in exchange for
manufactured goods exported there. If we Indians were to adopt this solution we must have
colonies and dependencies of our own after we had gained our independence. It followed that we
must build up a powerful army and navy and adopt militarist-imperialist-capitalist policies like
Japan. War would be the inevitable consequence. I shrank from the thought. Did it mean that the
status quo should be preserved in our economy for all time ? I Could not reconcile myself to this
propostion either. I was unable to decide one way or ther other.

Meanwhile events were moving every fast in Germany and Russia. Nazis and Communists
were getting ready for a war of ideologies. What chance had England's liberal democracy or
India's Gandhism in a world where violence ran rampant ? The 'thirties were a decade of mental

agony for intellectuals like me in both England and India in spite of our political differences. The
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climax was reached in the 'forties. The Second World war left England exhausted and she had

not the strength to rule India by force. India gained her feedom only to be divided against herself.

There was a precedent for it in Ireland. Our Irish friends warned us against independence at the

price of partition but we preferred it to civil war. Gandhi believed that there was a non-violent way
out of civil war but he failed to show us the way in Noakhali. Now could he show us the way in
India as a whole ? His most ardent followers took the final decision against his counsel. How
could he resist them in view of his failure in Noakhali ? I was distressed beyond measure.

Thirty years have passed since then. We have been able to tide over crisis after crisis. Yet
the youth of India is faced with the same old debate, the same great debate, as I in my youth. It
is a debate between Violence and Non-violence as a means to Social Revolution. It includes the
question of ending exploitation the way Gandhi advocated through his Khadi-based economy. It
involves the problem of democratic functioning of the State as laid down In our Constitution. It is
for the younger generation to study deeply, think deeply, discuss openly, debate freely, decide
courageously behave compassionately, carry the masses patiently. Nothing wKJjJbe gained by this

or that group acting violently. India is so big a country and so populous that even the
strongest group will not be able to keep her down by brute force, even if it succeeds in seizing
power by brute force.

I  now congratulate the heroes and heroines of the day and wish them all they wish for
•  I akn thank the authorities for the honour they have shown me by inviting methemselves in lite. i ^ n-

xu- ini ict nonvocation. Forgive me for recalling my own experience on this memorable
to address this august oui .v

day.



ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS
By

Sri Sadhan C. Dutt
Chairman & Managing Director

Development Consultants Private Limited
December 30, 1978

THE UNIVERSITY

AS AN INSTRUMENT OF CHANGE

Mr. Vice-Chancellor and Friends,

This campus is crowded with tall memories. "Where'er we tread'tis haunted, holy ground".

Here you can almost touch the spirit of pilgrim soul, for it is true that the men who brought the
National Council of Education into existence were among the tallest that Bengal ever produced.

And, they were men who set out to find among us, in this country, a pilgrim soul.

This is also the place where the founder's dream was to set up a school and, I quote, "Inspire

students with the genuine love for and desire to serve the country". So, here "Walk humbly with

thy God", and stand today, as always, in "Modest stillness and humility".

In this unseen and eminent presence I cannot but feel dwarfed.

When you look back, it is remarkable how the founders of this Institution so truly envisioned

60 or 70 years ago that this century would be rocked by what we now call the phenomenon of

"Knowledge Explosion", and how, as early as in 1906, they laid the path for Bengal and for India

to be in it all. If possible, ahead of all.

Probably 75 to 90 percent of all significant scientific discoveries and technological developments
have occurred in the past half-century more particularly since World War II. These discoveries

and break throughs have perhaps caused strains and stresses on human society, but, they have
also endowed man with new insights into his own role on this planet and outer space, new tools
to assail previously intractable problems, to bend nature to his own needs in conformity with an
unprecedented desire for improving his own creature comforts and quality of life.

Indirectly, all these discoveries, collectively called knowledge explosion, information explosiohi
technological explosion, have altered both the premises and procedures of policy-making in
almost all areas of human endeavour—politics, sociology, health, education, engineering and
management of people and resources. In fact "Policy Research" is today a major programme in
scientific laboratories of the major universities in advanced countries.
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Logically enough, scholarship in humanities too is being influenced by a scientific attitude, a

technological temper, consistent with the logic of life and living itself.

There are few developing countries in the world today which are as well equipped and

destined as India to take advantage of this technological explosion, to grasp emerging opportunities,

and thus to pole-vault itself into the 21st century. Not much proof is needed to support this

assertion. Even as we were speaking of the transition from the bullock-cart to the bicycle, let us

not forget, we were also unravelling the secrets of the atom.

We are no doubt proud of our large steel plants, one of the biggest fertiliser industries in the
world today, petroleum refineries, petrochemical complexes and huge hydro, fossil and nuclear
power generation complexes. Our real pride, however, lies in our ability to produce capital
equipment for industries, which has been more than proved by BHEL, HEC, HMT, MAMC, BHPV,
Bharat Pumps and Compressors, together with the large base of light, medium and medium-
heavy machinery manufacturing complexes that have sprung up in the private sector. And with
this growth, consultancy engineering services have kept commendable pace, making this profession
in India rank at par with international standards.

The past 28 years have seen a growing refinement and sophistication of the Indian engineering
infrastructure, so that it requires non-indigenous technical inputs, ranging from zero to a very
small percentage, to build the largest of industrial complexes.

This has become possible because India has the requisite base. One but not the least
important fact is that India has probably the second or third largest enrolment in technical and
engineering institutions. What does this immense reservoir of talent mean? It does not mean that
everybody is going to be a specialist in laser beam technology or in microminiaturisation. But it
does mean that as a nation, India is most eminently suited and ripe to imbibe the advance of
technology The resource base has already been given strong foundations in this country. The
already trained manpower is ready to be harnessed. We have the talent and the people, in terms
of quality as well as quantity, to exploit that knowledge.

I mention briefly all this in order to make one point which is of utmost significance to us : we
do not have to go through the slow, expensive and painful process of the learning curve. Not
anymore. We the technologists know, but it is important that policy-makers do also realise the
importance of our being able to avoid the learning curve, given the proper direction and political
will.

Japan is the most dramatic example of this technique. Japan did not invent the transistor, but
was the first to make it commercially feasible. Likewise, the Wankel Automotive Engine Cycle
was invented by the Germans, but it was Japan which made it a commercial proposition and put
it on wheels. And Japan has been able to remove the snags for instance, its design of the
Wankel Engine is no more the inefficient petrol burner it was.
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In a similar manner, Indian talent ought to skip certain intermediate stages of technological
development through cannibalising other inventions and products, through innovations appropriate
to our needs, and through discoveries that result as a spin-off from such endeavours.

The future for today's engineering graduates, technologists and scientists is not to be seen as

a linear path of progression from the opportunities that a graduate in the early 40's, like myself,
faced or even dreamt of.

Yes, we know what to despair of : in which areas India's progress has been stubbornly
obstructed, and with what cruel curse the dreams of equitable distribution, of wealth as well as

education, have been blighted. We are distressed daily by the noise of socio-political bickering.

We know what the nightmare is.

Yet let us for a moment concentrate on the exponential growth track, which, I am convinced,

India of your times, India of the 1990's, is bound to traverse. It would need the mightiest of
demons and thousands of Himalayan blunders to deflect India from this destined course.

How am I so convinced ? Is it just a romantic dream conjured as an escape mechanism only

to flee from the scene of social despair ?

No.

Let us take a look at India's boiler room. Between 1950 and 1978, in 28 years, and mind you,
in spite of a chilling recession, national income has doubled to about 250 billion rupees, at

constant price. And, in pace, irrigated area has almost doubled to 50 million hectares pushing
grain harvest up by 50 percent, and to today's massive 125 million tons. All these are gravel
stones of the future growth track to which our profession has contributed and from which it will

derive the strength of exponential momentum. Installed power generating capacity has gone up
more than tenfold to 27 million kw and generation risen more than twelvefold to almost 100 billion

kwh. I don't wish to tire you with statistics, but listen* to this : In my time nobody believed Indis

would attain self-sufficiency in food or foreign exchange. What has happened now ? Aren't wc
sitting on a massive reserve, up by about 25 times, to 45 billion rupees ? And, are not agricultural
economists seeing India in the not-too-distant future as a grain exporting country ? Employment,
every one knows sadly, hasn't expanded anywhere at a pace to cope with the demand, and that
remains our source of biggest despair, like food and foreign exchange were in the 60's. Even so,
in the organised sector job situations have doubled to 24 million, although the private sector has
puffed behind with only a 50 percent growth.

All this is the result of, and the source for, technological expansion and new growth targets-

The changing profile of India's economy, its colossal reserves and huge food stocks together
mean India must now dare take risks. What policy risks can be weighed, measured in fractions of

time and cost without inputs from technologists, engineers and scientists ?
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Even where growth is still stultified—the challenge of rural development—the need is for

critical inputs : infrastructure, raw materials, energy and suitable technology and engineering

consultancy. This is where we need to innovate with, and adapt, the latest technology to achieve
the quickest take-off.

The search for policy—in the management of the corporate giants, or in the government—
must now ask for technological inputs more than ever before. The leaders of the nation as well as

entrepreneurs must listen to you.

Why, you may ask, have we become so indispensable and so suddenly ? Here are some
examples, only a few though, to illustrate my point. Take the case of landsat photography,
pictures taken of the earth via satellites. These pictures, taken through numerous variations of
filters and infrared photography, can now determine minutely the state and extent of crop growth,
blights, quality or quantity. Thus you see crop forecasting has suddenly emerged into a new era
of technology. . .

Take another example—the integration of large circuits into micro-miniaturised chips. Computers
the size of big rooms are now being literally condensed into a chip the size of your fingertip. By
virtue of increasingly lower hardware cost and yet a fathomless scope of application in every area
of human endeavour, this development alone promises a world of new prospects-of new
horizons—comparable with the discovery of the wheel.

Even the simplest fruits of this have immediate implications in India. The application of
computers, microprocessors and allied micro-electronic systems are today well within our reach,
l3oth in terms of price and in terms of skills that we possess.

It will spring upon us another ramification, as you can see. That too is immediate. It will make
possible the quick processing and control of data for management Information and intelligent
decision making resulting in unprecedented efficiencies.

Similarly, laser technology will have revolutionary implications, on data communication systems,
case hardening of metals and other production processes.

Are these scenarios from a science fiction, the year 2000 ? Take a look into your own back
yard, in West Bengal ifself-we should be proud to note-many small scale units have already
started working on this forefront of technology-of solid state plant annunciation systems and
micro processor based data logging and scanning systems. They are not wonders conjured in
science fictions-they are here right in our midst. And, they are waiting for the endowment of
'^ind that you will bring to them.

Twenty five years ago I was as unaware, as many graduates of today would be, of the future
0' our profession within this country, it 1950, when under the guidance of my rfientor and friend
'lie late Harry Kuljian I embarked on engineering consultancy, I remember still so, vividly, one day
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he took my , arm, pulled me gently to his side and murmured on to me, as though he was

enwrapped in a dream : "I envy you, Dutt. You are young. Your country is growing. It has a

tremendous future".

But, there is another future that awaits us all. With the growth base set as it is today, we are

poised to serve nearly two-thirds of the globe where emerging nations are anxiously awaiting the

results of our pioneering venture, our process of learning and the fruits of our technology. This
then represents the greatest of challenge to Indian engineers and technologists over the next
decade.

My friends, the world is your oyster. In South East Asia, in the Middle East, in Africa and in
Latin America a great ground swell of economic growth and industrialization offers for the next ten

ysars a superb testing field for what knowledge, what excellence and what caution we have been
able to teach ourselves in the last 28 years. And, of course the professional pride and confidence
we will take with us, as we face our neighbours.

A few instances of how the world sees us today ;

Recently, in Tripoli, Lybia i wanted to visit ttie VVest Tripoli Power Station wtiere, as you may
know, Btiarat Heavy Eiectricais tias been awarded one of its biggest assignments—a 240 tViW
expansion on a turn-key basis—a site whicti stiouid be a source of pride for any Indian engineer.
The drive is about 19 km out of the city. Half way to the work site i was afraid we might have lost
direction. We stopped at a petrol pump, and asked the service man, could he tell us where the
West Tripoli Power Statioh was ? There was a vacant look in his face; obviously he never heard
the name of the statioh, and as we were about to turn away, gazing steadfastly at us suddenly his
face lit up. "is this the project", he asked, "where the tvtohindis Hindis are working ?" Mohindis
Hindis means Indian engineers-now known to ail Arab countries, from Lybia to Syria Eovot
Iraq, Saudi—the whole belt in ferment. ' '

incidentally, the West Tripoli Power Station, when we reached, was a giant of a project site to
see. Even to me, who has seen and participated in the construction of a few giants Huge earth
moving equipment-dozens of cranes and thousands of techhicians rushing under the blazing
sun to bring a project to its completion in just 36 months, and, there you say Sikhs Bengalis
Tamiiians-a new generation of India's Ambassadors abroad, grappling with the aspirations of a
country's growth.

if an Indian visifs Syria today, the Customs Officer takes a look at his passport and the
greeting spurts out : "You are a Mohindis Hindis". The bags are hardly ever opened

In Puerto Ordaz, in Venezuela the world is soon going to see one of the biggest steel
complexes rising out of the wilderness of South American tropical forest. The Indian Ambassador
and I went to see Dr. Marshall, the Project Head, under whom works a wide variety of nationals—
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engineers from Europe, North America and India. India contributed about 60 of its highly skilled
and talented young men. What do you think Dr. Marshall says to the Indian Ambassador ? He

admires Indians not only because of the technical excellence which they bring to their jobs, but
also because of their understanding and patience with the working conditions of a developing

country and their ability to put in a hard day's work, the sweat of their brows.

This is the other challenge to which I wish you all to rise. The Mohindis Hindis. Rise to that.

Even in India, only a decade ago, in Bandel, the thermal power plant's site was filled with the
same excitement, the throb of a system being born, a source of immense power and a matter of

complex designs and structures. We stooped down on the equipment or the drawing boards day
after day, with thumping heart beat, as something didn't. And, Finally, one day like magic, like a
day break, power flowed from the plant to the grid. This is the joy of creation.

This is the joy of bringing power to the life of people, to give them a new world, new
conditions of life and a new environment.

But, even in those days among a thousand technicians and engineers the key men were
about 30 foreigners. And, now ? Go to Namrup in Assam, look at Hardwaganj and Panki in U.P.,
or Amarkantak in M.P., or in Tripoli and Syria : there isn't a trace of a non-Indian in the team. And,
what is more important, we are building with our own machines in India, with our own systems,
drawings, all our own inputs.

This is the state of the arts, as you may call it. And, this is the profession you have chosen.
The founders of Jadavpur had indeed envisioned this day for you and charged this campus with
such spirits as should make us participate in the knowledge explosion of the 20th Century.

Contrary to popular impression or ignorance, the Law of Karma is translatable into scientific
principle—cause and effect, or input and output. If you accept the hypothesis of interaction
between what you do and what you get—that is including the deterministic burst that the Law of
Karma engineers into the process—then there must be a like correlation between input and
output across the entire spectrum of human activity. This is more true in India because we
transmute our spiritual and philosophic passivity (that is Tamasiks) into scientific activity—into
doers, achievers, performers.

That is what the technological temple is all about to use and appty the immense human
knowledge that has now become available in the solution of equally immense problems that
confront us today.

Again to put it is another way, we speak of the poverty bafrier. This cannot be surmounted if
there is also a poverty of ideas. That would be a double tragedy. Happily we are not a nation
without ideas. Nor without a specific and significant technologgical identity. We do have them. We
do have the means to implement them. Only, instead of talking in diffused, ethereal terms or in a
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vaccuum, we must now correlate those ideas and the specific scientific achievements to the
problems on hand. This correlation is what we scientists, engineers and technologists have been
waiting for. This is what we need in our all out war against poverty. After all, what are the
ingredients of poverty ? Simply there are the scarcity of food, water, clothing, shelter. It is a

wonder that man has discovered cheaper, more efficient and more prolific means of securing all

these through scientific devices not even thought of, say, a generation or two ago. In the last

decade alone we have discovered and wielded a number of weapons against poverty. They are

India's firm harvest, the HYV revolution, the possibility of nitrogen fixation. Or, even the ability to

eradicate dreaded diseases like smallpox from the surface of the globe.

The distribution of the fruits—how fast and how equitably possible—is a question that the

politician must grapple with.

What India needs is simply the will to mix, blend and process all the available inputs into

desirable outputs, in a rational and economic manner. In a coherent and dynamic format of

growth planning.

If someone asks a mountaineer why he wants to climb Everest, he may simply say, just
because it's there. Precisely so. Why must we try to solve problems ? Because they are there.
Because we want to conquer them. Because we are engineers not of structures, not to deal with

machines, but mainly to transform life and to make people march over and beyond all limitations,

denials and poverty. Because that is what destiny has thrown up as a challenge to this generation
of Indian technologists. And, the endowment of the human mind, today's Indian mind, makes it
possible to compel science, technology and engineering to serve as hand maidens of India's own

evolution and progress.

Good Luck and God Speed to you all.
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Prof. S. C. Bhattcharyya

Director, Bose Institute

December 31, 1978

Respected Chancellor, Mr. VIce-Chancellor, Teachers and Students of the Jadavpur University.
Ladles and Gentlemen,

I consider it a pleasure and privilege to be with you this afternoon and to participate in today's
deliberations. It also gives me a unique opportunity to share some of my thoughts on education
and academic matters with you.

Jadavpur University occupies a place of pre-eminence amongst the educational institutions
in the country, and particularly those in the eastern region. The nationalistic upsurge, which swept
the country after the partition of Bengal, was essentially responsible for the genesis of this
university The early pioneers who were,involved in this task deserve our thanks and gratitude.
Over the years, this organisation, which started from a small beginning and for years had to fight
for existence and recognition, which was denied to it by the then Government of the time, has
grown into a full-fledged University with activites spread over a wide area of human endeavour,
covering science and technology, arts and literature, humanities and social sciences. For many
years, the composite nature of this University was a unique feature for Eastern India and which
had given it a character of its own, quite different from the other organisations in the region. A
large number of dedicated teachers, motivated students and a host of well wishers, who nurtured
this institution with great affection, have made it possible for this University to reach its present

status.

After we gained independence in 1947, a tremendous amount of enthusiasm generated for
advancement of education at all levels. However, certain other undesirable features also crept in,
which steadily eroded the placid atmosphere in the academic institutions, particularly those located
in our eastern and northern territories, including the province of West Bengal. Jadavpur University
was no exception. It also went through a period of tremendous turmoil lasting over a decade and
now, hopefully, appears to be stabilising itself once again. The turmoil mentioned above adversely
affected the institutions in the southern and western parts of our country as well, but the intensity
was somewhat less.

At a person who has spent his entire career in education and research, who has innumerable
friends in West Bengal and no enemies, who is as proud as anyone else of the cultural heritage
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of the region, .but who stayed away from West Bengal for a period of 40 years, 1 had the
somewhat unique opportunity to observe the happenings in this part of the country from a
distance, and, therefore, could claim.a measure of detachment. It is, in this context alone, that 1
wish to make some remarks; which I hope, would be viewed by the august gathering with the
attention it may deserve, though they may find these somewhat provocative.

Gaining independence in 1947, and the aftermath a simultaneous division of the country,
probably, affected Wesf Bengal, more ftian any other provincial unit. The people are yet to be
settled fully. The newer problems which are cropping up will fake fime fo be sorted out. The stress
and strain from which members of our communify had fo suffer, have, for justifiable reason given
us a certain amounf of exfra sensitiveness. This, and the unequivocal and aggressive manner, in
wh^h we generally express ourselves, have made us somewhat of persona non grata in other

he L t ' ndia than In
he pur na es a ts^ that region would hesitate to employ a person from Bengal, lest
irsecrand ^Ptead and even governmental,public sector and autonomous institutions are not free from it niatiirh=n..= •have been there all over the North Indian track but ̂ 1^^ Disturbances in academic atmosphere
difficulties are more in the reninn nf d i l. ' ® general feeling, fhat such
of frouble makers and beffer be avoided.^The^' ^^e likely to prove a group
from the oft quoted statement that »\A/h d isastrous. We, no doubf, can find solace
problem remains and is likely fo continue tomorrow", but the

teachers and (3) the eIvkoCe°nV When^ooT^T (1) the students, (2) the
and the environment is congenial acartam- ^ "Motivated teachers
these components fails, the standard datoK difficulty. But when any one of

w,h o., „. jr„tzr "* "• - - »"•»
good as a student anywhere else or may ^ country is aS
considerations, a student would expect that after However, irrespective of other
he would have adequate opportunities for em^oyme^^^- completed his education,
function as a citizen, and, in addition to earning con^t^on choice so that he can
of the community. Such conditions, at present, do not rnite towards the groWtJ^
part. Thirty years after independence we have not been abT T and, more so, in this
compulsory. Our men of public life and political leaders Primary education
have toyed with our educational system at all levels primarv^L^^ ulterior motives,
evolving any better and in the process almost destroying whlver we h'!!

z t - ~ • »=' - - ■"*
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admitted 'to colleges, universities and institutions of higher learning. Many of those who are

admitted, however, do not have the necessary background and cannot take full advantage of
whatever opportunities are available. The opportunities offered also fall far short of the minimum

standard. Some of the teachers, who participate in our academic programmes, are, no doubt,

very good and do their jobs with sincerity and dedication. But there are others who joined the
profession because they had no other opportunity for employment and accepted whatever came
their way. The large majority of the students, after whatever education they receive, face a bleak
future. This eventually leads to unrest, indiscipline, lack of enthusiasm and courage to face life.
Thus, all of us, the teachers, the students and, in fact, the entire community, seem to be victims
of circumstances, Unless these conditions, particularly the political conditions, change and stabilise
into a durable and uniform pattern, both in the province and the centre, whatever efforts we may
make, will not lead to cesirable results. The flux will continue. The authorities will find it difficult to
identify Vice-Chancellors, who in their turn will be mortally afraid, as they are, of the teachers, the
students and the non-academic employees and will, perforce, behave like timid nonentities. The
students will be afraid of themselves and their bleak future and, consequently, indulge in indiscipline,
vandalism, copying and what not. I, for one, strongly feel that it is the failure of the elders which
is responsible for the present impasse. The condition is essentially the same throughout India,
only the intensity is a little more in this part.

There are certain other features of education where we have not done badly, but can
certainly do better. We seem to have an apathy for change. We offer useless and obsolete
combinations of subjects, advocate the same^ course-content and books for thirty years, ignoring
serious consequences. In most of the universities with a large number of affiliated colleges, the
examination system leaves much to he desired. The question papers are set by a group of
teachers who may not have even taught the courses, moderated by another group and them
evaluated by an entirely different crowd. Some of them do their job properly, but the others are a

nchalant tribe caring little for the consequences, and even less for their victims, the students. Is
^"surprising that there is students unrest?

Teachers in this part of the country also appear to be particularly miserly in their assessment

nd restrictive in apportioning marks. In most of the countries in the west, where education has
d much more widely and the standard is incomparably higher than what we have in our

ountry the method of setting questions and evaluating the same have been standardised, so
much so that a correct answer is expected to bring hundred percent credit. Against this background,

teachers might give only 60 or 70%. They behave as if they are distributing their ancestral

le acy or personal fortune. The fact of the matter is that they are not being strict, they are merely
dispigyjng their ignorance in academic evaluation and attributing virtues unto themselves which
they do not possess. The tragedy is that the limitations from which they suffer cost the students
dearly-
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Our prograrnm© of tGaching at thG post-graduatG IgvgI also iGavos much to bo dGsirGd. This is
truG for thGory and, moro so, for practical classGs for scIghcg subjects. Newer concepts which
have been accepted in the west as standard practice take years to be introduced into our
programme. Obsolete laboratory instruments and exercises still continue. The archaic practice oi
setting up question papers by one group, moderation by another and evaluation by third crowd
still continue, though at the masters degree level procedural changes can be easily introduced-
We do not want to do that.

To make our educational system effective it will be desirable to divide our bulky universities
into smaller and more easily manageable units. This will enable us to introduce all the healthV
norms which have been accepted in the developed countries after due experimentation. The
semester system is one of these. Even such an established and accepted system has to face
hostility in this country. Is not it surprising?

unittJrivrH ^
ablri which have been accepted in the leading Universitiesabroad can be introduced here with great-benefit to the students, as also to the teTchers. '

ITd^e coir® be incorporate-)

provided adequate number of standard t t ' h ° should be the mother tongu®-
efforts it should be possible to write books suLbTeT^T available. With reasonable
covering up to the B.A./B.Sc. level Howp\ ^ stages of the college courses-
efforts will be necessary. Books do not se^"^' Programmes, much greater
example, in Chemistry, a subject in which I have^^'^^ languages,
book either in organic, inorganic or physical chemTt^whircan T to
course. fVloreover, availability of just one suitable book ' adopted for the
In good academic institutions, even in our country, severa^b^'^'k^ ̂  Particular area is not enougl^'
a teacher before he can offer an effective course. Such b ° k ^'rnultaneously consulted bV
languages, which also includes Bengali. I have several other°° available in the Indi^f^
of brevity I refrain from mentioning the same. ^ in may mind, but for the

i once again thank the authorities of the Jadavpur University for a' • I
also wish the students who are going to get their degrees all the opportunity-
need a good deal of courage and fortitude to face the hard realities of life
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

PROFESSOR A.K. SAHA, D.SC. F.N.A.

DIRECTOR

Saha Instate of Nuclear Physics, Calcutta

February 7, 1980

l^p, CHANCELLOR. MR. VICE-CHANCELLOR, TEACHERS AND STUDENTS OF THE
jada vpur university, ladies and gentlemen.

On 25th of the last month I had the misfortune to be in a Press Conference with your Vice-
Chancellor. I did not quite like the looks in his eyes. At the end of the Press Conference, he threw
g bombshell at me. Apparently the Chief Guest of today's function, a very great personality, at the
Igst moment could not make it. The Vice-Chancellor forced me to act as a substitute, and would
pot take no for an answer. Well I suppose there is always quid pro in life—nothing in this world is
free. For what you are about to receive from me, you have only your Vice-Chancellor to thank.

I  do appreciate, however, this honour that has been bestowed on me by asking me to
address you in the precinets of this great University. Seventy four years ago, the National Council
of Education was formed here and that was the beginning of a very great experiment to impart
education on national lines and exclusvely under national control. Today we may not quite realise
what a great event it was in those days, when all education was under the control of an alien
Government. Today this University can look with pride at the place it has taken among the
community of universities of the country. Some of the faculties have high reputation of excellence
Known all the world over, and they are growing up as great centres of research. This university
started as an organisation for technical education, but later it transformed into an university in the
total sense as we understand it. The Engineering faculties of this university have maintained a
high tradition over the years, and their students are eagerly sought after by the Government and
the Industrial houses of the country. Already this University measures up favourably with the
other great University of the city. The country expects much from it and. the founding fathers
would have been proud of what it has already achieved.

Fortyfive years ago I passed my High School Examination and joined what was then called
Intermediate course, which was a mid way stop between the High School and the University. At
this distance of time, those days appear to me very precious and golden. You will no doubt also
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one day look back on this days with a sense of nostalgia. I crave your indulgence to recall those
past days and describe them to you as I see then now. The intermediate system of those days
was an excellent thing, because it provided us with the time for corrective measures for any
negligence on our part during our school, for consolidation of the knowledge acquired earlier, and
with a pause for contemplating the next step that we should take. We were not committed in any
final sense to any particular career as students today are. Our age group just about coincided
with the usual time when the cognitive development of a young person reached the highest pitch.
laget discovered that the cognitive development of a person in the eariy years round about this

period of his life, a formal structure appears in their mind. Concepts acquire meaning and ethical
value find moral justification. Without the development of such a structure at the right time a

rrmr m 'or hasteh oh plague he students of today were fortunately not faced by us in those days. We took things

the knowledge that we acquired. There were enough choices open to us for the next step
in our education One did not feel that he was crossing the Rubicon when one final chosta
carter for hirnself, One could always change midway ,o other paths which were suited rone's
genius. I shall remember always those days which were thP mnct h ^ x
„ ,h, g,.., .e "iiXrrir "
was rather formal arid pedagogic. We worked hard and arm • h ^ education
that the earlier excitement and inspiratios mti^ In thr^sTlf''i' h'"
I have said that it was possible to do soTnlhrrdais.' f h hT'' ' subject.

physicist of India as our teacher He had tha mncf a great
by nature and habit, he had to be reminded ̂ his
notice sufficiently in advance, he delivered neat formal i , ''®
very informative and very useful to us. But if h ®btures, of very high standard not doubt,
lecture quite unprepared, then what we received f ®®"^®
He gave us a grand stand view of the oannm ®J^iost exciting thing one could imagine-
interactions with other disciplines and visions Ti f b°"cepts, the inner unities,
stereotype is these lectures. And everything looted^ ''®'^ ""'® that was
do so, he brought out physics as a cultural activit! T Without seeming toO h, we ulXl ^'"P® ̂ ® a very busy man, most
After passing M. Sc. I had the great fortune to work w of his classes-
entirely on my own. The great physicist believed in ^P' ̂®9^®®' 'h®" I was

" »•» »■»». m i.» . „ ; "ZZ ' f"' »"». Pr«b,.m. .1did achieve something his pleasures knew no boun^ H ®°"^®'P'®9- But if w®
moments and also When we could catch him during some o?h- At suchdazzling expositions. He made us to see consequences 1 '®''® ®P®'® we had
He was born much ahead of his times-a man who couldlo'TJ "'®
organiser of men and institutions. Such men are rare these days tod^'^ 'uture, »
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As I have already said, at this distance of time the systems of those days seem wonderful
because it provided us with a time to develop our critical faculties and a capacity for assessment

and decision making and perhaps to cultivate wisdom, which have been of great help to us in
after years. This was possible because we had the leisure and the time to think and ponder. Of
course the scenario those days were quite different—the all pervading tensions and uncertainities

of today were not to be seen so much, at least so it would appear to me today. In the intervening
years our educational organisations have grown in size and numbers. The various faculties have
developed tremendously and transformed often beyond recognition. The nature and content of

the various disciplines that are usually taught have expanded, so much so, that it has become a
great burden on those who design the corresponding syllabi and courses and the teachers who
would wish to introduce into the existing system the modern theories of pedagogy. New disciplines

are appearing and demanding attention ; the rigid boundaries of many of the traditional disciplines

are disappearing. The size of the student population has also growin beyond control. The old

teacher student relationship is taking more and more of a formal character. It seems to me that

we have tried often to bring about changes too abruptly and too blindly with not too happy

consequences. Terrible pressures are applied today on the young minds, who are compelled to

go through vast courses without adequate guidance. I notice the tragic turning away of the young
generation from scholarship and knowledge, because of these crippling tortures which squeeze

out curiosity from the young minds. I dare say there are wonderful educational aids developed but
very little of such things are available to the average student. Education is now subjected to cost

|j benefit analysis, which is foreign to the whole philosophy of acquiring and imparting knowledge.
But I am an optimist, I believe that once again an effective system would emerge which would not

only transmit the knowledge needed to live in today's would but also develop in them curiosity for
all things and the wisdom to face any situation that may come. I brought up all these matters,
because I wished you to know that we had a very good system and the change from it has not

I  been always for the good. Times change and new needs have to be accomodated. But in
I  transforming a system care should be taken not to destroy it. Thus we need to hasten slowly,
I  carefully calculating the various consequences and gently introduce the changes that are
*  necessary ; at least in curricula for the very young people such precautions are very necessary.

What does the Society want from the universities ? Certainly education and the pursuit of
knowledge need no justification per se. It is a part of the cultural endeavours of a nation which are
remembered long after the buildings and organisations, where such activities were pursued, fall
into rum and are forgotten. There was a magnificient isolation of these centres of learning from
the main stream of Society ; the scholars were revered everywhere and they belonged to quite a
different world. It is only In recent years, after two great wars that it was discovered that some of
the disciplines, at least those in science and technology, are of paramount importance in providing
the State and Industry with workers for specific tasks. The days of Universities supported by
private charities are over now, and the State has become the main fund giver. The question
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which is now being asked is whether the money which is beign spent on the universities to train

people to high competence are justified in the face of other priorities of Society. Unfortunately is
very difficult to assess and analyse the achievements of the universities. There is often a complaint
that the job potential in the country compel our trained personnel to emigrate to developed
countries where attractive pay is available along with a far better style of life. The developed
countries purchase our people and swallow them into their system. Evidently a part of the funds
the flow in the universities from our State go for the benefit of outher countries. The question that
is asked is : why should the State indulge in such profitless spending. I do not agree with this
argument to reduce the funding of the universities and reduce their activities. It takes time to build
up organisations and it is necessary to narture them. A time may come sooner then we realise,
when the country may need as many of the scientists and technologists as it could produce'
System makes the man. The success of our students abroad is mainly due to the fact that thev
find a wonderful system ready made for them. Here it takes all the energy that one has to
preserve the system as it is. I will illustrate with the tragic situation faced by our research
scientists. To make any significant advance in one's field one has to hob nob with the powers that
be that control the unds that he needs. But once he starts walkinq in the mrriHoro ^

^  ̂urriGors of power, he iscut off from the mam stream of his discipline. He may get some funds but he is not in
make the best use of it. On the other hand, if he does not leave his laboratory to find
then of course he can forget about the necessary equipments, and then akn ho lo funds,

ciiou I ly IS lost. This is th©
dilemma which is faced by most research workers in less acute in the giant insft
come up after the independence. ' ̂ which have

On an occasion of valedication like this, what can I wish you. What kind of
be entering ? When I finished my education, India was just about to gain 1006°"^^
world seemed to us to be a wonderful place-everything was possible, we had
We never doubted the potentials for growths of anything you could mention P ° "■
grow, we scientists would establish great research institutes, the quality of j-f
would be transformed beyound recognition. So much has happened after th t't
much chastened people, and we are looking at the future with anxiety and m' ^
this, I am not thinking our mistakes and failures as a nation This feeiina of'
pervades the whole global scene. What I am contemplating is the oominnT®"^"'® catastrophe
which will prevail all over the world ; while many countries are preparino to T shortages
necessary plans to face the coming traumatic situation, we have yet to L,d» m
formulate concrete policies about the strategies to be followed There wn h
things except the numbers of people inhabitating this planet. We i !• in all
want. ooking at a stark era of

The key shortage which would dominate over everyinq else and whi..r,
other shortages would, in my opinion, be the scarcity of energy This is whyVr""Situation in India as my focal theme at the current session of the Indian Science Co°ng'ris.T®avI
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considered a scenario. Which I think would be most likely to happen in the next twenty years to

the colse of this century. Many would not agree with me about some details—but I feel that broad

aspects of the scenario cannot be challenged. For you who are baout to start life on your own, it
j  fTiight be helpful if I present a broad picture of what I feel is the most likely shapes of things to
'  come.

In the scenario I discussed, oil would vanish from the Indian scene by 1990/1. Coal production
Would level off at about 280 MT annually : not much more can' be produced with the primitive
mining methods employed In this country. This would cause drastic restrictions in the production
of thermel I.e. thermal electricity. Salvation for us lies In the development of hydel ; but I have
grave doubts whether the past annual percentage growth rate of hydel Pmdoction can be
maintained. If that could be done, then the total hydel potential of the country could be devolved
by 2000/1 Even If this Is accomplished, the total per capita energy would only increase
0 434 TCR/Cap In 1960/1 to 0.936 TCR/Cap In 2000/1. This amounts to lUSt over doubling ,,n a
period of 40 years which Is a very slow rate of growth Indeed, and cannot be expeted to sustainperiod or 4U years, wn y norrpnifa Pnerav I have included the hbncommercial
any kind of economic groiMh. In ^ the
fuels ; fire wood, vegwaste a g. slightest doubt that energy will be
fuel for the poorer sections of the society. There can not be the siig
a very scarce commodity by the turn of this requirements.

The medieval world depended heavily on u ,,egetable and animal sources also
Firewood from the studied In the light produced by burning of vegetable
supplied the many energy s o • ^ believe the rich people had better lighting system,
oil—he came from a .very poor Q,gf,tric lamp. My children have grown accustomed to
I  have had. always the anything but vegetable oil for my grand children. This is
fluorescent lamps, u ^ accept. Absence of oil will shatter the transport' and domestic
the kind, of world that commodities and food would be seriously harhpered, causing

lest chores. Shortage of coal and electricity will affect industry so that there will be grave
-h^rtaoes in all types of manufactured articles. Since It would be difficult to travel, the process of

mnnenisation of cultures brought about by modern rapid transport systems would come to a
r.„a Sw br..» "P i" P1P.PP ~"
iflGSd

nnccihiilties about which we are being warned.What can we do about a" ' energy sources. Thirtyeight years ago great
Evidently the simple ' experiment of Fermi demonstrating controiied reiease of
expectations were rouse y countries and tried the unclear fission path, albeit
tssion energy. We all over the world fierce diebates are raging whether
lot with any remarkable success, uu y
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utilisation of fission energy is really desirable and whether man can live with it. In any case

prospects for fission energy in India seem bleak. Fusion energy will perhaps be commercially
viable only by the middle of the next century. This leaves us with coal which has to be transformed
into the liquid or the gas forms to be of use in the transport and domestic sector. But ttiere is not

too much coal that can be diverted for such transformation. The other possibilities are ethanol
from biomass and hydrogen. Another important line of research should be on utilisation of solar

energy, which might prove to be very uueful in the rural area.

Introduction of these new energy sources would need intense R&D work in the universities
and the research institutes, with intemational collaboration in specific areas followed by a determined
effort by our planners to introduce these fuels with the appropriate energy conversion technologies
in the economy of India. In this area I hope this University will make very significant contributions
in years to come. Energy problems need multidisciplinary approach for solutions. For this purpose
at the research level collaborative efforts would be needed between various departments of the
universities for identification of areas of investigation and joint research programmes. More and
more trained personnel would be needed to work in the energy segment of the economy and the
universities would be required to design courses for this multidisciplinary subject for the students.
I hope that this University will set pace for others in this matter.

I have painted a very dismal picture of the world which you young people are about to enter.
But adversity brings out the best in man. I have faith that this ancient people will not be swept
away by the crisis, which seems so unsurmountable now. We of the passing generation looK
upon you to overcome all the hardships the future may bring and take the country to new heights
of achievement. God speed to you.
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By

dr. M. S. SWAMINATHAN, F.N.A, F.B.S.,
March 7, 1981

hPina here on an occasion when this University is
I am happy to have to the privilege pn,,noil of Education which gave birth to this

commemorating its 25th anniversary. The Nationa an opportunity both to look
'University was founded 75 years ago. An ^ g, ,^15 Universify can legitimately be
!»»ira 10 look oiiooa. Lookiiio bock, Ibo •» •" |^, Bgi. ciond.rM ol
»»b0 01 1«, conibbcliono and accon.pli.«™" _ ,1, facolly M
«o.il.„. boib in c.o..«b and " '»* J
d«.n,. .bo can daiM. « P"' cb.l..nib« « «"•-
»«„„„ woo, pn»
celebrates its Golden Jubilee in P„ore serious p gp^ere
P-b,ems 0, iiiiteraoy, poverty and ,3,e. tauna, flora and the atmosphe .'^econsertrationofbasioiifesupportsys.emsii.e pp „

When we look at .he pas. ̂ ^;;^:j::::n:ot but be '---^::;:::r5r5::
®c".cation in the country, any objac^ iP ,pe ^^58 iP 1979.80.
®''vances made. Thus the numbe ,^pp, 793 in ^ .p
^19 in 1979-80. The .'^t thTuniversities has also steadily
Vcnsequently, enrolment at deg pip^ent of gir's m PIpp (1951.
,^^50-51 to 26.5 lakhs in ^ in 1979-80. The outlay in .be ̂  ^p3p,„3,,3
'^^•"Gased, reaching a percen.age rs. 483 crores. Thus both^m

country, there

^1 tor university and coiiege uud Ibe scatte' oi , , e,isience.
'>«p..n o, IP' r« - »y«
'PP boon iTOresaiv. PW'PP"" ,d. a., ■

, „oai.»'.«' 0, ». CSiR 1. »P •'" ■■'he number of posi y ^ Nays'" of the
'Astern has been estimated by D
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Category Number

Agriculture 29,000

Botany 33,000

Zoology 34,000

Physics 45,000

Chemistry 78,000

Mathematics 60,000

Statistics 11,000

Geo-Sciences 11,000

Geography 34,000

Psychology 28,000

Other Sciences 10,000

Total About : 3,70,000

Inspite of this impressive progress there are serious problems reiating to the quality and reievance
of higher education with the result that the links among education, empioyment and deveio ent
are not well termed or even non-existent in several area of university education. Consequently
there is considerable unemployment among educated youth. Current estimates of d
unemployed put the number at about 3.5 millions (1979-80). A majority of them are ItTcZes
The wide-spread incidence of poverty in the country (Table I) leads to inadequate re
up to universities and S & T manpower. Poverty in its turn is due to our inahiith, ?

^ui niauillLy 10 Drofit frnm nilT

vast human resource. When the human resource is under-valued anH
assets are over-valued, poverty persists. °'her physical

There are several other problems related to university education which are
engaging the serious attention of the academic community. These include th ̂
faced by first generation learners tor which pedagogic solutions are yet to
academic culture and ethos prevailing in the universities and above all th ^
education system in relation to the needs and problems ot real life. I feel that ^ii
be resolved satisfactorily only by the total involvement of the faculty and stud !
in understanding and facing them. In a recent lecture delivered at the CentraiT ! °
Delhi, I had dealt with the role of non-monetary inputs in improving the 0031111'!"'!,°'
Hence, I wish to confine myself in this talk to dealing with two sets of probler!., jgher education,
there are great opportunities today for combining classrom and real life learn'
to the elimination of destitution and reduction in poverty. In the Sixth Plan » h

«b..„

.1) Transfer of assets like land and livestock to families with no asset base •
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ii) Employment generation with Integrated attention to salaried, self and wage
employment;

Providing the basic human needs, such as drinking water, education and health care
and

iii)

iv) promotion of a small family norm.

All thes® il®niint§ need tg integrated into a well planned household approach so thatiibob yitfll lbl lia . , nmnrfiss can be made in eliminating absolute
"Wn the next four years a measurable degr
Jsrty. All religions and philosophies s ress ^f^giienge to the university system than
,  form of prayer. Therefore, there can be ® . existence. To be meaningful,
;;^°lvemen, in programntes designed to give ^-J^Vrvrprogramme. You may wonder

should be done as an educational and not as
^hat way the university system can respond to sue

'^ffer a nnn+r,-,*... fnr vour consideration. he>en
-^'•ai way the university system can _ ..

°"sr a contrete suggestion for your consideration. , programme has been
,  Starting from October 2, 1980, the 3„,s at achievlngTCa) economic
^^snded to all the blocks of me country for deveiopmen., and (c)

^^nsipation of poor families, (b) provision to . satisfaction. The programme
;°"^o,ion Of steps for optimising producers' opportunities for individua
^Iso Q,..,.- . eaif-prriDloved and tne p ontprorises andilso

"^'Pation of poor families, {d; ronsumers' satisfaction, mc
'°''on Of steps for optimising producers' retur^ opportunities for individuaenvi

irid

sages a new deal for the self-employed^
9roup self-employment in land an w ^ provide ° loyrrient

poor durw M " »*

of relevant servio«». , gon through a Drogramme

^Isss poor during the lean ' ^ p,3nning and prog
^^"^isation
® landi

^I'on

7- All this, however, will requir. .
'ernnnt.i- Thi«; Is where .the univerbuy

Wliroall for a closer
can play a pivotal role- One the NSS throughout

^ntry Is served by one ^^,3 of university students p ^ ̂ 3, ,Pe junior
(NCC). At present about 4 5 la ^ ,he senior

'®®ntry. The strength of the N ^^Ps^'tlerTby providing a combined NSS-
fids even now we hav 20 lakh , ^gg NCC could

■°®ntry. The strength of the poys p^P^ov^^^ ^
hus even now we hav about 20 lakhs, [^qq could

"r. This number can be easilr m one cm nevelopmeni wbers ibeP«« 0, .p.„, 400 ..UO.OS P.r ^ .„a p,.l.»~l bs*•Pbaa ,„o =■«"' el«' * ". "nCO unii. «- .he "."0 -
a competitive advantag t^etween NSS satisfying work experience

|"des. This type of should provide eradication of specific diseases
administration on the gj^gnt, drinking wa • _ fnariasis and so on. Work^.suchasenvironmental improva^^^^^ ^ ,,,oiency. malana.

■^dness in children cause



performed in this way will not be mechanical work but will be pregnant with learning opportunities.

At present, the work done by many such units tends to have neither an economic impact nor an
educational content. If we can organise one NSS/NCC group linked to each of the 5000 blocks in

the country, we will see the beginning of a more enduring inter-action between the academic

community and the rural population. Such symbiosis between the academic and rural worlds can

alone generate the desired degree of synergy in development.

The second area where I feel there are challenging opportunities for university participation in
national development is economic ecology. We see all around us a rapid deterioration in
environmental quality, partly due to either wanton or ignorant human interference. We take pride
in saying that it was Emperor Ashoka who was the first in recorded history to provide detailed
guidelines for setting up wild life sanctuaries and nature conservation organisations. Similarly, we
take pride in the advanced state of knowledge of eugenics in our country long before the rediscovery
of Mendel s Laws of Inheritance. Our ancestors had realised over a thousand years ago the
importance of heredity in the transmission of both good and bad characters in human population.
The ecological diversity of our country arising from the wide range of soil and climatic conditions
prevailing in different regions is reflected in our rich fauna and flora. In fact greatest concentration
of primate species occurs in India. The entire eastern region is a rich reservoir of valuable genes,
m both plants and animals and animals. It is believed that the original home of rice occurs in
Orissa and that of citrus in eastern himalayas. We have very primitive races of maize in Sikkim
and north-eastern himalayan region, thus suggesting that the exchange of plant material between
the old and new worlds preceded the discovery of the new world by Columbus. However what
we see today around us is the gradual destruction of all this biological wealth of inestimable

ZZsZ ' Schaller writes as
At most a few hundred Kashmir stags a sub-sneripc: nf rori

1/ , . .1 . ^ ' i>uu species ot red deer, surv ve n thp \/aio of

r, r -
sirrr-ritr, i ;r ■

Fortunately, there is now a growing awareness of the threat to m ,r,
rate of soil and gene erosion and water and atmospheric pollution rrrn h
has also led in several cases to analysis of the maiaa- unchecked. Awareness
analysis should lead to action. However, this Is the missing Possible remedies. Logically.
Chain, we have so far concentrated mainly on methods of analysis of
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This again is a field where the university community can show the way. In the Sixth Five Year
Plan provision has been made for stimulating such a movement. Universities can help in the
following two ways. First a multi-disciplinary economic ecology group of the university consisting

3  both staff and students can undertake a systematic analysis of problems relating to development
3 Without destruction in the areas surrouding the university. Not oniy the damage, which is now
3  taking piace at an increasingiy aiarming rate to soii and water resources and to fauna and flora
^  needs careful monitoring, but also the problems of the atmosphere such as the concentration of
j  carbon dioxide need study. A recent international seminar came to the following conclusions

about the carbon dioxide problem :
♦kiQ otmncnhprp and mav cause 'green house' effect on the"Carbon dioxide is increasing in the atmosphere ana may ^

k dijp to the burning of fossil fuels, but partly itearth Mnqf nf thp increase in CO., concentration IS cue lo me uui 11 y ^ /arth. Most or tne in 2 , . . „ inr^roacp nf 2-3°C temperature of the globe with
could be due to deforestation. There could be an increase of ..ug. biota It
the doubling of CO, concentration, which could influence agricu ure, i
is difficult to specify the regions which would be " ,^3 ,he use of
tropical regions also. One of the measures to "'
sources of energy. For example, a change to rene .pnort compiled
u„, Si.."
by the Department of Science & Technology, brings out e va ^ potential,
utilisation in our country. The rich countries in contrast are ^ ^ laboratory model has
For example, at the Royal Swedish ,,3, yield of oil can be

aTirrs"—^ we need ^
C;TrtoT b" th'rsrrbe" intensive and coordinated attention to such
possibilities. . , ,,,„itioc fnr the students and

It is proposed during the Sixth Plan period ^
universities to organise eco-development camps ^ ^ biosphere reserve, marine and
take up specific assignments, such as the es a 3„dents
'Pland national parks, gene sanctuaries, o ^ 3, ,^e country, working together in
Participating in such camps could be drawn from 3i^llar ,351,5, |
■estoring damaged hill eco-systems, 33^ labour must be combined together
fish to emphasise again that in all such gs much importance as the purely
50 that the educational component of ^ ^3^,, plan Many of you would have seen the
tocial service, physical work or other ®®P®''^®p3p|,|3n. There are universities ail along the Ganga.
teautifui film relating to the "Ocean to y analysis of pollution in the Ganga and its

nnot they join together in an "Ocean
Tiination ?
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If the academic community can get involved more intimately in programmes of poverty

elimination and eco-development, education employment and development would become

integrated.

On the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of this University, I hope that the tremendous

achievements of our nation during the last 25 years would provide the inspiration necessary for
facing the even more challenging tasks ahead of us. During the last 25 years we have Increased

our capacity for food production by an order greater than that achieved during the previous

10,000 years of our agricultural evolution. However during the next 25 years we have to repect

this performance again. In other words, even to stay where we are, we have to run twice as fast.

Fortunately, necessity is the mother of invention and the human mind gives its best when the
challenge is the greatest. I have every hope that several of the young scholars present here today
on whose shoulders the privilege of managing the problems the country will face on the occasion
fo the Golden Jubilee of this University, will rise to the occasion. I wish the staff and students

continued success in their mission of building further this great University, imbued with a genuine

love and desire to serve the country.

TABLE—1

PRECENTAGE OF POLULATION BELOW THE POVERTY LINE BY STATES

SEPARATELY FOR RURAL AND URBAN AREAS, IN 1977-78

SI. State/U.T Rural Urban All

No. Combined

(0) .  (1) (2) (3) (4)

1. Andhra Pradesh 43.89 35.68 42.18

2. Assam 52.65 37.37 51.10

3. Bihar 58.91 46.07 57.49

4. Gujarat 43.20 29.02 39.04

5. Haryana 23.25 31.74 24.84

6. Himachal Pradesh 28.12 16.56 27.23

7. Jammu & Kashmir 32.75 39.33 34.06

8. Karnataka 49.88 43.97 48.34

9. Kerala 46.00 51.44 46.95

10. Madhya Pradesh 59.82 48.09 57.73

11. Maharashtra 55.85 31.62 47.71

12. Manipur 30.54 25.48 29.71

13. Meghalaya 53.87 18.16 48.03

14. Negaland N.A. 4.11 4.11

15. Orissa 68.97 42.19 66.40

16. Punjab 11.87 24.66 15.13
17. Rajasthan 33.75 33.80 33.76

18. Tamil Nadu 55.68 44.79 52.12

19. Tripura 64.28 26.34 59.73

20. Uttar Pradesh 50.23 49.24 50.09

21. West Bengal 58.94 34.71 52.54

22. All Union Territories 34.32 17.96 21.69

All India (weighted) 50.82 38.19 48.13
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Note ■ 1. The above estimates are derived by using the all-India poverty line of Rs. 65 per capita per
month in 1977-78 prices corresponding to minimum daily calorie requirement of 2400 per
person in rural areas and the poverty line of Rs. 75 corresponding to calorie requirement of
2100 in urban areas.

2. These results are based on the provisional and quick tabulation of National Sample Survey on
household consumer expenditure of 32nd round (July, 1977 to June, 1978.)

3  The difference between the aggregate all India private consumption expenditure estimated by
Central Statistical Organisation in their National Accounts Statistics and that derived from the
NSSO data has been prorata adjusted among the different States and Uniorr Territories in the
absence of any informLon to allocate this difference among the States and Union Territories.
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

by

Dr. Bhabatosh Datta,
Chairman

W. B. Commission for the Pianning of Higher Education.

December 24, 1981

Mr. Chancellor, Mt. Vice-Chancellor, Members of the University and Distinguished guests,
I feel greatly tionoured by ttie Invitation to address ttie Convocation of Jadavpur University, a

University whlcti, over the relatively short course of its life, has established itself as one of the
foremost centres of academic excellence In our country. The Bengali mind has a soft corner for
everything that originated in the Swadeshi Ivlovement of 1905, whether It Is a cotton mill, or a
pharmaceutical works, or an educational Institution, but an educational institution Is a very special
repository of sentiment and pride. We have watched with admiration how the sapling planted by
some of our greatest Intellectual leaders seventy-five years ago grew, despite official apathy and
sometimes antipathy. Into an independent Coliege of Engineering and Technology and then after
Independence into a full-scale multi-faculty university. To me the invitation Is the high-water mark
of my association with the university, under the dynamic leadership of the first VIce-Chancellor,
Dr. Triguna Sen, and later, under Protessor Hem Chandra Guha. who brought to his administration
-a rare kind of scholarly grace.

1 hope I Will be forgiven if I do not tollow the two conventional tracks that seem to have been
laid down for the guest speaker on such occasions. The first of thncio lo ■

on the ideals of higher education. So much has been said on these Ideals byZrl^rp'hltosrhS
and visionaries, that It is superfluous to repeat the attempt. I feel, however, that we ofLn pitch our
Ideals a J«le too high^with the result that there is an unbridgeable gap between what Is dll able
r ~ our imtlatrandfwo gaps between the Ideal and the feasible irr: f^^Tsra^r^^^^^ b^:
glaring, but it is the second of the two gaps that is more imnnrtant ir. •
Pedectlon Is an ideal, but It Is difficult to define It. It real ̂ we aohilvTrgr'et ̂ '1 '"fr'
are able to reduce the identifiable imperfections. Perhaps we should speak more orconcre^e
objectives than of ethereal ideals. concrete

The second track that Is often followed Is to deplore the trends and tendencies that are visible
in the academic area and then to give advice. I shall not try to give any advice, because I feel thai
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we of the older generation do not have the face to climb up to the lofty pedestal from, which

advice can flow out. We do not always remember that there is no problem today which was not

experienced in the past and all our yesterdays were full of stories of unedifying action of the
elders. When our Matriculation examination had to be held three times in 1917, that was not due

to any campus trouble, but to unseemly rivalry at the topmost level. One can trace back to the last
century the history of executive tampering with the valuation made by examiners. All that has
happened over time is that the scale of such activities has become wider. The reaping of
academic benefits from unacademic action has, by its own internal logic, evolved from oligarchic
privilege to democratic diffusion. And this has been organically associated with what is called
'politicisation'.

In this latter-day evolution, we the elders have often played an inglorious part. We suppressed
the emerging problems by time-serving palliatives and every time we did so, we aggravated the
problems for the future. We are today facing the cumulated results of our past compromises. We
require, therefore, some heart-searching. We should ask ourselves the question, whether we
have been, and are, setting before our sons and daughters the type of exemplary behaviour
which we can ask them to emulate. When we complain about rowdyism in the campus, we do not
remember the disorder that sometimes becomes distressingly evident in our public bodies where
the senior people assemble to transact business of national importance. The unrest in the academic
sphere is a reflection of the culture of disorder we have developed in all spheres of social life. If
discipline is needed, it is needed simultaneously over a wide field and all along the line. And this
requires a joint exercise by all who are involved in the retrogression of order.

Looking forward to concrete objectives for the specific field which is ours, it is necessary to
start by emphasising that education is both a consumer good and an investment good. As a
consumer good, it satisfies individual wants for a better quality of life and has therefore a basic
welfare content. As an investment good, education increases the productive or creative power of
the individual and therefore of society. Like a well-planned material investment that raises
productivity and thus makes more output and more investment possible, education as an investment
should raise the levels and increase the supplies of socially-desired skills and thus make further
extension and improvements possible. The model for educational development has to be similar
to the dynamic growth model of the economist, where the variables and their interrelations
contain within themselves the stimuli for further growth.

I do not mean that all education has to be productive investment in the material sense. There
is a valued place in every system for education that is creative and welfare-generating in a wider
sense. A society requires philosophers and classical scholars in the same way that it requires
poets, painters and sculptors. But, for the large majority, it is productive education of the earthy
type that counts. Such education has to cover all knowledge which, directly or indirectly, immediately
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or finally, enriches the community and results in increasing well-being for increasing numbers.

The practical difficulty here is that of designing a programme within the constraints of
realisability. The primary difficulty is the multiplicity of objectives, or of the 'target variables', as
distinguished from the 'instrument variables'. If there had been only a single target variable, it
would have been easy to formulate a maximisation programme within the given constraints of
resources and the constraint of the adopted time-horizon, incorporating in it the dynamic elements
that are relevant. In fact, hovirever, the target variables are many and even if only a few major
ones are selected for optimal policy-designing, there are the difficult problems of choosing the co
efficients for weighting them and of their inter-relations. One desirable target may be in conflict
with another and, at the other end, the achievement of one target may help in the attainment of
the others.

The problems can be illustrated if we select five target variables about which there will be
general agreement : numbers, standards, opportunities, skills and utilisation We want large
numbers to be eduoated-100 per cent at the elementary stage, gradually declining at the later
stages. We want to maintain and improve standards at all levels. We want that no one who has
proved his ability should be denied the opportunity of going up to the highest level unhindered bv
financial, social or other obstacles. We want the development of all types of skill-for the agricultural
field and the factory floor, for management and planning, for social service-and all at levels
ranging from the simplest to the most sophisticated. At the highest levels this means the
encouragement of good colleges and universities that can produce the specialists we eLenti^y
require. Finally, we want that the skills developed should be fully utilised-whinh
time-paths chosen for the development of abilities must correspond with the f
development of the economy and the society as a whole. In simple terms t la r'heTn ' r"'
of educational planning and economic planning. integration

It will be noticed that each of these targets is a composite of multiple sub-taroet.s For
example, in deciding about the skills to be developed there is a von, o., i u
abou,«. b. „„„ ..a :b;".;7jrr
them together and further deciding how the index number of tho o' integrating
should be made to rise. We have exoerienreH summed-up choice-composite
Of not creating an adequate supply of the skills tharha'
Of creating some skills at a faster rate than thp actually required and also because
difficult problem of the iocatlonal ̂ sls a" T" ^
the metropolis to the rural areas but will easily move from CalcuttaTo'sh "^"1"

staniiTrgrj:"^^^
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lower the standards. This thesis ought to be carefully examined. There are differences in aptitudes

and there are at the extremes some exceptions—of students with unusual abilities in particular

branches of knowledge or of students with unusual deficiencies. Aptitudes can however change

and can be made to change. And one can ask the scientists to answer squarely the questions

whether there are many who are genetically unfit for higher education and whether what appears
as 'unfitness' is a result of social hurdles, environment, family poverty, poor training and our own

failure to bring out the best in the students who come to us. We do not always notice that many
students whom we considered 'just ordinary' have blossomed into first-rate research workers

after two or three years at the more receptive and stimulating foreign universities. The stigma of
unfitness is unfairly affixed when it is the result of social failures. The numbers at the higher
stages have to be restricted because of the limitations of resources and of demand, but there is
no necessary connection between numbers and standards. ,

The main problem lies elsewhere. Large numbers enter college half-heartedly, because there
is no alternative. They are able to shelve their unemployed state for four to sixifdars and there is
also the psychological gain of personal dignity. For society as a whole, it is a huge waste. In
money terms, we spend hundreds of crores of rupees for the lagged conversion of unemployed
matriculates into unemployed graduates. In real terms, we lose the benefits of the productive use
of these 'surplus' students, who constitute the reserve army of the politicians. The apparent
problem of the conflict between numbers and standards is basically a problem of the imbalance
between the rates of creation and absorption of skills. What appears as an educational problem is
really a problem of the failure of our economic planning as a whole.

One thus comes back to the problem of integrating educational planning with over-all economic
planning. This is recognised every time a new Plan is in the process of being formulated. And it is
almost entirely forgotten when the Plan is being implemented. Particularly, when there is the
usual financial squeeze, the budgetary axe falls first on education, thus cutting off the carefully
thought out intersectoral links and balances. The lapse is often due to the fact that the benefits of
education accrue with a time-lag and the actual decision-makers are generally short-sighted,
partly by training or the lack of it and partly because of immediate pressures. Myopia is the
greatest enemy of planned growth. ^

The financial constraint is undoubtedly there. The student fees are insignificant and should be
allowed to remain so. Even in those countries where the fees are inordinately high, they constitute
a very small fraction of the university budgets and in some countries the high fees are in effect
paid only by foreign students. Examination fees are important only for affiliating universities and
there is the unhealthy fact that these fees yield large amounts when the examination failures are
large, so that students have to repeat their examinations. Incomes from publications cannot be
substantial and may even be negative, unless text books are published, but^there are strong
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academic grounds against any monopolistic enforcing of particular text books at the university

level. Private charity has dried up, first because the tax-exemptions do not go far enough,
secondly because the new rich prefer investing in the educational institutions they can themselves
control and thirdly because of the development of a culture of all-pervasive state-paternalism. The
fact remains that the funds for all education has to come from the tax-payers.

There is, however, the other side of the matter. The scarce resources have not always been
allocated and used efficiently in. the technical sense of the term. This applies to the over-all
distribution of the Plan outlays as also to the planning of the educational sector and to the
allocation within individual universities. One can ask how many science laboratories could have
been raised to the modern level with the money we are spending on glamorous programmes of
international sports, or how many primary schools could have been financed by the funds that are
now flowing down to the underground railway in Calcutta. Similar questions could also be asked
in every university. There is the famous old case of a munificent gift to two universities, one of
which founded a much-coveted research scholarship from the income from the fund, while the
other used the capital sum to erect a clock tower. Our recent times can show a number of
comparable cases.

With a shortage of funds and the sometimes more crucial shortage of high-grade faculty
personnel, it is difficult to understand why there is not more of co-operation and co-ordinated
planning among neighbouring universities and also between universities and the developing
autonomous research institutions. And there is much scope for at least more of interdisciplinatV
co-operation within a university. It should be easy for a compact university like Jadavpur to do
this. Jadavpur has a fully developed faculty in Engineering and also a high quality department ol
Economics. There are mathematicians and statisticians, backed by their own computer service.
Technologists are not always able to consider the economic implications of their findings and
recommendations. The economists' growth models involving technological choice are often vitiated
by an imperfect understanding of the technical problems. The two groups can work together in a
joint exercise. In the great effort of socio-economic planning, Jadavpur can fruitfully offer the
facilities which very few other institutions have.

I  realise that there are many aspects of the problem which I have not gone into and also that
I have raised a number of questions to which ready answers are not possible. There are certain
de berate gaps in my analysis and these are due to the fact that I cannot at the present stage
enter into a debate on matters included in the terms of reference of the Commission with which I
am associated. If on the other matters, I have spoken plainly, you will forgive me, as I am one of
you. I have grown old along with the system and I have shared in your achievements and
aspirations as well as in your difficulties and disappointments. If I have spoken at times id
anguish, I hasten to express my unbounded admiration for the students and teachers who have
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kept the lights burning in the midst of difficult conditions. I know that there are thousands of
students and hundreds of teachers who are whole-heartedly devoted to their search for knowledge

and are imbued with the spirit of social good. The best of our scholars are among the best in the
world, we are repaying our debt to the West through our scholars in teaching and research
assignments at the highest levels at the best among the universities abroad. Even if some of
these scholars do not return to India, we benefit from their contributions to knowledge. I hope our
successors will be able to create the conditions which will retain with us and invite back to us the
majority of those who are denied opportunities and facilities today.

I said at the beginning that I would not give any advice to the recipients of degrees. I would
only say at the end that those who have been students recently are the people who, some years
from now, will be our leaders In every field—In education and administration, In the advancement
of knowledge and technology and In the production of tangible wealth. It Is tor them to make what
they want to make of the country. I fervently hope that In the not-very distant future, today's
scholars will remember with pride what they got from their university and that the University will
be able to say that It Is proud of the students It nurtured.
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^ "5^ <rn:^ c^ 7RR7i?ft ^str;^ i 1*fTOi^^H ^jt'^ft^^ ^w<> wsr^
1*r^, ^5lf5f^ ^ ^5p#x5m ^'Jt=^Q — ^ 1 cwf 1%^
<iivbHiRj ^ -mm, 1 sf^ j^cc^o ^sn^ cr

v£l^ 1^ I CWI 1*1W ^5rrtt?I ^<W?l ^5TPq^ (71 ^£]t?f0
u?7#, v£i-:gp5n c;sr 1

^BRsira wpflTi ^ 1% 7fi^^rt1%^ (M^ ̂ smf^

sn-^mR:^ Wl 7|t:p5 ^Tl<i'iul^ RRw 5k?ril, ^\T7I^

t^Rijiqc<J5i ^ 1*t^ ^ ^<pcq<5 ^^c=H 'Wpfhi (National Council of
Education)-^? ^^a<jl(^?[5tff ^ '1*tW[R^ ^Pst$I vfl^N
^^f<11 "7T^«fwrShl ^ ^riWlcplBI (7R?t R>aalH ^ v£l^ 1*t^KR^ ^R^"
^C°1C^ I WRft?l t*t^^(^<ici51 'i*f^Ig|(^4|(.r)<^ <ti4^1<^|c<p "S|^^" •TPl
i*W?J ^R3f "Q ^Wfs*aeHD^t<i Tf^ "srpR^Spjjtci \q ^R<t(.^j<t •^■xl(.<p TfSff^ (TffC® StTTT^" 1

"SfF^I Sffn 2lf% t^WRTI^ ^ IflJ WSTRJfiT <^Q(.iJC^ | 2J^ "5;?;^
^iRi^^5imt 1% w^simi^c?rt|?^^W(f"si^pro 1%^
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■SR7T I <1C=1C^, "v£?|^<J-1*f^ R«3H ^

Tft^RR:^ TO 1 Rwjit>bi<i wf wsf ̂

'wrtk' "^#1% I" ^ -SRH ^ c^pH^ ^ ^ "c>ifwc<p

^•?rf^ ^£i'^... ■ptTO "c#!^", c^ <jciwH ^ w5=R, "5imtwi^ snssm^^sn^hi

^N^ffe ^ C^ W==H ^STtf^ CW<3 2f^ 1^f^
>i=m1c<^Ic?'|| <?<5f^l I ^snt^ ^"^5^ <01W CT, ^ >i<pc=i<5 "srs^l^^ <p<qc^ C^1%^ WR?
^ C^t^l Wl^Shl 5wj1"<3'R1 1^*5?]^ "sn^ <iqcvs (71, 1^Rij|eic<J ^m<Rwji

(Humanities) "Q R^slw^J W ^5R (Tf^ itH<]<poijlc®l ^ I (TTR^ <(vsul

C^, ̂ N<I1C^<1 ^1V| I 'Q^t^ ^CWJl^RI
(R.^\^WSii:=1soulless^mf2i^f^WfT<#^'4^f^Wft ViR vj^l^ij^, i(«l«Jlfb^ ^«tRt%, AlQw
^-C^C°1 ? SJ^^ITR soulless R^Tjlt?!?! ''jlRlWCT oll^CiJ ^5R 'pfc^ RflTR (RRff ^"^Hcci

1%^ "51^ ^ ^ Ri^jr (7ri^r^«3^ "s^Ffwsj i?;?! I ^ ̂  "57:5^ IwfR^^
(ciiscipline)(R5 ^ ̂  ^ ^spfte ̂ ^5?r%t (R, fet fwlRfsTQ^
^<2Rt/i£]?f^ j*f^[5^^^ -jjf^ R^«n?n?f ^sntfRsnrR urfei" ^ 'r R^^jrr (tpr^
^^<lVi<l (7n^PJ2I "ol^W (TTR iRl <1^5^ I R>^ SRI ^ "sl^^ -^tRR, «i)^\ ^ ^ ̂^<P1=1 ^
R6tR C^ (71 ^1^1^ ^ Rr^ (7n^PJ2I'#'W, C^IC^^ t%#t <Jj<l^lR<l^ -^¥1 (?IUS

(7T-(R?Rt5^RTfyfilRl?1^l5;^ W=WriW unitary^. C^tfR#Rl7R^,
I specialists generalist^sRWRR^ I generalist^R:^ ''^TiR^R

c^it^ ^<iH(.<iR, RR R(,*r«S(S^r vsjRjvs '2§rr Rc^c<? ?.iRw (TK^rR, R<ic?j
RrT^OT "^RTTQ ^ ^ ̂ l^^RI RR^RRR^ "sir^TfT^^, ^^Rrh, *TO^, ^^URR^TTR m ̂
^ Rt'lRIR^ Wlv^^uRR ?RiW "src^ "JTRrT ^ W5? ^TRR<^ (7^^ WT f^R
'vojRsvjsrjvs' ^oRt ^ I RWT, Rc-R -sRl^lRvsflH (Physics), ^STHTR f*lRR7TC^ (R-C^RG. -siRRiRjC^^
RcSR®! ^ constituent ^sfavojst'Q#! TTJijR ^ if)^° \5R CT'QRt ''JRR
^ I ■sRpzfRWTR ^^^3RJ, (i)"^ ^oRR ^ct5 ^^RJR <lRB(R)^ 7J^ ^ ^ (RR^ ^5^5^ ■'ftl^
^RRifi, Rff% RR sfl^^ I ^^iR^iWfi ^iRg^ic^j W5RI "sx^, ^$r^ >i^<Mf) a^t^fRRR wPR*t%c^ ^snuRi

I ^ (<1^ 1rWO^ **f t^ "SRc? R5CR ^R logic^ ^SfPRT (RRs^ ^HJHJ R^SfllW^ RR, '^SRJRJ ^srtt^ RF#^
RnjlC\S<3-<iR^(RiR^^RR,^H<>>iRC?l C^#tRR5tr^-2n7n?lR#I^RF,^RRR^ (7»lR(7tf5FTt, -RROlfetRc^
^ (R ■^(?I<FV»1C< RRU5 "m ̂ RJViR RRRR^^RfU^ ̂  ̂ ^SfSPf^l^ C^i^<11<l logic^ -RRRR^tf^
CR^ - CR ^c*i<P CRC^'^^^fRWRWWR^ Rj^ RR*ni!;^,RR 1% (;^RQ "^RR-RRif^

®R5 WIRt RtC^ ? ^)^<Pi51 (7^RJlR'$RRR5(7^Rt%52fCRtRRSRt^lRs^, SlRR^g tRWfRt^RSRtRJ
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^ I ̂  CT iot i ^^?rG "Jif^ (TI c*i^ aiff^, ̂̂-^jiK^-n)

^sn^cft ^VTc^, ̂ i^w ̂  -51^ OT5t ?n^ c^ ct c<^«aiR<?\»i(.<i ̂  ̂

I  ̂ vjH>i!ii«jl^<5'^ fcmi'51, 2}^^ ̂BRjRj w.'^ w? »jIi<ic<? Pic^^i

CT̂ ^'sn^ c<ir?n:^ sf^sl^ ^snf^-sfsj <><i<ii<j ^n-i'^ c^tf^c<? c*r^

Sl^Fbfl t7<lC*^ <PW vsl^cci ̂ 5t?I "STRMi ^ ?

msi iiH<vs,i(^<i ̂  ^ cs\ c>ioic<p

WT ^ ̂ I ^^wrsf, *5#^ ̂  (71^ Hi^W<J CT̂  CT

C^^1%^TTO?T ̂  ? ''W1<IJ^' *fC^ ̂

^ (7R, (Tf^ "-j'iiij^ ^ ^5r^c5=ft ̂ i?n^f^ ̂  Tiisf \3^ ^ <i»ir'^^
^t::^ 171^ vQ ^v»iw ctoft c'sk'^i wi \ ""Mi^ij^,

fw I <^<$37:^ ^ ̂sj

v&Tl<JW — ^ ̂  C5i^ (7H ̂  ^

2m^ ^ ̂ "m ̂  ^ I ^

2ffWI7f^ ̂  I 2 vi'i<jJW<l m'W ^
-s^^RTs ^ <><j|6vi) FR ? ^^flj::^ (TsT (7^, CT

■^ijl^; ^ TH ^ 15^ I ^£irWI ^'tft ^ ̂  ̂?ro, (7I-C^ ^ w-iojc.^^
<Rrc^ I t^"'lf1^, ^^<s. RRFo^, w*i<Jjc^<] Rf^ ^ ^ C*!''IHR

<lT^^^5^T75J7mCR (75l^^'^5i^'^Rt l^^><3^^5j^Sparty^ CT-^ ^ ̂  1^ ̂
0$1 (7^, <lf§<R75 ^RTTC^Pf^R^ "Q I C<I-C^ i£l^ ^fT?I^ ^5RT <PC<1 ^ I

F=TC^ WR 11^ (7ft "SRVS^ ^3

(R ^SRjt^ ^l^MI <W:^ I snftRWl CT ^ "2555
vQ ^ ^ Rl, ^ (751 ^t-t I ^ ^ "SRTROT R1^ fe

'^^^' I

^ I^R^tjhii ^ ̂"t 9m (7i^ ̂  2fc?n^ (Rt i CR^, ^ ^ ̂  c^rr^,
sri^ feR 1^TO, ^ ^t R\^ tkTW ^ ̂  i

9m ^5§ ^ C^l 1k?Wm ^ Hfcl
WRI I ^snlR^ft^TR "SToR

■^-■Rt'iw^^ •!ffRR35^*='nr?Ri4kt1^fe1k*Rik*fFlwRRftc^^#tf^^5[n:t^
t(.^ vbC^'l Rt I t^Wf^, 4RR^ £i^i^Rvtji^*tc=i (technologists) ^cci^Q i£l-R55n r^RRR Rt
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CT RtTjl^7C151 I <1^=11°^

gcneralist ^ <?t^ ̂  (71 <ij-^

sTfi^ ̂"QH :5»^ ̂  w "srrwp bwc^ wrfe

—  cRTf ^it:^ ^^f?rfl; i Iwtfkf ^5i^*tj^ ̂ 5n*n

energy 3R1^ STi*!^ TO TO!^

TO -s^tTO ^ C^ ̂ ̂'n?Wfj "sr:?)! >|WH^1(.^ (7^S"?^ C^ ? ̂ STTO

^TOT ■^, i|l«iC<)<J <Pl^<P»r (7R human dignity-^ TO^TO "SRi^iT I ^ TOT C^TIRWJ ^
TOI <TR;R, 'RR RHvSf^sfTO RitjlD'&T TOT 'HHI Rc<I» ^PRffe ^ Rql|^ ^f&RlR I fTOlR^d^T 1^*6^
'ttsrISITT m^lITORI (7H TOR^ fe TO^ I

'TOBf Rg^ ^''RT ^'5ltDlc<r<3 TOTR CTO^ TOIR^ "^(§1% RRIR TOif%=TR ^sR::R5^Q ^Sffot?!
RwrRtotr TOR TO ''ifew ̂ ?r:^ tor:^ 'srroi <<^0^ (."bCiif^Gim ^ cro^

<r^ riRc^j c^R:^ (TT^ to ri torti ^strrttR 5^=r;r vr, v£)^° (Tr;^ "^R ^srsrto
RRto CRC^ 1%^ ̂  c-?flTO £fRR^ TORIRR CTO5 I C^ ̂

R^R C^WfR TO TO 'RRRnTTRR' (mass contact), TO ^SRTOTO (7R CRIr TOTTR (TTO (Tf^TR
^ I TO RRROTTO TO (71 TOi^ TOR TO, ^ — :TO^ 7f^ ^'5|c|'^ .;sl^ _
TORl^TOTO(TOmTO^ TO IR'-pi^vsw^i ^ RfeCR ItoRR TOR CU%I toU rR

C2Ef^ "JRIRR £fRTO?RRR%RR TORT 'TOTR ^RTTO' ̂ RT;g|^ ^RTRTT TOlfeRR Rsf^ ^
w^,8^cwd6'5m(M^?fh®m^'iafewi?Riwirai i5q7R;=i<!:TC!T^
awt ^ 5!!^ - ̂  cw c^ ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ^ ̂
'feK'ft m. fe car® ^ aafta, (RST 'sM 5rffel%rai C^ a^CTia imer-departmental
study^ "=R:^ ^ ̂ RT<#Tj^ft I

iRi^ aw R»af^ ^a5 - ><,, ^<,5^ ̂  ̂  ̂  ^ ^
><1^ cair^ ca, ^fsns fi ijic<p w-ii-qiica araia <p<ito •5a—oi-^sn

«aama ars. •^=1° ^ ca ^ ^ ̂  ̂  ̂  I
^-<3 ^ ̂at caw am I a»m ̂ ai 5^, (R-c^ ^ ̂  ̂  ^ ̂  ^

ca, ^ to camai ^ ̂aa-aa an^ 1 >a?t a^< aHT aitara 1 cam^i a^J^ftaji c^, tr f^ ̂
iR^TO ̂ R^lc^*nj RITOI ̂ ?RT^ -^iRc^j Rf "TOT RTO c^ ,5^^ TO 1 TO t*lTO ^itrTt^
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^■5j-^lc^-vTj<5f^ ^ I (71 wH<l<l»=lj]C'^ ^1ij<]| <1C=1 CTT^t ^C*i<P ■^=TJ1'^ I

(7I-^^?ff&f ^ (7T^ ^ CT, RW^ fWt TfT, "sn^OT ^Qff ^ fe=T,
R'Q^ f^RTi R>iic<i 1%^ iifiK^iic^ ^ I Rc^5i <5>R)c^, Rc«??i "sri^TnTi, ^rj (tpt^^vs f^pp tpst^ tti

C^I'Srl ii]f^R7IRG^l1%^^«ijl'Hj"RTrn('MlW'fi tjqRjRR whR<pR^^ Humanities) C^?R;^v£]'^'=^f)Tt^'5775
I  'Rw ̂ g=r7s ^5imf R^' (7i-R^ ̂  *1' w ^fs}tR<MR<>(.H<j

*tPR <pwR51 I RwTR ̂ ^TsR; "5^ theoretic Rc<Pfi (;^)T<P (7ff*f (TTSTH CT^

practical R(.<p, (human values) <l^*H ^Fo'cil^, ̂  (71-<l^fi*s 7fT^yiv5"'^^R^ h^wl^
^QRfl ^^uiRiwft (7^ I iiHR<> 1wi^ cwi ^srpsfva (trt# [ gfl^ -strIw Rto

'Slpsr^ ^srpiRt ^UW-^SRJtCTB Rt-^w (7RR fRi I ^^T(7=T ^«Il1^,

(Pfl'H^r "2 Rjrm^ ^ i c^, c^ (t^
c^r# ^ ̂  tot-^srtpit — ^-^°s

^«s,*pcfl'l<liyl valuc-concept^fR, I '^^x^TTRTH^ (7I-<I^'^ WSTRTi?! ^I^<r>
R1 (7R, '•JHR<i fWRTI^ ^ C^^Rt<1 ^1w<ji ^tR I (RRtR, ^l=l^
'«^^^ljvi^R<l|:>j<p, v£]^^ ■y^W^'ilRsnvf^^ ^ I ^|Ri<M<1 ^ ■^, (7I-R^ theory-^"51
R^RTI (7f-R^RrI R^ni >1<fl^o<^<lC<1 i£1^°^R^J(.^ (7PRQ ^TSRTI (Ti-RXSJ ■s>fR^JW ^
sjfl^ ̂  vsi^cci (TTt ^ R^nfR, 1 i5-wi€R w ^ '5'fRwt^, 'Q Rrsf rc??
^5Rj TfiTsj^ sr;^ TftTi, ^snR ^ ^pR^-, '^iR c^ "5!^ ^RRRo^R ^
<#Rrf%??^iiTT, -m WT w TO R^ ̂  "^mi ^ ̂-mn to
TO! >1'-^H^»1(.< I ^toR?5tpsJ; R>2i3|W<1 theory-?! TO7 TO!?!! ^Rivsva fel R <pR'^l, iRi^^
C^(:<p x^ M^-TOsk (7! TOR^ ^?! "5^*11 TOkW!?! R^'^ (7!-7lX5J R<l<MC=1<J TO?! TO?I toR<ixs TO

aR)>i*^hicii<! ^ic^^RRk?! ^ t^c<!<i

CWI^ I ^ culture— ^?P TOTOra ^ ̂  I culture-^^ "SRiRt TOm "^rc^-
csm ^gwR^ to^Ri^^ I twR^ to 'to c«' ^ R^ to
7R75T^"TO!'TO! cjfc^l'To!, R?^ twRi:^ (Rk ^hR<p >icxsj<! ^(.\5iR
RkR?mi^[fl^^i

>j<fRi^j]^ *>oj[^\^|<j<I> iji«^R<t^T5J, ^lc>(R<p •!JT?! ^ c^**T^^^51xd>j 21 Cf*! C^TC^?P!^k R'rjl^tjostj RRjji
RtfJH "^^5! ^TTO! TOT^ I "STPJ^ ^lR(.^ CTOT R^^Rl (7$T c»lq<p^i ''ItTO (TTIW "SRTSt C<P<!q ^CuR oqw; "5^ ^1%?[

, C?R:^ (7^ ̂  ̂W5! ^snrrk

^ ?TC?I ^ITR'TO Rot I WFR^ ^ *!%?.'5R;?1J 2fC^ v£i'^
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(71, *ft^ ^ (7TCT t>c=1, ̂ 1<1

dit^sRit TTi:m% a^m "?fft fa^ caiT^i viifro c^nTts i

(human dignity) ^ ^ —

"SJc^^jrf^ 1 ̂  ̂ccl t?C=1C^^''0 ̂ <5=3]^

?rr5f#l1^ vQ Wi^ ^ 7n^ (.<ix5Tf^ ^) 11*iww

■?f;^ I i(H<)\si<i aiaj (tt-'^ I^c^jc^ i

cifr*m I ^HJHJ >l^'^\i)<1 cm <11^^f^<J (TH^ C#f (71^ I^TT^IW ^
l^'TT fe*m 1^TO ^ "m^Q ^ K5=i'm wrm? (?t^

I

(atIn^ ^ ^51(71^ c^ I v6i|vSf<>M Iwaf^^iw srtm ^ert!!^,

^sr5^fi^ (7i^ c^?nR> ?rrs^^!j% 1^0=1"^ ^ "^c?! ^ic<5 1 (^ rc^ 1 <ii«?^R)<5 lij'^ ̂ epj^hr*! ^ri

^  Rnar? i "-jH^^w ^ tiw=t ^ ̂  *pjam (7i'«fn?T <iivSf^l^ ^-"2^ 1%*iw5t
cTfUS^ 2R«1^ #lfel I 1^U«^Ml(,v»'?f TT^-W-i^JJ^WR-fk WRftil R15^ Wt^
^ I PlEFRTOS ?rn5f^ 'EI^Rt 1^^*TW®l^fef ^ I ^ ^5R^ v£]TTR

v£]^ 2n»R^, (Xl^\ '0)<q»H(^ul XICUCS^ (Rfo^-'ElPTt ^lC<1R 'SJ^RK^ 1

i£i^.a^ i£i^ % li)^ >i^vsr ij«j^<jj^c<iR"cic<p 1% f^(^ci( "^rnR ? a^nTf^ cstr ^c<5 c<r,

#! af^P^Fscvs, c^f^ ̂ srm^ i ^=t i(?sf rr m ̂ srmra 1^ (ti^ ̂  1^

a^rsj at*5t^ ^^1^ R^iw<5 ws a^rR ^ ̂(.ijf^=i i (tj (r^r ?rq

•pfTR ^£fRj lilPfOI (TTC^ ^ERJ Irtp ̂ R lijpi (RW=1 ^EfR iil<p RRt -(RTltR "SRTTl^R RR

R»^<Mc1 ^R^RRRIR Renascence (R^^^),RRl^^RJ5%!7nRj, ctel^, caR'mvijlblll
<11^7Vsa WT WI, W^>j<-^1<1 lRTOi CR165R WC'^l\».lW<1 TRiSf tr R^1W<1 ^ RTR;^ >\ii^Ohi\^%7I%I l1^

RRIWl^v£l^^aR^RRWT7RR^5ic^v£lt^'SRRr5WsrctUl^^v<]^Wr^^^1^^^W3^^ I (Tit
Irwctr RR^tl^ acRt^ ^R\ r^Irf amsj wtl^ — ■fe*tR wu^ ^?Rnsf wri^R —

1wfW?I-^5if^RH^^5r^<j<R7R1J|^WRRRJRW^^3I7E^RlRt'5f%RRt=153[^R^^^l77l at*5CRR Rf^ IrUStR RR
^ETRtR RIRflr^ ̂ »fcj (TR^ I IR'^RT^ RR C^"^, oq"^ RWR^TC^ ^eRcT^ C^

— C^R^ C^^RTI,^TTRRC5f aWttea^^'TTO^ (T^^^RtR— (TfRT^^-yRi IRRROT hH^lilVotFtai
'TO — (7TTOR ^ni%*RRI ^5^ RR R^ — RR^T^ Renascence-^R RSRJKt I Renascence ^=111^

RlRR^SRif, (Rl=WIRt RTRR^-IrW^ I Renascence Rt^RTi^ ^^TRCR, (THRT ^iRW, RRTC^ I R^TIRR

a^ CR^ (ra^Rt^^TO aRRX5R!TO,R^5TiRR^RRTl5.<PRi::^ I W^Raf^'^^R^TTC^RP^R^RftCR (TiRTR
R^Rf^imTOR^F^f^Rl^mt^RlS,^RR^^STCRR^Sf^RSRRTOR— — IrT!^ C^SfHR
R?I,RtRTRR£rasR CRRtW^ (TlRRR'Eif^^^Cc^m^RJR^^^ "^\*t I^RTCR RC^R ^ilRsJ
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CT "STt^ C$t £ff^^ ^RF ̂  >^1^° ̂ s\5 <>Vi'Gl Tppc^ •*II'j3iC<>

■?mi I ^ *I5fB?TN CtrRt^^ 1 ij«J[^JC^<5 C^C?^ v£i^
csnHiscTC^i^ itfHwg^ (7f'5r^<i^^'^^5^i£j^'^1^ni!:?i^^sfT^?R:^'5n;37:^

I  1^ uq-igrrfhi "-iH<i^i 4FRT^ ^ I "511^ CR^ sj^, ^snw^ ^ ̂  i
TfFR^™

■qig^ TiFft?lW ^ (75M^ 2^5^ CT ^ ̂  1%^ ^ WH^ Rwr C^^fl,

(7F ^ C^, CT-WTFR 2# 'sftT^'Pl "Wl-j^W?! ^^"-IH'II W bWC^

Renascence-^ "^TnTI Renasccnce-<5^ ^ '^RJ CTW^ CSf*!' X5I^ ^"t^Cci ^I^SPF

1  (7I, sr^l^B^rlf^ '-^coi CT B®5H*fT3 13^ "wca<i Btr^trot
i£itRvG^ (Trm^

fwnTm >i^v»i?i ^51% ^sK^i,

v&ji<M[<vs r^i i cr?[ c#t >i<icbw 'Rt^' cr?i ^^bixs# ^ 1
logic^ ^ I ^ s ^ ̂?:=Tw

I^R^TjMii, B*itc^ Bm<rR?? 2# ^ 2j1% c^ sff^ ^ ^
(?^ 71^ ^|^^<^ v|l<]H, CR?I^?T:^1%?I—

'W^-'Jtf^, (M^ cR?i c#r '^tf!!^ v^)^^

TTt?! ^ B'siRWR ''^ 1*t^ ^ ^sif^voK^ ^<pw ^
CT-'^R^ c^t^ ^^i<T>lb Ri^iiw R\sn5! I ^®RJ ^m^nft, f*f^^, ^sif^

a^^vQ ^ ^ ̂iTO I wm wi wmfw Rt ^

CR^fcl— c^ — c^

(;^1^(:Tf^7m:E^i^<w

OTHt ICT ̂  #te^ ^§Bmi ̂  5:^ - awa

P  nTffr^nlST -5#^'' ^ 1CT^« ft 'sn^ ~® ^ ̂  ■
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21^ ^ HlfDc^X^cijc^ ̂-(?ti*f^ ^<i»-^k ^tei

^1"^ TO, CTOG ^ Wlfel I^STOf fef^ ̂STTO V3%?I fê l ̂T?fC*t 1%^ *fPFP

^srrsnro Fttei frofl^ i fM', ̂gfK ̂  to i

TO ̂ 5^ to ^Sflf^-sl^ ̂ 51^ ̂  CTOC^I ̂o1<5C^s<1 *^sTO ̂ iW'H <ilPi'nl ̂ srf^ vf)'^

'?n*5r^ PtTO 1 TOOT ̂ »r^, toi '#^tfw'; tô  TOf i ̂  ̂-(?tot

^jTOT ̂ TOTO W=1,1^1 ̂nI?1 1^f^ TOtQ, ^TRW-nro I

WTO, TOtOT (TO C^TTOT TOPf ^-^5iR[^^OT^ ̂srr^

I ^"SR f% WI^ 9?m (71 WTs^^--STHWrn <L<^ Rc^k.^^) ̂TIR^ <PC<i'i

#^fvQ (TO (Tf^JR TOfro ̂(5^ Wi ̂  ^ <p^»ftt I TOm ̂  xixsTO
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

PROFESSOR SUSHIL KUMAR MUKHERJEE d.sc., fna

December 24, 1983

Mr. Chancellor, Mr. Vice-Chancellor, Members of the University and Distinguished Guests.

I am beholden to you for inviting me to address the Convocation of Jadavpur University. For
any University it is a great occasion, especiaiiy for those who are awarded degrees and honours
for proficiency and achievements. The progress is measured by the number so awarded, the new
faculties brought into being, the knowledge generated and discoveries made. The University
takes pride in them and the society feels assured.

A welcome feature of today's educational movement is the interest the society is taking in the
objects of education. This interest originated from two important developments : (i) the policy of
educating the majority up to late adolescence, and (ii) the rapid growth of science. Ftom a m
appendage to a general frame of education, science has occupied a central position in any
sheme of educational development.

science is power, which can do good as well as harm. We have seen how in war those wtro
had the best of education can become worse than any savage or barbarous nation, if, therefore
science is to take a pivotal position in an educational system, it must be hat science which
relates closely to the material and social aspects of simple and ordinary life, and linked appropriately
with the other components of teaching, in explaining the social functions of science, Bernai points
out two purposes of science teaching ; "(1) to provide enough understanding of the place of
science in society to enable the great majority that will not be actively engaged in scientific
pursuits to collaborate intelligently with those who are, and to be able to criticise or appreciate the
effect of science on society, and (ii) to give a practical understanding of scientific method sufficient
to be applicable to the problems which the citizen has to face in his individual and social life."

We seem to have ignored both these objectives, having built a more or less closed system
and immunised ourselves against social criticism or appreciation, judging our own achievements
not against the touchstone which a conscious and educated society provides, but extolling them
in a mutually satisfied framework. They are not thus properly assessed but prejudged. Our
science teaching consists, as it were, in getting across as large a number of facts of science as
possible but not the method of science which deals with both the aspects of discovery and



criticism. Here the teacher has to depend on his innovative skill acquired by long and dedicated

thinking and experience, which no textbook can provide. This criterion applies equaly to all other

branches qfeeducation.

Science^ansfoims society, the society in tum is required to influence and direct and encourage
science. Academics everywhere aspire for excellence, and academic institutions are extolled as

centres of excellence. "Education", Prof. Bhabatosh Datta tells us in his 1980 Convocation address,

"is both a consumer good and an investment good. As a consumer good it satisfies individual
wants for a better quality of life and has therefore a basic welfare content. As an investment good,
education increase the productive or creative power of the individual and therefore of society".
But the big question is : Does excellence sell, and where, if at all ? Having noticed large scale
erosion in the meaning of excellence and of shameless compromise with it, at every possible
place where excellence is normally to be rewarded, there is complete loss of faith in our sincerity
to put high premium on excellence or in making use of it in building our nation.

The Education Commission (1964-66) expressed its concern at the dearth of competent and
trained manpower in nearly every branch of national life, and listed this deficiency as one of the
biggest boQIenecks to progress. To quote from the Report : "Poor as we are financially, the
poverty of trained intellect is still greater. We might do well to remember Whitehead's warning. 'In
the Modern World the rule is absolute—any race which does not value trained intelligence is
doomed'. Stretching this concept a little further one can say that compromise with excellence is
suicidal."

Believing that talents are strewn amongst the general run of students and that they should be
caught at the starting point of their career, a hunt was made, using the usuai screen of examinations,
howsoever sophisticated they may appear. Even though conceptuaiiy deficient, the talent search
yielded some good results. But noticing that the scheme is financially lucrative, a large number of
talents in science began to be selected. Coaching classes, shortcuts, questions and answers-
the usual paraphernalia of success in examinations have sprung, up. in course of time the
science talent search has compromised itself to a position of a common place examination of a
somewhat different category.

Commission (1964-66) writes in connect on with search for talent • "For
obtaining the best results in quality, talent has to be located early and allowed to grow in the best

ButTstrnt th" r gifted studentsas ta ent is the most valuable asset a country can have, the returns will be immense" "Best
eachers are, in fact, the best persons to locate talent, but where are they ? Can one expect
them to be found amongst those who prefer private tuition to teaching in class, and let the
students pass in the examinations not solely by their own efforts, or amongst those who write
shortcuts, and questions and answers and offer sure methods and techniques of passing
examinations ? Do they choose amongst his pupils, the best and the talents ? No, they are those
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who pay handsomely in return of the services rendered. A purely commercial transaction. These

institutions are the worst enemies of education and trying to undo what the Education Comrnission

in its wisdom recommended in respect of talent search.

The Public Service Commision are bastions of quality and merit in their recruitment procedures.

Writing in the Golden Jubilee Souvenir (1926-76) of the Public Service Commission in India one

of the authors assets : 'There is a firm recognition that the quality of the public service in India—

has been maintained only because the Commission has so steadfastly adhered to the principle of

merit. In a country with continuously expending education, and with so much educated
unemployment, any deviation from impartiality in recruitment, and, indeed, even a small doubt
about the impartiality, would have disastrous consequences". He writes in the same article :
"However certain doubts have been raised in recent years about the validity of the existing
concept of merit. Should intellectual abilities be the sole or even the principal criterion of suitability
for the public services ? And can even intellectual abilities be adequately tested through the sort
of written examinations which are held by the Public Service Commission ?" The interviews, it is
firmly believed, are too brief to judge the quality. Post-recruitment training, if imparted properly,
may improve the situation. "But", as the same author says, "there are limits within which this can
be done There could be ruthless weeding out at the end of the probationary period, but the ethos
of our society does hot allow this to be done". This is an example of compromise with excellence
at the top levels of selecting the best for administrative jobs. Added to this are the various kinds
of reservations which nullify quality at any rate.

An analysis of the public examination results of candidates, many of them fresh from their
colleges and universities is revealing. It/Iany of them turn out to be specialists too early m the.r
career and it is feared that the "educational system is churning out candidates poorly equipped
foTX' The wandering Jew, the nosey Parker in many fields of knowledge, the mongrel fo
several disciplines is rare .... Unfortunately, the universities have not nurtured him in this way", in
course of our search for the prodigy, the excellent and the talented, we reject a large percentage.
Are they to be considered as wastes ? The impact of the accumulated wastes may be tremendours
on the society, unless it is ready to accept them or recycle them, as is the prescription for
industries, for the preservation of the environment and minimising social disparity and injustice.

Analysing the causes of ailment of a university a leading journalist of our country teiis us that
the universitys search for the best in staff and students is a thing of the past^ Except for 2 or 3
institutes Within a particular university, 'The rest of the -'-^itV —
For some years now a ten-mark advantage is given to local students maki g their admission
much easier Attending lectures is no longer compuiso^ and the university s rules are so absurdly
lerai with 'reexaminations, compartmentaie. etc. that even the densest dunderhead finds it
impossible to fail" The funding in this particular university is liberal, which may be one more
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cause for degeneration. The faculty members and student leaders "have the utmost contempt
one for the other". In such situations as these, the nurturing of excellence Is a far cry.

The university referred to above, although not named, Is not unique. It represents most of

them In the country, whether more than 125 years old or established only a few years back. If we

take any function of a university and analyse the trends over the years, it Is to be admitted, albeit
painfully, that erosloh of quality Is flagrant and calamitous, so much so that excellence has
yielded Its place to mediocrity and the ordinary.

Assessment and grading of answer scripts strictly according to the norms of good quality are
set at naught If the percentage of pass Is made low. Extraordinary considerations and allotment of
general "grace marks" have to be suitably made In order to reach a respectable percentage of
pass. This Is not the end. Those who fall In spite of large concessions are still In good number
and they put pressures of all kinds to make further concessions. This becomes a matter of
prestige Issue for the party that sponsors such gherao, most often, of the VIce-Chancellor and
persistence sometimes Is rewarded and compromise becomes easy once It Is yielded All this at
the cost of what and for whose benefit, we should ask outselves and find an answer

Admission of students and what goes with It are equally unwholesome. The minirY...
'"""rnum marks

have to be lowered In order to accommodate some Influenclal groups' candldatPQ =.0d.S 3 rGsult of
which not only the total number admitted exceeds what can be managed but also the
standard goes down. Apart from this, there are reservations of all kinds whirh ^1

'  are always based
on extra acedemic considerations. Such extra academic considerations are nnt •'lui (lew innovations
They were noticeable even in the earlier, so called golden days of university life Th
originate from human foibles and follies, not unoften appearing as acts of deliberate
corruption. ^'schlef or

There are strong reasons for restricting admission to higher education becaus
suitable for all. Unchecked expansion of student population at the higher stages has
a competent analysis, let to dilution of standard. The race for higher education Is
consequence of the higher premium and market value given to It by the prevailing socio ^
system. economic

The procedures of selection of staff may be similarly scrutinised. The qualifications
course of a decade or so been toned down In order to accommodate the mainri+v, *

the possiblecandidates

It Is said : "Once recruited only through the competition held at London, the Indian Civil
. About the most prestigious of administrative services, namelv tho inHi^

.. . 'naian Civil Servi(

got linked In course of time with several streams which began to feed It—and In the proce^s^'^'^^
to dilute Its distinctive features". In addition, there were reservations for the war-returned
nominations none of which were based on merit. Top appointments, even In academic Inst^ut"
are subject to pulls and pressures of nonacademic nature. If excellence Is eroded at the top wh t
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is expected to remain lower down ?

Promotion to higher ramks, whether academic or nonacademic, is no longer based on merit,

not, sorry to mention, even the merit promotion of academic staff. In fact, attempts to instil the

j  concept of merit and excellence are resented.

!  The award of prizes, medals, and lectureships is not a straight forward matter. It is almost
certain that it is not based on assessment of merit alone, as is loudly announced, but many other

considerations go into the matter of choosing the candidates. It is not uncommon to notice that

award of one kind or the other is bestowed on the same group of persons year after year. An

analysis of these cases would be revealing.

The Scientific Advisory Committee to the Cabinet at one of its recent meetings discussed the
question of cultivating excellence in scientific work, and expressed the view that unless aporopriate
thrust is given in this direction the scientific community would not succeed in fulfilling its commitment
to the society. It went deep into the various factors standing in the way of achieving excellence in
science and how to remove them. The urgent need for promoting basic research was the starting
point of the deliberations in the meeting : the main task is to identify individuals and centres of
excellence and nurture them, by creating suitable facilities, congenial climate, relaxing bureaucratic
procedures and eliminating nonacademic interference.

The task of identifying excellence is a difficult one. Not only that we have very few who are in
a position to do so, but also the criteria of excellence cannot be rigidly fixed. In that case extreme
caution will be needed to wittistand undue influence. lt/1yopic considerations and inability to look
beyond one's own group often vitiate right kind of selection. Contrary instances are there but as
exceptions.

The agencies funding education and research, such as the U.G.C. and the I.C.A.R. and the
Ministry of Education have long been grappling with the problems of encouraging excellence in
teaching and research and experimenting with several schemes such as the cente for special
assistance, schools/institutes of advanced studies and a small number of clusters of centres
aiming at the highest possible standards. There are also the schemes for faculty improvement by
means of raising academic and research qualifications of teachers and their professional
competence. The main objective of all these efforts is to generate a climate of excellence in
academic life. Our schemes are well intentioned and also start on a note of high aspirations.
Because of the additional facilities mainly in terms of money and equipment and what is more, the
prestige associated with such schemes, there is a clamour for getting one, without perhaps
deserving, just as it is so for admission, promotion etc. The result is that often undue pressures
are brought to bear on the funding authorities, which are sometimes helpless in the matter of
deciding quality in the face of such pressures, it Is thus often noticed that the chose is not for the
bettter one. Moreover, if a fund is made available, and the funding agency is unable to spend it
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during the stipulated period it may be blamed for inefficiency. It has often been noticed that even

though a scheme is not good enough for sanction or a candidate is not up to the mark for an
award, the selebtion body is compelled to choose the best amongst the unsuitables.

Proliferation; of schemes for centres of excellence or similar institutions is a contradiction in

terms. Such schemes, by implication, cannot be large in number. If so, then one must search with

discerning eyes and look for lapses in judging quality. If perchance they grow in number at a point

of time, it becomes imperative to bring in stringent standards for judging quality. It is in this way

that excellence becomes worthwhile and meaningful.

There is another factor, to be considered. The centres of excellence and advanced studies

must be acceptable by the other faculty members if they are to succeed and inspire others to rise

to the occasion. Otherwise, jealousy may prevail as has often been observed, and wipe out the
very essence of excellence.

The Indian Council of Agricultural Research has been the first to operate schemes of Professor

of Eminence and National Fellows, apparently following a recommendation of the National
Commission on Agriculture to establish professorial' chairs for fundamental research basic to
agriculture. The scheme was started in 1978, but during the last five years, some crucial problems
have arisen in the implementation of these schemes. The stipulations made in a bureaucratic
framework, albeit engendered by scientists, in the matter of inviting applications, submitting
projects, vetting of projects, life of the schemes and their evaluation, conditions of work and
linkage with parent institutions, all these have caused many of the problems. One sort of problem
arose because of the higher (than most of the Directors of research institutes) emolument,
designation of Professor of Eminence and extra freedom allowed. These caused jealousy amongst
colleagues, some of whom possibly failed to get the coveted professorship. Most of the appointed
Professors of Eminence have, as a result, failed to deliver the goods and chosen either to leave
or not to accepf^he professorship.

In respect of vetting schemes submitted by prospective applicants there was considerable
lacunae, this important step being carried out routinely. It is surprising to note that those who
were appointed to vet were not the best and also often not fully competent. Here also, as in many
similar selections there was no alternative before the Selection Committee but to select the best
amongst not the good or better ones. It is also true that there are not many who can critically
examine such projects. In a recent review of the working of this scheme some of these lacunae
have come up for rectification and modification. It is a pity that Professor of Eminence could not
be identified, but had to be searched for in the usual fashion.

Excellence or lack of it in the sphere of education is reflected in the rest of our social activites.
We are administered, taught and serviced not by the most competent, because we have
compromised with excellence in making our choices for the administrators, educators and
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professional people. The consequent suffering and damage infiicted on us are our doing. Our

pious wishes are bogged up, our hoiy dreams are baffled and our perceptive visions get blurred

because of such compromises. Why we do so requires a searching investigation. Uniess we can

instil, by example and precept, faith in our younger generation that we are pledged to maintain

excellence and to promise that at no cost are we going to compromise with it, we may not be abie

to save the future from the degeneration that has set in.

Has professionaiisation of science anything to do with this unfortunate situation ? Early in the

development of science scholarly and intellectual apetite was not connected with a profession, it

was hobby. Copernicus was not earning living by atronomy. Research was up to the 19th century
entirely optional, and marginal to one's living. Robert Mayer was a physician, and Boyle was the
owner of a London restaurant. Many other examples may be cited. But the scholar was admired

and respected being always thought of as unwordly and peculiar.

Now professionalism is rampant. Gustav Hertz, Nobel Laureate, made all his instruments, but
now all are push-buttons. Science is big business, harbouring institutionalisation and
bureaucratisation.

DanA/in, Mendeleev, Pasteur, Einstein, Rutherford and Bohr are edifice makers, but there are
stone-masons who make a living out of research. A bulky Ph.D. thesis and a big bunch of
research papers are the sole capital of a researcher, which, however, yield no practical results.
But it may be of interest to note that it was the Ph. D. work of Marie Curie, Broglie, Perrin and
Josephson that won for them the Nobel prizes, Pauli's exclusion principle was not published as a
seperate paper. Now the need to publish is greater ; there are about 340,000 journals which
publish annually more than 5 million papers. Is the knowledge or the quality of it proportional to
the number ? Indeed not. The characteristics of a quality research worker are covered by what
has been called the 5Gs. Geist (spirit, intellect), Geduld (patience, effort), Genauigkeit (rigour,
precision), Gluck (luck) and Geld (money). Edison, known for his hardwork and patience used to
say 99% perspiration and 1% Geist. But that one percent is indispensable for sustaining excellence.
Let the students who are awarded degrees and honours to-day, and are going to be responsible
citizens of tomorrow, keep watch on this one percent investment throughout their life and career.
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

DR. ASESH MITRA

MAY 1, 1986

Mr. Chancellor, Mr. VIce-Chancellor, Distinguished Guests, Teachers and Students of the University.

May I at the outset say how happy I am to be able to share with you some of the proudest
moments of a student's life. To those who have performed brilliantly, let me offer my special
words of congratulations.

This Universify started with aspiration and dreams of a few very distinguished patriots as
early as 1906 at a time when technology was almost entirely foreign but science was beginning to
emerge with the pioneering works such as those of J. C. Bose on microwaves. As it started
combining science and engineering faculties on a equal footing, it began to acquire a special
character that is now so clearly evident in the IITs : the growth and emergence of the science of
technology, l^ote that I use the words "equal footing" for in the absence of an honourable
posifion of science, we grow only convenfional but not new technologies.

On this occasion, I would like to take the opportunity of giving you my own views on fhe role
that national laboratories can play in the development of science and technology In Universitip-!
and the role that CSIR itself has played in the past or we would like it to play in future The CSIR
was constituted in 1942 as an 'autonomous' body and amongst its functions there are several that
relate to the desired nature of linkage between the CSIR and the Universities These
establishment and award of Research sfudenfships and fellowships, promotion guidance^L!,d
coordination of scientific and industrial research in India, including the institution and financino of
specific researches and esfablishment or development of and assistance to special institutions or
departments of existing institutions for scientific study of problems affecting particular ind'urtriri
and trades. In pursuance of these objectives, CSIR has been awarding fellowships to Universities
right from its inception and in fact it is rare to find a senior scientist of distinction who has norhad
the benefit of CSIR Fellowship in his initial research career. There are at least 3 500 Research
Fellows and Associates working with CSIR support at various Institutions and IITs and each
roughly about 1,000 new Research Fellowships are awarded, costing something about 5 cro^reT
In addition, the CSIR has been supporting Research Schemes in almost all important disciplines
of science and technology in the Universities and outside through the various Research Committees
constituted for that purpose. At the moment about 700 such schemes are being supported
financially by the CSIR. There are currently about 40 CSIR Research Fellows and Research
Associates and 16 research schemes operating in Jadavpur University with CSIR funds
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The question that has been raised is how effective is this linkage and should the linkage be

limited to only the award of Fellowship or granting of a few Research Schemes. While the CSIR

was the principal fund-giving body in the earlier years, there are now many organisations giving

funds and therefore the role of the CSIR in providing research support in University system will
have to be looked at from a different perspective. Can we, for example, think in terms of National

Laboratories sub-contracting part of its work to the Universities ? NPL has given a work on

electronic standards to the Electrical Engineering Department of Jadavpur'University and has
associated several scientists of NT, Delhi, in the work of fabrication of satellite payloads for Gross

Aeronomy Satellite, expected to be launched in 1987-88. Such cases are, however, not many
and there is scope for examining the advantages and disadvantages of such a procedure. Or one
could think in terms of opening up of major facilities of the National Laboratories for University
participation. An excellent example, from the NPL with which I am familiar, was the opening of its
high pressure facility to University community. This is a special centre built up with joint resources
of NUDP and CSIR and provide unique opportunities of looking at the behaviour of the materials
at high pressure and high temperature. Geologists of several universities arej^ginning to take
advantage of this facility.

A third type of collaboration could be organisation of joint teaching programmes in which
advanced laboratory facilities available in national institutions are made use of. An excellent
example is the arrangement made by the National Institute of Oceanography-with a number of
Universities for teaching at Master's level on Marine Sciences. In some case$ students actually
spend a semester in NIC and use its very considerable oceanographic facilities including study
cruises with the Research Vessel Gaveshiani. At Calcutta, there are two important CSIR laboratories,
the Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute and the Indian Institute of Chemical Biology,
which are available for participating programmes. An yet another linkage could be joint operation
of centres of excellence in specific branches of science or specific areas of technology preferably
at the University Campus itself much in the same way as Max Planck Institute of Federal
Republic of Germany. One important requirement in such a joint programrne would be the
willingness of the Universities to offer faculty status to the scientists running ?uch centres.

Indian Science and Technology are fast changing their relative status. Twenty years back
Indian science was far ahead of the technology available in the country but It is no longer so, and
we suspect that the situation will soon arise when the necessary lead-time that science should
have over technology to generate and sustain contemporary development will not be forthcoming.
While many factors contribute to this differential growth,, an important element has been the
gradual disappearance of University research in high technology or emerging new areas. Inspite
of many years of efforts for example, there is no major involvement of University faculties with
rocket or ballon or satellite-borne payload system excepting in the recent years with only one
University. It is not merely lack of infrastructure or non-availability or research grants that is
responsible for this but also the matter of not having genrated the culture of team work.
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We are now in the process of finalising the plans for setting up a 2 MW radar of a very special

kind called the f^^sospheric Stratospheric-Tropospheric radar to be located perhaps nearTirupathi.
We are looking for serious involvement of some of the University Groups in this frontier level
effort right from the stage of construction of the equipment. A similar attempt of involving University
faculties from the initial stage is being made by the Ooty Radioastronomy Group now designing a

Giant Metre Wave Telescope (the GMRT), which is expected to be first of its kind in the world.

The Indian Institute of Astrophysics has already set up a 90" telescope at Bangalore as a national

facility, where University scientists are welcome. The Institute of Microbial Technology, now under
construction at Chandigarh, has already started advance courses on biotechnology. The Central

Scientific Instruments Organisation has been for years running an Indo-Swiss Training Centre for

high precision engineering workshop practices. It is clear, therefore, that we are fast entering into

a very different scientific culture of high technology that was not available earlier to our scientists
in University or'-elsewhere. How do we direct interest of University scientists to search large
projects, instead of undertaking a wide variety of conventional minor programmes. The first

element has to be awareness — awareness that such facilities are available for university scientists,

that these provide windows for contemporary research of high quality and that a peer review is

possible. To this end I would suggest that the Universities consider the possibility of bringing in
Directors or such Centres for giving series of lectures to the University faculty and research

students. The subsequent question of funding participation of the university scientists once interest
is aroused can be arranged through a series of mechanisms including those available with the
CSIR system. .

I am one of4hose who believe that a technology soon reaches a plateau if it is based entirely
on empirical approach. Quantum jump is possible only when simulations are initiated from
fundamental concepts. I would like to urge the university faculties to seriously consider participating
in national prog^^mmes from this angle of mathematical simulation; particularly because many of
the major institutions or agencies being concerned with operational problems are increasingly
giving less and less time for physical and mathematical simulation and in data handling. Even a
decade ago Indian scientists were noted for their analytical ability and most papers published in
standard journals were primarily the result of analysis of data that were obtained elsewhere It is
regretable that this ability has now diminished greatly. While we are now collecting large amount
of data in many areas, we seem to be doing very little in the handling and physical interpretation
of such data. We have a special opportunity for university scientists.

Sense of adventure has, however, in recent years reemerged. One example is our Antarctic
Programmes. The Antarctic scientists are mostly young and when they return far more mature
than scientists of similar age. I have recently had occasion to run a large International Assembly
of Astronomers in Delhi. I gave the responsibility of trouble shooting to a few of our Antarctic
Scientists. They came back to me only after completing the jobs. It is hearterning that some of
these scientists came from Universities. One of these whom I knew personally. Miss Sudipta
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Sengupta came from this University and I must congratulate the university for providing such a
superb woman scientist for this programme.

We are otten told that while Indian S & T manpower Is the third largest In the world, its
achievements and outputs are not commensurate with this large manpower. One must, however,
note that of this very large S & T manpower only a very small fraction Is available for R & D work
and that some 9,000 papers per year published in standard journals for such a small community
of R & D people is not quite bad. I believe the problem we are facing is quite different; I am afraid
we might end up very soon in not having even this number in areas of basic sciences, not, at
least, of the quality that we desire. While it has for some time been difficult to attract electronic,
mechanical and metallurgical engineers, there is now a new problem of getting good quality
physicists For a good physicist is usually good in many other areas; in computer science,
banking, management, and administration. This invisible brain drain in my view is far more
dangerous than the more visible brain drain to countries abroad. What can we do about It ? Are
these major programmes sufficiently attractive for the young bright minds ? there is a saying that
"brains go where brains are". Can we provide the "brains" that will attract young minds sufficiently
to go through the agony and ecstasy of learning how exhilarating science can be ? Our National
Institutions still boast of many distinguished scientists and technologists; Indian scientists who are
Presidents of three International Scientific Organisations and Executive Committee members of
several International Unions. The base for quality science exists. The peaks that we look for over
this base will have to come primarily from the University communities. I hope that will come soon.
LGt mG Grid with this optimistic notG.
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

SHRI MULK RAJ ANAND

GUEST-IN CHIEF

December 24, 1987

Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor,

Members of the Faculties of Jadavpur University, Dear friends : "

I have put down a few stray thoughts, loud thinking about, broodings on the implications of
the usefulness or waste, of 'hightech' for human civilisation.

The ultimate Technologies of today have already produced the nuclear bombs and are
leading the so-called advanced world towards preparations for Star Wars.

When H. G. Wells, who was always showing possibilities for the 'Health, Wealth and Happiness
of mankind', wrote some words which he called 'at the end of the Tether', he, who believed that
Science and Technology would bring plenty to mankind, prophesised the end of all hopes throu h
the use of ultimate technology.

Rabindra Nath Tagore, who had, in his early life, hoped like his Guru, Ram Mohan Ro for
the world to receive the blessings which the advance of knowledge in the West would -
spoke bitterly about the brink to which Western civilisation, had brought the worldTrou ̂ t^he
mususe of science, by the making of improved weapons for the then threatened Second^World
War.

Mahatma Gandhi had told an interviewer, about the same time, that those who put their faith
in more and more machines for the the building of the new world would be shattered b
demonaic forces, which the monopolists of political power would let loose through the machines

Did Einstein deplore his discovery ? No one is quite sure.

But there is no doubt that today the hackneyed phrase Technology run mad' seems to
describe the situation, if we go beyond the small talk about the usefulness or otherwise of the
Super Computer technology, in depth, to our predicament in India as part of the modern world

Of course, it is also quite clear that in a vast landscape such as ours, there is need for the
improvement of tools beyond the earth-scratcher invented five thousand years ago. The Japanese
small tractor certainly yields double harvests on little acres. The powerloom. produces bigger
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yardage per hour than the handloom per day. Many improved tools and machines are necessary
to meet the demands for goods for our increasing hungry millions. In almost all the branches of
our daily life, from removing and recycling growing waste, cooking food, convenient travel, avoidance
of pollution'of atmosphere, improving the environment, and for balanced growth beyond our
closed traditional cultures, we have to accept science as integral to the life processes and as
much technology as we can absorb.

But in the service of life I Not for the spoliation and destruction of life I And no technologies
which may obliterate the air, water and land.

All creative arts which release our energies for renewal, against the decay from neglect, of
the body and the soul, and all scientific inquiry into the working of the universe, have their origin
in the sense of wonder about life. Rahasya, the mystery of exrstence.

Self sufficiency for domestic existence must be achieved to accord with the basic programme,
devlLd by Jawaharlai Nehru, by keeping in view the vision which he had of a world in which
human beings may evolve to some degree of wholeness.

The choice then, is between Vision and Pragmatism in our approach towards the future.
This may sound simplistic. -

SrHe" mrdetrienThe ads and sciences which promote life, and those which prepare the
doomsday. . everywhere in the world have already saturated the world with a

glut Of goods for phy ^ ^ ,^3 ̂ 33, ,,^ber of

r f::: of LL: .0. are bereft, through the expenditure of frillions
TL^'roirLTurrate, Professor Sean Macbride, has put the economics of the armament

building world in some telling words : I quote :
In 1984 humanity wasted over 800 billion dollars on the arms race.
In 1985 U.S.A. is inviting the world to engage in an arms race in space (for Star Wars), which

will cost over a trillion dollars to the U.S.A. alone.
And this is when famine claims hundreds of thousands of lives in Africa.
Over 400 million suffer from maluntrition.

More than 300 millions suffer from anaemia. One hundred million children are on the verge of
death from undernourishment and lack of vitamins.

30% of world's children do not go to school
After the first world war the earth appeared to the poet, T.S. Eliot, to have become Waste land'.
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And another dreaming American, Hart Crane, wrote about the same time :

'O, I have known metallic paradises

where cuckoos clucked to finches,

above the deft catastrophes of drums,

while litters hailed the groans of death

beneath gyrating awnings I have seen

the incunabule of the divine grotesque '

Like Walt Whitman who wrote 'A Passage to India' to dream his way East (though he never
got to our land), the modern poet Hart Crane said to a friend : 'I want to go to India and stay
always." Because 'Meditation on the Sun is all there is.' Away from the 'Cultivated storms' of
young America, then urging onwards to world power, through the occupation of the world with the
weapons of power and the gult of consumer goods.

Of course, both T.S. Eliot and Hart Crane hoped for resurrection, beyong the crushing of the
individual in modern mechanisation', 'beyond the corymbulous formations of mechanics

And, wistfully Hart Crane thought of how the priests walked—slowly though Bombay
The irony of the situation is that since Hart Crane longed to tread the streets of Bombay the

high priests of the biggest industrial city of India have made it into very much like New York with
tall skyscrapers, with more than a hundred and one millionaires, running multi-national industries
in a profit-dominated society. There the imitationist American style capitalist, headed by Rubber
Barons, like Steel Kings, Motor Kings, Soap Kings' of the I9th century. Rockefeller and Ford
Pierpont Morgan are dominant. And our Bulls and Bears have consigned more than eleven
million people to a veritable hell in the Sunshine in what was once Mumba Devi.

Our purblind apoing of the mechanical civilisation is, indeed, making worse hells than those in
the West, because we are imitationists, who do not invent for our needs, but seek to impose life
styles on our masses at prices they can't afford.

The visionary Jawaharlal Nehru, even though he was compelled to go beyond Gandhi's
dream of a dominantly handicraft civilisation in the new India, did not want the use of machines
without education about what machines were for, and without deciding how many machines we
want, and for what purpose. "=»^nines we

He wanted a sharing economy, enough production to distribute to each accordinq to his or
her need, in a world*in which there would not be too many needs. He was not a mechanical
materialist. He was a dialectical materialist. He did believe in the sciences, as eye openers to the
beauty of the cosmos and for human understanding. He did not believe in an armament economv
through which the merchants of death may pile up fortunes for themselves and misfortunes for
makind. He evolved the five principles of coexistence of people and nations from the wish to live
and let live. He seldom had any money in his pocket.
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He would have been apalled by the Chor Bazar, which the rich have made of every city of our

land. He did not want the fruits of civilisation to be harvested by hig land lords of his own party

some of whom own a thousand, two thousand to five thousand acres of land as, say, in Bihar. He

did not want the 'spouting of malice', of the affluent, cash-nexus society, with wasteful private

consumption by the few and the denial of collective social needs.

In spite of Gandhiji's inhibitions, Nehru had sensed the truth of Marx's prognostications that

the worship of gods of the consumer society, makes men and women 'into things among things',
alienates them from their inner human urges. In his book Discovery of India, though not accepting

Shankara, he harked back to the forest books. He knew that: 'By air, as by thread, this world and
its beings, are strung together'.

The choice is between the options i whether we must become strangers to ourselves, to our
humanness, or become integral human beings ? Whether we wish for fulfilment through lowest
motivations,' by more gadgets and goods, or whether we wish to combine the pleasure principle
with the reality principle : whether we wish the individual to grow to awareness of himself among
others and the vast cosmos ? That is to say : whether we wish to live in alienation from ourselves,
unconcerned, in the confused world, where the greed for more and more goods by some leads to
envy, suspicion, hatred and fear-and ultimately war, or whether we want to put the whole world
into ourselves.

The paradox of the human situation, in the face ot the phenomenal growth ot 'High Tech' is
that the inventors seem to have lost touch with the private lite ot feelings, the human home, the
love ot children the walk in the garden, the lite ot sharing. The atomic scientists in one ot the
biggest laboratories ot the star wars are reported to be devoted so completely to research that
they have become immune to domestic considerations. They are perfecting the laser ray which
will destroy all enemy lasers. They are hired lands ot merchants, who must make profits from
weapons, which may kill them, and their own kith and kin, even as they may kill all toes and
friends, in universal atomic death;

The people ignorant or knowledgeable, alike, are in a state of shock, numbed by news of
what is being invented which they vaguely feel may end life.

Since India's liberation our intelligentsia has been Janus-faced, looking both ways : with
nostalgia towards the past glorified as a rich cultural heritage, in spite of dark periods of decay, or
with starry-eyed exaltation towards smart modernism.

From nostalgia for the past, our Gurus say : everything has been thought out in the forest
books. One self styled Maharishi talks of Vedic Sciences. He says he had discovered 21 hitherto
unknown Samhitas of the Rig Veda and 100 lost Samhitas of the Sama Veda. On the basic of
these, he wishes to inaugurate a new era of 'Vedic Science'. This miraculous discovery certainly
goes beyond the questions asked in the Rig Vedic Hymn of Creation, where the bard asked
questions about how the world began, thought along, speculated about origins, but did not assert
what the contemporary Maharishi is declaiming !
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Some modernists want to join the Nuclear Club of the Super powers, which would, of course,
mean the purchase of the high priced laser technology costing 300 trillion dollars.

Neither of these choices seem to be possible.

After exploding a nuclear device in Pokharan some years ago, India has so far abstained, in
spite of mounting pressure from the chauvinists, from making the bomb.

Our country has ostensibly decided not to join the Nuclear Club.

In fact, we have been, so far, urging a convention to bar the use, and the threat to use, of
nuclear weapons.

Extending the five principles of Peaceful Coexistence, as the precursors of non-alignment
with the contending blocs, and other militarist cooperatives, we asked the U.N.O. in 1978, to

resolve on a ban on the use, and threat to use, of nuclear weapons. We invoked the model of the

1925 Geneva Protocol, which had banned the use of chemical weapons.

Most members of the non-aligned movement accepted our resolution and it got one hundred

and thirty two votes in the last General Assembly, Needless to say, fifteen Nato states opposed
our initiatives. Australia and New Zealand decided to oppose, though they were sympathetic.
Greece abstained.

In the ten point Indo-Soviet declaration issued at the end of 1986, we stand for the ban on the
use, and the threat to use, of nuclear arms, uniti nuclear disarmament is achieved.

Such conventions imply that we want to look all the 'gift houses in the mouth', as the phrase
goes.

The choice, then, is whether we should go with the Supers, starve our millions, and buy 'High
Tech' and become willing partners in the preparation of universal death through advanced
technology ? Our whether we should assimilate only the absolutely necessary machines to aid
growth ?

By rejecing human concerns, most leaders of contemporary civilisation seem to accept
superfluities, from the arrogance of power. We learnt from Gandhi not to desire superfluities

If we go by the talk of the rustics gathered round the hookah under a tree in a village in all
their bereftness, deprivations and want, they seem to say, without many words, that life should
not cease.

Do we want our new young to survive and live ? Live more abundantly, or perish in the
nuclear death ?
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

PROFESSOR IRFAN HABIB

December 24, 1988

Mr. Chancellor, Mr. Vice-Chancellor, Members of the Jadavpur University. Young Fnends,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is most gracious of the Jadavpur University to invite me to address this Convocation, and i
am deeply indebted to it tor this signal mark ot honour.

very tew Universities in India can claim such distinguished origins

Bengal. The vision ot a seit-reiiant and technologically up of the
conjured up was here supported by ̂  d°wn-to-earth prachca mea A
Bengal Technical institute, later to be the Jadavpur College o'^ng. 9
great sense ot dedication was needed before a sut^ect « 3 and
engineers and scientists : we may recall Rash Behari ^ ̂  ̂  n^emorial to the
nuLer rupees towards building the institution ot his dreams. Jadavpur 9devotion and work ot such public spirited men.

onvprsion of the College of Engineering and Technology into a university in 1
^1 believe not an altered, bt an enlarged objective for Jadavpur; contributing not. simple to
hnolooical development of the country, but to the whole range of its scientific and culture

'«»«"p- •" -p"
present audience—how to look at out cultutal heritage and the tight tor modern ideas and va ues
in today's India.

As Susobhan Sarkar has aptly put it, Bengal has been tor the Indian Renaissance what ItalyIr thl European-its original base ot diffusion. There was so much that the great figure ot
r Rencal Renatesance, Raja Ram Mohan Roy, brought home to us tor the first time. He told us
?e L t to ortradilions must be tempered with reason ; that "the lack ot patriotic feeling"

Tndtns was due to "the distinction of castes"; that women should have rights to property
Ted ca on ; that widows had to have the right to lite ; that idolatnt had to be abandoned ; that
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one should turn from traditional memorising of theological texts to modem "Anglo-oriental" education.

Almost everything, he said went against the prevailing culture and customs of the time. In this

battle for reform. Ram Mohan Roy made use of whatever assistance he could obtain from older

legal texts and the Upanishads, and tended to dismiss the ideas or customs he was opposing as
later "arbitrary" innovations-or coccupttons. But if Ram Mohan Roy heavily appealed to Brahmanicaf

sources'to reinforce his arguments against particular social or religious practices among Hindus,
this was obvioGsly done oljt of necessity. It does not mean that he saw Indian culture as confined
to a simple Hindu heritage. In other contexts he would recall Kabir and Nanak, and quote Sadi
and Hafiz. His very first tract on monotheism was written in Persian—the Tuhfat-ul Muwahhidin.
He only quarried the past, as it were, to find whatever could be of service as building blocks of the
future. There as np uncritical acceptance of our entire heritage or a narrow definition of it

A second and more recent figure marked the apex of the Indian Renaissance—Rabindranath
Tagore. Tagore saw many values created in the modern western civilization to be of universal
significance social equality, equal status of women, unrestricted quest for knowledge. In his
writings here and there Tagore may have made certain statements which suggested, a tolerance
for the traditional inequities, but his main thrust was for a thorough renovation. Not for him "the
India ofthe gentry" alone ; nor any "compromise between knowledge and ignorance". If like
Gandhi, Tagore. did sometimes speak exclusively in Hindu contexts, like Gandhi too he held that
if there is-any such eptiry as India, Muslims must be a part of it".

•  This opening to modern ideas is-surely the major legacy of the Bengal Renaissance ' it

Ih'T ^ r"'"" " continuously critical approach to it ine ig t of the constantly widening horizons of human thought. It thus carried a message which
IS of j great a rnoment today-perhaps, even more-as when It was first delivered. For in the
meahtime, the vo aries of tradition have also responded and in thousands of ways invoked pas.
prejudices and utilised modern means nf rnmmMr,;,,of *
^  . . : , , communication to sustain a contrary position : the
defence and reinforcement of every parochial spntimont

^ Pdrocniai sentiment that was present in the past, such as of
community,, caste, and region, and the denial with Increasinn

,  , • .4. .. ,., increasing stridency, of some of the mostcherished values of mankind today, like social equality and human rights.
Let us take, first, the use that is being made of religion. It is true that the leading lights of the

Bengal Renaissance (Derozio, with his suspected atheistic rationalism, represented a largely
Isolated though heroic segment) accepted religion as a major factor in human life and then
sought to ascribe to It all the values that modern thought brought home to them In a similar way
Gandhi ascribed to Hinduism the values he had so obviously, and with full acknowledgement'
absorbed from Tolstoy and Ruskin, and then tried to use Hinduism, so enriched, in order to carry
out measures of reform that struck against almost every tenet of Its traditional conception One
can almost be persuaded to see that this dual relationship between religion and enlightenment
was inevitable, if the enlightenment was to have any practical consequences.
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But the relationship, inevitable or not, involved conceding to religion a role which is in
absolute contradiction to the secular view of society and polity, itself so crucial an elerhent of
modern culture, in tum, the very essence of the Indian Renaissance. More, once this position is
conceded, the religion that occupies it, is not necessarily of the kind that Ram Mohan Roy,
Tagore or Gandhi had owed allegiance to, but something quite different, namely, an assemblage
of all the old prejudices that would for ever divide and oppress us.

I  hope that I am not musunderstood. I have great respect for people who sincerely hold
religious beliefs and harbour a personal allegiance to the Deity as they see Him. It is a matter
involving the innermost soul of man, and I have no v^ish to speak lightly of It. But the question is
whether religion, the private concern of individuals, can be invoked to control social ethics,
practices and laws. And that is a matter which must call tor critical reflection.

An excessive emphasis on the religious aspects of our culture must surely lead to divlsiveness.
The Jesui'^her Monserrate said insightfully that Akbar. while pursuing a tolerant policy, failed to
see that "in allowing every one to follow his own religion, he was in reality violating a'' '
one may dispute this as too absolute a statement ; but that it has at least a modicum of truth, o
not think many would deny.

That it is partially true, Is shown by the way eminent men have been led to Identify our culture
with a single religion and to see all devislons as the necessary result of the intrusions of other
unwelcome faiths. The late Professor R. C. Majumdar in his essay on the Bengal Rena|^ssance^
insists on the insurmountable divisions between Hindus and Itfluslims ; and, overlooking the
catholic and liberal spirit of the Bengal Renaissance, sees it as an essentially Hindu phenomenon.
In a major collective work on Indian history, generously patronised by the Government of India,
that he edited, he gathered together references to the atrocities that Muslims have ever committed
on the Hindus in order to proclaim that "the twain" can never meet. It was inevitable that his
conception of Hinduism would be far distant from that of the leaders of the Renaissance. To him
its two main sources were the "temples and monasteries" and the Brahmans, and it could only
flourish where these flourished. When the editor of a leading national newspaper the other day
identified India with "Hindudom", he did not have the tolerant egalitarian Hinduism of Gandhi in
mind, but clearly something of the sort that Professor R. C. Majumdar presents to us. The circle
is thus completed ; and the Renaissance might not ever have taken place.

A complementary assertion of the Muslim "identity" rests on the view of pristine Islam as an
all-embracing system of social organisation and as a total intellectual and cultural determinant.
This has proceeded so far that respectability has come to be attached to such fantasies as
"Islamic banking" and "Islamic science". The claim for a totally separate entity for Muslims is
backed by a massive ideological structure, uncompromising alike in its scorn for modern
progressive values and its rejection of the ideas of people like Shibli and Azad, who had partaken
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of the light of the Indian Renaissance. One could trace similar processes of thought in an even

more acute form is Sikh separatism.

The environment in the country today is decidedly conducive to the resurgence of revivalist
ideas. One is tempted to trace them to processes such as "Sanskritization" analysed by M. N.
Srinivas, the noted sociologist. As castes lower in the scale become affected by modern conditions,
they begin to aspire to recognition to a higher status, within the traditional hierarchy ; and this
aspiration they meet by Sanskritization, i.e. the adoption of the beliefs and customs of the higher
castes, even to the extent of introducing seclusion of women, abandoning widow remarriage and
so on. As a result the traditional religion, far from being shaken by modern condition, continually
receives a new infusion of blood. (Among Muslims the sociologists have detected an anologous
process of "Ashrafization"). The process is particularly reflected in the rejuvenation of the caste
system in a remarkably assertive form in almost all parts of the country. The intolerable growth of
the dowry system, the exaltation of the sati, and proclamation of the sanctity of sectarian "personal
law", whatever its inequities, are all reflections of this all-embracing growth revivalism

The revivalist trend is being fed and furthered by a steady erosion of official secularism. The
open award of Government patronage and public funds to activities of a purely religious nature
has grown to an extent that could hardly have been imagined in the first decade of our Constitution
The relentless pursuit of Mythology on our national television, when television ic= nn

•  i«'t;vibion is no longer an elite
possession, but reaches millions, cannot but affect the making of the people's minds

Finally, there are the official concessions : the forcible occupation of a disputed relioious
shrine by Hindus, displayed on national television, is sought to be counterbalanced by a leoisLive
overturning of a Supreme Court judgement in favour of Muslim women so as to
Muslim orthodoxy. Even adopted children cannot be protected in this country because^oTtr f
of infringing a community's personal law. The excessive regard paid to the Hindu o'
long been an obstache in the way of providing a truly unified civil code anri'T
protection of women's rights. In the realm of daily realities, we have an ,,n=h ,
tolerated persecution of the Harijans and tribaie by the landowners or upper castes
riots, the reflection of a deep, haunting malaise in our society, never seem to ,
perpetrators appear effortlessly to escape all punishment. (West Benaal unn
State Government provides a welcome exception to some of these disfini.r^m enlightened
Ijfg) 9 ©merits of our national

The present situation sets a challenging question to all those who acauire h- h
Are they to conform with the old, divisive structures of beliefs, now so hea 'i ®'^ucation.
as distorted, or are they to be the transmitters of modern Ideas, of sclentif'i^
and equality, which the Indian Renaissance and the National Movement first in^rTduc

One is heartened Immeasurably when one reads or hears of younq m
up cudgels on behalf of the victims of social oppression : the slain anrt women taking

revaged harijans in the



villages of Bihar, the forcibly immolated dowry bride, women deprived of their rights, people
marked down by terrorists in the Punjab for daring to speak up for unity, and so on, an endless
stream of humanity calling for succour and support. There are also young people, who have
dedicated themselves to spreading the message of science in our villages and towns by voluntary
effort sometimes sustained by welcome Government subsidies.- Above all, there are those who
reach out to field labourers, peasants and workers, and by bringing them in common organisations
for common causes invoke new bonds of brotherhood. It is this kind of effort which in its cumulative
effect has helped retard the complete submergence of our modern values 'under the revivalist
resurgence. What is urgently needed, however, is a multiplication of the ranks and a fuller sense
of direction and purpose.

We have to be clear in our minds that while we must preserve and safeguard our cultural
heritaoe we have to liberate ourselves from all bondage to the antiquated or revived inequities,
however sacred their sanction. Such a task is the pre-requisite for any progress towards the
realization of a truly democratic society, equality and socialism. Once again, as^rg Ram Mohan
Roy's time but on a much larger and portentous scale, there is a battle of ideas. From one side
it has barely been joined. But if we are to march with the world, if we consider ourselves one with
all humanity then revivalism in all its forms (fundamentalism, communaiism, etc.) will surely have
to be confronted with an open, uncompromising assertion of the values of modern civilization with
secularism as a crucial compenent.

Jadavpur was created to meet a specific challenge the country was facing under foreign rule,
viz the suppression of national industy and lack of scientific development. We are faced today
Witt^ a different challenge, this time unluckily of our own making, the one posed by the growing
stranglehold of the obsolete values of our old culture. In meeting it, the role of this university, as
of all universities in India, could be decisive.

The contribution that the universities and those who pass through them could make in this
struggle tor minds will not be determined by the amount of money that is spent on the universities,
Lt by the content of instruction that they impart. In much of the debate over the educational
policy of the Government, this aspect has been largely overlooked, the focus being put on modes
of appointments, emoluments, promotion, monitoring, autonomy and so on— matters that are
important but not exclusively so. One is depressed to see how much sectarian atmosphere is
allowed to permeate our colleges and universities, which are supposedly secular institutions. The
textbooks in use in History and Humanities generally are not only often obsolete, but quite as
often replete with communal and obscurantist distortions. The situation is only worse at the
school stage. No policy or critique of a policy for education can demand serious hearing unless it
tackles this important defect in our educational system. Remedying this defect is part of the
struggle against Revivalism, and I hope that, as in many things in the past. West Bengal will show
US the way here too.
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In spite of the fact that the gathering clouds are dark and forbidding, and every day the
newspapers bring news of how so many of us have lost even an elementary sense of humanity,
one can still see many signs of hope. There is defiance of injustice from the most unexpected
quarters, and example of a quiet but firm allegiance to the spirit of our republic from people who
have never received any tangible benefits from it. Surely this makes it even more obligatory on
us, who have been so especially favoured by being given access to education, if not by anything
else, to stand up in defence of a really secular, democratic and scientific India. We may then be
able to contribute to the retreat of revivalism, and so help to enable our country to take a step
forward towards that "realm of freedom" which can only beckon to a conscious and awakened
people.

V

Thank you.

Irfan Habib
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS
By

Dr. Ashok Mitra
GuGSt-in-Chief
December 24, 1989

Mr. Chancellor. Mr: Vlce-Chancellor. Members of the Ur,Mersl,y. My Young Friends. Ladles and
Gentlemen :

T.e university .as done me honour by its Invna.lorr -
occasion. Jadavpur gariy decades of this century. The National
subject to proscription '"'P And those tvho came together to form
Council of ® be waylaid : the pursuit of national self-

to "b tld .0 L cuLaticn of science and technology, and the specificity o
" !ni;«c and technological explorations must be determined by the nation's own priorities.
Ts how the institution, which later grew into this university came into existence.

nanded it recognised another major social reality : the flowering of taleAS the correlated with the stock of imagination in society. Literaturein science and techno ogyis^^^^^^y of the

. CoTan initl of advanced learning even were its prima^ tocus is on science Tributes
l^due to the university for the strides it has made towards achieving such an integration.

This day by tradition belongs to the graduates who pass out and are offered degrees and
awards I have to address myself to them. This I do with some trepidation. In terms of intel ectua
elpment the new generation is miles ahead of those who belong to my age-group. must

that somehow, themes from time past will mesh into time future.
When fifty-years ago, the National Council of Education laid the foundation of the institution

whicria became this university, it had already been able to scrape together some funds, but,whicn laier ueua passion, love for ones country. The
let there be no mistaking, i s speculation. While we
morphology of ,33/b.onth,'a nonagenarian lady died in Spain. Little
were electing ° passing And yet, some fifty years ago, she, Dolores Gomez Ibarruri,

La ™'ras'she was better known, epitomised for a large part of the world what passion is
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or ought to be : patriotism, fealty to one's people, suspension of all desiccated accounting of
subjective gains and losses, an indomitable spirit of resistance to the recognised forces of evil.
Many of us, then in our callow youth, discovered the majesty of passion in what she said and did;
her country was about to be taken over by uncivilised vandals; she did not allow herself to be a
victim of frustration: the patriotic masses must rally back, they must fight, and fight again; no
pasaran, the enemy shall not pass. Wherever we were, irrespective of the country we belonged
to, that invocation became our emotional asset too. Spain lost that war, but the magic flame set
ablaze by La Pasionaria continued to burn. Each of us, who belonged to that generation, learned
to chant : no pasaran.

Perhaps such rhetoric will now sound jaded. Idealism of that old variety will be considered an
embarrassment. And yet, I am not sure that, in a just society, passion and ideology should be
segregated from the commerce of dally living, and from the system of education too

Let me illustrate what I have in mind. The quality of performance in our universities technology
centres and other such Institutes of higher learning evoked wide admiration. Scholars in these
institutions have succeeded in reaching pinnacles of scientific and technological achievements
despite their working in an environment where resources are permanently short There is naturally
a surging of pride on account of such tremendous achievements. But this pride is also often
accompanied by a guilt complex. Can we put our hand to our heart and claim that our Driorltles
have always been right, the allocation of resources between education and other areas L within
the different sectors of education itself, has always been the most appropriate^ There Is of late
much discussion on so-called areas of relevant concern; special missions have been set In o
hasten the pace of development in these areas. How does one still deny the lack of coherence n
much of what is happening around us?. Four decades and more after inHe °
notwithstanding the nobility the universities and technology Institutes have collecTelv T,,'' ^"r^
close to two-thirds of the nation remain without the benefits of even elemente a
proportion of the functionally illiterate is in fact much higher. Most other basic
to be beyond the reach of millions of our countrymen. Must we banish
contradiction between excellence recorded at the highest educational levrand th'"
darkness which defines existence for a majority of our countrymen stoke atl .
somewhere? some indignation

Allow me to drift Into another, but related theme. Science and techrrci
lead us to the ethereal valley of reason and enlightenment Even as we r, supposed to
immediate overriding problems, tidings reach us of a new civilisation ®
usher in, which humanity is about to create for itself, which will Drover
hitherto interminable tussle against nature. Give or take a couple of ri h
various aspects of food technology, we are assured, will rid the earth or!.
genetic engineering will eradicate pestilence and disease fuel technoic .

'  ® 'echnologists will unlock tha =ocretwill unlock the secret
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of cheap, even renewable sources of energy; we will supposedly end up with so much of extra
resources that enough will be available for each and all, and even class war will be in danger of
becoming dysfunctional. Leisure will be at everybody's door, modalities for filling that leisure will
be equally common-place, sports, poetry, films and music will be our daily unending fare. Our
universities and institutions of higher learning are, quite legitimately, a part of this great global
adventure that is on. But, which all this excitement goes on, are we not, in this country, at the
same time systematically proceeding in a contrary direction and marching, so to say, against

we watch, almost helplessly, the spectacle of revivalism suddenly thfeatening to overrun
e nation. Some of the episodes and incidents that have taken place in recent weeks are rep ete

ITfrightening irrationality : even the established government of the land appeared, a least on

Lm lo b. lo».l B lb. 10...! .1 OrlBfibB. * "IP" » P"" 'P«° ■
Tb.t b.»...r, i! pr.cil.» IP" POIPP rpp PP IP" P'PPP""" P' ""

unless the rest of the nation could not, seemingly, care less,and let live. They will not rest unless me leai

There is scope for much sadness here; let me however also mention something
,0 keep ourselves posted of the technological breakthroughs our scientists had made in the areas
of space and nuclear research. A successful series of implosions of fissionable particles, or a
successful programme of launching of space rockets, connotes major advances along the road to
self-reliant technological growth. But, then, I will be a hypocrite if I do not confess to a doubt
which immediately assails the mind. Once again, have we set our priorities right? It will perhaps
be most ungracious to deny our brilliant scientists the resources they want to be continuously
provided with so that no interruption takes place in the experiments they are engaged in. They
want to establish a basic point: they have taken the challenge, they can help the nation develop
an independent nuclear capability as also an efficient delivery system. Environmental issues
apart, is that a denouement a poor county, and a country supposedly wedded to a policy of
peace and coexistence with one's neighbours, should still take pride in, or assign the first priority

•  ̂mHiooc nit nf snace and nuclear research, what aboutto? While money disappears in the endless pit ot space aiiu
•  X • nrnrpctqps or farm technology or similar explorations

allocations for research into industrial processes or idim
M  . X u • ioHMQtripi nmcesses or farm technology or similar explorations whichallocations for research into industrial p.ocebbti:> ui la

u  . . • thP rnmmunitv's more obvious current needs? Besides, shouldhave a direct bearing on meeting the commurmys. n.u.
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we only learn to arm, and forget to disarm? The major powers, for whatever reason, are dismantling
at least some, bits of their insensate weaponry of destruction. Why must we then stick to rigid
attitudes and- spurn proposals for even a limited lowering of tension in our respective regions?
Why IS it that even innocuous academic discussions of such matters are sought to be stifled
through invoking the commandments? Why should it be left to conventional politicians or carrer
civil servants to define what patriotism consists of? Why must not thinkers and scholars on their
part do some pre-empting of thought? Each one of us have the right to speak out of turn where
the issue involves the survival of civilisation.

Lest It be said I am once more backtracking into ideology, iet me pass on to one mundane
probiem which directiy touches many of those assembled here. The young men and women, who
leave the uniyersibes and institutes of higher iearning eve^ year, belong to the luckiest decile of
our community. The rest of the nation sets aside resources so that universities could be built and
maintained, libraries and laboratories equipped, the software and the hardware put in their places
True, none of us are our brother's keepers. We are, each of us, free entities. On graduation a fair
proportion of our graduates from the universities and technology institutes go away to countries
overseas. They have, it will be said, every right to do so. To suggest that least some of them be
obliged to stay back would, it will be argued, amount to gross interference more so since this
nation is often unable to offer them employment of a gainful nature. And I must not be unfair • it
is not always the temptation of a comfortable living which beckons our young people to th ds
it is their anxiety to expolore still higher levels of intellection and creativity rich foreion fands
provide the ambience and facilities their own countiy is unable to provide them with Our minratino
youngsters are, in many instances, reluctant journeymen

How do we still fail to take into account some of thp nth^r •
go away pack into themselves the investment the communitv h^ h
develop their skills and to widen their span of knowledge From th 'I"'""®"
investment is how a total waste. The resources congealed in this
bread-and-butter minded economists would say, an opportunitv co'sT represent, as the
nation could have set up so many extra thousand primary schools n ' ^sources, the
provide so many extra thousand sources of drinking water oermanen.K, • centres,thousand hectares of land, laid so many extra kiiometms of roads ormTf ?
kilometres of drainage to pump water out of land threatened bv suhml
extra thousand megawatts of extra capacity for generating electricity CanT"'
are, with a per capita income about the lowest in the world and a rate of
too is about the lowest, afford the luxury of this waste? Am not our scienlT°""a
puzzled at this extraordinary instance of systems failure - while chalienn. technologists
and yet knowledge and skills, despite being available, are not harnessed?

I  know that there are many contrary winds blowing. Yet, on this isqup i h
humility, stick to my ground. The niheteenth cehtury notion of concentratinn

«-vunuenirating on an individual's



self-interest alone, even should the rest of the world go to blazes, is no, one would have thought,
entitled to any re-interment. The world is however is a turmoil; much topsyturviness describes the
current scene. The poll tax, for example, has made its re-appearance, after more than a century,
in one or two countries, the rich and the poor are once more being weighed on the same scale
Considerations towards those more disadvantageously placed in society are being described as
vapid sentimentalism. A creeping cynicism is about to spread its empire.

Must that be the final judgment though? Should all passion, the passion which National

Council of Education exemplified, the passion La Pasionaria had set my generations flame with,

be regarded as dead? Is not her at least practical aspect of the matter few amongst us can afford
to ignore? We may not care for the rest of the nation, and choose to confine ourselves to the
snooty promenade we assume we have a natural right to stroll along. This stance may however
come rudely in conflict with graver social realities. We are not our brothers keepers, we may
even refuse to recognise them as our brothers. But they exist, as part of the nation, as part of the
datum, and they have the ability to destroy the smooth texture of living of the comfortably placed.
They, whom we, for our convenience, synoptically describe as the dumb millions, have that kind
of power. They have the strength to overturn settled systems; they may even derive a certain
pleasure in destabilising an established structure. Why should an arrangement which has provided
them with like little, very little, deserve, they will furiously argue, not to be destabilised?

This again only illustrates the inter-dependence of phenomena science talks of : a handful
may choose to migrate to other lands, but the rest of us have our destiny inextricably linked to
that of the nation. It is therefore for their own sake that the young graduates who pass out today,
whom we have gathered to greet, will have to worry over how this nation's priorities are decided
upon. They have every right to point out that if the country is in a horrible misshape, the
responsibility for that does not belong to them, but to the old fogeys who have made a mess of
things during the past four decades. They could not be more right. They should now tell the
ancient sinners to disappear from the scene, and themselves take charge.

May I thank you for your forbearance?
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ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC EDVELOPMENT

IN THE THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES

Your Excellency. Respected Chancellor Prof. Nurul Hasan, Respected Vice-Chancellor Prof Sen
Dear Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen,

At the invitation of the Vice-Chancellor Prof. Sen on behalf of the Executive Council members
of the teaching and non-teaching staff, students and research scholars of this d" f
university, I am privileged to have an opprotunity to visit this world-famous institution attend he
Thirty-fifth Annual Convocation of this University, and learn from my Indian and other 0011^*^ ^ ^
I  fell especially honoured to be able to speak on this solemn forum and share with
ideas about Engineering Education in Third World countries Thiq ie

nonourable event formyself as well as a very friendly expression on the part of the Indian academic world towards
their Chinese academic colleagues. Please allow me, therefore, on my own name
of the Chinese Higher Education Circles to express our hearty thanks for vnnr
wish your Thirty-fifth Annual Convocation a great success. invitation. We

China and India are two great countries. Both nations have a glorious long historv and
highly-developed civilization. Since ancient times, we have maintained a historical tradf
friendly intercourse and cultural exchange. From India and Nepal, China learned
which has exercised a profound influence on our political, social and cultur^^dev
nearly two thousand years. It was only in recent times that such an exchange becam^^^^"^
as a result of the invasion and domination of our countries by western imperialism ^

In the history of mankind, social development has always been closely interlinked with
engineering achievements. Indian engineers and architects have enriched world architect ' h
the most magnificent mounmental works of Tai Mahal and others. '
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As to China, our people mastered the technique of metallurgy more than three thousand

years ago, as withnessed by the metallic tools our ancestors used for production. This was a

great leap for mankind in production technology. About nineteen hundrd years ago. Gal Lun of the
Han Dynasty invented the paper-making technique wich brought about a revolution in the means

of disseminating culture and knowledge. In the field of civil engineering, Li Bing and his son

designed and constructed two hundred years before Christ, the Du-Jlang Dam-irrigation system In
Guan County in Sl-Chuan Province which irrigates even today nearly one million hectares of rice

field. The Great Wall and the one-thousand-kilometre-long South and North Grand Canat are

other two renowned engineering projects built by our forefathers.

But in the last few centuries, India was ruled by British imperialism and China was Invaded

and dominated by several foreign Powers. The economic development of our two countries was
severely hampered so that it lagged behind that of the Western World. It is not surprising that
engineering education for the training of engineers and technicians badly needed for the economic
and social development of our countries should remain in a backward state.

Let us now consider for a moment the history of the development of engineering education in
the world. Accompanying the industrial revolution, the developing countries have, in nearly two
hundred years, built up their engineering education step by step from the apprenticeship system
through technical schools, polytechnics to higher engineering institutes. The Ecole Polytechnique
In Paris played a pionner role in this development. During the first few decades of the nineteenth
century, the various Kingdoms of Germany which were at that time still a backward agricultural
land took the French Fcole Polytechniques as a model and set up a number of technical schools
with a clear emphasis on laying a sound foundation for the basic sciences. During the later half of
the nineteenth century, these technical schools advanced one after another into the so-called
Technische Hochschule in the course of their industrialization to meet the needs for well-rained
and qualified engineers. After long hard struggles with the conservative academic circles, these
Technische Hochschule acquired at last the same academic standing and right of conferring the
doctorate as the traditional universities. Engineering education in Great Britain and that in the
United States have adopted somewhat different patterns respectively. However different all the
systems of engineering education have gradually grown up in accompaniment with their own
country's industrialization.

The reason why I have stressed so prominently the particular feature of the close relationship

between engineering education and their industrialization in the developing countries is due to the

historical lessons we in China learned at our expense both before Liberation in 1949 and after it,

in the establishment and development of our engineering education. The negative lesson is the

separation of our engineering education from the actual circumstances in China and the
indiscriminate mechanical copying of the system, the model and even the contents of other
countries.

In old China, engineering education began in the nineties of last century: ft the following fifty
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years, we borrowed mainly from the United States her model of engineering education.
We adopted her educational system, her set-up of departments, curricula and even textbooks.

I studied Civil Engineering in the university. I learned Geology and the properties of engineering
materials of the United States from American textbooks. As a result, I knew pretty well the
mechanical properties of the Oregon pine but had no idea of the properties of Chinese timber. We
engineering students in China used at that time American specifications for steel structural design
and the Carnegie Steel Handbook. In those days, there was no technical terminology in Chinese,
not to speak of engineering textbooks written in Chinese. Engineering graduates brought up in
such a way were doomed to be divorced from the Chinese reality.

After 1949, we standardized for the first time in our history the Chinese terminology of
science and technology, and compiled textbooks in Chinese for all courses of science and
engineering. The indiscriminate transplanting of foreign educational system and teaching materials
mentioned above finally came to a stop.

Yet in 1952, and the following years we adopted the Soviet educational system and carried
out a nation-wide educational reform. The whole set of the Soviet higher educational system was
mechanically imitated in Chinese universities. Although this helped to raise to some extent the
quality of our engineering education for which we are indebted to the Soviet Union we suffered
once more from the mistake of copying indiscriminately the experience of other countrfes^

Now we countries of ttre Tftird World, are all entering a new epoch In world hlstoT.nH nre
entrusted with the historic mission of developing our national economy and enaineerlnn / .
Some countries may have performed this task better than we did in China I sincer i k"""
can swap experience with each other and shun the mistakes we made in the past.

Today, we are witnessing a world moving towards detente. Peace and
become the main trends, Iffering unrivalled opportunities to all nations both d r"'
developed. Progress In education, science and technology, knowledge and ®
have become the driving force propelling this new trend fonA/ard. These
a nation's economic development and social well being. To the develoolnn'^^ ^
decades will be especially Important. After having shaken off the yoke of t
faced with the historic task of developing our national economy and char'^"
poverty and backwardness. Countless facts have proved that political inde d
an Idle talk If there were no economic Independence by keeping the Inltlatlv''^"
Since the Second World War, the rapid development of science and technoto"
to become an ever-increaslngly key factor In the economic development of them
give full play to modern science and technology In the national economic dLe^n
an flhiinrlanrtp nf human rp.<;niirr.p.c; \A/hn maotor »*/_ . . pment, we need
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We must admit that the developed countries are taking the lead in engineering ".ion.

Their engineering education has evolved and been improved in the course of tl jtion's
industrialization. These two factors, namely engineering education and industrializati'->n, have

been influencing and mutually promoting each other. The developed countP' naturally have a lot

of knowledge which is worthwhile for us to learn. Yet, the important issue is i. o combine what
we learn with our own conditions and draw selectively on the good experience of other countries.

In my opinion, there are two points which need to be taken into consideration. One is that we
must not only concentrate on the present state of engineering education in the developed countries,
but also find out tlieir historical past and the process of evolution of their educational system. We
must not only know what was and is going on, but also ask why it was and is like that. This i :
because we Third World countries are now in a stage ot economic growth and indsutrialization
different from that of the developed countries. To copy the existing curricula of Western unlversltle
is not necessarily suitable for us. The other point is that we must investigate and understand th
mutual relationship and influence between engineering education and indutrialization ar,d economic
an social development of the developed countries during their different historical stages. The
Tdurl socll 01 toes, oooniiios «.»

oL «o..O in ,n. ,.pno„«n, .n-
•«:::•personnel, so as to th g ,^3, ̂,33

.erther ^ ^ agricultural countries into industrial ones
enabled the developed countr ,3 3,33^3 3,
over a period of more ttran electrification era or in the nuclear energy

""^rXut et when lkind enter the twenty-first century, engineering education and
" Will stil, exed upon ̂  fo.ard slowly and also spedIn the Third Wori ̂  economy and realizing our industrialization. Time

res^ral dno tarry so long. We ought, on the other and, to achieve this magnificent goal
and arduous task as early as possible within the

To develop our engineering conditions of natural and human resources
national economic requirements an internat ional trends in education, science
financial and material capability with ^p gcch a plan may consist of the nations
and technology, so that a feasible p an disciplines in science an
requirement for technical personnel ^ ,i3,dbutio,,
technology including manageme p, recruiting teaching staff, t 1

suitable size of engineering institutes,and
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source of funds and endowments, as well as other factors. We should have the confidence that

we, people of the Third World countries, who succeeded in creating so brilliant a culture in
ancient times and in winning through hard struggle political independence in modern times, will

certainly be able to establish and develop an engineering education to suit our own national

circumstances while developing our national economic construction and, making new contributions

to the culture and civilisation of mankind, just as we did in the past.

In considering the development of engineering education, we should be aware of our own

circumstances as well as keep an eye on the whole world and on the future. We must recognize
the diversities of nations, the interdisciplinary character and globality of various engineering
branches and the impact of high-technology on engineering education. In order not to take too

much of your time, I am not going to elaborate on these points.

1  understand the term engineering education in its broader sense. It includes educational

institutions from technical schools for training skilled workers, through technical vocational schools

for training technicians, to polytechnics and higher educational institutes for training engineers
Furthermore, we must not lose sight of continuing education which, since World War 11 has
emerged as an indispensable link in the educational chain in its function of helping to refresh to
professional knowledge of those engineers and technicians who have served a number of years
in their career after their university or vocational education.

To our Third World countries, vocational education is of special importance. This is easy to
understand. In view of the real circumstances of our countries the number of secondary school
graduates who can be educated up to the university level cannot, in my opinion, exceed 10% of
the total number of youth for each year. This means over ninety percent of our youth will have to
receive a professional training after their compulsory educations. They make up the lower part of
the pyramid of our labour force. Among them, a greater part will be skilled workers and technicians
Their proportion in our total manpower is very big. Hence, we must stick steadfastly to the policy
of developing vocational education in our countries and not overlook its important role in our
national economic construction. In our planning of the ratio of higher and vocational education
we should benefit by the lessons that has been learned by the developed countries in this matter'
These countries greatly expanded their higher education, especially in engineering, in the sixties
from an over-optimism in their economic growth, so that in the eighties, they found themselves in"^
difficulties to finance their universities, to maintain a high quality of their teaching staff and to find
an adequate supply of candidates to be enrolled.

In engineering education, India has accumulated a wealth of valuable experience which is
well worth learning by China. At the same time, our two countries ought to make efforts to
promote the exchange of experience among the Third World countries in order to enable all of us
to develop our engineering education faster and more healthily.
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Respected chancellor and Vice-Chancellor, Dear Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen ! Before

1  finish my talk, I would like to thank all of you sincerely for your partience in listening to my

humble presentation. I look fonward to hearing your comments and critical opinions.
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Mr. Vice-Chancellor, Members and Guests of the University, Friends :

I am grateful for the honour of being asked to address the 36th Convocation of Jadavpur
University. Yours, I dare say, is a University with a difference, for just being here is a spur to
patriotic reflection. Shedding the easy-to-wear mask of snooty superiority, 'let us praise our
famous men'-Rabindranatfi Tagore and Aurobindo Ghosh, Subodh tvlallik and Sakharam Ganesh
Deuskar, Rashbehari Ghosh and Taraknath Palit and the patriot-philanthropists of fvlymensingh
Hirendranath Datta and Safish Chandra Mukherjee, Gurudas Banerjee and Asutosh Chaudhur'i
and A. Rasool, Benoy Kumar Sarkar and Taraknath Das, more lately Fazlul Huq and Bidhan
Chandra Roy and Hiralal Roy—a galaxy of genius whose gentle glow survives in Triguna Sen
and Hemchandra Guha. These men set up in the Swadeshi phase of India's freedom struoole
the Council of National Education that has grown into the University. It is a privilege to hail the
recipients of degrees and other honours. May I be permitted to wish them further successes and
nsppiriGss Giso.

I  remember With a start, that these days in India as well as the world over, it is a tall order to
wish happiness to anybody. Are we not having it dinned into our ear= th=. ,
"fitting out our planet for happiness" (as Mayakovsky once put it) has 00^3^7

o, 10, ,p. o, .p. ..pp. ,p. 4:;™:
how long . 1 remember also Nietzsche's tremendous gibe, aimed at utilitarian thinking ■ "Who
wants happiness ? Only the Englishman does 1" And it impels me to tell thp x/n
audience to take to heart the grand old Sanskrit saying : "Naipe Sukhamasti;
(  here is no happiness in little things ; only in plentitude can there be happiness'"! Th t ll
not come either to the weak or to those who only flaunts slogans (■myam!Z vLl
labhyah ; nayamatma pravachanena labhyah"). Isheenana

Let me not be blamed for the usual platitudinizing ; after all, when degrees and diplomas ae
conferred, certain disciplinary injunctions might even be in order. If the Hlpocratic ol can be
administered to those entering the ranks of healers of the physically sick, why not a few nob^
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expostulations like 'salyarn vada', "dharman chara', 'Satyanna pramaditavyam, dharmanna
pramadivyani. Kushatanna praiTiadativyara' on such occasions as the present ?

There is in it some hypocrisy involved, but, after all, hypocrisy is the homage that vice pays to
virtue. Youth, in any case, is that segment of society whose role is—as Pericles said 2500 years
ago-^that of'the spring in relation to the year. They have an urge for "the good life" which,
Bertrand Russell once said, "is inspired by love and guided by knowledge". No cynicism can mar
this perception and whatever mordant wit might suggest, young people will never cease to dream
dreams and see visions. Let the alumni of Jadavpur and.other Universities where only a small
minority of comparative fortunates have access, imbibe the right kind of vision that will not only
help explain the world around us but also to transmute and transform it nearer our heart's desire.

As one who is in the over-eighty age bracket and lives therefore on borrowed time. I have
hardly the right, from today's youth, to anything but the order of the boot. I recall however, an
Oxford meeting some sixty years ago, when George Bernard Shaw, berated by an undergraduate
for the failure of Shavian presciptions for the remedy of the then world's ailments, replied with a
twinkle in his eye that if the old solved all problems the younger generation would be unemployed
I The likes of us have much to answer tor. But the cross will have to be borne by those who are
young never forgetting-if you permit this slide into solemnity-that "Freedom's battle once
begun/Bequeathed from bleeding sire to sonATho vanquish'd oft/Is ever won I"

If I am not mistaken, the special feature of Jadavpur has traditionally been a conscious stress
on science and technology. I am old enough to remember the time when braving probiems of
privation, young scholars would study abroad, and theri come back, not to cushy jobs but to
further assignments of service to the people. Things are different now, and young people, born
and brought up on the Scarce resources of Mother India, are often lured away to affluent
countries, the "brain drain" costing us hardly less then the earlier direct imperialist exploitation of
our people. The current craze that drags some of our finest pupils abroad cannot be wished
away but it needs to be consciousiy resisted. Of course, learning knows no barriers and
internafionai intellectual intercourse is a must. But India cannot afford so much of her best talent
to be spirited away when her own needs are so glaring. No doubt the defaults and degeneracies
of our educational practices and the diseased socio-economic context of our life creates an
atmosphere where promising graduates are driven to prefer migration in anticipation of better and
freer facilities for intellectual work and for much higher financial rewards. Have we not already
gifted to the United States at least two Nobel laureates in science and battalions of briliiant peopie
who, in general, are too busy to think of the plight of the land of their birth and the pious obligation
they owe to her ? How can it be that, with exceptions no doubt, they seem to forget that our roots
touch different soil, that 'pile-up-profit-or-perish philosophy Is self-defeating, that, Non-Resldent
indian wealth adds up now to an estimated totai of 300 biliion dollars (about Rs. 7,80,000 crores),
that is, more than the sum generated by 98% of India's total population, while our frantic effort tO'
attract some of that 'filthy lucre', even by laundering baick money, remains a pitiful failure ? All
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this at a time when, thanks to cunning, long calculated, counter-revolution in Eastern Europe,
'perestroika' professing once to smoothen the path of revolution, turns out to be a transition to the

exit of communism (without even the lately fashionable 'golden handshake'!), and as a result, the
world balance being upset, a country like India is driven to scurry for cover and live on the mercy
of Big Money and sign on the dotted line new 'subsidiary alliances' with the World Bank, the IMF
and what have you. And we cower before the 'chancelleries of the West' when, as the Delhi Asian
Conference had resolved in 1947, this country was 'no longer to be petitioners'. Where else than
in Jadavpur should one call for an end to this predicament before we go too far down.

Spinoza said long ago that when History brings "shocks", it is time "not to laugh, not to cry,
but to understand". This is a tremendous task, not for us alone but for every people, disoriented
during a decade and more of flight from first principles, of deideologization, presaged, in the
seventies for example, by 'New Philosophers' in France, Michel le Bris languorously announcing
in 1978 : "God is dead, Marx is dead, and I am not feeling too well myself I" This superior, smirky
intellectual insouciance can be dismissed as pitiful, but the peril was there. Defaming, denigrating,
destabilizing of what was called real, existing socialism' moved merrily, however, and its shadow
fell eveywhere. I remember here in 1952 Jawaharlal Nehru said that a political party without an
ideology was little more than "a drinking den". Believe me, I mean no harm and I have no malice
but look at the picture of politics today. The Western press is replete with reports about politics
being a dirty word and politicians too often being not just "pompous asses but loathsome crooks"
Perhaps, we are a little better off but I fear only a little better off. Quite often these days I have a
feeling that we are not worth our salt. How the salt can again be savoured is a quey I can onlv
place, humbly and not too hopefully before you.

Forgive me a personal refernce as I recall criticism of ttie ttien Finance Minister T T
Kristinamachari over the Mundra scandai when I had said in Pariiament (1957) that we could "not
trust the minister with the finances of our country and with the honour of our India" Today we have
a finance minister who, for the sake of a Rajya Sabha seat affirms solemnly that he is a residenr^
Assam, who swallows his own formulation, as the chief spokesman of the South Group of countries
in regard to the need of a New Internationai Economic Order, and urges acceptance of abrooatiori
of sovereignty and of new "subsidiary aiiiances" with G-7 (Japan being in it as honorary white as she
was a ■honorary Aryan' in Hitler's Anti-Comintern Axis.) Our parliamentary opposition can do little
more than asking to know the "terms and conditionalities" of World Bank-IMF benevolence alreadv
wen enough known in these days of electronic excitement when the quickest means of
communication are no longer only three, namely, "telegraph, telephone and tellawoman" My hope'ssole prop IS Marxism-Leninism and the Left movement, invincible in the long run because tie headof t e people eve^here ,s on the left even as their pocket is on the right. But I am dismayed ^
while we have rallies and bandhs and lail bharos and what not, enormous mobilizatiorof ou
people s strength recurs often in Calcutta's ma/dan and elsewhere, demonstrations apparent^
powerful enough to bring down many Bastilles, but they almost fizzle out in pettifoggedes and
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mounting miseries. I do not and cannot ask for the moon, but perhaps our people deserve a better
scenario.

Meanwhile, the peril to our country grows and the West that has never forgiven India her
freedom, enjoys and fuels failures of Indian statesmanship, whether in Punjab or Kashmir or
elsewhere, with treason stalking unashamed, hoping that "if it doth prosper it will be no longer
treason". With our neighbour countries we have not evolved amity yet. I remember our ambassador
K.P.S. Menon's interview with Stalin in February 1953, when the latter remarked on the "crudity" of
partition on the plea of "religion" and wondered if India contemplated a confederation to repair the
damage. On top of everything, unashamedly communal-chauvinist forces are at this moment staging
a Vatra, presumably for India's Unity {'Ekta') but as a body-blow at not only the stability but the
historically evolved entity of a multi-cultural India, a repeat performance of last year's Ram Rath that
began as perhaps a pantomime but turned to be the sinister signal of sustained assault on the
■unlty-ln-dlverslty' which, however today's academic conceptuallzers may scoff, has been the glory
of our emerald country.

It will not be Inaccurate to note that the present-day moral-political atrophy ,s a world
Dhenomenon emanating from what I repeat has been the sophisticated, surreptitious and to that
extent more sinister counter-revolution which made Gorbachev a hero In the West ('^an of the
Decade" and Nobel laureate), then a prim little poodle petted first and then smacked hard enough o
stoD even its whines as the Soviets collapsed and malevolent mavericks dangled before the people
the uncertain goodies to be made aplenty by the market economy, through which repentant
socialism gets reintegrated Into 'civilized' life and waving the flag of 'non-confrontation' waits for the
reion of 'universal human values'. IVIaybe, there is some honest naivete about it. No doubt, also,
deadly distempers had eaten into the body politic, even as hostile forces had never ceased
many-pronged assault and friendly Third World movements fell short, the result being demoralization
which only the oxygen of Marxist principle could cure. Thus, the once proud Soviets were found to
beat their breasts, repudiating the legacy of Revolution (whose glory even betrayal cannot diminish
or besmirch), pleading It was puny and feeble before a world that had come to know (and fear) its

0  le as ten or at least eight feet tall I A stunned world Is told that what was known, on the most
credible testimony—of Rabindranath Tagore and Romain Rolland, of Bernard Shaw and Sidney &
Beatrice Webb, of Paul Robeson and Charlie Chaplin and Pablo Picasso and so many, many more
of the world's summit—had been abracadabra, that here was History's most extraordinary
'Confidence Trick'. However faulty and frail the socialist countries In Eastern Europe, they also had
great accomplishments to their credit, but the moral debacle in the Soviets was a godsend to the
^0st—not accidental but long assiduously prepared which had targetted that focus of evil' and
brought about the dismantling of socialism. One must wait for a thorough study of the phenomenon
but meanwhile suffer a 'counter-revolution' and Its spreading venom. Even if history has been
retarded by perhaps half a century, let me say with the great Afro-American W.E.B. du Bols : 'The
only possible death is to lose belief In the truth of socialism, simply because the great end comes
slowly, because time is long.
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Last year this Convocation was addressed by a distinguished Chinese academician, and only
the other day we had the welcome visit of China's Prime Minister Li Peng. It seems Li Peng was
once asked if with Marxism-Leninism cornered and thwarted, China, adhering to her faith, felt
"lonely". He answered that with 1.1 billion people at home he had no call to be "lonely", and he
had no doubts about socialism's future. Even Zbieginew Brzezinski (how unpronounceable the
name I) who lately rejoiced in The Grand Failure : Rise and Fail of Communism in the 20th
Century cou\d not fail to note that the masses everywhere still respond to communism's call and
much of the Intelligentsia have sympathy for It-recognition this of the Invincibility of this world-
idea. Didn't Lenin once say that "Russia, India, China etc." comprise the world's majority and will
one day change life for all people ? If Russia defaults, there is not need for panic since the spirit
enkindled In Cuba bnd Vietnam and wherever "the wretched of the earth" are preparing to rise to
freedom and fulfilment have heard the Marxist evangel and know they must "march breast
forward/never doubting clouds would break/sure that we fall to rise/are baffled to fight better/sleeo
to wake". Brzezlnski's native Poland, reconstructed but reeling, has, one learns, a Beer Drinkers'
parly with sixteen members in Parliament I Let that be, but what Marx described as '1he filth the
Shame, the inhumanity of capitalism" is writ large on the map of fhe world's experience "Never
forget the class struggle" is a Mao Tse-tung dictum to forget at our peril. Stalin's prognosticahon
rather thoughtlessly shunned, about the accentuation of class struggle with the i
socialism, needs also to be assessed In view of the changing reality. I hope the relevanrF^Jtir
here and elsewhere, wrth some direct experience of low 'Marxology', 'Sovietoloov k

~

In the Third World which, though presently immobilized, must turn soon we are ,
'  3'e, as IndiraGandhr said in her Prebisch Lecture in 1983, '1he step-children of the Industrie! d ®

sufferkrg attack, she added, from "surrogate colonialism". Our problems r-en
solved till socialism takes over. How apt it was when Fidel Castro whose
Death' gives vent to a new elan told an International meeting that If a minute'c
in rriGmorv nf panh of tho miiiinno -j. ^ Silence is observedin memo^ of each of the millions of infants dying In any year on account nZ
they would have to keep standing even when the 20th century ends anri ,h o!'
I How can mankind's future be safe In the hands of fhe dominating 'Wp.=r
bomb on Japan, waged germ warfare In Korea, sprayed chemical rin=,n, ■ f a'omic
let it be noted, non-white countries. There are numberless decent good
countries, but in the vocabulary of power the 'West' has a rt • souls in the Western
that highjacking the United Nations, moved recently to secure

,h.»«,. E..,, E, * r
countries, when the latest instruments of super-technnin™ a ® Iraq but to all
with, spectacularly. We are "without the pale"' our kind of cn ® '^ste experimented
letter countries" by the London 'Economist'), and so

Strike on Iraq, there
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was a tank 'war' in the desert where 2000 Iraqis surrendered before enormous American tanks
with ploughs and bull-dozers in tow and as many as 6000 or more were just buried alive in their
trenches I Maybe the 400 year-old bones of Hugo Grotlus, father of international law In war and in
peace turned in the grave, but with so much of the dreary drip of democratic drivel all around,
neither the world's politicians nor the press stirred to curse such enormity. With the world balance
we could tilt from time to time now gone with the wind, our globe is perhaps now safe for the
Heavenborn exploiters and tormentors of humankind. Perhaps India's one-time occupation as the
unofficial, if unacknowledged, conscience-keeper in world affairs is gone for ever.

In cannot be and it must not be, with India-China coming nearer each other, with the Middle
East more aware that the 'West' is bent on following up British premier Lloyd George's wicked
exhilaration in 1918 about World War I being, in that region, "the last and the most triumphant of
the Crusades", with debt-trapped and virtually death-doomed country after country learning w at
is what, things will change and mus.-and the sooner the better. Can our country not p^y a role
in this precarious but pregnant moment of history and will not our youth rise to the occasion .
moral-political upsurge is what the world needs and India must be ready.

in Marx's Cap/fa/, there is a passage that "when Money appears it has a
its cheek but when Capital emerges It drips with blood and dirt from every pore . An
anticipation is in Shantiparva in Mahabharata : "Big Money cannot be made unles you tea
heart of others, unless you are ready for vile deds, unless you can kill like the fisherman kills
prey" Parallel to our ancient Indian stress on plain living and high thinking, Marx
oonsumerist excesses that are typical of our times-he condemned "inhuman, sophisticate
unnatural and imaginary appetites", for "private property does not know how to change cruunnatural and im g ry p unambiguous criterion of
need into uman appetites, whether for drugs or for instant passports to bliss
success" ^trile Marx expounded "the wealth of human needs"
through gurus and God-men an ^ enrichment of
under socialism, "a new ® weapons from our own Indian brook, we
human nature". If like Davi , we derivative and secondary
find how near and kin to Marx is ou ^ subjection to Britain), when shall we
and imitative in the world scene (this is a luria y
move mountains to go ahead ? .

„  rPSDonse to A Million Mutinies Now (Heinemann 1990) inin his comparatively mellowe P rmintrv to be "full of primitive people who tell
India, V.S. Naipaul, struck earlier by our in ^ destructive chauvinism of the Shiv Sena,
virtuous lies , relents as he points out, ess /npnnle always ready in India to let religion
the tyranny of many kinds of and racial politics of the South, the pious
carry the burden of their pain), e should not provoke us. Let us
Marxist idleness and nullity of Bengal . e ^ if that is our fait, that India's
rather contemplate the best in our pe Q^ce wrote, as "some low but indestructible
glory is not that she survives, almost, as t.iv.
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,orm of life". We are a people who have bidden defiance to Time (as Romain Holland rejoiced)
and are determined to hasten the world's great new age. Please forgive certain "words of learned
length and thundering sound" that I might have imagined appropriate for Convocation addresses
and give an old, somewhat weary but yet unbowed, servant of his people the assurance that our
youth will not go astray and even if many shrink and sneer, they will keep the flag of freedom and
fulfilment flying high over our India.

Myay rahoon yana rahoon, iss chaman a'ba'd rehey. (No matter if I am here or not, may this
garden continue to blossom !')
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

Professor S.K. Joshi

DIRECTOR GENERAL

Council of Scientific & industrial Research

December 24, 1992

Mr. Chancellor, Mr. Vice-Chancellor, distinguished guests, teachers, graduates of the year and
friends :

It is indeed an honour for me to have been asked to deliver the 37th Convocation Address of
this university today. I congratulate young men and women who have received their degrees. You
would soon enter a new phase of life. This university would feel proud of you if you entich the
nation through your contributions, whatever be the sphere of your activity.

The university has had a continuous stream of dedicated teachers and students. Calcutta
reminds me of the great pioneers of science who worked here : C.V. Raman, J.C. Bose, P.C.
Ray, Meghnad Saha, S.N. Bose, K.S. Krishnan, P.C. Mahalanobis and many others. Sir Ashutosh
Mukherjee made Calcutta Universiry famous by inviting distinguished scientists and scholars from
all parts of the country to occupy professorial chairs and he provided them conditions conducive
to their work. In fact, Calcutta also provided the first home to CSIR to which I being. The first unit
of Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) started functioning under the guidance of
Sir Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar in the Alipore Test House, Calcutta.

We are meeting at a time when the country has just been shaken by catastrophic incidents of
Ayodhya and its aftermath. These incidents have badly tarnished the secular irniage of India.
Indian state is based on fundamental commitment to secularism. We are a multicultural, multiethnic
nation and there is no future for us if we leave the path of secularism.

We have to build the spirit of brotherhood, tolerance and compassion. We have to generate
an environment in which followers of different religions live in peace as brothers. We have to
promote spirit of harmony and cooperation, the spirit of accord and understanding, the spirit of
tolerance and countesy. Communal madness is a sure path of destruction for us and for everything
India stands for. Let us not loose hope. India has weathered many storms and absorbed great
shocks. Let us all join hands in strengthening the pillar of secularism of the Indian state.

India is the country with the second largest population in the world after China. We are today
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saddled with problems of population, poverty, unemployment, health, shelter and illiteracy. Science
and technology in today's world are the keys to development. But in the Indian context we have

not done as well as we should have. We have got used to looking towards developed countries
for science and technology. Every country is concerned with its own problems and since conditions
are different in our country from those in the advanced countries, it is not easy to find answers to
our problems in the research work done elsewhere. We shy from working on problems which are
our own. Indian R&D should be imbued with the social goals of India. Our science should be
meshed more closely with our major developmental efforts. Our future lies in developing innovative
technologies relevant to our needs. We shall have to invest in innovation.

Science and technology in India cannot divorce themselves from rural needs. Two thirds of
our people live in villages. A large number of our people live below the subsistence level. We
cannot ignore their expectation for a better life. We should think how science and technoogy can
percolate to these people and help the nation in improving their lot. For finding ways and means
of reducing unemployment, we should look at available resources and develop rural technologies
which harness these resources like plants, minerals waste etc. Local crafts in villages must be
upgraded in terms of output per person and lessening of drudgery. Drinking water and sanitation
are areas where scientific inputs would be needed. We have to participate in the process of
development.

The Government has announced various policy changes with a view to modernize the econom
and make the industry conpetitive globally. The rupee has been de-valued and made patfT
convertible. The new policies have created several opportunities for science and techno! ^
play a dynamic role In our technological advancement. In the new industrial policy
licensing has been abolished for all projects except for a short list of industries related to"
and strategic concerns and social reasons. Approvals for direct foreign investment upt
cent foreign equity in high priority industries are given speedily. With regard to bl
undertakings, the policy changes envisage greater thrust on performance improvemern

Liberalized policies prima facie appear attractive for fhe imporf of technologies
must be recognized that latest technologies are never available for importing and "
imports have become costly. In view of these, it has become all the more importam to I d^"
develop technology. Indigenous technology would have to compete with avallabi
from anywhere in fhe world. We therefore, have fo develop globally competitive tnTh
GSIR laboratories have realized that the days of profecfionism are over and we are
midsf of a market driven economy. Our laboratories are also exploring the a m the
our technology and skills to other countries. venues for exporting

in the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, we are trvinn tn
c aiw irying to improve our linkanpq withindustry. We have to develop a symbiotic relationship with industry. We are c •

on projects which are needed by industry. We are making special efforts to make ^
more marketable to industry. Developing technology is a group effort Aq a '"^searchK  lu. I. MS a people we tend to be
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individualistic in our outlook and our scientists and technologists are not wholly immune from this

tendency, often preferring to work by themselves. This also presents problems.

We have failed to respond adequately to an increasingly competitive world. We are tolerant to

inefficiency and imperfection. The zero error system, vital for achievement is not in our ethos.

Deadlines are never dependable. Time schedules are compromised. Our products lack the touch

of the class, so vital for the global market. Inflexible standards are anathema to us. We are not

accustomed to strict accountability with attendant rejections and punishments. Outside our own

land, Indians are regarded to be the most hardworking and intelligent people. This is so because
there they work in an environment where there are rewards for hard work, intelligence and
integrity, and punishment for failure.

In any sphere of our activity we have to nurture excellence if we have to survive. Excellence
demands discipline, tenacity of purpose and will to win. Ordinary men are envious, they resent
superiority in others and will work against eminence at every opportunity. We must accept and
make our colleagues accept that innequaiity is healthy if it leads to excellence. One main obstacle
to excellence is prevalence of influence and privilege. The word nepotism comes from nephewism
and it explains why we are ridden with unproductive manpower. We too often hire wrong people
on wrong considerations. Our institutions should not hire people on considerations other than
merit.

Our attitudes also are conservative and anything new seldom gets a chance. The work on
solar energy at the National Physical Laboratory (NFL), New Delhi was started in early fifties by
Dr. Krishnan and Dr. Ghai, when there was not much interest in solar energy anywhere else in
the world. This work was criticized and later dropped. Today solar energy is being investigated
vigorously all over the world as one of the alternative sources of energy. For India, with plenty of
sunshine, solar energy should be tapped much more and there is plenty of scope for its exploitation
by us. The feeling that anything made and developed in India is inferior to what is done outside
should disappear from our minds.

There has to be greater degree of collaboration between universities and the national
laboratories. These two institutions complement each other. Generally universities would be the
places where basic research work of the highest quality should be pursued and the laboratories
of CSIR has a mandate to develop techlonogies and new processes which are needed by
industry. CSIR is eager to intensity its collaborative programme between scientists working in
universities and laboratories. CSIR has been collaborating with universities to offer formal
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes in specialized areas of value to industry, for example
post-graduate degree programmes in foot wear science and technology ; diploma courses in
prescision instrument technology ; flour milling ; industrial electronics etc. There are also short
term programmes in specific areas like allergy and immunology, assay of drugs, toxicology, metal
finishing, electro-metallurgy, fuel combustion, road construction technologies etc. CSIR spends
about 10% of its budget in supporting research in universities. There are associateship schemes
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which support visits and extended stays of university researchers in CSIR laboratories for

collaborative work. It is desirable that university researchers make use of these in order to use

sophisticated and costly facilities which are available in national laboratories.

I have spent a major part of my life as a university teacher and I fully realize how CSIR
laboratories would gain by improving contacts with universities. Universities are nerve centres of-

intellect arid learning. Unfortunately those institutions are not being properly funded and nourished
tday. Universities have to be strengthened because it is there where we train our young people.

The standards of education in many of our universities have gone down. I am sure the
university community here is striving hard to fight such a trend. The quality of our education is
decided by the atmosphere in which the academic community operates. Let us create an
atmosphere of openness, of magnanimity, of recognition of merit and quality, of objective and
rational thinking, of unselfishness and team work. Let us respect differing thoughts. Quality must
be recognized and cultivated as something precious.

Any university is known by the teachers it has. Teachers should have an infatuation for their
work and should inspire students. The respect for the teacher is due to his selfless devotion t
duty, intellectual vigour, purity of life and nobility of thinking. He should set an example of what is
best and what is highest in human values.

I would implore the students of this university to develop a greater sense of devotion to duty
and hard work. The force of character, mind and heart that a man can out intn =.n„ , , ■ .u

"  "'I'J any work is themost important factor for success. The greatest danger that we face in our country is the breakdown
of will to work and courage to work. You are not made for leisure You c;hni iiH i

... . , , i>nuuia De known for yourefficiency, your sense of responsibility and your capacity for work. You should have
achieve and should strive for it. There would be severe trials and frustrations but these '
be faced. ought to

On you, our young generation, will depend the future of India Yon wn..iH
^ wuuiQ soon ioin some

profession. You should not shirk any work you undertake. Honour lie^ in hr^n«o.. •,
nonest toil and dilioentdevotion to duty. Success comes to those who are not afraid of hard work As R k" "

you want knowledge, you must toil, if food you must toil for it, and if pleasure you musUolT' t^

If you honestly and diligently, pursue your work success will be ultimatou,,
IHaiciy your 3.nci vou will

enjoy it more because it has been won after a struggle. Do your duty according to our
and do not be afraid of criticism. Criticism is generally directed anaino+ ♦uy  against those who arhlpve
something. Nobody cares about a dead dog.

Very soon the year 1992 will yield place to the New Year 1993. I wish you ha iness nd
satisfaction through your work during the coming year. I again thank the anthnrit:^ P'ness an

.. . ^ ♦ u uu ♦ ^ auinorities and all of youfor giving me this opportunity to be with you today. ^
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By

PROFESSOR U. R. ANANTHA MURTHY
GUEST-IN-CHIEF

December 31, 1994

Mr. Chancellor, Mr. Vice-Chancellor, Members and Guests of the University and Friends :

1 am deeply honoured by your invitation to address this year's convocation when your university
is launching a number of bright young people to face life. Living the life given to us has never
been an easy task : but it would not be a truism to say that in our time it is harder than ever
before. I mean by this not only the threat of shrinking opportunities for meaningfui employment for
the young, but the anxieties created by a fast changing world which appears to have no patience
for an inward looking thoughtfulness or contemplative tentativeness. It is a world of hard-sell.
What counts is speed. f\/lost tests for admission to prestigious institutions are passed by students
who have mastered speed. There is no room for inwardness which has to struggle for sensitive
articulation if you want to get on. Also, everything sems to become obsolete very soon : In this
age of consumerism one has to constantly catch up with the latest trend not only in fashions, but
in theoretical formulations as well. In the words of a poet, no time now "to stand and stare", not for
leisurely absorption of the world around us in "wise passiveness .

Yet I speak today with some hope, for you belong to a great civilization which has cherished
continuity of memory, memory enshrined in your rich language. No other province in India or any
other place in the world has chersihed poetry or music more than Bengalis have done. Hence for

rest of India you will remain a model, as you were in my own formative years in school and
college in the remote Sahyadri region of Karnataka. But it is needless to say you will remain so
only it the temptations of a capitalist oriented globalisation doesn't result in a state of cultural
rootlessness and mindless cosmopolitanism for you.

I say this, however, with some trepidation. Some of my best friends among your writers are
apprehensive that the elitist temptations have begun to affect Bengali families also, who bring up
their children in English medium schools. It would be a sad day when some of the best minds in
Bengal whether in science or humanities are incapable of expressing their subtlest and most
complex thoughts in Bengali. Such an eventuality isn't progress but a regression so far as Bengal
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is concerned. Not only the great Tagore, but some of your great scientists and historians and

philosophers have enriched Bengali in the past and have been models for a Kannada writer like

me, coming from the South. Therefore I appeal to the young who are graduating today, never to
lose their capacity to use Bengali also as a medium of their complex and profound thoughts ; I
say "Bengali also", because in the world that we have to live who can ingore the ambiguous gift
that Macaulay brought us ? And also isn't it English education, the passionately desired gift of the
great Raja Ram Mohan Roy, which ushered in modern civilisation and created a new temper of
mind in our land ?

And are we not, even those of us who are critical of westernisation, beneficiaries of this
ambiguous gift ?

As a writer in one of the Indian languages, I have now shared with you my greatest anxiety
I need harely spell out the political and economic forces at work which are inimical to decentralisation
and pluralities of culture. The disease lies in our uncritical and unwise worship of development at
all costs. Our forefathers who advocated "modern civilisation" and entered into a spirited va
with Gandhiji never would have suspected that modernisation would result in a blind h f
imitaiton of the West. And such large scale brain drain, particularlv of the vrnmn

.  .. . .... . . ^ ^ yuung people whoreceive expensive education in elitist institutions, could not have been visualised by the
advocates of modern western civilisation. ^ patriotic

Marx said that the beginning of all criticism is the criticism of religion ; this was ve
the 19th century. What is true for our times, as Simone Weil has observed, is that thU
thought possible without a criticism of the dream of limitless development which modern tTh'^
has made possible. Your great university which can truly be pround of having achieved T
in the fields of engineering, science, and humanities should be able to ni„= m

•  • ♦ '..I ^ 4. ii_- y'v© th© nation ©, Ipad inraising a country-wide debate on this issue which will result In a critique of develooment ,
add here that it must be a reponsible and informed critique from the point of view of
ours which is still plagues by poverty, ignorance and subsistence economy whTch LIT" If
Poverty, like thoughtless development, is also a polluter. utalise life.

I am encouraged to raise this issue of a critique of development todav in
for a good reson. Your university is a unique institution ; it grew out of the

.„a ,« C.„. M. ,a.

pMs. 01 India's Iraalom slrdMl,. Von as an .nadaniic oommnniiy „„ .1?""""
political, scientific and cultural engagements with the present Othprwicaa ' Vour

*  ici wio©^ VOU Woi ilrH ^1 Ibeen asked to host the Science Congress, the meeting of some of the best minds '
As a writer an teacher of literature myself, I have friends in your university from wZmf
always learnt and drawn inspiration. I will share a secret with you. When my own universitv wnfd
not find a place on its syilabus for a novel of mine you were the first, several years ann , Th
the novel. The others followed you later. ' °
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May I now raise another issue which is in a way connected with what I have been rambling
about f This is about excellence in education. As vice-chancellor in a university of Kerala, I had
obsenred that the passion of the political ethos in Kerala was for levelling, and an outcome of this
passion which as a socialist I too shared, was an indifference to excellence with which could not
sympathise. The indifference to excellence which was certainly not a conscious hostility to
excellence distressed me. I kept talking about this with my leftist fnends. Can we not combine

society which i believe is the intensest spiritual driving force of ourour passion for an r an s

century, with a concern for excellence . ror, odi
unless we care for the best ?

This takes us directly to a problem which may be inherent to padiamenta^ democracy.
Politla parties in search of vote banks are tempted to make cheap populist appe^s. They beginPolitical parties promises. Take for instance how political parties are vying
to compete wi eac on the issue of reservation. The hypocrisy involved in this
with each other 0 passionately committed to the creation of an egalitarian

^'^MrResT^Lon as affirmative action in the interest of the disabled, should be one of thesociety. Rese ^p, pn^a,133,100 and

t'h^rreduce opportunities for employment in places where reservation can be implemented ; on
r ̂her hand we do eve^thing we can to increase inequality between the children of the
nnunate and the backward sections of the people by creating different kinds of schooling. -While

f- I- h mpHil im schools for the rich there are computers, there is no teacher or even blackboard
slaT. nSr™ "V W - " "»»- »•

however generous, ever be able to create equality among students afteramount skms ? we do not yet know what potential there is
having deli era^e^^^ remained for centuries without the gift of literacy,
among the ac excellence from our people unless we spread the net far and wide In

n of humanity that has lived in the dark and never entered into the mainstream of
histo°ry^? We have for centuries fished in small ponds of upper castes for talent. Hence neither
populism nor its opposite elitism could help us in our search for excellence. The plain truth is this
•  if we are passionately concerned with social justice and' an egalitarian society we should have
the same school system for ail children. Do not make any differences among children at least up
to the tenth standard. If found necessary, they can go to different kinds of institutions when they
have had an equal opportunity to blossom. The medium of instruction for ail children should be
the lanauaqe of the region. And there should be reservation only for the first generation of the
Lckward Only in India do we find the absurd situation that while one may be exquisitely literate.  y illiterate in the language of the immediate environment.

::r™rr:s:"U
long ?
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I  feel profoundly honoured that I am associating myself with your convocation which is

conferring honoracy doctorates on two of the greatest cultural figures of our sub-continent. Shri

Shamsur Rahaman is not only a great poet and the conscience of Bangladesh, but a relentless

fighter for the language of the region, and I am delighted that in his own person he embodies fully
what I have been trying to speak here in my inadequate English. Only those like Shri Shamsur
Rahaman who cherish a specific culture can become genuinely universal. Writers like him go
beyond national boundaries. Shri Sombhu fvlitra is a living legend in the whole country. Karnataka,
from where I come has a living theatre now, and Shri Sombhu Mitra has all along been a model
for the great practitioners of theatre there. I greet him on this occasion on behalf of his numerous
admirers in my land.

Let me greet all ttie young people graduating today. Along with your teachers and the
administrators of the university you have also contributed to the life of the university and thereby
you are leaving behind you a model for your juniors to follow. This is how great living traditions
are created where freedom of thought and opinion, courteous conduct, and vigorous discipline
without which there is no learning, are not seen as antagonistic.

Any university at its best creates acharyas, acharyas who master the learning which is
handed down to them. But there are some who question the entire knowledge system and create
new thought. These are the rfsh/s and they are rare anywhere in the world. We may not become
rishis. but all of us can strive to become acharyas-acharyas with an open and receptive mind
who can listen to a rishi, however unsettling such an experience is. I wish you all not mere
contentment with what you have mastered, but disturbing encounters in the adventure of knowledge
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS
By

Dr. Romiia Thapar
December 24, t995

Mr. chancellor. Mr. Vice-Chancellor. DIsllnguished Guests. Students and Colleagues.

I, is indeed a great honour which the Jadavpur University has bestowed on me in inviting rne
to d livel the convocation address this year. . am deepiy appreciative o. this gesture, especaiiy
as it comes from a university which has established itself among the best ,n the countnt.

I would like to take this opportunity to argue that although serious study of the early past of
i! on the decline with students preferring the lush pastures of science and commerce,^IThrrremalnra oLial area of investigation as it is intimately linked to the present, and

more so in the context of our immediate concerns.
It was only recently proclaimed that the end of history had arrived with the victory of global

caoitaiism over socialism. Yet within the short span of these last few years we have witnessed
»nH are continuing to witness, the most dramatic resurgence of ideologies and aspirations which
t,ave a distinctly nineteenth century feel to them. These have brought back history if ever ,t had
.  . ended with a disquieting resonance, i am not referring only to the ethnic confrontations

farmer Yugoslavia, but more widely to actions motivated by theories of racism and of ethnicity,
and of the permeation of religion into politics. Such actions are more than visible in the heart of
gtobai capitalism as they also are in the societies of our sub-contihent.

The inteilectuaily fashionable periodisation today, speaks of history in terms of the pre-
colohiai, the colonial and the post-colonial. The latter two are familiar and subject to much
discourse But pre-colohial history in India, is largely unfamiliar to those who conduct this discourse.
Nevertheless generalisations are made about the pre-modern tradition in India and these frequently
derive from what is assumed to be the tradition, an assumption often based on the negation of
that which is held to be characteristic of modernity. There is little hesitation in using colonial
onstructions of "tradition" or "community" or "culture" in speaking of an earlier historical heritage,consuuui u pqqociations of these concepts is regarded as unnecessary.

A familiarity with the P^^^rai concepts are to be given priority in historical explanation,
If, as some historians ass ̂  ^ historical perspective. It to me that this is all
theh surely these ® today carries so mahy "cultural survivals" from
the more necessary in a socie y



earlier times. Part of the reason for this unconcern with earlier history is the theory, disturbing for
the historian, that all historical moments are isolated, fortuitious and contingent. The logic of this
would justify even the rejection of history and if the historica! moment belongs to a post-colonial
situation, its antecedents or mutations from a pre-colonial or a colonial time would be regarded as
irrelevant. From a historian's perspective, this is unacceptable.

We are being encouraged today to take a fragmented view of ourselves and of our past,
where the fragmentation follows from the premises of nineteenth century interpretations of our
past, and which had hopefully been replaced by a holistic view when we terminated colonial rule.
In speaking of a holistic view i am not endorsing the claim of ruling groups to represent the whole,
but am insisting that the relationships between various groups which constitute society be included,
even where some of these are confrontational. Fragmentation has returned in many forms, the
most prominent being religion-based nationalism, the kind of nationalism which we had believed
had been laid to rest at the time of independence. Added to this is caste and regional chauvinism
Some would view ail these as products of the nation-state and argue that once the nation-state
disappears so will these, but how this is to happen and what will replace the nation-state remains
unclear. For the moment, the national at least, is visible and apparent, it is more realistic for us to
ensure its well-being through actions which we regard as instrumental for the common good.

The return to a holistic view requires a reassessment of the relation of civil society to the
nation-state, in this the secularising of our society as part of fhe process of change envisioned in
modernisation, becomes a central issue, i would like to argue that this is no, matter related only to
religious identities and religious nationalism but has implications for the totality of social change
Further, that although it differs from our pre-colonial oast cinph a i ■^  colonial past, such a secularising is not an attempt atalienating ourselves from our tradition, since the Dre-coioniai noof u •
and institutions conducive to the secular. ' '

Secularism in Europe has its own history, its associatinn with
civic life, is only of recent times accompanying 'the advent of the ® religion from
process of modernisation. The meaning of the word has chanoed historical
and therefore its exact translation cannot bHlgh ,
concept it can be located in cultures where this historical processes ,TnT '"secular" mean, a specific period of time, generally a hundred years markeHy hoir
and worshipping the gods. Because of its association with a iono temno i h
used gradually as a description of the world which has existed tor a in'^
contrasted with the Church which had a briefer life. Secular was initially',aken in "[ns T'
that which pertained to the world and not to the Church.
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To speak of secularism as a westem concept superimposed on India is historically incorrect,
for it is not confined to the question of the relations between religion and the state derived from
the experience of the Christian Church. Within the Christian Church there was a substantial
difference between the Protestant induction of some aspects of secularism and the Catholic
confrontation with It. The Lutheran Scandinavian countries had few problems with secularising
their societies the Catholic priests of Italy and Spain, not to. mention Latin America, are still
battling with It The crux of the confrontation Is not around the religion of the Individual or its
negation but over the question of the authority of religious Institutions or Institutions Inspired by
religious identities over civic life.

Bv the mid-nlneteenth century the definition of secular focussed on the question of ethics. It
was stated that social morality, central to the secular, should have as Its sole basis the well-being
of mankind to the exclusion of considerations stemming from a belief in God or ,n a future
condition The key elements of this morality were legal order, political freedom, individual autonomy
and material well-being. These are elements endorsed even by those that find modernisation
antipathetic The emphasis therefore Is not on a hostility to religion but on rational and moral
Drinclples governing society, or the absence of social ethics. Yet there Is a persistence In arguing
that the secular hinges solely on the conflict between Church and State. In the definition of
secularism the state is not the arbiter of conflict or co-existence between religions, nor is seculrism
me ideology of statehood, if we have conceded this to the state then this will need to be corrected
by the state having to adhere to the values and ethics of secularised society.

Where secularism is so interpreted, the evidence from pre-colonial India points to a relationship
nuanced than it was in Europe and in some ways, dissimilar. This was in part due to

the multiplicity of religions from early times and in part to the nature of Indian social organisation
which was entirely different from Europe. There were certainly rituals to consecrate a Raja and
these were moments of intense religiosity. A new Suitan was announced by having the khutba
read in his name in the mosque. Interestingly however, state patronage was bestowed in substantial
amounts to a range of what may otherwise have even been conflicting religious sects and
institutions. The Mauryan emperior Ashoka encourages respect for both the brahmana and the
stiramana altfiougfi elsewfiere ttie relation between the two is compared to that between the
mongoose and the snake. There is an on-going controversy, as to whether Harshavardhana of
Kannaui was a Buddhist or a Shaiva given his endowments and support to both and this was
soon af^er the time when the Shaiva sects of Kashmir has destroyed Buddhist monasteries and
killed Buddhist monks. The Chauiukyas of Gujarat buiit a mosque for the Arabs trading in westernkilled Buddhist men by the Paramaras of Maiwa compaigning against the

Chtu'lulyr MTghTendowments to bratimnas, Jogis, and temples are recorded, even those of
Aurangzeb.
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Cultural pluralism and Its protection was accepted as the duty of the king. His protection of
dharma was not religion in the modem sense for it enveloped the entire range of social obligations
of which religious ritual was a part. This however is not what Is meant by a secular society.
Secularism is not expressed merely by the state protecting and ensuring the co-existence of
religions. But, where there is evidence for this from the past it increases the potential for locating
those historical activities which would be conducive to the encouragement of the secular today.

The notion of a state religion In pre-coionial India also becomes somewhat meaningless
when it is apparent that political power was relatively open throughout Indian history Ruling
families frequently came from groups ranked as socially low or from obscure families where
some made an effort to cover this up with fancy origin myths and claims to kshatriya status But
in the process of becoming politically established they tended to carry their religious cults with
them and these had then to be recognised as part of the established religion Thev entry of
Shaktism into upper caste practice was in part due to this process. Where such kings cLid
eventually claim to be the avatara of Vishnu, the centrality of a God as a focus of power beains
to pale.

Alternatively, an existing state sometimes had to extend its patronage not only to the
established religious institutions but even to a cult of the marginalised groups in order to strengthen
its authority. Although such cults are sometimes brought on par with upper caste religion their
local roots and specific meaning remain and distinguish them from other snnh o,,i.

.  • xxt- u * X .. . bucn cults. Thus theworship of the hero-stone among pastoralists in Maharashtra was mntatoH int.^vvdb muiaied into the cult of Vithoba,
the Yadava dynasty encouraging its identity with Vishnu this rec^nitoH v ^

ic&uiieo in Yadava rnntml nver
large tracts of the less fertile parts of Maharashtra. The same oror-p^c e p

process has been sketohpri for
many other areas especially at the turn of the first millennium A.D

If one takes a long view of the past, human societies have mnvpH *u
avc moved Trom the palaeolithir tn theneolithic to the chalcolithic to urban civilisations and much more. Each cha

anxieties and bewilderments where power and authority were conceded by^so ̂  'ts own
by others. As far back as 500 B.C., emerging kingdoms in the Ganga plain TeganTsTemede
the clans and the beginnings of urbanisation brough further channp Thc.rwi itxi iyc. I riere was at thic: timo a

strong endorsement of social ethics. Buddhist thought maintained that ethical behaviour was
socially determined and did not derive from deity, a clear separation of ethics fro
centrality of social ethics is a significant part of our cultural inheritance ^ '"^'igion. The

The history of religion in India has generally been viewed from the n
Hindu and the Muslim upper castes. Such religion was directed to a soerir^H^-^^'^^
had institutions for channelling worship. Sacred space was demarcated b'^ deities and
mosque. Sometimes this was extended to the matha and the khanaah t ^
were closed to some lower castes and to untouchables, mosques anH l-h mathasmosques and khanqahs were open but
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nevertheless the clientele was discrete. There were orders of priests and monks, there wem
ulema there were texts held sacred, and there was a competition for wealthy patrons partrcu ariy
royalty These were all characteristics of Christian Europe as well. But there at the lower levels of
society' there was an enforcing of suppod for these institutions, whereas - mdra such support
was garnered but did not prevent the existence of alternative rehg.ous .dent.hes by the same
peop e The lower castes viewed as senrants of the temple would have pertormed the re u,she
se^l but would not invariably have been included among the worsh.ppers. The,r religious
pmctle lav outside these institutions and was bounded by social codes of behaviour. Since these

Ihom we now arbitrarily label Hindu and Muslim formed the maiority of the population,
their religion has to be recognised as distinctive.

The religion of this majority was a mixing and merging of belief and ritual drawn from a.  . 7°,^ ,..oeriences, in which the formal differentiations of upper caste religions didvariety o re igio p n,|y ,he religious practices of these groups were unacceptable to
not ntj Hinduism. Thus, brahmanas shrank from libations of alcohol and
those not prevent coverts to Islam continuing to worship idols. The

"IcognWo" o^Lse religions as central to the assessment of religion in India, is a recent interest,
having been substantially ignored in the Orientalist construction of Indian religion.

The claim that there was religious tolerance in Indian society is defended by recourse to
texts in fact it was the juxtaposition of various kinds of religious practices and beiiefs tied closely
to social organisation which was the basis of both a relative religious tolerance and a heightened

■  lerance based on social outcasting. Religious practices and beliefs could overlap among
"d oining castes but social distinctions, were firmly demarcated. Religious tolerance was possible
because of the enforcement of social boundaries, but when these transgressed or seen as
competitive, as for example, between the Shaivas and the Jainas in Karnataka, the tolerance
disappeared and the conflict took a religious form. Violent forms of religious intoierance were
local and did not develop into jehads and crusades. The co-existence of religions is again
described as secularism but this is not a sufficient description of secularism.

The religious reality In the past for the majority of Indians has been the recognition of a
multiplicity of religions drawing marginally perhaps from the established ones, but far more rooted
i^ocal cults beliefs and rituals and ident«ied less by religion and more by yaf/or by zaf. This

'  . , ,4 „ .unrchio a Stone, an icon or a deity with which they alone had a
gave them a certain ree o regulations but of a local kind. They maintained
dialogue. These were groups essentially unconcerned with norms
a distance from g^vemed as they were by their own customary observances. This
of the sastras or wi . freedom but resulted from the segmentation of jati which
rtictancp was not an idymc or adistance was
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kept them apail. The distancing in reiigious beiief and practice, however, did not prevent an
oppressive proximity in areas of civic concern, in the control exercised by those in authority over
such groups. Within the jati zat there was a degree of egaiitarianism. in the absence of democracy
the ranking was heid together by the coercion of those at the top and the acquiesing of those at
the lower end. IVIore often than not, within each broad category there was a certain consensus
and some manouevrability. With the coming of democracy the coercive aspect should ideally fade
away but this will not happen easily and quickly, given the force of historical conditioning.

Caste as jati combined in itself kinship systems, occupation and access to resources and
rituals and beliefs. Further removed socially were.the untouchables and the tribais whose reiigious
practices were yet more different. There was therefore an immense diversity even in religions
believed to be uniform such as Islam and Christianity. Worship at temples and mosques was
formal but the peitect worshipper was the bhakta who chose his own deity, his guru his form of
worship. Reiigious beiief was bound by individual inclination but religious practice conformed to
that of the jati. The pressures to conform were pressures of society and did not emanate from a
Church.

As in most pre-modern societies, hierarchy bound the segments into a whole but it was not
an immutable hierarchy. Osmosis between close castes did permit of some mobiiitv aithnnnh this
was dependent on the historical situation. Recruitment to upper castes in the case
and kshatriyas took the form of incorporating new groups and assiqnina statn!^,°
the post-Gupta period from Bangladesh mentioh an increase of brahmana gotm
been explained as resulting from the incorporation of people from local Sort t
given brahmana status. This becomes a feature in many areas where there las
the agrarian economy and state power. In the case of Ashrafs ahd Saiyvads wh
status because of foreign origins, and frequently had high administrative positLl^'
could also increase when after a few generations indigenous converts made tho
change of status required a change in the way of life. Therefore only those who '^"1! ^
this change were able to make it. Others sought to alter the ranking or express , °
initiating a new reiigious sect which, ih negotiating with other social grouDs
ignored caste-ranking, but more often than not was transmuted into a caste R m I
make a consistent pattern throughout the Indian past. " features

This does not make Indians more embedded in religion. But it reauirep th ,
the relation between religion, politics and society in the pre-coionial period in e^rdi«"®"f"
the established ones. Monolithic, homogenous, reiigious communities ciaiminn , ®
the majority or the minority provide little explanation of the antecedents to the rr
Of Indian society. They only foster the aspirations of some present ray ̂ ^
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same time, the contemporary ideology ot religious malorltarlanism not only moulds religion Into a
new homogenous and militant form to enable it to function as an agency of political mobilisation,
but it also makes a mockery of democracy by giving to the majority a pre-determlned Identity. The
fears of those labelled as minorities are also sought to be allayed by encouraging them to resort
to uniformity and militancy.

This Is not to suggest that there was an absence of communities In the past, but that the
community Identities were many and drew on caste, location, language, religious practice and
belief, some of which intersected. These were not communities identified across the sub-continent
by a singie, recognised, religious mould. Communities are in any case constructed, which is why
there can be Intersecting Identities and these identities can disappear over time or survive in
variant forms. The current recognition of monolithic religious communities is also a construction
which grows out of the way Indian society was perceived in the colonial period.'Social memory is
also influenced by historical perceptions.

The induction of the secular into a society cannot be a partial experience, /evolving around
religion It Is a component of a bigger change involving primarily the Introductiori of democracy,
but also of new technologies, and the emergence of a new social group, the middle-class, which
breaks away from earlier social Identities. There is Inevitably a search for new Jdentlties and in
the Indian situation of recent times, encouragement has been given to religious identities, on the
basis of a particular interpretation of what Is regarded as the Indian tradition apd Indian histonr.
secularism is no more a western concept than Is the middle-class or the nation-state, even if all
these are changes introduced to the world as a result of capitalism or colonialism.

The recognition of the secular relates to specific historical changes experienced by a variety
of societies and may well in the next century result in varied manifestations. In Europe this
change was associated with societies which had been confined to a single religion which evolved
as a focus of power and therefore came into confrontation with the state. In India there has been
a multiplicity of religions and the state did not need to confront these. This pre-colonial experience
should make it easier for us to secularise our society provided we can cut our way through the
impositions of the last two centuries. Religion in India, even if viewed in terms of Hindu and
Muslim has had a strong personal component and has not been dependent on a Church. It
would therefore be regarded as natural that religion be a personal matter, a matter of faith, and
neither the concern of the state nor of the self-appointed theologians of any majority or minority
community. To draw on a secular tradition from the Indian past would have less to do with
religious Identities and more to do with the questioning of social boundaries.

The problems of the monolithic religious communities, created and endorsed by colonial
and, to some degree, nationalist opinion, remains, with us. If the nation-state has accepted these
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identities, then the faiiure lies with civil society acquiescing in this acceptance. We are hesitant to
recognise the eiements of a different tradition which I wouid argue is the historicai heritage and
which aithough not secuiarism, would nevertheless legitimise a secular social ethic. This in turn
would empower civil society to strengthen democracy and prevent authoritarianism by the state.
Secularisation creates new categories of cohesive social relationships which can monitor the
activities of the state. The monitoring is not necessarily a self-conscious act for it is written into
the legislating of human rights. These are opposed to any identity used for constructing monolithic
homogenous, religious communities, or for that matter even communities identified by race and
ethnicity. Such identities are only too present in various parts of the world and are by no means
absent in the subcontinent where they have become the major source of opposition to the riahts
necessary to an enlightened society.

The secularisation of society is neither an easy nor a rapid change. The requirements of
social justice and of social welfare, with precedence for subordinated groups and gender iustice
have not been given priority in Indian development and are likely to be brushed aside h„ the
demands of global capitalism. To t^ and hold back modernisation is now a fantasv Bil we
cannot be passive recipients of modernisation, in the absence of the practice of human dqhts and
social justice, a modernised state can become merely another oppressive state- end 7 .
appropriates the kind of nationalism which creates ghettos it becomes e t ■ ®
of social welfare and social justice can be effectively put '^ 0!, 7'
continued existence if not enhancement, should become the essenf T ̂
This implies not just an expectation from the state, but more import'antlv°T'"
presence in our institutions. It is only through empowering that which k .
we can hope to live with dignity. ecuiar in our society that
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ANNUAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS
by

Prof. Dr. Man Mohan Sharma, f.n.a., f.r.s.
Guest-in-Chief

December 24, 1996

Mr. Chancellor, Mr. Vice-Chancellor, Guests, Students and Colleagues :
Technology will play a pivotal role In the economic well being of our counhy. Technology

constitutes thfbig 'C of the capital and is very difficult to acquire. In recent years, notwithstandingconsiiiuieb ine y ^,,iHonrP of denial of technology even in purely civilian activities,
liberalisation, there is 3^^ In major areas just a handful of players.
There is a definite areas Is extremely difficult and, with import barriers
typically 4 to 5, inconsequential, competition becomes extremely difficult,
vanishing or ^ question whether exports are indeed on a totally rational
if not Impossible, e may critically hinge on having global
pasls. It IS thus abunda^^^^ Iqd technological capabilities across the entire spectrum,
'indfa remJrglnras a country where a large number of highly talented engineers and technologists
can be located and here the Universities play a crucial role.

have a passion to take up courses In engineering and technology after their
H Sc°and indeed most merit holders. If not all, gravitate towards engineering and technology,

commerce. Thus we can count on high calibre students unlike many
rvtlopL^countrles. What next ? What are our strengths and malaise ? We have a limited
number of really good Institutions in engineering and technology. In early 80's we saw a major
change In the policy and privatisation was ushered In with unusual vigour and if I might say with
undue haste Today we have an annual Intake In all branches of engineering and technology
taken together at degree level, of about 1,10,000 and you may like to see this In the context of a
number around 70,000 In U.S.A, the most developed nation. Of course, we are a nation of over
900 million people vs some 250 million in U.S.A. Are engineers going to do jobs far below their
calibre and training ? Are some entrepreneurs going to emerge ? I am unable to reconcile myself
,0 gainful employment for such unusually large numbers, even accounting for a decent numberto gainiu p y vvorries are on a different front, namely, educational
Who would work overseas. undergraduates ? Do we have
Institutions. Are we real y gea^ jggj,|.,g,.5 9 is teaching profession rewarding and exciting ? What
any pedagogy . | jfie absence of any graduate studies or teachers engaged
would be the quality of instructions
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in such pursuits on their own, along with consultancy ? These questions haunt me in several
ways, having spent my lifetime in a university. There is a mistaken notion that a person with
merely sufficient financial resources can create quality institutions. What about intellectual
resources ? Are we going to be content in these new institutions with fresh graduates as teachers

or retired teachers with a 'fresh' lease of life ? I am terribly concerned with the state of affairs we
are witnessing in a very number of these new Institutions, which now dominate the scene, with a
decent margin.

Teaching and research in an academic institution can be really stimulating, exciting, rewarding
and pleasurable. I, for one, have made a living doing exactly what I wanted to do and would be
only too happy to do it all over again. Teaching can be very creative and there is thrill and-
satisfaction in transmitting thoughts to talented young, bubbling but disbelieving students. Designing
new experiments, with frugal financial resources, but rich intellectual background, can be a very
rewarding experience, on a continuing basis. Universities are acknowledged as cradles of innovation
where research can be pursued in a fearless way, without management pressures. Indeed 'risky'
projects can be rnerrily undertaken and there is an unmistakable experience that success lies in
the , lap . of .those who are willing to gamble with ideas which have a sound basis However
research demands a deep commitment and has to be like a passion or even an infatuation'
Working for long hours, including holidays and Sundays is a norm as one derives pleasure in real
sense. The cost effectiveness of research in academic institutions is widely acknowled ed
throughout the world. Here research students work for 70 to 80 hours per week for a ittan e
without holidays. If all that I have said above makes sense then what is our malaise ?

Engineering sciences offer the unique opportunity of combining engineering skills with a
.scientific base. This fusion often generates excitement which may transcend the "creative DleasnrP"
of developing an abstract thec^ or the exhilarating feeling associated with successful emDiricism
The.inlecticn of physics, chemistry and mathematics into the analysis of phenomena traditionaliv
Gonsldered to be 'engineering', provides a formidable basis to attack real life problem
.  ■ Academic environment provides an optimal setting where teaching and research can flouri h
in a ■symbiotic synthesis because of the insulation against managerial/commercial pressures-^"'^'^
technological context the "realness" of the problems being investigated is an insuranc ' ^
solvfng-non-problems and in any case the relevance of problem enriches rather than detot^tTe ^
value of academic research.

Teaching is not just a mode of transmission of knowledge to a raw, disbelieving audien e
For the teacher it breeds new insights which are usually the outcome of Inter-action with students—

"their fundamental queries, construction of Interest generating examples in the class etc This
activity also has a humane angle and opportunities are wide and varied often difficult to describe
For the taught, the pleasure is not restricted to the exploration of the novel; more than that we
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should be able to convey to them a whole, analytical way of thinking which nurtures curiosity,
provides inspiration and creates a problem-solving temperament. We should be able to excite
students to probe deeply the subject. Teachers should encourage students to think independently
and express their views freely and such thoughts should be carefully considered and enmeshed
in a "composite" way.

Research has an intimate, beneficial relation with teaching since each changes the other in
useful ways; course material often evolves out of successful research programs whereas teaching
may provide unexpected clues for research. Research is inherently exciting in that it provides the
venues for creative speculation, model building and model testing. Often it also leads to interactions

ritTindustry (the actual battlefield) in various beneficial ways.
In resource constrained environment of developing countries like ours it is all the more
f  1 that we possess an armoury full of excitement, infatuation and involvement towards

research in order to overcome and rise above the handicaps due to lack of resources.teaching a nothing to use, but our brains. Often
it is truly amci.(iiny wnui

■  of some higtily sophisticated facility may result in designing simple powerful experiments.
^  nius prefers homogeneity of an Individual than heterogeneity of a group. Only this can see

mrough with optimism and healthy productivity. Khowledge engineering is a powerful resource
and technology is an expensive equity capital.

The most serious deterrent to qualify education in engineering and technology will be the
■lability of competent and dedicated teachers, expect this problem to remain acute at least for

10 years and by that time a lot of damage, perhaps to a considerable extent irreparable,
uld have beeh dohe. The resenration of teaching posts, even at professorial level, for backward

"^Lses has further aggravated this problem In a very serious way. It has badly affected Readers
to the extent that they feel demoralised. The salary scales have no relationship with the market
value of good engineers and are so low as to deter even persons on the fence. Some drastic
measures are required to redress this situation.

The combined prowess of teaching and research In academic institutions has not been duly
aooreclated Apart from research being very cost effective. It bestows three distinct layers of
K.L,it • value of research; impact on post graduate education; indelible effect on undergraduate
plcation There is lip service given to academic institutions and when it comes to supporting the
nmds run "dry" Although veiy valuable support is beihg provided by the UGC through the Special
r«istance Prograntmes and COSIST, and by the DST through SERC, the total support is grossly
nLaouate and sub-optimal. Further the State Universities are in even greater difficulties as the
mpchanism to accept and execute projects Is weak. I doubt if any University has a clear budget
r ad on its own of research of any significant magnitude. The funds required by he Universities

I  f ly very small and the Government of India should come forward to buttress research
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budgets substantially.

Notwithstanding shortage of academic staff, it is common to find a large number of vacant
posts which are not filled for unusually long periods. I hazard a guess and say that this may be at
25 to 30% of the sanctioned posts and this further erodes our contributions.

There is an erroneous impression in the minds of many politicians and bureaucrats that the

effodTandt - h H?'" ^est, supplementIt IS hard to imagine how it can take the entire burden, even by a long shot.
As an optimist, I do see opportunities in any new difficulties, but we seem to be reachino an

impasse vrhere quality will be sacrificed at the alter of quantity and we will have vanishing
member of really well trained engineers. We must arrest this trend and at least go back oTur
somewhat glorious days. ^
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Honoris Causa

1 9 5 8

1. Dr. Mokhagundam Visveswaraya

2. Prof. Satyendra Nath Bose
3. Prof. Kariamanikham Srinivasa Krishnan
4. Prof. Geoffrey Chevajir Cheshire
5. Sri Rajsekhar Bose

1 9 6 1

1. Sir John Philip Sargent

1 9 6 9

1. Dr. Ramesh Chandra Majumdar
2. Dr. William Norman Brown
3. Dr. Tarasankar Bandyopadhyay
4. Dr. Debendra Mohan Bose
5. Prof. Priyadaranjan Roy
6. Prof. Hem Chandra Das Gupta
7. Prof. Satish Chandra Bhattacharya

1 9 7 3

1  Sri Balai Chand Mukhopadhyay (Banafu)
2. Sri Prabhat Kumar Mukhopadhyay
3. Late Prof. Gopai Chandra Sen

1. Sri Satyajit Ray
2. Mother Teresa

1. Dr. Triguna Sen
2. Prof. Nilratan Dhar
3. Prof. M. K. Menon
4. Dr. Raja Ramanna
5. Sri Biren Roy
6. Prof. Subodh Chandra Sengupta
•7 pr. Uma Sankar Joshi

1 9 8 0

1 9 8 1

D. Engg.

D. Sc.

D. Sc.

D. Lift.

D. Litt.

D. Sc.

D. Litt.

D. Litt.

D. Litt.

D. Sc.

D. Sc.

D. Engg.

D. Engg.

D. Litt.

D. Litt.

D. Engg.

D. Litt.

D. Litt.

D. Engg.

D. Sc.

D. Sc.

D. Sc.

D. Sc.

D. Litt.

D. Litt.
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8. Prof. Susobhan Chandra Sarkar (Posthumous) D. Lift.

9. Prof. Hem Chandra Guha D. Engg-

10. Prof. Sudhir Chandra Chakraborty D. Engg.

11. Dr. Ajudhia Nath Khosla D. Engg.

1 9 8 6

1. Late Indira Gandhi D. Litt.

2. Gabriel Garcia Marquez D. Litt.

3. Prof. Bhabatosh Dutta D. Litt.

1 9 89

1. Prof. Sukumar Sen D. Litt.

2. Sm. Ashapurana Devi D. Litt.

3. Prof. Gourinath Sastri D. Litt.

4. Sri. Asesh Prasad Mitra D. Sc.

1 9 9 0

1. Mr. Nelson Mandela D. Litt.

2. Prof. Amartya Kr. Sen D. Litt.

3. Radharaman Mitra D. Litt.

1 9 9 3

1. Sri. Gopal Haider (Posthumous) q

2. Sri. Utpal Dutta (Posthumous)

3. Prof. Jyotsna Kr. Chaudhury q Engg.
4. Prof. PratuI Chandra Rakshit □ 3^,
5. Prof. Shyamadas Chatterjee q 3^,

1 9 9 4

1. Sri Sombhu Mitra q Litt
2. Sri Shamsur Rahaman q Ljtt

1 9 9 5

1. Sri. Durga Das Basu P Litt.
2. Prof. Jitendra Nath Mohanty P Litt.

1 9 9 6

1. Sri. Mrinal Sen P ytt.
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